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LaZE WUCZD SIT-RUST PCBSSB3 fl caaZCOGflIDI 
PTIMS 

J. Hajtd and G. Ac. 
Central Research Institute for Physics 

Budapest, Stmgary 

Hanecease 3MOEfl i gpctaznaqeciwx roqeg JfllOcb ocy-
:ectBwTs nocpucnos gopoicx MWYASCOS 2za3epE 3izenpoa-
nicpoconnecxoe accizezoBaMe aresox noga3aAo, cto aaetp 
eMop'Ma ToqeK pa3aae?Cfl 0,5 inpoa. 3aaean tesnepa?yp, 
DoJty4eMae.M3 ypaBHeafl TeuJIonpoBoRHoctI COMM", UO Ba-
seceae awopax TOqeX tVIRe?CE peayflraToM 6ctporo dual-
eniui, npoMdxoAnerO BeAU 3R pacanaBnenev Be;ecfla. 

irnoivctioi 
In this paper we describe the thermal profiles as results 
of a laser induced malt quench cycle in a film of 

?e87 G. 9La4  composition. These data art combined with e-
lectron-microscopic erninstion in order to determine the 
diameters of laser induced areas. 

MIPERTMMAL 
Thin films of the chalcogenide glasses were prepared by 
evoporation of three element. La, To and Ge onto a carbon-
-collodium cover an & sample grid of a JEM-.100 U .  trans-

mission electron microscope. lila thicsss was nnmlnl]y 

670 1. the film was in crystalline state. Crystallization 
1s due to the thermal treatment of the layers. The light 
saune was a Be-Ye gas laser / 2. - 6328 V. the laser beam 
was focused on the sample with a 40 power microscope ob-
jective lens. 
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3.  RESULTS 
3.1 fl.otron-.iCro.Copie OxaminstiOu 
It is possible to vzite oryitsilins and anorphous spot. 

using 0.4-0.6,42.50 pzla.s from the 3.-Io gas laser fl*..r 

power • 13.1 all. The amorphous spots can be erased both by 

laser or electron means /Pigs- 1 and 2/. frssura results 

from the oi7atalflsation of the amorphous spot. 

ci 

jr4: 1~ 
d' 

.. 

1 Electron micrograph 
amorphous rpot on 
?879A54 film 

,..ø. 41• 

P1g.2 Electron micrograph 
of the same spot in 
erased state 

3 . 2  ?supsrstuie profile 

The tamperaturs profile can be obtained by solving the 
following differential equation of beat sonductiont 

CO 	.Q(, 	(4) 

wbares C1,  - specific heat, 9 • density, .m thermal conduc-

tivity , h • thickness of the film, Q • laser flux 
density. 

Taking the values C .0.09 cal/gr, g.5.61 g/c, k • 7602 
• 1 kcal/a0Cb, we found the following results l?ig.. 3 

and V. 
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- 

(13 E&'  (19 Dy 
F  

sec 	
4Q6 09 t2 t/LS1&C 

2 4 6 3 rAL 2 4 6 3 'p 

Pig.3a,b. temperature profiles at various radii from the 
centre of the spot for a Gaussian laser pulse 
/a/ 0.4 and /b/ 0.6,usec duration. 

In the case of 0.4,usec pulse the temperature of illuainated 
area /2.8,u diameter/ reaches the cz7atal1isatiofl temperature 

range /T1 a 2250C-375°C/. Using a 0.6 ,.ueec laser pulse the 

temperature of the illuminated area /0.5/1 diameter/ reaches 

the melting temperature of the material a - 375°CI. We 

found the cooling rate value predicted by the equation of 

heat conduction to be 15000/IUeC. this rate was suffici-

ently rapidg For the melted material to remain in the disor- 

dered /amorphous/ state- 

A. suary of our results is shown in table I. 

4 
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Laser 
pacer 

C.  rwJ 

Pulse 
dun- 
tion 
r t,r-.a 

line spots 	(M eots L.J 
flectron- 	Fran equa- 
cicrosco- 	tion of 
pe obser- heat con- 
v
i
tion 	duction 

flectron- 
tcrosco- 
pie obser-' 
tation 

Pram aqua-. 
tion of 
best con-
duction 

13.1 0.3 2.6 2.8 - - 

13.1 0.4 2.75 3.0 - - 

13.1 0.52 3.1 3.3 0.4 0.5 

13.1 0.6 3.2 3.45 0.5 0.55 

DISCUSSION 
The temperature values predicted by the equation of beat 
conduction and the e1ectronaicroacoPiC examination show 
that the laser writing and erasing can be ascribed to the 
thermally induced reversible amorphous crystallize phase 
transition of the material. Crystallization occurs only in 
the irradiated area; amorphitation is due to the rapid Coo-
ling of the melted substance. 

REFERMCES  

1 J.?einleib, J.de Teufville. S.C.Woss end S.R.Ovskizwky  

&ppl.Pbys.Lett. 18, 254 /1971/ 
2 P.Chaszdharl, S.R.Herd, 3. Jon Cryst. Solids 8-10 s  56 

/1972/ 
3 A.Eaaada ?.Xurosu. ESaito, Liikuchi, Lppl.Pbye.Lett. 

32. 1 /1972/ 
4 N.J. Von Outfeld, P.Cbandhari. J.Appl.PWs. fl. 11 

/l9'12/ 
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ABSTRACT 

optical switching from the crystalline to the amorphous state has 
been studied in chalcogenide films producing amorphous spots by the help of 

60 
nsec pulses of a ruby laser. These amorphous written spots can be erased 

both by laser and electron beams. Electron-microscopic examination of the 
films has shown that the diameters of the amorphous spots are 

0.5 1am. The 

structural properties of these films depend on their thickness. 

PE3IOME 
Hamm 6wu4 K3yueHM a03Mo*HoctM ontH'ieckoro nepeKnIC'ieH14 143 xpnctail -

nwiecicofl B 
aMop4)t4YO •a3y Ha xanb)coreaxaHoR nneHxe. HaHeceHI4e aMop$HWC To'IeK 

yflailoch ocyigecTBI4Tb nocpeactBoM K0p0TKI4X HMflyJTbCOB na3epap wu4renbHocTb 
104-

nynbca cocTaBl4fla 6x102 .CeK. 9TH To'iXH MOIHO ctHpaTb C nomomblo na3epHoro 
147114 ,nextpOHHOro 143ny'ieHxfl. anexrpoH_MMxpocMonMoe ,4ccJ1etosaHHe 3T14X vine-

NOR 
noxasa.no, 'ito AxameTP aMoptHblX ro'.zex paBHHetcR 0,5 MMKPOH. 

KIVONAT 	 - 

A 
kristâlyoSból az amorf allapotba t6rt&n6 optikai kapcsolãst tanul-

mányoztuk kalkogenid filinekben. 60 nsec besugArzási idejU rubin lézer segit-
ségével amorf pontokat sikerUlt letrehozni. Ezek a beirt ajnorf pontok mind 
lézer-, mind elektronsugarral torölhetök. A filmek elektronmikroszkôPos vizs-

gAlata kimutatta, hogy a foltatm6r5 0,5 Mm. A filmek szerkezeti tulajdonságai 

fUggnek vastagsâguktôl. 



INTRODUCTION 

Reversible changes in the reflectivity of amorphous chalcogenide 

films by laser irradiation have recently been reported Ei-C . It was found, 
that the optical properties of chalcogerilde films were altered by a laser 

beam to a sufficient extent which makes them attractive for optical memories. 

The structure of laser written lines have been examined in chalcogenide 

films [51. Gutfeld and Chandhari showed [9] that it is also possible to 

write by amorphizing pulses. 

In this paper some of our results on laser writing and erasing in 

Te 85Ge 10As 5  and Te88Ge6AS 6  are described. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Thin films of the ehalcogenide glasses were prepared by evaporation 

of three elements As Te and Ge onto a carbon-collodium cover on a sample 

arid for electron-micrOSCODV measurements /Fiq. 11 

! Mirophoto of evap:rated film on a cample 
grid for electron-mtCrQBCOPC measurements-  

8 

The film composition 

measured by mass-spec-

trometrical analysis 

was found to be 

Te 85Ge 10As 5  and 

Te88Ge 6AS 6 . Film thick.- 

nesses were nominally 

210 R and 670 R . The 

morphological changes 

were photographed with 

a JEll 100-U transmission 

electron-microscope. The 

electron-micrograph and 

the diffraction pattern 

of the two films are 

shown in Figs. 2-3. 



.4 

4,M 

-2- 

b/ 

Fig. 2 Ei9ctron-micrograph and the diffraction pattern of evaporated 220 
thick film 

a,' 	 b/ 

Fig. 3 Electron-micrograph and the diffraction pattern of evaporated 270 
thick film 



-3- 

The diffraction pattern of the 210 R films was characteristic for 

amorphous films but the 670 R film was in the crystalline state. Crystalliza-

tion is thought to be due either to the increase of film thicknesses or to 

the thermal treatment of the layers. 

CRYSTALLIZATION EFFECT IN CHALCOGENIDE FILMS 

Two lasers were employed in our experiments. The output of a He-Ne 

gas laser was used for writing in the usec range and that of a Q-switched 

ruby laser for the nsec range. The output of each of the lasers was focused 

into a Leitz microscope. 
For a writing time of 3.5 usec a minimum energy density of about 65 mJ/cm 2  

is required. A comparison of the mlcrographs and the electron-micrographs 

of written spots shows that the spot is not the result of a phase change, 

but it is a consequence of the increased reflectivity due to crystallites 

of bigger sizes /Figs.4-51. 

.LW 

Figs . 4 Micrograph of spots, 
written by He-Ne laser on 
Te 88 Ge 6AS 6  film 

AMORPHIZATION E.FECT IN CRYSTALLINE CHALCOGENIDE FILMS 

It is possible to write amorphous spots using 60 nsec pulses from 

a Q-switched ruby laser. The energy density was 0.25 mJ/p 2 . These amorphous 

spots can be erased both by laser or electron means /Figs. 7-8/. Erasure is 

due to the crystallization of the amorphous spot. 
It is possible to write amorphous lines using a He-Ne laser. When the power 

density of the laser was 96 mJ/cm2  amorphous lines were obtained /Figs. 9-10/, 

but using only 80 mJ/cm2 , the film was transformed in the higher reflective 

crystalline state. 
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Fig. 9 Crystalline and amorphous line 
produced by laser beam 

Fig. 10 Amorphous line produced by laser 
beam 

12 
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DISCUSSION 

Reversible optical 

switching from the crystalline 

to the amorphous phase has been 

performed in Te 85Ge 10AS 5  and 

Te 88Ge 6AS 6  films. Amorphous 

written spots were erased both 

by laser and electron means. 

The writing time was 60 nsec 

at 0.25 nJi u energy density 

but can be decreased by increas-

ing the energy density. The 

diameter of amorphous spots is 

nominally 0.5 u. Thus a packing 

density of 108  bit/cm 2  can be 

obtained, i.e. an order of 

magnitude higher than with 

crystalline spots, which have 

a diameter of 1-2 urn L3]• Since 

0.5 urn linewidth amorphous 

lines separated by crystalline 

zones of the same width can be 

written in, the resolution is 

1000 lines/mm. 
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THERMODYNAMIC DATA ON CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES 
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(Received March 15, 1975; in revised form July tO. 1975) 

The temperature-dependence of the specific heat near to the glass temperature was 
investigated for several Te- and As-based chalcogenide glasses, the latent heats of 
melting and crystallization of the former alloys also being measured. No thermal 
change could be detected in the transformation of the As-based alloys from the solid 
to the liquid state. 

The present report describes some results of our investigations into the thermal 

properties of certain chalcogenide glasses. Electrical and optical switching and 
memory effects have been observed in many amorphous chalcogenides [1-21. 

Pearson [3] and Eaton [4] suggested that thermally-induced phase changes were 
responsible for these phenomena. In glasses of appropriate composition, the 
amorphous material transforms to the crystalline modification upon being heated 

to the crystallization temperature. When the melted sample is cooled down, two 

different phases may be obtained depending on the cooling rate: slow cooling 
leads to crystallization, whereas if the sample is cooled down rapidly it solidifies 

in the amorphous state [5-8]. There is, however, a concentration region 

where even slow cooling produces amorphous material. 

We measured the temperature-dependence of the heat capacities of the glassy 
and the crystalline material near to the glass temperature. In addition, the latent 

heats of melting and crystallization of the Te-based alloys were measured, and 
it was observed that these could be cycled repeatedly between the amorphous 

and the crystalline state. 

Experimental 

The required amounts of high-purity reactants were weighed out and approxi-
mately 2 g of the powder mixture was sealed in an evacuated glass tube. Six 

chalcogenide alloys of different compositions (see Table I) were prepared by the 

usual melt-cool procedure. 
The thermal parameters were determined with a Perkin - Elmer type DSC-2 

differential scanning calorimeter. The encapsulated samples (-10 mg) were 
scanned from room temperature to 700 K at 20 K/mm. The detailed theory of 

DSC can be found elsewhere [9-10]. 

J. Thsrn.aI .4*c!. 9. 1976 
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Results and discussion 

A list of the transition temperatures observed upon heating at 20 Kimin may 
be found in Table I. 

Sample 
No. 

Table I 

Transition temperatures of chakogenide glasses 

Composition 	 T. K 	Tc,., K 	Tcr., K 	T,, K 	Tm,, K 

I 	Tc 110e11As 1 	 i 403 	468 	1  494 	641 	667 
2 	TcGe, 5 	 404 	445 	489 1 655 	680 
3 	Te 7 As,, 	 360 1 404 	- 	636 	- 
4 	TeGtSb,S, 	 386 1  445 	469 	633 	674 
S 	AsSc.Ge 1. 	 510 £ 	- 	- 	- 	- 
6 	As8e4$._,Ge,. 	 514 	- 	- 	- 	- 

The samples can be divided into two different groups. Samples 1-4 show three 
types of thermal change: 

a sudden increase in the heat capacity at T =Ts. the glass temperature 
T. depends on the heating rate (Fig. I); 

an exotherm at T = Ta, which is interpreted as crystallization; 
an endotherm at T = Tm , which is associated with the melting of the crys-

talline material. 

In Table 2 we have collected the experimental and computed specific heat data 

near to the glass temperature. 

Table 2 

Specific heat in aug K 

Sample 
No. J 	C(Tcr.) 	C(T,.T• ) 

I I 	0.055 0.10 0.053 
2 I 	0.051 0.07 0.051 
3 0.075 0.10 .0.054 
4 0.054 0.09 0.031 
$ I 	0.091 0.12 0.082 
6 0.091 0.14 0.092 

C(T c T1 ) is the measured specific heat just below, and C(T> 7) just 
above 7',, while Cc ,r.,.p is the specific heat computed on the basis of the Neumann - 
Kopp rule, assuming that the heat capacity of the alloy can be approximated 

J. mc'.,.! .4..!. 9. 1979 
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T1  can be observed only in the samples quenched from T> Tm . When the sam-

ple is heated to T, it goes through the exotherm, and alter this the heat capacity 

shows no anomaly at T = T1  (see Fig. I). These facts together confirm that 7, 

is characteristic of the amorphous state, T, is the crystallization and T. the 

melting of the sample. 
Samples I, 2 and 4 show two distinct crystallization and two melting peaks 

(Fig. 2). The interpretation of these peaks is possible by assuming the crystalliza-

tion of two different phases with different melting temperatures. 

Tnnperalure 
contrOli 

tube 

Microscope 

toy  

Hot stage 

Fig. 3. A simple arrangement for determining the melting or chalcogenide Slasm  

The first exothermic transformation takes place between 440 and 470 K. This 
produced X-ray diffraction lines which were characteristic of Te crystallites [I 11. 

The second exothermic transformation takes place between 470 and 500 K. X-ray 

diffraction identification of the heat-treated samples showed the presence of CieTe 

ciystallites 1111. 
The latent heats of the transformations may be found in Table 3. The latent 

heat of crystallization is 2-5 times smaller than that of melting. 

Table 3 

Latent heat Jif in cal/it 

Sample 	Cmlii- 	 Melting 
No. 	i 	haliDe 

—9.3 17.9 
—.6.3 

1 
20.9 

—5.5 26.1 
—7.7 19.9 

J. T!wr,a! An!. V. 1976 
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bN the addition of the heat capacity of the constituents. The fact that the heat 

capacity below T1  is nearly equal to the heat capacity of the crystalline material 

(Fig I). which can be approximated to by the Neumann - 
Kopp rule, shows clearly 

that the extra degrees of vibrational freedom present in the amorphous stale are 

almost completely frozen below T. 

- 	

- H.otr'g rate, ic mm 

0.12 	1. '0 

o 

006 	
~Oss 

X  0,07 d.  

420 	4' 

Temperature, Pt 

Fig. I. Heat capacity of glassy and crystalline TeGc,, vs. temperature and heating rate 

I. 

0 

12. 

IT 
I'. 

Temperature, K 

Fig. 2. DSC diagrams of samples 1, 2 and 4 

I. Thera, Ant P. 1976 
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The magnitude of 4H, is dependent on the amount of glass crystallized at 

Tcr  for a given scan rate. Studies by Quinn and Johnson f121 on bulk chalco-
genide glasses have shown that crystallization nucleates at the surface, and there-

fore the surface-to-volume ratio must be important in the process of converting 
from a non-crystalline to a crystalline state. 

We carried out a simple experiment to determine whether the samples melt in 
the temperature range investigated by us. The experimental setup can be seen 
in Fig. 3. Visual observation shows that sample 5 begins to melt at 570 K. At 
700 K the sample takes on a completely spherical shape, which means that the 

solid material transformed to the liquid state in the temperature range 570— 700 K. 
A similar phenomenon could be observed in the case of sample 6, where the melt-
ing interval was estimated as 580-720 K. 

o.13t- 

0.12 

I 	I 	 i 
510 	6 	660 	700 

tempeohse, a 

Fig. 4. Heat capacity of glassy AsSe,Ge 1, vs. temperature 

Figure 4 proves that the samples show no significant thermal change (latent 
heat or heat capacity maximum) during melting. If there is any thermal anomaly, 
the associated energy must be smaller than the sensitivity of our instrument, i.e. 
less than 10-3 times the latent heat of melting observed with the crystalline ma-
terial. 

There is a structural difference between the thermal properties of samples 1-4 

and samples 5 and 6. The first group can be characterized as "simple molecular 

Table 4 

Numerical values of the glass-forming tendency 

s—s 
No. 	I 	go 

0.36 
0.20 
0.19 
0.32 

where 

/. Thermal dad. 9, 1976 
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glass forms" [I)]. The numerical values of Ka i  characteristic of the glass-forming 

tendency (14] are less than 0.4 (see Table 4); the glasses are therefore metastable 

and easily transform to the crystalline modification upon heating to the crystal- 

lization temperature. 

Samples 5 and 6 have a high molecular polymer character (15. 161. The glass 

is the most stable state of the substance. It is supposed that the temperature-de- 

pendence of the viscosity of the polymer glass form results in the absence of crys- 

tallization and melting effects. 

The relationships between the thermodynamic data and the viscoelastic and 

dielectric properties are being studied further. 
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RESUME - On a Etudié au voisinage de la temperature de Ia transition vitreuse la variation de 
chalcur spécifique en fonction de la temperature pour diffCrents vents I base de chakogenures 

de Te et As, en mesurant la chaleur laterite de fusion et de cristallisation. Pour Its alliaga I 
base d'arsenic on n'a pas deteciC de changemcnt thermique aprts Ia transformation de l'Ctat 

solide A recat liquide. 

ZU5AMMENFA5SUNG - Die Temperaturabhãngigkeit der spezi#scbcn Wirme venchiedener 
Te- und As-Cbalkogcnid Glaser wurde in der Nahe der Glastemperatur untersucht, indem die 
latente SchmelzwIrme und die Kristallisation gemessen wurden. Bei den Legierungen auf As-
Basis konnte nach dciii Obergang von demfesten in den flthsigen Zustand keine thermisctje 

Vexlnderung nachgewicScn werden. 

PeiioMe - Hcc.neaoaaHa TeMnepaiypHaJ 3111II4cHMocm yThcJIbHoR TCflJTOCt4COCTIE Hccronbrn 

xaJlbkoreHIIaHux CieSDU Ha ocHone Te It As orono reMnepalypM cTeKnOsaHIta. JXitI nepeoro in 
A•YX CnJtaaOB öwiia I4sMepcIla cwpwraa TenuioTa nJlatJieHHI H cpHcrvIJiI43aLntiI. Alit. xaJibEo-
reHwaHoro CTeKaa Ha OCH0EC As He 6wno o6Hapyzeito TepMwtecroro H3MCHCHHI ITH flCpeXOflC 

NI TsepaotO S XI4QKOC cocToiNHe. 

J. Tkn,wt AnaL 9. 1976 
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ABSTRACT 

Crystallization and reamorphization of As-TO-Ge chalcOgenide thin 
films exposed to a pulsed laser beam have been investigated and direct in-
formation about the change in the speed of crystallization and amorphiza-
tion has been obtained. The relation between time and minimum power needed 
for crystallization is presented. Microscopic examination of the diameter 
shows that laser writing and erasing can be ascribed to the thermally in-
duced phase transition of the material. An estimate based on computer simu-
lation of heat conductivity gives a lower limit of 0.1 usec for the writing- 

-in process. 

A8HOTAWIH 

HaMs öunn is3y'leHbl icpHctaflflH3aUHR, aMop4)53au5n H cxopoctb tasosoro 

nepexona xa.nbtcoressaHux niieox c cocTalioM As-Te -Ge c not4OI4bK fla3epIuAx HM 
nyncoe. Haiin 6blnn K3MepeHs 3aaMcsMocTb fl.nnrenbHoctb 3anncH at MMHMMa.nbhofl 
MO(4HOCTH naaepoaorO fl3flyqfl;q. EneK rpoHMHxpocRo 'ieCKoe HCcJleflOBaHHe xpHcTafl 

J1H'LeCKHX tO'leK noKa3ano 'iTO 3aflMCb n crnpause gangetca peayflbTatOM repMIl-
'iecxoro $aaoeora nepexoma sewecTEa flnstenbf4ocTb 3anwcn nony4eHHble s ypas -

HHHH TerLnonpoeonHoctH pasHtflacb 0.1 ticeK. 

KIVONAT 
As-Te-Ge asszetételU kalkogenid v6konyrete9ek lézer impulzusok ha-

tâsára tbrtén6 kristályosodáSát és reamorfizációjIt tanulmânyoztuk és meg-
határoztuk a fazisatatakUlãsok sebességét. vizsgáltuk a kristalyosod&ShOz 
szukséges minimulis tézer teljesitmény es a beirãsi idö közti osszefUggést. 
A kristályosodott foltok elektronlnikroSzkópos vizsgálata azt mutatja, bogy 
a lézeres beirást és törlést a vekonyrétegek hm6rs6k1et aktiválta fâzisit 
alakulásával lehet magyarázni. A beiró folyamat sebessége a h5vezet5k6pes-
s6gi modell alapján számolva nem lehet rbvidebb mint 0.1 psec. 
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1. Introduction 

Reversible changes in the reflectivity of Te-based 

chalcogenide films by laser irradiation have recently 

been reported /1-5/. It was found that the optical pro-

perties were altered by short laser pulses on chalcoge-

nide films using mainly the amorphous or crystalline 

forms as starting materials. The thermodynamic data of 

Te-based thin films showed that the heat treated amor-

phous films contained Te crystals at about 22000;  at 

higher temperatures of about 260 00, Ge-Te was produced 

/6-8/. On cooling down the melted sample, two different 

thermodynamic phases may be obtained depending on the 

cooling rate and the compositions. However, if the mel-

ted material is cooled rapidly to room temperature it 

solidifies in the amorphous state. 

The speed of "photocrystallization" in thin films 

is of theorder of microseconds /9/ according to the 

speed of the amorphous - crystalline phase transition. 

The "photo-amorphization" is a faster process than that 

of the reverse mode /10/ and can take place within na-

noseconds at the temperature of the phase transition. 

To obtain re-amorphized spots at room temperature, the 

process is controlled by the cooling rate of the ma-

terial; values of the order of 1010 °c/sec have been 

calculated. A study of the crystallization kinetics has 

23 
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shown /1/ that it can be reconciled with thermal effects 

only. 

In this paper we summarize our results on laser-

-writing and erasing in chalcogenide thin films. The in-

vestigations on switching time and the data of electron-

microscopic examination compared with the results of com- 

puter solution are detailed. 

2. Sample preparation and experimental technique 

Thin films of the ch.alcogenide alloys were prepared 

by the co-evaporation of the three elements of As. Te and 

Ge onto a glass substrate and simultanouslY onto a carbon 

collodium cover on a sample grid for electron-microscopic 

measurements. The film compositions measured by mass-spec-

trometrial analysis were found to be Te 50Ge15AS5 and 

Te Ge 6 k56. Film thicknesses were nominally 210 
R and 

670 R. The morphological changes were photographed with a 
YEM 100 U transmission electron-microscope. The electron-

-micrograph and the diffraction pattern of the two films 

are shown in Fig. 1. 

The diffraction pattern of the 210 R thick film was 

characteristic for amorphous films but the 670 R film 

was in the polycrystalline state. Crystallization takec 

24 
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place during the thermal treatment of the layer - at about 

230°
C. This process may occur during the deposition of the 

film if the sample holder is not cooled. This fact has to 

be taken into account by the depositing of layers with 

thicknesses of more than 500 R. 

A modulated He-Ne laser beam / ..A = 6328 / was used 

for writing and erasing /crystallizing and amorphizing/ in 

amorphous cha1cogeflide thin films and its light intensity 

was monitored /Fig. 2/. Simultanously a He-Cd laser beam 

4416 / was threaded through the written spon in 

order to obtain direct information about the change in the 

speed of crystallization and ainorphization. The change in 

transmission of the sample was detected by a photomulti 

plier 14 

3. Results 

Sensitivity dependence 

Optical storage media can be classified into two 

groups 11 depending upon whether the photoresponse in- 

volves primarily sensitivity to the exposure energy /photo-

graphic media/, or sensitivity to the exposure intensity 

/threshold materials/. The Te-rich memory alloys generally 

show the photocrystallization phenomenon which leads to 

the threshold recording characteristics. Therefore our 

25 
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first aim wt to determine the relation between the laser 

pulse duration and the minimum power needed for crystal-

lization to :Het in for the Te88Ge6A86 thin films. 

As Fig. 3 shows, the power - time relation in lo-

garithmic scale is a straight line with a elope of - 1/3 

in the ,ueec region but for higher "t" values as 

t)lO4Ius the power limit becomes a constant. This con-

stant value gives the minimum power needed for the onset 

of crystallization at which stage the heat loss and the 

heating by the laser are just in equilibrium and the tem-

perature is just above the crystallization limit. This 

minimum power depends on a series of optical and thermal 

parameters: e.g. reflectivity and adsorptivity of the 

specimens at the given wavelength, heat capacities and 

conductivites, film thickness, etc. The failure of the 

reciprocity law between the pulse length and the exposure 

intensity involves that our alloy is none of the two ex-

tremes. We were unable to carry our measurements under 

O.l,usee because of the power limit of our He-Ne laser, 

though from heat conductititiy considerations 0.1 /usec 

seems to be a lower limit value for successful crystal- 

lization /see Discussion!. 

Speed of phase changes 

The second aim of our investigation was to measure 

the speed of the morphous-cry5tall.Ine and crystalline 

26 



-amorphous phase changes. The results shown in Figs 4a 

and b were obtained at a laser power of 13 aWl. 

Figure 4a shows the change in the light intensity 

of the He-Cd reading laser beam having gone through the 

written spot. The dotted line represents the form of the 

crystallizing pulse the length of which is chosen so 

that crystallization is completed during the light pulse 

and no changes take place after it. In this case the 

speed of "writing" is limited by the duration of the 

amorphous-crystalline phase transition, which was shorter 

than 0.5,usec. Figure 4b shows the kinetics of axnorphi-

zation /"erasing"/ by the same laser power /13 mW/. The 

melting of the material needs higher energy than does 

crystallization so we used a longer pulse. The duration 

of amorphization and crystallization processes were 

approximately equal at a given laser power. These results 

are not inconsistent with the results of Gutfeld and 

Chaudhari 10 the amorphization process may indeed be 

more rapid than the crystallization if the exposure in-

tensities are not restricted. 

Repeated testing 

Writing-erasing cycles with fixed laser power 113 mW/ 

were carried out on the same spot, which was switched 

150 times without any demage. Figure 5 shows the photo- 
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multiplier : main, plotted by an X-Y recorder. The time 

scaling is trriw.h greater, so the switching pulses them-

selves caTmclt be detected, only the changes in tranemitti-

vity caused :j them. The time needed for crystallization 

is constant during cycles, but the pulse length, i.e. 

/energy/ needed for reamorphizatiorl increased somewhat 

during switchings /0.54-0.6,USeCI. This is experimental 

proof of the fact that the energy needed for reamorphi-

zation depends on the degree of crystallization I.  

There is a sharp limiting value of 0.61,usec for a-

morphizing pulses /at 13 myi power!: shorter pulses are 

not capable of transforming the crystalline spot into the 

amorphous state totally, but they do increase the re-

maining part in the crystalline state. 

Electron microscopic examination 

Electron-microscopic examination was carried out to 

determine the inorpholoçical changes during the writing - 

erasing cycles. 

Pulses of 0.54_0.6!useC from the lie-Ne gas laser 

were iiced in the films of 670 R thickness /polycrystal-

line ad depnnited/. Figure 6a shown the transmisuiofl C-

ir t mu udctonrnpb of t)tc yielded ntructure. As can, be 
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observed, the central region with the diameter of about 

0.51u is perfectly amorphous; here the material was mel-

ted IT > 375°C!. This central region is surrounded by a 

halo region to the diameter of l,u. Here the polycrys-

talline structure is conserved /225
0CTC3750C/, but 

the crystallites are rough. In the light-microscopic ob-

servations the amorphous spots are more transparent, and 

the reflectivity increases with the size of the crystal-

lites. In Figure 6b the same spot is depicted in the 

"erased" state: in the place of the central amorphous 

region recrystallization has occurred under the heating 

influence of the focused electron beam of the electron 

microscope. 

Films deposited from the vapour on room temperature 

substrates contain defects in high concentration and the 

numbers of these defects are greatly reduced during high 

temperature annealing. The most dense films are those 

which have been annealed at the highest temperature. This 

effect can be demonstrated by scanning electron micros-

cope observations. In Pig. 7a, the central, hottest re-

gion of the laser exposed area is seen to be more concave. 

The structure corresponds to that shown in Fig. 6b i.e. 

the whole film is crystalline but the central part is the 

most dense. In the amorphized state the surface of the 

concavity has been smoothed /Figs lb and 6a, respectively!. 

The data of the X-ray microanalyser showed no change in 
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the compos. 	n of the laser irradiated areas; it is true, 

however, that the resolution of this equipment wan not 

better than 4 1u. On applying too intense pulses, the ma-

terial melts, evaporates, and flows out /Fig. 7c/. 

Temperature behaviour 

The radial and temporal temperature profiles of the 

laser induced areas can be obtained as a first approxi-

mation by solving the following differential equation of 

heat conduction 15 

where: C P
= specific heat, j = density, A = thermal con-

ductivity, 11 = thickness of the film, Q = laser 

flux density whone form is assumed to be Gaussian: 

A 
- -hi 

Q 	 /2/ 

This analysis ignores the differences in thermal conduc-

tivity, reflectivity and absorptivity between the crys-

talline and the amorphous regions. The problematic effect 

of latent heat 16 is neglected, too. 

From the distribution /2/ it follov:u that equation 

/1/ can be used only vziien the t}iicknes: 01  the film in 
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many times smaller than the diameter of the laser induced 

areas. This calculation is for the case of chalcogenid.e 

films on a thin carbon collodium layer: heat loss is ta-

ken into account only at the circular boundary of the spot. 

Taking the values h = 0.067 1,,u, d = 1-.3,,,u, c = 0.09 cal/gr 

00,  j = 5.61 gr/cnl', A = 1 kcal/m°Ch, we found the following 

results: 

In the case of the 0.4,usec pulse the temperature of 

the illuminated area /2.8,,u diameter/ reaches the crys-

tallization temperature range /T = 225 0C-3750C/. 

Using a 0.6,usec pulse for reamorphization the tem-

perature in the central region /0.5,u diameter/ according 

to the Gaussian form of the laser flux density reaches 

the melting temperatures of the material !Tm = 375 °C!. 

We found the cooling rate values predicted by the 

equation of heat conduction to be of the order of 

6000
CJ',,,usec. This rate was sufficiently rapid for the 

melted material to remain in the disordered /amorphous/ 

state. 
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A surrJiary of our results is shown in Table I. 

Laser 	Pul: Diameter of crystal- Diameter of amorphous 
power 	dura- line spots / u/ spots 
MW 	tion Electron Prom equ- Electron kton equ- 

,,us microsco- ation of microsco- ation of 
pie ob- heat con- pie ob- heat con- 
servation ductiort servation duction 

13.1 0.3 2.6 2.8 	 - 	 - 

13.1 0.4 2.75 3.0 	 - 	 - 

13.1 0.52 3.1 3.3 	0.4 	 0.5 

13.1 0.6 3.2 3.45 	0.5 	 0.55 

The diameter of amorphous spots are 0.4-0.55,u, but 

during amorphization a crystallization also takes place 

around the amorphous spots. The diameter of the crystal-

line region limits the packing density of the material: 

an order of 10 bit/cc? can be reached. 

4. Discussion 

In contrast to the As 23 39 
 As 23e 3  and related alloys, 

where photostructural changes appear to be the result Of 

a non-equilibrium distribution of trapped charges created 

by illumination 11 , the study of the phase changes in 

the Te-rich thin films shows that the effects in thorn may 

be purely thermal in origin. The reciprocity failure soenz 

to be attributed to the sensitivity dependence on the ex-

posure intensity. In the limit of exceedingly short 
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/' to 100 niec/ pulneu the sensitivity is ntated to be 

hi,her /1, 10/; convernely, for long pulse exposures, 

e.c. 10 	to 10 	sec the sensitivity may be 10 to 10
3  

times smaller 9 

Since there are no generally accepted models or 

theories of the glass transformation, the following 

question may arise: does crystallization and revitrifica-

tion occur via a process glass *r liquid <411  crystal or 

directly glass4-Dcrystal? 12 • Vitrification need not 

always involve thermodynamic melting as Herd and Chaud-

hari 13 demonstrated for electron beam exposure of Se 

at -100°C. In our case, however, for repeated testing 

on the same spot, there was a narrow range for the right 

vitrification pulse length: /0.605 10.005/,usec at 13 mW 

laser power /Fig. 6/. Longer pulses caused the eva-

poration of the material /Pig. 5/ so it seems to be cer-

tain that ainorphizing laser pulses do cause melting 

/Fig. 8c/. 

It follows from the curves of the computer solutions 

of the heat conductivity that the decay time constant 

characteristic for the investigated spots with the given 

sample parameters is of the order of some hundreds of nano-

seconds. /In our estimate the loss by thermal radiation 

which diminishes the decay constant at elevated tempe-

ratures yeas not taken into account.! Crystallization falls 
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to zero nen to the melting point, and it should have its 

maximal values within the temperature range of 225 °C to 

325 °C /Fig. /. Cooling the material in the central re-

gion of the spot, i.e. in the case of short ending of the 

vitrification pulses, the temperature crosses this cri-

tical interval during approximately 0.1,usec /Fig. 8/. It 

should, however, be mentioned with regard to this estimate 

that for shorter pulses the attempt to write in may not 

results in perfect crystallization /at whatever high laser 

intensities/ due to the thermal parameters of our chalco- 

gen.ide thin films. 
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FIGURE LLjL JS 

Fig. 1. flectron micrograph and the diffraction pattern 

Of evaporated a.! 210 R and b./ 670 1 thick films 

Fig. 2. ?deasuring arrangement 

Pig. 3. Minimum power vs. pulse length 

Fig. 4. Kinetics of phase changes 
a! amorphous - crystalline; b/ crystalline - 

amorphous 

Fig. 5. Repeated writing - erasing test on one spot 

Fig. 6. Transmission electron micrographs of 
a/ an amorphous spot in starting polycrystalline 

se 	e sfilm 
b/ the recrystallized state via slow electron 

beam heating 

of the crystallized spot exposure to laser beam 

Pig. 7. Scanning electron micrographs of 

aJ crystallized spot 
b/ reatuorphized spot 

cl burned-out spot 

Fig. B. Temporal temperature behaviour of the chalcogenide 

film using a simple radial heat flow model for 

computer simulation 
a/ slow crystallization pulse 

b/ rapid crystallization pulse 

c/ amorphizinc pulse 
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AC KflSUPmflS 01 As-Se-To SAXPISS 

G.Zentai and J.EaJtd 

Central Research Institute for Physics, 
E-1525 Budapest, P.O.B. 49., Hungary 

IJTRODUCTIOI 

Variation of a.c. conductivity and permittivity with 
frequency and teaperatuze were measured On ?s..SeeM compounds 
in order to clarify the role of To in the conduction mechanism. 
The  compositions of materials were chosen in connection with our investigations in the field of chaloogenide optical me- 
mories. 

To, So and As elements of 99.99% purity nrc pulverized, 
mixed, placed in evacuated quartz ampoules kept at 1000 C for 
5 hours and quenched in water to obtain their disordered Iota. 
Discs were out from the bulk materials with diameters 5-8 — 
and thickness 0.5-1.4 —. fts two faces of the discs wars 
polished. Copy.r wires were stuck onto the surfaces with oil- 

9 or in another case the two plates were covered by 
evaporated thick gold layers (2-5p.) and copper rods were 
connected to the gold surfaces as current leads. During mea-
surements the samples were held in a nouua. Keasurenents were 
made by R-.0 bridges with variable frequency. 

In the case of measurements of frequency dependence the 
temperatures were constant with an accuracy of *0.5 C. The 
samples were measured in parallel ac equivalent in order to 
determine their permittivity and conductivity. 

Samples of the following composition were used: ft 
2e10se$11301 12: 2e503e25As25 ; 13* Te%$eflMfl; 

ant2h9re unable to crystallize as verified by DX aes-
suresents. £2 and 13 crystallize above 12000. 

BEaU'" 

Pig. 1 ShOWS the .1aiige of permittivity with frequency. 
The peruittitity at low frequencies has a very high value de-
pending slightly on temperature. It is to be noted that those 
trequenoiss at which the permittivity starts to M..ln4sh in-
crease with incensing temperature and with the to content of 
the samples. Par example the half values of the low frequency 

IS. 
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Pig. I Prequency dependence of permittivity at  different 
tnpsrtturss 

penittivitifl at Tt20 C are  for 11 3.5o Es; for £2 ff500 Es 
and for £3 W2 as. The psnittivit7 of tbo asplss at low 
frequencies were all is the order of 10 . 20 sM .li#tly 
increased with incr.aisj Ti coutsat. 

In the ciii of orjstaluisibls material (12; I) the 

teruittivity shows a very sharp decrease at crystallisation 
eaperaturs and it jon into a negatit 
ab 	

talus (this is pro- 
bl due to th. induotanos of the sauring lead,) 
the conductivity sharply increases Is.. Pig 2 .) 

Pig. 2 Temperature dependence of penittivit? end conduce 
twos in crystsllisabli satsri4. — amorphous flats; 

- onstsl!tnI flats; Ic a lQ' rad/i.e vu coastat 
during thin a. asurasat t % 1600 Es 
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Lowering the temperature in the crystalline state 
staple causes the capacitance to appear again and sharply 
grow up to a high value. 

On Pig. 3 the variations of 6' with 	at c1nstpnt tem- 
peratures are shown. In the frequency range of 10 -10-' Ks 

vs. I curves show 3 like shape and increase with fre-
quency. 

soot 
-3 
10 

cc 

El 

Pig. 3 V -u3 dependence at different temperatures 

In the case of ti 	 sample no frequency or tea.. 
per- 

mittivity was constant front -60 C4o +120 0 having a value of 
perature dependence of 	 was observable; the 

about 8, but the conductivity grew up significantly with tem- 
perature. Jo special difference was detected between staple. 
having Ag paste type or evaporated gold electrodes. The 
voltae urrent obsrsoteflatio for DC was '-4 e even in the 
low 

1isc 	
especially for the gold plated staples. 

t) Ct'1SI (Si I 

A. s.urnafl 4 all a to ours were a on thin flia 
by J.Qesa6 [1], D.Lbove and tranS 12] on TI Os-As coapaands 
and on other compositions as nfl. It is vary interesting, 
that until now behaviour si.fl'  to our observations and .5-
silar7y b 4# dielectric constant at low frequencies were ob-
servable only in staple. containing TI. In fl.t.f 1, 21 only 
thin staples were investigated., where the electiode Area was 
comparable with the nluae of thin film. Ye used bulk samples 
when the electrode area was nm&U compared with the nine 
of eacritous nateriel. 

The peculiar frequenQy depsndenoee found in this study 
- and also by others [1 2J - are usually regarded to be 
oansed by the contact cheats. Ye have found the sane be- 
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haviour using different contacting methods and belieys that 
it is due to the amorphous material investigated. 

Although frequency dependences are expected to occur in 
amorphous materials generally, but at much higher frequencies 
only and there the dielectric constant should increase with 
increasing frequency in contrary to that observed. 

The behaviour of 6' and t is similar to that found in 
cases where ,mail metal particles are present i.e. in case 
of tunneling or one dimensional materials. To suggest there-
fore, that our results can be explained by a model regarding 
our amorphous materials as consisting of well conducting 
pieces embedded in an insulating matrix. This theory was 
first applied to metal strands interrupted by Lattice de-
fects, 4, 51. To clusters or filamentlike species might 
serve %s condu6tors in, our cases. The well conducting parts 
separated by insulating Se-As layers behave Like condensatore 
and the material can be modellised as a capacitor network 
(Pig. 4). 

45 
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Pig. 4 Condensator network model as explanation of relativly 
high permittivity 

Because a very large amount of little capacitances are 
connected in series and parallel, smai.'g then between the 
two electrodes leads to a capacitance with high dielectric 
constant. 

The dielectric constant observable at low frequencies 
between the two electrodes nearly proportional to the ratio 
of the well conducting to the insulating parts times the 
dielectric constant of the insulating parts. The dielectric 
constant of the insulating parts is of the order of 10 
taken from the low temperature measurtnts of permittivity 
at relatity high frequencies. Thus the permittivity of the 
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well conduct 	arts relative to the insulating ones is of 
the order 10 

Unfortunately, there is no straightforward distinction 
between the interfacial and the space charge polarization 
(see e.g. [6, 7]), thus both electrode effect and the above 
mentioned "conducting parts interrupted by insulating parts 
effect can produce the measured frequency dependence of 

j
ermittiflty and conductivity [13. But in the interfacial poe 
arization by purely electrode effect such a high temperature 
dependence of c as measured in our case, is not expected. 
It is very important, that in the case of different elec- 
trodes such high permittivity can be obtained only by Te con- 
taining samples. 

Nevertheless more investigation needs to clarify the 
structure of these material, what mech*i1s2 can make metal-
-like parts in Te containing wnorphou.s materials. 
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Kinetics of laser induced crystallization on 
As-Se-?e thin films 

,x.aajtd and G.Zentai 
Central Research Institute for Pbpics 

5-1525 Budapest, P03. 49., Hungary 

IBTRODUCTIOJ 

In a large group  of chalcQgeflide thin films, the aesory 
effect is the result of a reversible phase change between a 
high transparent amorphous and a low transparent crystalline 
state (1-6]. 

To clarify the role of light in the process of crystal-
lization, results are reported of laser induced crystallisa- 
tion o4 153e-t5 thin films- 

S 

1. Change in optical properties 

The optical properties of three As-Se-te thin films were 
measured in 	rphouS and laser induced crystalline states (Table I). A Re-Re laser been of 8.68 aT was used for cry.- 
taflisation. 

Table I. 

	

3. 1a255e25Te50  850 	2.72 	0.41 	
44.88 	66.77 

	

2 A0213021TO58 850 	2.41 	0.34 	
43.15 	67.22 

	

s8198e19te62 880 	2.01 	0.50 	
44.20 	56.42 

laser induced orystailisation changes the optical pro-
Parties of this films signifloantii. In every ease the cry,- 
i-" 4-na stats can be ostreoterised with lover transaission 
an hin refl eflon veines than the nory&V5 one. The con-
siderable change in the optical properties, npeciuli l.a 
the trannissio*, facilitates the study of laser induced 
cryatsflisatica process. 

The sample Vo.2. hat nearly oq'aal glass toning and 
orystallisation tendency (.7) a requirement for reversible op- 
tical memory, that it was ohoosen for a more detailed study. 

The decrease of transmission during the laser irradiation 
was taken as a measure of the OrYstal-UsStiOn rate. 

RESULT 

37! 
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- .xp( -f a 	 (1) 

where T tr*ngadmi  of the amorphous layer, twtranamissiOn 
of the !L'sr during crystafliSatiOfl.A - the difference of 
the absorption coefficient between the two state d.thicknees 
of the layer. fafraction of the crystallized materiel. The 
value of -(1 e tITem ) is proportional to f. 

2. Isothermal crystallization 

Let us suppose that the crystallization of the amorphous 
layer is a first order process. In this case it can be des-
cribed by the equation 

11 a c(1-f) 	 (2) 

at constant temperature, in which f is the fraction of crys-
tallised materiel and '@ is the rate constant. Integration of 
equation leads to the equations 

	

csin[th] 	
(3) 

By means of the method outlined in 3 the traction of the 
crystallized material can be obtaineA from the measured 
transmission values-  

The temperature of laser irradiated areas was measured 
by 4e thernopoter of vacuum evaporated Ii-Au thermocouple 
(8] (Pig 1). We  have found that after 40 second the tem-
perature of laser irradiated film. becomes a constant 'value-  era 
	of the duration of the reaction time fNlO'secj we can 

calculate  with constant  temperature value at '*iven labor in- 
tensity. 

	

Plots of ta% 	 values versus t give straight lines. 
Their slopes are t  rate constants of crystal4isation at 
given temperature (at given laser flux density) Table II. 

Table fl. Laser induced crystallization kinetic data on 
As213e212e58 thin film 

0 	 t 	 C 

	

[vatticej 	 toll 	li/eec] 

	

13.2 	 365.5 	4.421 W3  24.4 % 

	

12.5 	 362.1 	2.956 10 ±7.8 % 

	

11.8 	 358.3 	2.265 10 16.6 % 

	

21.5 	 356.9 	1.911 10' ±4.0 % 

	

10.2 	 350.9 	1.006 10e3 12.63 % 
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The errors of values c were calculated by least square method. 

The temperature dependence of the kinetic rate constant 
can be fitted by an Arrhenius type equation (Pig i). 

C a 5.36 1012 • 
	-1.09 el 	 (4) 

(MC 

-U 

-SI 

-'.4 

-'S 

-'.5 

-64 

4., 

an 	Liz a 0  tic3 
T 

Pig 1 The kinetic rate constant versus the temperature of 
laser irradiated area on 	3021TS58  thin film 

3. Non-isothermal crystallization 

At higher laser intensities the temperature of laser ir-
radiated area incnaseS during the laser irradiation. Because ton-of the difficulty to measure or calculate exactly the 

e of thin fun we didn't measured the kinetics at 
higher laser intensity. 

Measuring the rate of trenrlssion change of the film 
and the diameter of oryetsfl1ns spots, we calculated the re ,  - 
4ial crystal grouth dependence on the laser flux density 
flg 2). 

The radial crystal growth rate depends significantly on 
the laser flux density, it can be fitted by an equation 

u - k 

where n a radial crystal growth rateV /see], kaconstent, 
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0 • laser flux density ltatt/11 

t, JA 

2. 

-2 

 

2 	3 	1$ 

Pig 2 The radial crystal growth rate versus the laser flux 
density onA92.1 	 thin file

58  

cowSIoJ 
In the As-Se-?* system a rather wide range of optical 

seaory compositions exist. In contrast to the As23,Aa23e 
and related alloys, where photostructural changes ippear t 
be the result of a non-equilibrium distribution of trapped 
charges created by illumination 191, the study of the phase 
changes of As-S.-?o thin films shows that the effects in 
them may be purely thermal origin- 

The value of to [5.36 1012/s 	oat the atomic 
vibration frequency sAd shows that this process can be app-
lied for rapid optical memories. The aaorpbous-cryutall 4 e-
-rphous phase changes eta take place tiring one laser 
pulse. This result can be explained by a thermal effects. 
Pint the laser irradiated area crystallite. • the trans-
.ittance decreases and after the melting to the crystalline 
spot the transmittance increases to the original amorphous 
value • After the nite'g off this laser pulse the material 
ob rapidly, therefore it solidifies in the anorphous phase. 

In this way the eh.nglng of the pulse duration results 
'writing Wcrystallisatiot or 'erasing' aaorphisatioa 
at the sass laser intensity. 
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tnRowCtI0J 

The recont interest in chelcogenide glasses is activated 
by their potential applicability for optical data storageing. 
The physical bests of this application is a reversible tran-
sition (1-5) between tho.OrYstallim and amorphous states 
which have very different optical properties. The thermal pa-
rsaeter en very important in order to forailate a clear 
picture of the crystallization and vitreficatiot processes. 
The teaperature and concentration depe''e'ae of the thermal 
properties and the viscosityot oheloogenide glasses were tea-  
stared. The role the In (Made1?.1 glasses is discussed. 

six different compositions were prepared by the eteii 4 d 
proceduret the required amount of hifl purity elements was 
aelted together in an evacuated quarts eapoufle. The teXt was 
kept at lOOOC for 10 hours • and after it as cooled dam to 
root teaperatuis. 

naco azt'r AND DEWS!?! najn3 

The density was asasured by picnotetric method at root 
temperature. The results, warissd in table I. show, that 
for As-Se-?e glance, the density is about 5-8% lower than 
that of the crystalline phase. 

Table 1.8 The 4-tt7 of (AsBo) lx2oz  aflcjs 

Code No. £ti an 	crtLWi 

1 
2 

40 
50 5.376 

4.82 
5.016 

3 58 5.682 5.171 
4 62 5.821 5.483 
5 66 5.902 5.608 

The flscoe4ty of the glasses was 
one measures 

determined by the set-
the 'velocity of a hod of 

needle, 
Jsailov 16). Here 
driven to the saterial investigated with a given ,  

at two, 
force. the concentration dependence of the viscosity 
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T is rspneontsd by the sidpoist of the bitt npsoity 

nets 8nt the  post t..psrtttfl of the orystalli sat ion in- 
Shall istas as T. 

T dsortnfl with tnoronin Tis cons sstnt ion, at shows 
pant ifs Levitt ion tn's USeCit7. en 	rrs .ts.ply 
nib Ti. oostat tha Ti,, i.s. tet t' snares the there 
sal stability of the gIniss alto LoroSos with increasing 
Ti. son sstntiO*. fts ssrkstty Mzb..Iiww solo nlns de-
paisnos oticulatit from the Aaa4ty data suggests that the 
steaLs vols of Ti. changes with oonos*tntion. 
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aition temperatures and uolaz' volumes of Pig 1. Lns
sej_x sx  ohaloogenide glasses 

the thersal stability of the 10 0-110 2 allcys facili-
tates the detailed investigation of the glass-transition, 
because crystallization doss not interfere. To measured the 
temperature,  depepdnce_of the Sat capecity at different 
heating rates r from 2.5 f/Mt --v 80 Vain. A represen-
tative result fJ No 2 can be men is Pig 2. 

In contrast with the experimental t-ltnga of 111 our? 
vs. log?,,, plot has deviated from Ua.city, t caRl be g 
expr.ssed'au 	 £ ion 

?eTJ°'+A 	
29 S 

when L°  is approxiaateli? 2.5(1/mit] - 6 K 24 K and 
O.3L05. The nlativell Jest êcOt bf the parameters is 

not an experimental scatters it is dus e1st esniusive2y to 
Us sigeificant statistical correlation between the two 
quantities. 
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The  specific heat below 
T, apes. Within 5% with the 
Xlona-Petit unit, is. 
3W.ols, and increases about 
60% at T. who" MM trial-
lationalaM rotational 
Isp55S of freedom become 
accessible for the glass. 
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Pig 2. Eat capacity of 
(as.)o Steo.5 verne 
the healing intl aM 
temperature 

DISCUSSIOl 

The concentration dependence of  the thermal properties 
and the viscosity in the (As$s)i 	alloy sines can be explained with the oontinous tsttibilisatioD of the vitreous 
phase. A similar behaviour ha been Observed in the binary 
is-?a systestB3 with the admixture of ?s. AsSe 

can be des-
cribed as a higb-aoieOUlSX Polymer type gins with relatively 
peat visco.itl even at sisvatet teaperaturee. Due to this 
great viscosity the diffusion probability of a flnn ato 

'a very .fl in the teapentur. region where the free 
ener' of the glass is pester than that of some hypotheti-
cal cr78ta1llna Modification. It seats that the diffusion 
barrier prevents the systa from  attaining its therao4taai-
cal17 stable state of aln1n1 free ensr. The diffusion 
beooass significant only in the bS* taparature region 
The" the free UflS?C is 	"ted by th. entropy contz4but ion 
-TB, i.e. ten the glassy state with its biS.r entron 
content his lower free CSZØ than the possible crystalline 
phaee. The admix" of T

o  nakes the -'.s4 cal bonding, 
teoreases the glass tapentule, retaces the viscosity 
(Tale IL) • i.e. decreases the diffusion barrier. The in-
creased diffusion permits the ncrsngsasnt of the constituents 
in the teaperttlare region where a crystaflia& ibis* exists 
with lower free-sflerfl. The orystal.UsatiOn teapenturt 4.- 
pents nfl eteeplj' on the oo.poeition (Pig i), beosise the 
viscosity depends exponentially on 

With increasing To content the viscosity deonases and 
the alicy Can be retained in the fflassy state only with fast 
cooling from the asit, and on bosTingtho sample orystaflises 

IM 



in ths vicinity of t - which is really observed with our 
1.4 - 1o5 samples. 

fts power-law tspsndonCs of t on hosting rats is in 
fair sc.aont with the frs.-voluitl concept of  the glass tran-

sition [9]. the theory would predict st.pwiss changs in the boat capacity which to nosrot out in nil measurements. thore 
at finits heating rats the experimental time scale becomes 
compatible with the atomic reorganiza tion  time scabs  at T 
By reducing the hosting rats the glass transition should to-
•oto sharper and the assaurod  TC2 should  converge' which is 
rosily observed in our measurements- 

1 LLCOhOfl E.4ttsschO and S.LOnhintk7i Thys.Rsv.Lott. 
M 1065 t1969) 

2 B.G.Bp.gloy andR.1.Bair; J.1on.Crystalth* Solids g, 155 
(,1970) 

3 LLflarI.*$ Mvncss in Glass toobnolon, flonun Preset 
Jew York p.1459 (1963) 

4 Ltsisg'r I J.Gabino and I.L.Rsiholdt Appl.Ph.ys.Lott. 
AIL . 

5 Ijritsqchs gM S.R.Onhinskyi J.lon.Crystl 1-S Solids 

1. 1461970 
6 lowSbor and fltnyss Solid state Thy.. Ik, 222 (1963) 

7 LI.JOO 	Natotiobt Science and g1nsoring fl ,  173 
1976) 

$ J.Core.st b.Rossiors 7. of Icn-Cryst•''t Solids li t  
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9 Ltcrnbull, LR.Cohon$ J. of Chemical Physics 21, 3038 
(mo) 
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ABSTRACT 

The structural changes caused by transmittance oscillation of GeSe 2  thin 

films under the influence of a continuous He-Ne laser beam (1= 6328 g )  were 

investigated by scanning electron microscopy. The changes of surface mor-

phology during oscillation show that this process is probably due to a dif-

fusion controlled amorphous_crystallineamorphous phase change. 

Afl HOTAUHA 

Hamm §wm xy'ieimi crpyxryp}me n3MeneHxs, aaSsaHHSe ocuaanRuaeP onTpt4e 

cxoro npOflyCKaHHR aMop$HsX nJleHOX c coctaDoM GeSe 2  flOfl sn%4RHHeM M3fly'4eHIIR 

He-Ne na3epa /= 6328 	. 3neKtpoHHOG4KPocKoflH4ecMOe HccflefloaaHHe H3MeHeHHR 

noaepxnoctx nneHox flOK3&flOi 'ire xoneeaHse nponycxaHxa RaJRercn pe3yjlbTaTOM 

4ia3oBoro nepexoa BewecTsa wlc(DY3Hefl. 

KIVONAT 

GeSe 2  amorf vékonyrétegen folyamatos Uzeniil He-Ne flzlêzer ()Lc 6328 1) 

Mtal kivkltott transzmissziô oszcill%cib okozta szerkezeti v&ltoz&sokat vizs-

gâltuk pksztlzô elektronlnikroszkbppal. A folyamat sorSn megfigyelhet6 felilleti 

vâltozsok arra mutatnak, hogy az oszcillâcib feltehet5leg egy diffüzib hatk-

rolt amorf-kristàlyos-amorf fkzisâtalakulâs eredm&nye. 
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In a recent letter [ 1 ] we have described the laser induced transmittance 

oscillation in GeSe 2  thin films. It can be maintained only within a certain 

light intensity range, in our case between 1.4-2.7 kwatt/cm 2 . Oscillation is 

probably caused by differences in the absorption coefficients of the melted 

and crystalline GeSe 2  leading to successive cooling (crystallization) and 

heating (melting) cycles, if the rate of energy absorption and loss is dose 

to an equilibrium. Investigating further this new phenomenon we summarize our 

electron microscopic observations of the samples which had taken part in 

laser induced oscillation. 

SA)4PLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

GeSe 2  films were prepared by evaporating of crystalline grains on water 

cooled, SnO2  coated silica substrates in a 2x1O 	Torr vacuum at 40 R/sec 

deposition rate-The Thickness of the films was 6.4 pm as measured by a quartz 

crystal monitor. x-ray diffraction showed the film to be amorphous. 

A continuous He-Ne laser beam (1= 6328 1) was used for creating the os-

cillation effect. The transmittance changes were detected by an appropriate 

photomultiplier and displayed on an oscilloscope. The morphological changes 

caused by the laser beam during oscillation were photographed by a Jeol JSM 

scanning electron microscope. 

RESULTS 

Although the films were in amorphous state, the surface of them was not 

homogeneous (Fig. 1). This observation is in good agreement with the grain 

like structure of the as deposited film as observed earlier 21. 
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The laser induced transmittance oscillation set in if the laser beam 

intensity reaches a certain value, and can be maintained within a rather 

small intensity range. In our case this light intensity range was 

j4-%.7 kwatt/c111 2 . 

Samples being in one of the two limiting states, i.e. when their trans-

mittances differ most, were examined under a light and electron microscope. 

After oscillation had started, a few 1um wide nucleus appeared in the centre 

of laser illuminated area, independently of which limiting state it had been 

in, when oscillation was interrupted. However in polarized light, the central 

light-colored nuclei behave differently: by rotating the analyzer some of 

them darken, whilst the others - just like the crystalline halo surrounding 

each central nucleus - remain unchanged (Fig. 2) 

The centres of the halo on the spots frozen in the less transparent state 

are crystalline, while those of the more transparent state are mostly amor-

phous with little crystalline grains as verified by scanning electron mic-

roscope (Fig. 3). 

Two effects can be observed during oscillation. One is a steady change 

of the morphology of oscillating spot. After some hundered switching a 

deap hole is formed at the surface (Fig. 4.a). This hole disappears gradually 

and transformes into a ring-shaped like structure during oscillatin (Fig. 4.b). 

During oscillation a continuous homogenization process takes place on 

the surface of the oscillating center clearly observable at higher magnification 

(Fig. 5). 
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DISCUSSION 

An appreciable material transport can be observed during oscillation. 

This electron microscopical investigations are in good agreement with our 

explanation of oscillation based on a laser induced thermal processes leading 

to the associated transmittance changes as observed earlier [ 1). the above 

mentioned homogenization process of GeSe 2  layers (see Fig. 5) found also in 

[ 2) under the influence of thermal treatment shows that the thermal effect 

of the laser irradiation plays an important role in the process of laser in-

duced crystallization. The number of oscillation depends on the heat conduc- 

tivity circumstances of the laser illuminated area, and 10 
5_106 cycles can be 

reached at optimal laser intensity. This effect can be used for light con-

trolled modulation of laser irradiation. Good reversibility of the crys-

tallization_meltingcrystallitation process opens a possibility for a steady-

-state model of reversible phase changes on chalcogenide thin films. 

J.Hajtb, C.Zentai and I.Kbsa Solnogyi: transmittance oscillation on amor- 

phous GeSe 2  films. Solid State Communications (in press) 

M.Noda and T.Arizumi: Japan J. App. Phys. 15, 1 (1976) 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1 	Electron micrograph of as deposited GeSe 2  layer 

Fig. 2 	
Microphoto of the spots being in the a/ less transparent and 

b/ the more transparent state 

Fig. 	3 SEM. Pictures of the spots being in the a/ less transparent and 

b/ more transparent state 

Fig. 4 	SEM pictures of the spots a/ after one hundred, b/ after 

ten-thousand oscillation 

Fig. S 	SEM pictures of the center of the spots after a/ three-hundred, 

b/ three thousand, c/ tweif-thousand oscillation 
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THE KINETICS OF LASER INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION OF 

Tex(AsSe)i_x FILMS 

By J. Hajtb, J. Gazsb and C. Zentai 
Central Research Institute for Physics 

H-1525 Budapest POB.49. Hungary 

Abstract 

Thin amorphous films of To (AsSe)i_ (x0.7; 0.62; 0.5) chalcagenide 
alloys were studied in respect to their !ight-enhanced crystallization 
speeds and dependence on compositions. An analytical formula was derived 
for the time development of the crystallized spots and the kinetic rate 
constants of the observed processes could be deduced. Although thermal 
activation cannot be excluded, ptiotocrystallizatiofl is still observable 
well below the glass-transition temperatures. 

i. Introduction 

Chalcogenide glasses of the Ta x (AsS*) I _x  system are known for the 

possibility that reversible phase transitions between the amorphous and 

crystalline states can be induced by intensive tight irradiation. As a 
consequence, optical properties of the respective phases differ markedly 
which is of primary interest in optical information storage 1-3. 

This paper is concerned with 	laser induced crystallization 

kinetics. It is suggested that light in the visible range playas more im-
portant role in the increase of the crystallization speeds than just to 

provide sufficient influx of power for heating up the irradiated volume 

element. With the help of fairly small sized thin film thermocouples we 
could establish the temperature increases in the centres of the Illuminated  

spots at different intensities. Compared to purely thermal DSC data  4 , 

where the glass-transition temperature T 0  of these glasses was in the 

range of 100 to 120 C. Crystallization still persisted at relatively low 

intensities (e. g. 1.5 It/a2 ) when the temperature of the centre of the 

spot rose to only $6.5 C. 

2. experimental 

Three glasses of the te (Asse) 	tsrauy 
etalcogenide alloy system 

were used in our experiments. The bulk ingots were obtained by melting to-
gether weighed amounts of the constituent elements in evacuated quarts 

ampoules at 900 C for 24 hours, and than quenched in cold water. lass-

-spectroecopical analyses confirmed the composition data given above. Thin 

films of 000 
R thicknesses were vacuum evaporated onto fused silica 

holders. x-ray diffraction proved the to be amorphous. To facilitate 

temperature cb*ckst evaporated Au-101 thermocouples (six* 0- 1 3 10- 2  a3) 

were built in under the chalcogenide films. 

Two laser hew were used in our measurants • passing through the 

same spot on the film. A higher output regulated intensity Ar ion laser 

beak (- 5145 R, p. - 0.7 It, diameter at the spot 3.5 —) was used 
for inducing the crystallization. A modest output intensity 86-Ne laser 
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beam 0 !IW. 	s 6326 2, 0- 3.5 m) served for detecting the growth of the 
spot. Since the contrast ratios between the transmission values of the 

amorphous and crystalline phases are high enough  (6.6. 7.1 and 7.3 res-
pectively) a calibration curve of the transmitted light vs spot diameter 

was measured (fig. 1). For green tight the absorption of the chaleogenide 

film is much higher than for red. £ red filter we placed In from oj&teaa. 

Fig.I. Calibration curve 
for detected transmitted 
light vs. measured diameter 
Of crystalline spot. 

- 	 12 	20 	23 
djas4 a 

3. Results 

Our conception of the process is in essence a 2-dimensional picture 

(the 100 It thickness being so small compared to the planar variables that 
the film crystallizes through that thickness entirely even before our 
recordings start). teuclettion and growth cances in the centr, of the 
beam. After the very beginning the growth rate corresponds to the velocity 

of the  boundary  wall advancing radially. 
we assume that the  functional form of the crystal growth rate ref-

lects its dependence on the temperature and the incident light intensity 

in form of a product. Since the light distribution is i(s) • I cup(-.x 2) in a 

gas laser beam Cx is the normalized radial distance) • and in the pee-

-factor we expect thermal activation. 

VW - B exp(—-) I exp(-x2 ) - C exp(-12 ) 

Then by virtue of v. 4t. dt - dx exp(+x 2 )/C. expanding into series the ex-

ponential and taking the integral; 
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-1 	
2k+1 

t 	- C 	(x+ 	4 ... + (+1)k! 	F(x)/C 

The shape of log F(x) vs. tog x is depicted on fig. 2. 

Fig.2. Theoretical relation-
ship in case of a Gaussian in-
tensity distribution between 
the diameter of crystallized 
spot and tin elapsed. 

-10 	-45 	U 	'Ia 

loom- 4 3 34  

	

-05 	0 	.05 
IogMI- 

Pig .3. measured functions of 
spot diameters vs Us. *lapsed 
for Te62 (ASU)30  

(Is I.16; 2.flz 3.2* 3.43 
for I, 2. 3. 4. veep.) 
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Fig.3 shows the measured graphs - for one of the compositions. The 

shape of the empirical curves agrees well with fig. 2. thus confirming 

the validity of our assumpiton leading to F(s) 

70 

Table I. Incident light intensity I 
and temperature in the centre of 
the spot 

1(11/52 ) 	 t (C) 

1.53 44.6 
1.92 56.5 
2.56 85 
3.2 Iii 
3.83 136. 
4.47 162 

Table I. contains the tem-

peratures of the illuminated area, 

at each input intensity. Since 

F(S). T and I are all known, the 

pre-exponential factor B and the 

activation energy A (Table II) and 

the crystal growth rates (f19.4) 

can be calculated. 

-us 

-lb 

-'4 
22 

F19.4. Isothers,l growth 
rates for 1 V/s light 
intensity vs reciprocal 
temperatures. 

te70 (AsSe) 3 , 

T.62 (AsS.) 38 

(ASS*) 50  

242k 	 30 

io74°c- 

 

Table II. Ire-exponential factors (B) 
and activation  energies (A) for different 
compositions  

position A (eY) 

te70(A)3 1744 0.29 

4.75 0.11 

Tesochmso 1.1 0.11 
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COflClUSiT' 

Our findings indicate that On applying light intensities of order 

1 W/cm 2 
 in the visible range, crystallization starts at temperatures 

(e.g. 50-60C) where without irradiation no observable changes take place. 

Although this photoenhanced crystallization does show thermal activation 

character, yet these energies (A values in Table II) are such smaller than 

those obtained by DSC (above 1 eV) 6 . the analysis outlined here regarded 

the growth as isothermal ; this may have introduced se possible errors, 
but our belief is that the thermal gradients along the radii must be neg -

ligible. Any explanation aiming at 
the  microphysical role of light in 

crystallization processes heeds further evidence and reconsideration. 
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UGHT.INDUCED LIGHT AISORFTION CHANGES IN Ask AND GeSe2 THIN FILMS 

I.. Tóth.J. Hajtd and C. lentil 

Central Research ltitistt for fliyia. 1525 Budapest P.0.8.49., Hungvj 

(Rccfld 29 March 1971 by £5. Betas!) 

Reversible tnnsnittaa (7') dunps fork - 6328 A light were obsernd 
in stabilizzd Ask and GiStj =thin 	when Irradiated by X - 5145 A 

and X = 4880 A wavelength exciting  light puSs. Diutrq pbotodaztenlng. 

T reaches a study start value obeying & 7'a C'  relationship then approaches 
its starting value exponentially when the light I switched alt. Roth of these 
Processes develop in i few seconds. The transmittance chaps in explained 
by variations In the absorption coefficients with temperature. controlled by 
the absorption and Well of energy. 

juu04ESCV4cE .tasurensenta (1-3) and the opUS 
stopping effect (4.5) have indicated that excitation by 

light quanta of toe!' bw > E. produces transitory 

gates in the forbidden gap of thakcy aide sesniconduct 

on shAds absorb radiation of enetp' corresponding to 

about hw lf2F1. A model has been proposed by Mott. 

Davis  and Street (MDS) (6-8) in which  localized dates 

due to dangling bonds and lattice distort have either 

none or two electrons in the ground state. The transitory 

state corresponds to the singly occupied dangling bond, 
it, which appian only on excitatim Since lattice 
61st onion is involved in the fonnetion and disappearance 

of the localized gates, slow rapS-a an excitation I 

expected; Indeed Lkudsi tnt (SI menrd response 

its. esin the rsngeO.0l-1 sec. 
Measurements described in this letter were per-

formed in order to further investigate the kinetics of 

Mgtst4ndUCsd proass in dialcornide this Abis 
AS and GeSsa fibre na pespsa by napoating 

- 	onto wiser ,....ob4 - 	in a 

2 x 10" leer vr' at cia. 20-30 AsiC'. Simple 

wets 1.3$ (AS) and 6.4 go eGsfts) twch.. 12  Our 

na.W atsp a Spectn-PWt *,a an sax - 

5145Aad).4$80A.frf an 
spot wise used for excitation. giedit a lb-Ne beer light 

ben served for the detection o( aressensittam diaraps 

caused by excitation. The intendty alt Steding 

light bean were kept $o low that it could ant caine any 

photodartanlig in the thaktttht t layer. The 

bteSty of the exciting  lasers in sasS b.twe.a M-

IS Yan',wlilbt  the 4.1.01% lb-Neater power  was 

In the 0.5-2mW range. An spproçdsts  UK was placed 

between the sample and the Si photodlode foe cutting 

off light having nveler.gths shorter thai A - 6328£ 

bunlnescenc* light caused by excitation was too weak 
to be detected In thea 55Th11.,uCSt by the SI detector. 

In order to record the increase of tenipeatule 

caused by S absorbed light the .tteLd daalcogenide 
thin Abs spot we depotS on evaporated Au-M 

ttmO-COUPISS. whose thenno saL was displayed an 

the stoup or"çS  or recorded potentiomettic*. 
The  trthttana or a Spoiled Ads Abs 

decreased (photoda*etingL wblls that of S Gs&1 
fibre Increased (photo.btnddtl), when first l&.,.tsted 

by the exciting light. The extent or these SIW stable 

photodarkeni:411 and photobleadilfig - on the 

intensity of exciting light. The tranflttana cringed 
exponantlafly with tbne during both ØO", inching 

saturation valises corresponding to 30-90% Scres 

or 20-30% mama ipectlwb'. Sidi pliotodsibsed 
and pbotcbleadued (stabulad) layers, Is. layes, 11111d' 
laud by exciting light untilsefor lb-Ne flr 
light has reached a stable nba, we used as 4attl.g 

materlain for further studies described bias In dotS. 

- wbkh nvck photodarbefli. rd by only 

1_2%(Ade)OeSo60%(a)t__- ottbeo4 

Inst tnitta ad IS S..r.*t, via Sing 

101201 . 
The dr..ny S I.iJttna with 	ctadi 

.i.a.4 AS Ohmfort ad), 632&A I& whim  

mkdft tat ndthg ig (aim a r"' r' eelS 

-, wNbt stint .wsrh .g oM 5 i_4llse W 

coafl lb marSgvshe exponentS (Fig. l).tn 

ovtsseboft1td**-TM0mv..liOI qyfl only as 

AsSe mumples and twit the nAttug beer power 

(. 2). The data of tasnittasce for lb-Ne at 
kist S peoçcet*oS to S buSty of do added 

bbs light (PIg. 2). T 	4ow I expected If 11111  

bold up of the sb.41g species baa an exponentS 
character, Li. their awcmbb%atIOe no Is ptcçcrtlomal 
to their concentration. 

The - of the transmittance ....oese on S 

bIns light - - somewhat  when  the _,L 

was plunged In liquid dtwp.i; it retained ha averS 
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Pig. I. The dunge of tnnsnfttan for ?t - 6328 wavelength light awed by G  - 4880 A wavelength 14.4W an' 
intensity laser pulse. AsSe fi.d 1.85 W. 

15 

•1 

S 
S 

I a 
S 
S 

Z 

GS 

A -5145 

10 	 I) 

int.nhity (Wcm -2 ) 

Fig. 2. The variation of relative tmawnivance and the ovenhot (T= I at room temperatule) with laser pulse 
intents'. 
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tpe but tdimimthed. The depth of modulation. i.e. 
ths change of tansenittance at & given Inc[ power, also 

pit considerably unaller. 
The measurements performed at?? K Indicate that 

beat transfer affects the kinetics of transmittance varia-
doe. We measured the variation of sample temperature 

suing the exciting light pulse, and Out it had been 
Sidled off. It has  the am ovetafl shape as the tram- 

ttnct vs time carves shown it Fig. 1 • and an be 
Cscribcd by an exponential with parameters close to 
áoe of the reccnry cane in Fig. I. 

Shift of the absorption edge with temperature for 
jstaht disicograiricswere reported [9, 10). To evaluate 
the magnitude of tnnmiittaflce changes caused by this 
effect, trarianstriencevs  temperature caves were obtained 

faiths lb—Ne beer light (Flg.3). 
our data wee to india that the transient photo 

aWing of Ads and G.5e2 thin Rinse are connected 
VS hinduS nSbk structural diasgec is 
.Ln.as at tittS I due to is inaiai of 

Sea - The ....wta Inter .-,- a to adting 

* pulses otsanicks held in liquid dtruea and is 
lier modubtia depth set probably this to increned 

inst conduction. No tat components Skating is 
presence of ejectroSe pro 	could be Indicated by 
on nrautng setup which were able to trace 10 arc  

events.The absorption edge sin - I cm -' for the stabil-
ized Ads and GiSt2 ffims are at 12 and 2SsV, respectS 
iwly. The teinperature-iaduad red shift (photodarken-
big) for Ado is greater than that forGeSs, (FS. 3). 
Because of the absorption edge shifts towards unifier 
energies, a for the exciting light also macnet, resulting 
in higher temperatures and further red shilL This 
self-accelerating process leads to a steady stato tram' 
mittance value determined by the equilibrium of the 
heating and cooling rates. 

Both initial photadarke ning and photobleathing 
as well as revethbk trainIttafla changes 'sun to 
justify the supposition of two alternative configuration 
for the atoms, one of these con figuration is obtainable 
after overcoming an energy barrier. The temperature 
inctsae and by light absorption I effective to suns 
extent in is fnatim of tins tUtoty CaSt, too. 

The release to is inS, Is. stable casflgwadoa 
cusS with is dappeetrucs of thb statable 
—S __ 

lbs pbotmtactfl '-'r &-tiSe in 010 

tiandtoty states separated by  only — 0.1 eV born the 
bad edj ad not necea* involve stales &O 's  

is pp.FwSr swagements to check absorption 

chaay' S is wbek pp rather than Jut ass is 
absoiptiat - are needed to as whither D° like states 
are also msnulnd In these reversible optical t}nj. 
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UGHT1NDUCED TRANSMITTANCE OSCILLATION IN GcSe 2  TI-tIN FILMS 

J. I-IajtA.G. tens and I. Kó.a Somoyi 

Central Research Institute for Physics. Budapest. Hungary 

(RecaPed 22 Api! 1977 by A. zswedo.asb) 

The bruinductd  light tnnsnittaflct  oscillation observed in GeSe 5  thin 
mini can be maintained only within a certain light inttttY range, in our 
case between IA and 2.7kWon 2 . Oscillation frequency and the trans. 
snittance change we controlled by energy absorption and Ices; they could 
be varied from 3-50 It and — 10-90%. respectIvely. OuclIlatlon S 
caused by differences in the absorption coefficients of the melt and the 
crystalline GeSes  leading to successive cooling (crystsilfratlOfl) and 
heating (melting) cycles lithe rate of inert absorption and Ion are close 

to equilibrium. 

IN A RECENT LETTER I I I we have described the 

kinetics of light-induced transnittau changes in GeSe 2  
thin Idns On investigating further these light-induced 
processes we have discovered transmittance oscillation. 
We describe here our observations and gilt a tentative 
explanatiOG based on light-induced thermal processes 
lading to the associated tnnsnittanct changes. 

GeSe1 RIma were prepared by evaporating single. 
crystalline giains on water cooled SnOi coated glass 

substrates in a -2 x 10-, toff  vacuwn at 40A sec' 
deposition rate. The thickness of the films was 6.4 srn 
as measured during deposition by a quails crystal 

autor. X-ray diffraction towed the films to be 
—ow 

A continuous 30 MW He-PIe laser beam though a 
power regulating polarizer was focused on the sample 
by a 45x microscope objective, Illuminating a 22 inn 
diameter spot.  The usnnnittallcecheerswere  detected 

by an apprcpd&te pbotomuItipZMr and dieplayed on an 
eseillacope. Occasionally an additional 3 m He-Ne 
Set was used for theting  and regitting pespoin 
- below), when both beer bairn were focused on the 
mrse spot at the same time. 

To set  in lain the tattanCe oscation the 
law  beam  intensity should be incmacd =tit a dark 
central area appean in the dhunlnated spot. OW11111tiOn 
continues if the liSa intensity I within a certain range. 
in  out set-up with the above described samples this 

• tt Intensity rate was from iA-ti kWcan'- 
lb. frequency and vnptude of osdIlatlon 

aninksgIly depend on the lighl intesty 	inctease in 
beas power S fc&wed by an lain in transmittance 
climp and a decrease in oscillation frequency (Fig. I). 
The dependence of cicillatlon paramttefl *0 the light  
Intensity can be conveniently,  investigated by focusing 
two beer beams on the same spot and Varying the  

Fig. I. Ssaps ottsnittWCe 	* Wa_I 14" 
intensities: (t)1 1â6 Wean 1  (b)I.i2.6tVS. 

intensity of 	of diem. Or4ttsdoO can be 14,, 

stopped, and In anpiltude and frequency suind e 
within the Intety singe town in FIg. 2. As can be 
seen, near thiSold light intensity, when! - $39 
SW aai. then ha 15.2% taomdttana diaq and a 

401 
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Fg 2. Variation of  transmittance and oscIllation fre-
quency with llt intensity. 

ostin frequency of 50 Hz, whereas close to the 
upper limit, where oscillation breaks down at 
2.65 kW cm-2 , trantenittance change of 94.4% ad 
2.2 Hz were messaret 

Samples being In one of the two limiting gates. 
i.e. when their trrsnittancts differ most, were 
examined under a microscope. The laser beam first 
photobleathes the ample as observed earlier I I  
reSting in  a  light spot surrounded by the darter n 
deposited awphaa region. After oscillation had 
sand a Sn, few jm'  wide, maclisa appeared in  the 
cent, of S photobleached spot S every san 
Sidependeady at the liaising state It had been S 
whom .— MJLaI was hstetniptsd. 1L,niur. S polarized 
Not the conS light-coloured nuelsi behave differently: 
by nesting the analyser some attic desks whiten 
the others - just like the ctyste halo artoetg 
.a central nucleus - rem-1- .wtt.flrd (FIg. 3). The 
centres oldie halo on the spots frozen-S In the less 
transparent state are crystalline, those of the more 
transparent state are mostly amorphous with tiny 
crystals In their centre - as verified by scanning electron 

MKMWW 
The oscillation of uansndttance is due to repetitive 

crystaflfltion from the melt. To start the process the 
central part of the illuminated spot should be heated 
above the  melting temperature. T_, of the film. This 
melted nucleus is surrounded by a microcrystalline 

Fig. 3. Mlcrophotos In polarized l#t  of the spots Si 
(a) the lea transparent and (b) the more transparent 
state. 

halo, Its diameter depending sonrwfsat on the tWit 
Intensity. Swam of greater best lose at the upper and 
lower surfaces the hottest point in the amorphous 
layer Is situated and. consequently the crystallization 
temperature T_ Is first reached laSs the film. The 
buried crystallized region, on further absorption at 
11gm quanta, melts causing & decrease In the absorption 
coefficient; the melt cools quickly, the temperature 
goes througis T spin. A considerable portion of the 
melt crystallizes, starts to heat up spin, and so as. 
The transmittance of  the  melt S bigiser than that at 
the crystals so the crystallization of the central nucleus 
is accompanied by a sharp — S the transmitted light 
intensity. Differences In the beat coeductions '(the 
crystalline and melted regions might So take put in 
the continuing oscillation. 

On repeated cycling and/or hr light Intensities 
the amount at melt and the Lair at  the aystafte 
halo grow, they reach the sufm ad t nfl test 
encircled by the crystals halo appa 

The Arty  of oscillation ai-t ad frequency 
with the light Stonily ow be explained by variations 
In the mass at the malt; more malt canes lisper tars-
nttancs tic and nests beget disse to cod. 
Threshold flst intensity is jam enough  for Sting the 
øm while above an upper lirdt she heat loss canoe 
pieS onu best absorption so oscillation stops  after 
a few cycles only. 

Near the threshold light intensity the oscillation 
Is quite stable: after about ID thousand cycles .eithet 
Its amplitude nor Its frequency,  changed appreciably. 
Taking account of the possible difference In the con-
ductivity of the crystalline and amorphous modS 
cations of GeSe 3 , these light-induced transmittance 
oscillations should be accompanied by current 
oscillations of the same frequency. 

0 

I 
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Alternating trap filling and trap emptying similar 	critical temperature has been reached could play some 

to those described in 121 might take place in our 	role in the regulation of the oscillation. However, the 

jnples. too. Should US be so, the heat effect of 	direct heating due to laser light absorption is probably 

charge carriers recombination occurring abruptly when a overwhelming. 
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Sell-Controlled Laser Beam Chopping Effect 
In GeSe. Thick Films 

By 

J. GinO and J. HaJTO 

Stadyrn the optical pmpertioak of 5 to 10 pm thick Ge&1  glassy films under the influence of 
locurd, continuous He-Ne laser beams a region of medium intensity (1.4 to 2.7 kW/c&) is found 
when a low frequency (3 to 50 Us) periodic pulsation in the transmitted light signal sets in. 
A tentative explanation is suggested in terms of internal total reflections due to different mets-
stable and excited states in GeSs,. 

Han Was 5CCAe20B&HM ognqectne aoScTss sJtopHa aneaon C COCtSBOW 

GeSe, ToawJIHoR or 5 go 10 pm. EBMCEWUWCCR uoi aeacnsek aaay9eUHR He-Ne aaaepa. 

Saga noJIy'leE aOCT ocnaaJtwpOsaflKR opoapawuocri is cOnan cpcaael omnocra 
1,4 ao 2,7 kW/em'. lipociect ocWsflBpOBaMXfl MONCHO O6%SCHHTb nOXBJICHXCM psaan-

Via igencnOsabHMX B aOaOyWleHMb&X ypossel B flJICHfl Gasp,, xoTopaie BBSUSWT 

OOJIHOC seyrpessee OTpsJKeflC. 

IntroductIon 

The possibility of oscillatory behaviour in the transmittance of glassy GeSes films 
illuminated by a continuous He-Ne laser beam was reported in a recent letter Lii. 
Until then the transmission of amorphous (leSt, did not attract particular interest, and 
optical measurements performed on it were carried out at intensities several orders of 
magnitude lower than our present range of interest. This paper is not concerned with 
a comprehensive study of the subject but aims at presenting a possible mechanism 
of the observations so far. 

Experimental 

GeSe, films were vacuum-evaporated onto water-cooled transparent substrates. 
Substrata used were either fused silica or glass or On coated with 20 pm thick 

SnOt  layers. Deposition rates ranged usually from 20 to 40 A/L and the thicknesses 
were measured by a quartz crystal monitor during evaporation. Starting materials were 
either crystalline GeSe, or grains of GeSe glass prepared by the usual melting-quench 
big processes. X-ray diffraction confirmed the films to be amorphous. The refractive 

index (a 2.5) was obtained by Brewster angle eflipeometry til. 
The, continuous beam of a 30 mW output power He-Ne laser (1 = 6328 A) was 

focussed on the sample, to a spot diameter of 15 to 10 pm. Incident light Intensity 
could be reduced by a polarizer, and the transmitted light signals were displayed on 
a storage oscilloscope men A magnifying arrangement was established by using 
microscope objectives and lenses, and the image of the illuminated spot could be pro-
jected onto a white sheet, thus making close examination of any change in the light 

distribution possible. 

9 P.O.B. 49, H.lflS Budapest. Hungary. 
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2. Results 

J.i Paoloblecching 

The changes induced by the laser bean' can be of three kinds (see Table I). .lewnding 
on the input power density. Starting with modest intensities (OA to 1.4 kV tilt'), the 

Table I 

Processes caused by laser light of different 

intensities in Sam thick aGeSe. films 

O.lto 1.4 	photobleaching 
1.4 to 2.7 	transmittance pulsations 
over 2.7 	cn.tallisatiøa 

first ,  effect of interest is the permanent "photobleaching" of the GeSe flints, even 

without focussing. That mean. for example. an increase in transmittivity from 30 to 
800., in case of & layer of 6.4 ;snt thickness, while the reflectivity remains at 18',.. The 

transmittivity edge of aCeSe 1  shifts towards shorter wavelengths (Fig. 1. curve 21. 

Annealing the samples at 200 :c for 30 nun produces similar bleaching (Fig. 1. curve 3), 

so the heating effect caused by the laser irradiation may be partly responsible for the 

phenomenon (see Section 4.)). The nuettingpoint of crystallineC.eSe 5  is 740 tC  [3). while 

the glass transition temperature is 7',4l0T (from differential scanning calorimetry 

measurements). 

33 TnnistiItnct pulsation 

To produce pulsations in the transmitted light intensity the incident power den. 
sity should be increased until a dark centre develops in the middle of the image. This 
can be distinguished front crystallization since on reducing the intensity it disappears 
completely, without delay, leaving no sign of any permanent phase changes. (in the 
other hand, the intensity (averaged over the 20 jam spot) should not exceed an upper 

limit (about 2.7 kW/cm' for Ii ani thick films), otherwise the central region quickly 

becomes crystalline and thereafter does not show further optical changes. 
In the range 1.4 to 2.7 kW em' the central dark spot expands radially, driving an 

adjacent brighter ring outwards. After having reached a critical radius of about 3 jim. 
the whole image structure collapses suddenly like a bubble. Then the centre becomes 
brighter; soon it transforms into a ring having a dark inside, and the process repeats 

itself continually - if adjusted carefully. The corresponding pulses in the transmitted 

intensity are shown in Fig. 2. 

a 
h. 

Fig.!. Transmittivityt vs. wavelength for amorphous CSe. 

films (the mark in&catutgLu e-.). (I) Virgin ample. (1) I.e. 
irradiated. (3) heattreated 

XW-- 
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The frequency and the difference between maxima and minima in the transmitted 
light signak depend on the incident power density LI).  The degree of modulation is not 
uniform: in the middle of the Image the intensity can vary between 10 and 95', 
while the maximum change in the total amount of light transmitted is ft 35' s . 

It should be emphasized that if operated well below the upper threshold the material 
does not deteriorate in any way; it can work for several hours — although the ampli-
tude ratios and pulsation frequencies may show fluctuations. An energy dispersive 
X-ray microprobe analyser of type Link combined with a Jeol scanning electron 
microscope showed no difference between the compositions of the oscillating spots 
after I000 oscillations and the surrounding original (ieSe 5  layer, thus no material 
transport occurs during oscillation. 

We tried to induce similar pulsations in GeSe 2  by using the green (1 = 5143 A) and 
blue (A = 4S$0 A) wavelengths of a more powerful (700 mW) Ar-ion laser. Permanent 
photobleaching was obtained, but no transmittance pulsations occurred. Instead of 
any oscillatory response. the irradiated spots became darker with increasing inten-
sities and then changed over to a permanent crystalline state. 

4. Dhmeussion 

4.1 P*otobteurking 

Our starting point is that, according to (41.  amorphous Ce.Se, is ten similar to the 
crystalline material with Cc fourfold coordinated by Se atoms and Se twofold coordi-
nated by Ge. The Se atoms are fairly close to each other even in the twofold coordina-
tion. In freshly evaporated GeSe, films, a large number of detect gates are expected, 
mostly neutral Se bonding in single and threefold coordination (fig.-3a and f). Now ,  
it is clear from Fig. 3a that Se paacs an unpaired p-electron on a non-bonding 

Fig. 3. Energy level occupations in the different 
electron tonilgui.tions of S. (subscripts: coor- 
dination numbers; superscript: charge states) 

a, 

,T 

4.••-4 
*LjZ 

-a-  - 

— I  

' 
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orbital ("dangling bond" 11), which contributes substantially to the observed absorp-
tion in the virgin state. According to Street (61 the charged valence alternation pairs 
of Sec and Se; (Fig- 3b and g) represent an energetically lower state than the pairs 
of neutral Se?. Set defects. The heat treatment and light excitation at modest inten-
sities serve to overcome energy barriers. 

42 Pwlnlioaa 

On raising the incident intensity to above 1.4 kWjcni', other processes will dominate. 
The observed increase in the absorptivity of CeSe 1  could be accounted for the genera-
tion of unpaired electrons on non-bonding orbitals (see Fig. 3): 

Sec -4-kr— Se?±e 	 (1) 
or 

Se! -f-A,-.Se5  +e, 	 (2) 

or by breaking Se-Se bonds (1.9 eV (7)), thus producing two unpaired electrons for 
each broken bond. 

The higher number of dangling bonds raises not only the absorptivity but the refrac-
tive index as well [8], since r a itt varies as 9] 

1 	dross  

I 	em'  (I —s)'dcnn) 	
(3) 

where a is the fraction of dangling bonds. a' the avenge distance between nearest 
neighbours, and o the density. In the room temperature equilibrium state, a is close 
to zero. while under intense irradiation scan reach 01 100.3. At the same time, the 
mean distance between nearest neighbours should increase either since the Coulomb 
attraction between Seç-Sej pairs vanishes for Set-Se;  pairs or for the broken Set44 
bonds. Anticipating a  to 100 0  increase in a', the right-hand side of (3) should increase 
by 1.6 to 3.2 times. Taking c,,,,. = 6.25. then 5m.  will lie in the range 31 104.2. 

Thus the first period in the light-induced pulsation process (AB in Fig. 4) is chaise-
tented by a gradual increase in both the absorptivity and the rçfractive index of the 
film. These changes, however, should still remain fairly homogeneous over the irradiat-
ed volume element, at least on a scale of the wavelength used (250 nm inside the film); 
so they are unresolved by the magnifying set-up. There must be, of course, some ther-
mal gradients along the optical axis, for the substrate provides better heat transport 
than air at the front surface. 

Lower temperatures facilitate recombination; therefore it is the substrate side of 
the CeSe, film where small  livered regions of recombined material are expected to 
develop sooner (stage 1 in Fig. 5). Recombined regions are understood as consisting 
mostly of the same kind of valence alternation pairs as the room temperature ones, 
thus restoring the refractive index roughly to the original. (There may be some 
difference due to the elevated temperature.) The increased absorption in the front 

- 	Fig. 4. Characteristic intervals in the pulsing period 
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.5—a 
Fig. 5. Geometry of the model proposed (a-CaSe,) 

surface region also aids the establishment of a 	—ff 	 - 
recombination front at the back side, since re- 	-.' ''i"' 

excitation will be less likely then. It seems to be 
plausible that the boundary advances at the highest 	fl 
rate along the axis, and with increasing curvature 	I 
the angle of total reflection (37 to 53° for the s, 	I \ 
range Indicated above) will soon be reachedforeome 
rays (stage 2 in Fig. 5 and point B in Fig. 4). 

The appearance of a totally reflecting layer introduces a qualitatively Dew element 
into the time development of the process. The amount of light transmitted acmw the 
central 6 p.m diameter spot will be greatly reduced.. This explains the sudden drop 
in  the signal (BC in Fig. 4 and Pig. 2). in the usual situation of total reflectance the 

optical boundary is provided by permanently different phases. In our model, on the 
hand, the origin of the appearance of total reflectance Bob in the isdsced change.. 
Such an optical boundary cannot have a stable position inside a continuum, since: 

the reflecting layer must have a finite thickness; 
at the instant as this transition layer structure shifts to any spatial position, 

the rear is cut off from a substantial part of the intense input pen supply, and the 
absorptivity and the refractive index are bound to drop to the new equilibrium values; 

by virtue of continuity requirements, the adjacent values have to drop as well; 
ci) in effect, the maximal gradient spot is shifted towards the front where the inci- 

dent rays are coming from; 
e) the speed of the boundary propagation is determined by the relaxation rates. 

The minimum period (CD) lasts about 5 to 50 ma; during that time the boundary 
layer is assumed to advance along the aria at an average speed of ir' to 10-  an/s. 

When the moving layer approaches the front face it cannot maintain the high 
curvature, simply for geometrical reasons. it inevitably levels out tstage 3 in Fig. 6), 
thus letting the rays hitherto reflected penetrate into the central region (PA' jump 
in Fig. 4 and 2). We are back again at the starting point of the next cycle, all 
the more so since the temperature of the central region has been reduced substantially 
during the sheltered period. 

S. Conclusions 
Our model is compatible with a number of obsvatioes on glasey Ge8e and It 

explains why this particular material and ample configuration S efficient in producing 

a periodic pulsing effect. Amorphous GeSe, has To  sw 410 t, high enough to resist 
devitrification under fairly intense light irradiation. its optical absorption edge varies 
just around the wavelength of the exciting He-No laser. Due to its large Be content, 

the fraction of dangling bonds can rise considerably, and In the - mute the nearest-  

neighbour distance has a greater degree of freedom to change according to the dcsni-
nant charged defect states, than It would have In the crystafline phase. Indeed, the 
corresponding density fluctuations In the irradiated volume element have been observ-
ed by scommWg electron microscopy In s.-GeSe 5  (10). In principle, other amorphous  
ebalcogenide compounds, having an absorption edge In the visible range, Aboom 

behave similarly. GeSe1  has the great practical advantage of resisting chemical deesm-
position and being fairly indfflexit to air humidity, which does not apply to 81S 
or Si,Te,, for example. More work is needed in this field to find other substance., or 
modifiers to GeSe, raising Its sensitivity. 
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Optical .nisctr: 	and trannittance -s - Illation 
have been found under te influence of continuous 
laser irradistooc is 13 2 S- glasses. 

The purpose of the ;resent ct uns tz ±csok the optical isotropy of 

bulk before srd cf:ez laser irradiation and tc detent!., the 

origin of any anisorr'v otsened the opt:al isotropy was Invest!-

gated using polerisetry, trao :ssion and reflertior. seasure.tenta. 

The sales were r't fron s block of .-As 2 S 3  obtained frs the 

erican Optical canvcf dl.oensions .5 y 15x Q. and 2.5C5z'.2 a. 

and were polished on eli ,ls p ares. the material as of good optical 

quality yielding an ei:F_:sty ratio of 27 db or less with pol.rtsed 

radiation fim a E.-e lasts Efl! 91. 

The light source used in the three types of ezper ient was elt?u 

dye laser {Speotra-Pvsrs Xndel 375 t- nable ter the range 

si-es 	k or a He-Ne laser t=.r&-Pnysios Sndel 1251 oerating at 

6328 t In the polaruietry •ess_rents a polarusation rotator 	tn- 

-PhysIcs Model 310-211 .t$ sed to vary the Flare 0f polar:satson of 

the incdertt be= and a clsrotd reet mounted on a divided circle 

wa, used to detenine tjie ;..aJte of polarisatton of the beat serg inc 

iron the sample. 

When l 	intensoty pclarised laser light (0.7-0.5 aW with diw- 

ter O. a) of wavelen:th 	 was passed throuh the aaples 

It was !cumd that the .are of pcarisstlon was rotated. the value of 

the rotation angle 9 deper2ed on the incident pclar!satiOn relative 

to the sple: 9 we, zero 1or four 	tal dtr eiots and for 

larisation at 450 0 these dt:eotcora. 9 showed win. 

The axisa values & , war-.d Tr Om one reqor to anatbex. Thae 

were t.v =In types of re100s • those wtIrh cate rise to a larger 

value LOS 0.al
(for a t?.:ckoesc of 1. a • 	vas typically es-go°  

in these regions and those for wtict1 € 	was small (lot a thick- 

ness of 1.2 ce 	was typically 10-12 °  Sr. these regions). in the 

border regions between ten principal types. ±nte-d*te nine, of 

8s..as 
were obtained (Fig. 11. 

It wee faind that the rotatiOr. .,o 	 ie be mitered by in- 

creasing the incident laser poet density above a few W/n. 2 . Ia the 
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• 	- 	S 	 5'P:se 

ca" of the regions yieldthq a stall-

a' value of S aaa  Stti increased 
Mae 

?r .e 	neIsa" 	during Illumination if the incident 

poar!eatior. ne nob that 

In this ca.. B 	iecrel..d steadily 

tat eventually reacted a saturattOT 

In F:;.  2 	plotted the 

of 	obtained for various 

4 	fl* 	incident poar aeo.itle.: the points 

cat be fitted by a .t.raight lint 
. - 
	 Those recior.s vtic!, yielded 

!.ai pasnr 
lane value for C 	a,wtd the re- 

vcae behaviour. 	t) decreased du- 

a-,arce--,t for rl.r,g il]alnatlr 	,eo tte incident 

-: 
	 an poa.zl.atior. 	;e was one for whict 

tat—:r.r. )Sr: S 	It the inc:dant pcar- 

	

eatlr asg.e vie one for t.; Z.'. 	 no optioa. rotation was obser- 

Fiç. 2. 

.aaer induced op-

tical rotaflot 

It a-As 2 S 3  g:ass, 

tb$rtn.ae-L . 

i- 6325 

,ad, Øt1 rated zero. This is the positior., vt,ere o.cillation It 

the trar.n.tsai:n ca. be observed (Fig. 3). 

rt. 3. Oscillation of the tra.nr.eSa. under the 3n11oence 
of aser irraditiot at a) P • 63.7 watt/a 
bi O.'.watt/ 	power danaity 
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.tttad tight o.ciLtatea bet- 

en t a, araet ert,t it flat 

under the influence of con-

rtnuavr ne.r ndtstioe C 

the  pose daasltT at - 

P - 54-1 ntt/r 1 . The a-

pertaents. result, are 2- 

table I. 	-s-.ata, 	iflatlaiLr 	lected In Table I. 
ar 1 rttati fl 

tat care IL I P) 

oi,cJseIcr - The origin of this ,ptical azisotropy is tocertain. 

va.o.s t4 Y,-mg 1] have reported that t.heres a marked flc1r,i 

between light pc:..rtaed parallel and perp.er.dtcular to the c-asia of 

crystalline M 2 0 3  as a result of Its layer rtrucre. 

-ray d;ffraction studies of K2
2  S

3  ;las. {23 have Sh.rWT, that the 

rearest-oeic'ar cd nest-nearest h&13hbour coordination, are the 

,aze Is a the crystal. Thus the layer stracture is expected to be con-

served to se extent in e-.ks 2 5 3  there! =.e may be responsible for the 

:o,er;ed Optic, anisotropy- however, stress and density fluctuattons 

cannot be flied our as po.s:5.e causes of the optical anisctroçy in 

glasses [3]. It should be not3d that in the present ir.vestl;ation 

?axart spectre toteir.ed !.ce,  various regions irr the naples 41 indica-

ted that the :.ass structure was the size throughout then. Also the 

Panat soectre were in qood agreenent with the published data for 

asS and showed no signs of c-As 2 S 3  bonds or of spectra feature. 

1r.di:atve cf posse separated regions. the A5 2 S 3  .clecules are OVD 

slating of two dlssisilar atoms therefore posses, pertinent dipole o 

Santa. We suppose, that due to the layer structure of the crystal *..Ld, 

:s coneerjed to sat extent in the glass these dipole s-rents are not 

d:.trttuted ra.dly but crlented in tarts In directions. Therefore 

the As_S 3  natrls 	Ich is isotropic On t'e average feltS refractive 

to,dex n_+i; contains prolate ellip'oifs wIth dir.enston. d << 

risch are oriented wttfi their major ails perpendicular to the pa- 

:arisation of the exciting light and each have an antsotroplc strut-

tare 1] . the refractive Index along the ellipsoid Is n 1+iX 1  stile 

that trsrsverse to the ellipsoid Is o,+l\. The differences between 

the optical properties of the ellipsoids are nail: 

n-rca . 	 b. and W 	- b. where 6 and b are function. 

of I . Making use of the approxtaations of the optics of turbid media 
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. can ta, an. qu.aiitacivs .nciuns aot the optical pro-

.rti.s of such * systs: it exhibits positive btr.flbq*flCS 1') is.. 

0> b. it szhthits negative dlcbxo'= in scattering in the regina 

with _A))b l.a. the scattering of linearly polarised light along the 

usa of the ellipsoids is weaker than that transverse to these axes 

if 	
-?> ri

1 -n. This conclusion agres g,slitatively with ex;ertaeat. 

The  osciflatory tntnn of the transmission .5 not a unique 

feature of A5 2 S 3  glass only- Sittlar osciliattoti of the trar,ttStiO5 

was observed recently in axorphcJs Gets 7  fi2.s too [9). in both rises 

the oseilletlon was ind.rd by a continuous laser Irradiation 

(by - 1.96 cv) in the w absorption region of these saterialt. N 

t present tin tne mer tAL , = responsible  for the phenena is not 

clear, the observed oscIllation C! tran:sstOn in Gets 7  was ex;lairad 

by a tudden but reversible cban;e in the refractive index (n) of the 

.sterial1OJ . We .ppcSe, that the Observed oscilletion indirats 

the existence of ,tetastale states excIted by nearly band gap Ta-

diatinc [TIJ . A acre c'Jar.ttatIve analysts. especially on  8 change in 

ier13attOn prope:ties tf AsS 3  gaIsses. is req_- iced for obtaining 

more i1ornatiOn or. these pner.Sena. 
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Natural Optical Activity and Related Phenomena 

in AssSa  Glasses 

By 

J. lLsn'A (a) and P. J. S. EWZN (b 

Natural opticsl activity is observed in As.Su glasses.The value of the rotation angle depends on the 
incident polarisation direction relative to the sample i.e. optical anisottopy is found. The existence 
of optical activity is due to a structural pecularity of individual asymmetric molecules to explain 
the observed anisotropy it is assumed that the layer structure of the crntaJla As,S, ut conserved 

to some extent in the glass i.e. a proportion of the total number of molecules an oriented in the 

corresponding planes. 
HaMs ua6.iioa'1aCb eaectneHflaa oirTis'leCRaR aHTZBHOCTi. B As,S,-crex,ie. Be.mqxua 

yr.1a apameisna aanacefl 01 
HanpaB1eaan no.'iwp}%aaUHB na.za,omero iy4a. t.e. 6uji8 

oOHapy'ReHa onmqecRan aHN307POMAR.CyU2e TBosas;He oriTHRecHog SKTHBHOCflt sn. -ian-

Ca caeactBHeil ocooeHHoC'refl CTPYKTYPLa aiaurntaya.mHbzx wonexyl Ha6aioleHHaR 

ounnechas aicrMBHOcTb oobacuaerca B npeno1OH<eBHM. 'ITO C.'1OHCTH crpywrypa 

}cpiIcTai.ia .AsS qacTMqHO ocTaerca B crescie. 're. qac'ri, DoaHoro 'LHc.1ia ,go.leKya opu-

euntpvetca flflOCi4OCTil cooTBetCTDyiOULHX c.ioeB. 

1. introduction 
A variety of photo-induced effects have been observed in amorphous chalcogenide 

materials, particularly in a.As2S,: photodarkening [Ito 31, photopolymerisatiOn 14, 53, 
photodissociation [6]. volume [7] and refractive index IS] changes have all been 
reported for this glass. Optical isotropy was not considered in these earlier studies 

but recent results [9] on evaporated a-As5S3  films show that illumination of this 

material leads to its becoming optically a,nisotropic in the case of bulk a-As 2S, it 

has been shown that optical anisotropy can be induced by the application of an 
electric field [10) (electro-optic effect) or a magnetic field [11] (Faraday effect). 

Ac amorphous solid may be optically anisotropic even in the absence of applied 
fields: birefringence can be produced in glasses by stress, the presence of laminations, 
structural anisotropy, or the presence of 'particles" (e.g. phase-separated regions) 
smaller in size than the wavelength of the light used in examining the material [12). 
The purpose of the present work was to investigate the optical isotropy of bulk a-AsS 1  

before and after illumination and to determine the origin of any anisotropy observed. 
The optical isotropy was investigated using po)arirnetr3' and transmission measure- 

ments. 

2. Experimental 

The samples were cut (of dimensions 1.5 < 1.5 x 0.7 and 2.5 x 1.5 x 1.2 cm') 

from a block of a-As 2S3  obtained from the American Optical Co. and were polished 

on all six faces. The material was of good optical quality yielding an ellipticity ratio 
of 27 dB or less with polarised radiation from a He-Ne laser (A = 6328 A). 

) P.O.B. 49. fl-1525 Budapest, Hungary- 
15pb1slas (5) 5411 
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The light sources used in the three types of experiment were either a dye laser 
(Spectra-Physics Model 375) tunable over the range = 5700 to 6500 A or a He-Ne 

laser (Spectra-Physics Model 125) operating at . = 6328 A. In the polarimetry 
measurements a polarization rotator (Spectra-Pbysica Model 310-211 was used to 
vary the plane of polarization of the incident beam and a polaroid sheet mounted on 
a divided circle was used to determine the plane of polarization of the beam emerging 
from the sample. The transmission was monitored with a laser power meter (Spectra- 

Physics Model 404). 
in a number of experiments transmission and emergent beam polarisation were 

monitored simultaneously.  

3. Results 

3.1 Optical act irity and related oscillation of trcniniission 

When low-intensity polarised laser beam (0.2 mW power with diameter of 0.5 mm) 
of wavelength 6300 to 6500 A was passed through the samples it was found that the 
plane of polarization was rotated. The experimental arrangement can be seen in Fig. 1. 
The value of the optical rotation angle is given as o = (y - fi) where y is the angle 
of the incident polarization plane relative to plane A fixed to the sample and ft is 
the angle of the emergent light polarization plane relative to the same reference 
plane A. The value of the rotation angle depended on ,/; o was zero for four orthogonal 
directions and showed maxima for polarizations at 45 to these directions (Fig. 2). 

The maxima values of the optical rotation 0mfl  varied from one region to another. 
There were two main types of regions, those which gave rise to a larger value for 

0mfl (fora thickness of 1.2 cm Qmaa was typically 85 to 90° In these regions) and those 

for which 0n11 
was smaller (for a thickness of i.2 cm p. was typically 10 to 12° in 

these regions). In the border regions between these principal types intermediate 

values of Qma: were obtained (Fig. I). 
It was found that the rotation angle o could be altered by increasing the incident 

laser power density above a few WJcm'"In the case of the regions yielding a smaller 
value of p(t) (t being the time of light exposure) increased during illumination 
and reached a saturation value o, if the incident polarization was such that p(t)...0 = 
= 0. In Fig. 3 we plotted the values of p obtained for various incident power den-
sities; the points can be fitted by a straight line. Those regions which yielded a large 

value of 0max showed the reverse behaviour, p(t) decreased during illumination when 
the incident polarization angle was one for which p(t) 1 . o  = o. If the position of 

the incident beam was the same as before, namely p(I)io = 0, no optical rotation 
was observed, o(t) remained zero. This is the 
position, where oscillation in the transmis- 

	

&om airata, 	 sion can be observed (Fig. 4) and the value 
of the transmission oscillated between two 

fjr1 	
characteristic values under the influence of 

- 	 - 	 - 

continuous laser radiation at a power density 
of F = 54 to 91 W/cm 2. The experimental 

	

A 	 results are collected in Table 1. 

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for observation 
of optical rotation.. For region 1: e  85°, region2: 

e 12 °. region 3: 12° to 85° IoQr Mom 
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0 	70 	20 	JO 	40 
P(W/cm')- 

1- 

Fig. 2 	 Fig. 3 

Fig- 2. Orientation anisotropy in a-AsS,. - - x region 1. - - c - region 2. - - - -- - region 3 

Fig- 3. Laser-induced optical rotation. d = 1.2 cm. A 	6328 A 

Table I 
Transmission oscillation in A.sS glass. Laser orientation: non-rotation state 

laser power density magnitude of oscillation frequency of 

(W/cm') (percentage of trans- oscillation 
mitted light) (!) (C') 

60.1 4.1 4.78 

63.7 5.4 4.87 

70.8 10.6 4.93 

80.8 13.5 4.97 

90.7 17.1 4.96 

Fig. 4. Oscillation of the transmission under the influence of continuous laser irradiation at 

a) F = 63.7, b) 90.7 \V/cm' power density. Ordinate: trasmssioTi, abscissa: time (0.2 s/d,vzs) 

32 Transmission clia..gn 

Numerous reports of photodarkening in sputtered and evaporated films of a-As 583  

exist [1 to 3) and it has also been observed in melt-quenched bulk specimens [13]. 
In the present investigation a decrease in the transmission through the bulk a-As 2S5  
samples as a function of irradiation was always observed, the rate of decrease depended 
on the incident power density. Typical plots of the fractional change in the trans-

mitted laser intensity 1(t), as a function of exposure time, t, are shown in Fig. 5. It is 

noteworthy that in the present experiments the wavelengths of the light inducing the 
decrease of the transmission (6300-6500 A) correspond to a 1 cm - ', a being the 

absorption coefficient of the unilluminated material (Fig. 5). 
It was also found that the kinetics of the transmission change depended on the 

orientation of the sample relative to the plane of polarisation of the incident light. 

Se. 
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Fig. 5. Changes of the intensity of transmitted light in 
a-AsS,. (a) F = 10. (b) 26. (e) 45. (d) 45 W/cui' 
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Curves a and b of Fig. S were obtained for two different orientations of the sample; 
the frequency and power density of the incident beam were identical in each case and 
both curves were obtained from a region of the sample for which o was large. 

In the case of curve c the sample was oriented so that no rotation of the incident 
polarisation occurred before illumination (for this orientation no optical induced 
rotation occurred during illumination), while for curve d the sample was oriented to 
yield the maximum rotation of the incident polarisation before illumination (a rota-

tion of 
75e occurred during this run). Comparison of the two curves shows that the 

transmission change is faster when it is accompanied by rotation of the incident 

polarisation. 
If in the course of illumination the plane of polarisation of the incident beam was 

altered, the transmission increased discontinuously and then started to decrease in 
the usual way. When the polarisation was changed back to the original direction it 
was found that the transmission for this polarisation was larger than it would have 
been if the incident polarisation had not altered, i.e. the original transmission change 
can be partly reversed by changing the plane of polarisation of the incident light. 

A recovery of 6 0% in transmittance was observed in some of these experiments This 
effect may he of technological importance as it is the basis for a new type of optical 

memory. 
When one of the samples was photographed in ordinary light after it had been 

illuminated with laser irradiation (P = 20 W/cm2 ) no changes in any optical proper-

ties were observable (Fig. 5, curve a). However when it was illuminated with polarised 
light and photographed through an analyser, changes in the laser-irradiated regions 
were observed; the path of the beam through the sample was clearly visible (Fig. Oh). 
This confirms that laser-induced changes are taking place inside the sample during 

irradiation. 
To our knowledge this is the first observation of laser-induced polarisation pheno- 

menon in chalcogenide glasses. 

Fig. 6. Laser-induced polarisation phenomenon in AsS, glass 
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4. Discussion 

If an electric field E is applied to a medium having polarisability a, a polarisation P 

will be induced obeying the relation P = at, where x is a tensor. In our study £ is 

the field associated with an electromagnetic radiation and it can be expressed as 

t £0 oos wt where WL 
is the laser frequency- Since the molecular dimension is 

of the order of Angstroms and the laser wavelength is of the order of thousands of 
Angstroms the field is constant over many molecular units (Born approximation). 
Therefore the average polarizability of the sample can be approximated by averaging 
the product of the volume U, density of the sample, and the polarizability of each 
molecule (a(i)). Further evidence to this is that the value of the molar refraction 
(4/3na) determined from the Lorentz-Lorentz equation is in excellent agreement with 
the measured value for a-As..S, (9.42 and 9.44, respectively) [14]. 

The observed optical activity is due to a structural peculiarity of individual mole-
cules. The As,S, molecule is asymmetric therefore the polarizabihty tensor is an-

isotropic, i.e. the glass contains optically anisotropic elements in molecular scale. 

In this ease the optical activit y  is a natural consequence of the asymmetric molecular 

structure. If all  the molecular units were distributed randomly according to the clas-
sical model of glassy state no anisotropy in the optical activity would be observed. 

The recent experiments show that this is not the case for the glassy As 28,. 

Two kinds of optical anisotropy have to be explained: a) where the value of the 
optical rotation angle depended on y (see Section 3.1) at a fixed position of the sample 
(orientation anisotropy), b where the value of the optical rotation angle changes in 

different regions of the glass (bulk optical anisotropyl. 
Ewans and Young reported [15] that there is a marked dichroism between light 

polarised parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis of crystalline As 2S, as a result of 

its lacer structure. X-ray diffraction studies of As 23  glass [16] have shown that the 

nearest-neighbour and next -nearest -neighbour coordinations are the same as in 
crystal. Thus the layer structure is expected to be conserved to some extent in a-As 283 . 

Therefore the absorption and propagation of linearly polarised light is strongl y  af-

fected by the relative orientation of the polarisability tensor (which is tied to the 
symmetry axis of the molecule) to the polarisation plane of the light. This explains 
 he orientational anisotropy. If the number of plane-oriented molecular units vanes 
in different regions of the glass, the value of the optical rotation angle varies, toe. 

This is the cause of the bulk anisotropy. 
To discuss the observed laser-induced polarisation phenomenon in the glass. the 

- chemical bond approach will be helpful. In the present case a structural change in 
the As-S network might Dot be expected since the photon energies used in these 

experiments (1.91 to 1.95 eV) are smaller than the energy required to rupture an 

As-S bond (2.12 eV). Indeed simultaneous Raman experiments have confirmed that 
no significant structural change occurs during laser irradiation [17]. Most of the polari-
sability of As5, molecules arises from the lone-pair electrons of S atoms [18]. Lone 
pairs are probably more localized than bonding electrons because of the small nearest-
neighbour overlap. Due to the large bond-free solid angle [19] a rearrangement of 
the lone-pair charge density of S atoms occurs cor1esponding to the direction of the 

electric field E (field of applied polarised light). A similar mechanism is possible for 
group V elements, too, namely for As atoms that are threefold coordinated but the 
bond-free solid angle is smaller. This rearrangement of the charge density results in 
energetically more stable state so the light-induced polarisation will be permanent 

(see Fig. 6). - 
The linearly polarised light is commonly regarded as a result of the superposition 

of two circularly polarised waves. The optical activity is produced as an indirect 
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effect of the difference in velocities of propagation of right and left circularly polarised 

waves. The angle of optical rotation can be expressed directly in terms of the difference 

of the two refraction indices [20] 

nd (1) 

where). is the wavelength of light and d the thickness of sample- Using the measured 
values of). = 0.63 im and a = 800 for a thickness of 1.2 cm glass, the calculated 

difference in the refractive indices is (n - n,) = 4.7 x 10 1 , so considerable rotations 

can be produced in spite of (n 3  - n 0 ) being very small. Or, in other words, a small 

change in polarisability (c = nt) connected with the charge density rearrangement of 

lone-pair electrons causes considerable rotation of the polarised light. 
The oscillatory behaviour of the transmission is not a unique feature of As 2S5  glass 

only. Similar oscillation of the transmission was observed recently in amorphous 
GeSe, films, too [21]. In both cases the oscillation was induced by a continuous laser 

irradiation (hv = 1.96 eV) in the low-absorption region of these materials. At present 
time the mechanism responsible for the phenomena is not clear. Tht observed oscilla-
tion of transmission in GeSe, was explained by a sudden but reversible change in the 
refractive index (a) of the material [221. 

We suppose that the recent observed oscillation indicates the existence of meta-
stable states excited by nearly band gap radiation [23]. A more quantitative analysis, 
especially on a change in polarisation direction is required for providing more insight 

into these phenomena. 
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ABSTRACT 

Taking amorphous silicon as an example the difficulties encountered in 
the doping of amorphous semiconductors and possible ways and means to over-
come them are described. The main structural and electronic characteristics 
of amorphous S1:H films produced by glow-discharge technique and those pre-
pared by vacuum evaporation are compared. Factors which might cause the ob-
served differences in the absorption edge of undoped a-Si:H layers are men-
tioned. 

AHHOIALjIIR 

Ha npHMepe aMopHoro xpeMHnR nQxa3aHS rpynHocrM, B03HMxauw4e flM JletMpO-
aaHxil aMOp(ThiUX nOJ!yflpoBoflHMXOB a 7a)OM BO3MOXHE1e TIyrM MX flpeOOfleHMR. ja.flee 

maetcn cpaaueHBe rnaBHHX XapaKtepMcTHX MMxpo -  H 3fleKTpOHHOA CTpyXTypS TOHXMX 

rmei-iox a-Si:H, nony'ZeHHSX B TJIGK*AeM ra3oBOM pa3pnae, c nsnerHpoBaHawcl rmeH 
Ral'itl, nony4eHHU?U MeToflaM BaxyMHotO iscnapenns, yKa3blBaICTCS Bo3Mo,HUe npn'U4HS 
ornii'u4g noJIocS onTliqecKoro nornaAsHMR, Haoszzaette y HGJIGrMPOBaHHaX nJleHOX 
a-Si: H. 

KIVONAT 

Az amorf szilicium példájân keresztUl ismertetjUk az amorf félvezetö 
anyagok dopolásânak nehézségeit s a nehézségek lekuzdésének inódjait. Cssze-
hansonlitjuk a ködfénykisUléssel elöállitott hidrogénezett, illetve vákuum-
gôzöléssel készttett a-Si:H rétegek mikroszkópikus és elektron szerkezetei-
nek fontosabb Jellemzöit. RAmutatunk a dopolatlan a-Si:H vékonyrétegek opti-
kal elnyelési Ale vAltozás&naic lehetséges okaira. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Amorphous semiconductors have been used widely in the photocopying busi-

ness but were not considered suitable in other conventional areas (diodes. 

transistors, etc.) because of doping difficulties. The recent discovery by 

Spear et al. [1] of the possibility to dope glow discharge produced hydro-

genated amorphous silicon directed the attention of many physicists towards 

this material. If the extensive studies aimed at providing an understanding 

of the role hydrogen plays in the removal of gap states achieve their ultimate 

aim and thereby make controlled doping of a-semi conductors a reliable process, 

these materials may well become competitive in many areas, especially those 

where large surfaces are needed, e.g. in solar energy convers ion to electri- 

city. 

PRINCIPLES OF DOPING 

The doping of crystalline materials is based on the bonding constraint 

the perfect lattice imposes on any atom forming the 3-D network. This perfec-

tion in the connection of atoms in tetrahe drally bonded crystalline semicon-

ductors enforces the doping atoms, e.g. B and P, to part with their inherent 

bonding requirements and forces them to imitate the fourfold coordinated 

neighbours. Substitutional doping and long range order are thus inherently 

connected. 

The amorphous state cannot exist unless sufficient deviations from the 

perfect lattice exist in the network. An ideal amorphous random network can be 

constructed by allowing bond angle variations only, but real amorphous nnterials 

always contain energetically more serious defects like empty lattice points,. 

dangling bonds, microscopic voids, etc. In suh materials there are no unique 

bonding requirements beyond those inherent in the atoms, there is no need to 

copy distant neighbours: only nearest neighbours count. As a result some 

flexibility in bonding is permitted and the individuality of atoms with a dif-

ferent number of valence electrons is honoured. Quasi 1-D and 2-D (i.e. chain-

-like and layered) structures and atoms with multiple bonding configurations 

help the formation of the amorphous structure. 
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The lack of perfection - an inherent requirement for amorphicity - in 

contrast to the perfect long range order in crystalline materials make the 

v- and c-bands in these two phases energetically different. The spread of 

bond angles and strengths as well as states due to different types of defects 

result in the well known tailing of the band edges into the forbidden gap and 

a high density of states in the gap. The tail states overlap, partly ionize 

and pin the Fermi level somewhere near the middle gap. In pure amorphous Si 

prepared by vacuum evaporation the density of gap-states is enormous as can 

be seen from Fig. 1. Because of the high density of gap-states a-Si produced 
by vacuum evaporation or sputtering 

E 

1 1° o  
9(6) 

40 

10 ,  

loll 
Fig. 1. Density-of-state distribution for a-Si 

specimens. Curve 1, glow discharge 
specimen, Td 520 K; curve 2, glow 
discharge specimen, Td . ' 3 50 K; curve 3, 
evaporated specimen. The full lines in-
dicate results obtained from field ex-
periments and the arrow on each curve 
stc*.ts the position of the Fermi level. 
E, extended states; T, tail states; 
C, gap states. (Fran reference [15].) 

Fig. 2. Density-of-state distribitiai in 

	

For successful doping of amorphous 	 an amorphous seniardrta, pos- 
sibly evaporated (orsputtered) 

semiconductors one has to 	 Ce or Si. (E) 0  Fermi eragy in 
get rid of or substantially decrease 

	

	 urdoped mate.rial;4E, shift in 
the Fermi energy when donors 

	

the number of gap-states inherent in 	 are thtrcz5ucs3. (Fran reference 
the amorphous structure;  

create, in a controllable manner, new 

gap (donor or acceptor) states. 

One way of achieving a) would be to make the random network more and more 

ideal (e.g. by long heat treatment or deposition at substrate temperature T. 

below but not too far from Tgt  the glass transition temperature) . This would 

shrink the band tails but would not prohibit the satisfaction of bonding 

requirements of the doping atoms. ultimately, this method of improving the 

cannot be doped sufficiently since 

the introduction of ND  (cm i ) doping 

atoms into the network does not 

supply free charge carriers to the 

extended states. Instead a re-

distribution of ionized gap-states 

takes place followed by only minor 

shifting of the Fermi level - as 

shown in Fig. 2. 
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perfection of the network would result in recrystallization, with the simul-

taneous disappearance of the properties amorphous semiconductor are praised 

for over crystalline ones (e.g. flexibility, smoothness of the surface, etc.). 

To achieve a) and also to preserve the amorphous state requires, instead 

of after-treatments, preventive methods which suppress the formation of un-

necessary - from the standpoint of doping - defects, but which nevertheless 

allow for the formation of those defects necessary for the stabilization of 

the amorphous network. 

Dangling bonds in pure amorphous Si in concentrations of -10 20  cm 	are 

the most numerous defects responsible for the gap states. A retrospectively 

obvious way to their removal is by reacting them with monovalent atoms such as 

hydrogen. Such a reaction will be effective if the bond formed is stronger 

than the Si-Si bond so that the bonding and antibonding levels will be situated 

deep in the v- and c-bands. Additionally, the monovalent atom used for the 

neutralization of dangling bonds should have a suitably small Van der Waals 

radius enabling its stress-free building into the lattice. It is also likely 

that small nomovalent atoms are favourable because - being able to form only 

one strong bond - they will not bridge two Si atoms and will thus not firmly 

connect the network. this circumstance allows the formation of structural 

point-, line-, and layer-like defects which are necessary for the stabilization 

of the amorphous network. Beyond hydrogen, small halogen atoms seem to be 

suitable for the neutralization of dangling bonds. Indeed Ovshinsky claims [2] 

that fluorinated a-Si is better qualified for doping that a-Si:H. Electro-

positive elements of the first group are monovalent but until now were not 

used for the neutralization of dangling bonds, although Li, Na, K and Cs were 

found to be electrically active dopants [3]. 

After decreasing the dangling bond density to below about
15-1017  c-in 3  

one can expect that the addition of doping atoms in a concentration of one or 

two orders of magnitude in excess of the above value would appreciably shift 

the Fermi level and change the electrical properties as well. It is quite 

natural that because of the above mentioned doping difficulties only a part of 

the dopants will be in-built in an electrically active form. According to [4] 

in the case of hydrogenated a-Si, -- 20 % of B dopant atoms became electrically 

active. 

101 
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PREIARAAION METHODS 

In 	that 	the effective doping of a-Si 	was discovered by Spear 	
his inetlnxi 

- 	 the dtpcsrt ion 	from glow discharge plasma - has been studied most 	exten- 

sively. 
Figure 3 	illustrates the principle 

of the experimental method by which 

thin films of up to several 	tens of 

Ci %c microns in thickness can be formed by 

decomposing 	silane, 	5111 4 . 	The plasma, 1 i t-- generated usually by 10-50 watt 

L generators working in the 1-100 MHz 

frequency range coupled to the system 

inductively or 	capacitively, 	contains 

- 	 (b) highly excited, 	chemically very active 

j 
species: 	atoms In status 	nascendi,  

- - - -------- free radicals and ions and a relatively 

high concentration 	( ., 10 	cm 3 ) 	of 

highly energetic electrons of 	1-10 eV 
Fiq.J. 	Dia;rarns illustrating e,çcriitental 

r;EULnls for gas-phase deposition of energy. 	Different reactions between 

an a-saniconhtctor; 	(a) inductive these unstable species occur when they 
cwplirj of the Ri', (b) capacitive 
cxuplln. 	(Fran ref. 	[15J.) enter the surface of the growing 

a-Si:!-! 	film making 	the 	structure and 

proptrt ies of 	ti -us material unique among those prepared by other methods. This 

unetriud 	is 	not 	restricted to the use of SiH 4 ; 	other 	Si-containing gases, 	e.g. 

Sir 4' 	
and different diluent gases like Ar, N, 	etc. 	have been used recently. 

Th- concentrations and the energies of the active species and their 

spatial Liistrihution in the plasma depend on a number of variables like the 

composition of the gas mixture, the rf power level, the substrate temperalul., 

the potential of the growing surface and probably scores of other parameters. 

The control of these variables is rather difficult thereby justifiying the 

search for other, simpler means of preparation. 

Since the understanding of the role atomic hydrogen plays in removing 

dangling bonds, other preparation methods supplying H atoms during the depo-

sition process have been attempted. Both reactive sputtering with 112  in argon 

and coevaporation of Si with atomic H have been successful and lead to good 

quality, dopable and photosensitive a-Si:H layers. 11+ ion implantation into Si 

leaves residual damage in the so treated layer, unfavourably affecting the 

doping ii liciency. The post treatment in H 2  plasma of JHV evaporated high 

purity a-Si films has produced a-Si:H layers electrically very similar to tb 

qd a-Si:H. 
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tROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF a -Si 

The electronic properties of pure and hydrogenated amorphous Si are 

summarized (from ref. [51) in Table I. 

Table I. Comparison of electronic properties 	 New structural 

features of the gd 

a-Si:H layers have 

been revealed quite 

and Kaplan [.6] and 

Knights et al. [7]. 

It has been shown by 

IR spectroscopy that 

SiH, SiB 2 , SiH 3  and 

(-SIN 2 - ) n 
 building 

blocks are embedded in 

their relative content 

varying in a con- 

the parameters of the 

plasma. Electron-microscopic investigation of the films revealed elongated 

voids of 	40 R arranged in a kind of network resulting in a columnar structure 
perpendicular to the surface. This fine sponge like structure could be respon-

sible for the sensitivity of the electrical properties of a-Si films to various 

gaseous or liquid adsorbates [8]. It can be deduced from the shape of these 

voids that their appearance is probably closely connected with the formation of 

short polymer-like (SiH2)n chains which are only weakly connected to the 

surrounding atoms. 

It has been shown that not all the dangling bonds on the inner surface of 

the voids are neutralized by hydrogen atoms: there remains a great number of 

dangling bonds a part of which by interacting can form weak distorted bonds. 

The latter, e.g. during post-treatment in H 2  plasma, can react with H atoms. 

The existence of distorted and weak bonds on the surface of the microvoids is 

responsible for the discrepancy found between ESE measurements and the results 

obtained by thermal removal of H atoms. The amount of removed H was fr',nd to 

be two to three orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of ESR active 

dangling bonds indicating that a one H atom to one dangling bond correspondence 

cannot hold. The excess H content is taken up by weak and distorted bonds which 

do not give an ESR signal. Figure 4 is an Sf4 picture of a gd a-Si:H layer 

showing its columnar structure. 
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Fig. 4. SEEN picture of a gd a-Si:H layer 
sha4n Its columnar structure 

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF a-Si 

The optical absorption edge of 

amorphous silicon, like that of other 

amorphous materials, depends on the 

conditions of sample preparation. 

Figure 5 shows the optical ab-

sorption coefficient as a function of 

photon energy for glow discharge 

produced and vacuum evaporated a-Si 

layers. The data are compared with 

the edge of cryetalline silicon. 

In the crystalline Si the onset 

of indirect optical transitions is at 

approximately 1.1 eV at room tempera-

ture. This corresponds to the minimum 

separation between the valence and 

conduction bands (Fig. 6) (thermal 

activation energy) 

Fig. 5. 

The variation of the ab-
sorption coefficient as 
a function of photon 
energy in amorphous and 
crystalline Si at room 
temperature. a c-Si j8); 
o evaporated a-Si [9J; 
-- glow discharge pro-
duced a_ Si [SO]; x glow 
discharge produced a-Si 
(present measurement) 
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At higher photon energies 

there is an increase of ab-

sorption indicating the threshold 

of direct optical transitions 

from F25 to  F15at about 

2.6 eV. 

The high values of a ob-

served for glow discharge pro-

duced and for vacuum evaporated 

amorphous silicon in the range 

I to 2.6 eV give good evidence 

for a relaxation of the k-con- 

	

R.dUctC wcve vector 	
however, important differences 

depending on the corditions of 

	

Fig. 6. The energy band structre of astallire 	
sample preparatiot. At the 

Si [ii) 	
lower energy absorption region 

of the amorphous samples the 

absorption coefficient rises exponentially with the photo energy [12]: 

a = a0exp( r+) 

which is the most characteristic feature of amorphous semiconductors. The 

slope of the Urbach edge is considerably higher for glow discharge prcxiorced 

films than that of the vacuum evaporated ones. This fact indicates a more or-

dered chemical bonding for the glow discharge produced films, i.e. the in-

ternal field created by charged impurities is smaller according to the Dow 

and Redfield theory [14]. 

The absorption is higher in the region from 1 to 1.8 sY for the glow 

discharge produced films studied by Lecoinber et al. [lo) than for the films 

produced by us. The difference is probably due to the different hydrogen 

content of the films which in our case should be higher because we used a 2 % 

silane 98 % hydrogen mixture instead of pure silane as did LeCotnber et al. 

[io]. 

At the higher absorption region a obeys the relation a -PL w - ( ,Kw-E0 ) 2  for 

both the vacuum evaporated and glow discharge produced samples (Fig. 7). 

The extrapolated values of vs 4kw yield the optical energy gap E 0  which 

is considerably less 0.36 eV) for the vacuum evaporated amorphous silicon 

layers than for the glow discharge produced ones, viz. 1.71 and 1.74 eV,res-

pectively. 
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Fig. 7. Plot of (dtW) 1 't2  vs photon energy for different Si films 
(Marking is the same as in Fig. 5.) 

The results from absorption coefficient measurements underline the role 

of hydrogen in (a) reducing the optical density of states in the low absorp-

tion region and (b) increasing the optical energy gap in amorphous silicon 

layers. Further studies are needed to understand the correlations between the 

factors determining the electronic structure of a-Si:)!. 
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INVESTIGATION OF LASER INDUCED LIGHT 
ABSORPTION OSCILLATION 

J. Hajto and P. Apai 
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of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 

H-1525 Budapest, P.O.B. 49, 
Hungary 

Studying the optical properties of the films under 
the influence of focussed continuous He-Ne laser 
beams, a region of medium intensity (1.4-2.7 )d.J/an 2) 
is found where a low frequency (3-50 Hz) periodic 
pulsation in the transmitted and reflected light 
signal sets in. The analysis of the in situ optical 
measurements shows that GeSe 2  possess optically 
metastable states existing only under the influence 
of laser illumination. A model for light induced 
absorption oscillation is presented based on the 
metastable self-trapped exciton states of the ma-
terial. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a recent letter we described the phenomena of laser induced trans-
mittance oscillation of vacuum evaporated amorphous GeSe films 
(Majtô (1977)). oscillation can be observed when te incident light 
intensity is within a certain range (1.4-2.7 kW/cm for a 6.4 v thi 
film for example) . The frequency and amplitude of oscillation depend 
on the light intensity, an increase in the laser power is followed 
by an increase in the amplitude of transmittance change and a de-
crease in oscillation frequency. According to the model suggested by 
GazsO and Hajtô (1978) the oscillation is connected with the appear-
ance of total internal reflection due to different metastable states 
of the material. This mechanism requires a simultaneous increase of 
reflexion or light scattering during the decreasing transmittance 
period of oscillation process. This paper is concerned with the in-
vestigation of optical properties (transmittance, reflectance, scat-
tering) of vacuum evaporated GeSe2 films under the influence of laser 
irradiation. The measured optical data present an evidence that 
there are neither increasing light scattering nor increasing reflec-
tance during the decreasing transmittance period of oscillation i.e. 
real absorption changes occur in this case, therefore we suggest an 
explanation which is a better approach to the experimentally o)serv 
properties of the material. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

GeSe2  films were vacuum evaporated onto water c2oled silica sub-
strates. Deposition rates usually ranged 20-40 X/sec. The thidcess 
were measured by quartz crystal monitor and later checked by Talyst. 
X-ray diffraction confirmed the layers to be amorphous. The continu-
ous beam of 30 aW output power He-Ne laser (A = 6328 k) was focussed 
on the layers to a spot diameter of 15-20 s. The incident light in-
tensity could be reduced by a polarizer and the transmitted,reflected  

085 
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and scattered light signals were displayed on a storage oscilloscope. 
In this way in situ measurements on the optical data could be per-
formed during the light absorption processes. 

RESULTS 

The changes induced by the laser irradiation can be of three kinds 
(see Table I) depending on the input power density. 	(The crystal- 
lization is not discussed in this paper.) The two optical parameters 

of interest were the absorption coef- 
ficient a and the refractive index n 
as X functions of photon energy. 

0.1 	to 1.4 *iotleachirq From 102  cm - 1 	to 104  CM - the optical 1.4 to 2.7 transuittaxce and absorption coefficient varies expo- ref ltarce 
nentially with the photon energy as 

over 2.7 
sations 
crystallization a 	Q Oexp[rtUJ) . 	(Urbach edge) 	(Fig.1). 

Table I. Processes caused t' Laser Either illumination or annealing cause 

Light of different intensities in a permanent shift of the absorption 

6 p thick a-GeSe2 fi. edge to higher photon energies and an 
increase in the slope of the edge. 

At photon energies above the exponential ed9e the absorption coef-
ficient 	obeys the relation aw = B(t-E ) where E is the optical 
energy gap and B is a constant deternined%y the extant of the 
localized tail states. Either illumination or annealing caused an in-
crease both in E and B indicating a reduction in the extent of the 
localized tail sates adjacent to the band edge. 

In the low absorption region the refractive index n was calculated 
from the measured reflectance and transmittance data using the method  
of Brattain and Briggs (1949) where multiple reflexions were taken 
into account. n(i) could be fitted by the Wemple-Di Domenico (1971) 
dispersion relationship 

= n2  (w) = 1 + EdEO/[E-  (ta)2] 	 (1) 

at  
.11 

s-n deposited 
b-pholublnchid 
e-wjsaIS 

10 6 d-bul% glan 
s-cryitatIIM 

10 

a , //d/f/ 
18 24) 22 2.4 

Figure 1 
Absorption coefficient of GeSe 2 films as 
a function of photon energy 

where E and Ed are single Os- 
cillatoP fitting constants which 
measure the oscillator energy 
and strength respectively. E 
corresponds for chalcogenide 
glasses to the mean energy of 
transitions from valence band 
(lone-pair) states to conduction 
band states. S measures the 
strength of inerband tranttions 
and is related to the average 
charge distribution within each 
unit cell. Ea depends mainly on 
the coordinaf ion number and 
valency. By plotting (n -1) 
versus (-t.) 	(rig. 2) and fitting 
the data by a straight line Ed 
and E can be determined directly 
from ?he intercept (Eo/Ed)  and 
the slope (l/EdEo). 

The decrease in n accompanying 
exposure and annealing of GeSe2 
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films is associated more with an 
increase in E 	than with the small 
change in Ed ITable II) 

s-n d.pes,d 	turns 

- 

Sample 	E0  (W) td (&) 	n An 

as deposited4.92 	22.96 	2.475 
ecpDSed 	5.1 	23.0 	2.414 
annealed 	5.12 	23.0 	2.409 

-0.061 
-0.066 

hOblTJ 

Table II. Index of refraction (at 	u=l .96 

&) —ad oscillator  Parameters of Ge.Se2 
fi2lTs 

Of 	
" To produce pulsations in the trans- 

mitted and reflected light the in-
cident power density should be in-
creased until a dark centre develops 
in the middle of the image. This

Figure 2 	 - 	can be distinguished from crystal- 
(n2-1) 1  versus (t.) for GeSe2films lization since on reducing the in-

tensity it disappears completely, without delay, leaving no sign of 
permanent phase changes. On the other hand, the intensity (averaged 2  

over the 20 p spot) should not exceed an upper limit (about 2.7 )6/au 
for 6 thick films) otherwise the central region quickly becomes 
crystalline and thereafter doesn't show further optical changes. 

The transmittance, reflectance and light scattering pulsations mea-
sured simultaneously have the same character (Fig. 3 and 4) . A de-
crease of transmittance is accompanied by a simultaneous decrease of 
the reflectance and of the scattered light independently of the angle 

of scattering. 

Using the expressions of Brattain and Briggs (1949) one can calculate 
the changes of the absorption coefficient and refraction index of 

the films from the measured transmittance and reflectance changes 
during the oscillation periods (Fig. 5) . The absorption coefficient 

Figure 3 
Transmittance and reflsctalce paisation 
in GeSe2 6 p thick film under the in-
I luerce of cqntinuais laser irradiation 
(P2.6 idi/an') . Ordinate: intensity of 
transmitted (a) and reflected (b) light, 
abscissa: time 2CO ms/div. 

Figure 4 
Trarsnittalce and scattered light oscil-
lation in the sate sample. a) transmit 
tarre; b) large angle scattering; 
c) small angle scattering 
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of the GeSe 	films has two 
characteriSLc values during 
the oscillation peio4 1  Both 
level B( 	2.4x10 cm 	) 	and 

2.5 level C(. 	5.lxlO2cm_1)(see 

Fig. 	5) 	are metastablestates 
of the material and exist 
only under the influence of 
intensive laser irradiation. 
When the exciting laser light 
is switched off the value of 

2.2 the absorption coefficient 
-r decreases to that of the 

d2 	06 	10 	4  Ise  c) stable photobleache9 stte 
(level A:aC= 	1.9x10 cm 

$ 
independently of the momentary 

.Jr state of oscillation. 

LJULJL   
A,-ndpcLtS 

1 	 A_photeblaaMd 

0,2 	0.6 	1.0 t[stc] 

Figure 5 
AbsrptiOn coefficient and refraction irñex 
charges (att1 .96 eV) utter the influence of 
wntimnls laserilluninum of He-Ne laser 
(t.i1.96 e/, P=2.6 kW/an 

The refractive index changes 
in opposite direction than 
the absorption coefficient 
and has a minimum value as 
reaches the maximum indicating 
that a real absorption change 
does occur during the oscil-
lation period. 

Oscillation can not be in-
duced by uing the green 
tX= 5145 X) and blue 
(2. 4880 X wavelengths of 
an Ar-ion laser. The irra-
diated spots became darker 
with increasing intensities 
without any sign of oscil-
lation and then changed over 
to crystalline state. 

DISCUSSION 

The fact that oscillation phenomena or photobleaching effect can not 
be achieved in crystalline GeSe 2  indicates that the clue to the os-
cillation lies in some unique properties of the amorphous state. 

The energy of laser light used o induce the photobleaching and os-
cillation is 1.96 eV ( X= 6328 X) slightly less than the value of 

optical energy gap of the GeSe 2  films CE 	2.15 eV) Therefore the 
assumption that the electrons are mostly excited from the localized 
tail states of the valence band edge is plausible. In the freshly 
evaporated GeSe 2  films a large number of defect states are expected 
(Ge-Ge, Ge-Se bonds, dangling bonds (Kastner and Adler (1976)) which 
conbribute substantionally to the observed absorption edge. Upon 
illumination or annealing a local rearrangement of these defect 
states (weaker bonds) occurs forming stronger Ge-Se bonds. The ex-
tent of the localized tail states adjacent to the bond edge decreases 
as a result of the reduction of defect states. Therefore one can ob-
serve a shift of the absorption edge to the direction of bulk well 
annealed glass state (see Fig. 1). The slope of Urbach edge increases 
upon illumination or annealing indicating the decrease of internal 
fields created by charged impurities in the material (Dow and Redfield (1970)). 
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The increase of the mean energy (E0 ) ( see Table II) of transitions 
from valence band (lone-pair) states to conduction band states 
similarly should be attributed to the reduction of the density of 
localized tail states. This conclusion is supported by the fact that 
the oscillator strength constant (Ea) have not changed Uofl illuijira-
tion indicating that there is no sufficient change in the average 
coordination or in the charge distribution i.e 18only the defect 
states (existing in concentrations of about 10 crrC') are involved 
in the photobleaching process. 

It is clear from the measured optical data that a real absorption 
oscillation occurs at the low absorption region of the Urbach tail 

in GeSe 2  films. We assume that the observed new type of optical phe-nomenon gives an evidence for the existence of light induced optically 
induced metastable exciton states. Due to the strong electron-phonon 
coupling the formation of metastable self trapped exciton states can 
be expected (Street (1978)). In the model used by Street (1978) two 
distinct mechanism of optical excitation are possible. One is a 
transition to the uncoupled exciton state. The second possible tran-
sition is to the self trapped exciton state thought to be responsible 
for the reversible photostructural change that is found in glassy 
chalcogenides (Street (1977)). Thus the increased absorptivity d.jrirx 
the oscillation period (B .-'C in Fig. 5) could be attributed to the 
appearance of self-trapped exciton states created by conpMuous low 
energy (to = 1.96 eV), high intensity (P = 2.4-2.7 kW/cm ) ifli.rina-
tion. Because of the higher absorptivity, the temperature increases 
too. At higher temperatures the density of optically induced meta-
stable states decreases because the potential barrier can be over-
come by thermal excitation. Complete annealing should be achieved at 

Tg  since this is the temperature at which the defects are in thermal equilibrium (Street (1978)). As a result of thermal release of the 
self-trapped exciton states the absorptivity decreases (C -.D in 
Fig. 5) therefore the temperature falls down and the process should 
start again resulting in a continuous oscillation of light absorption. 

CONCLUSION 

The amorphous GeSe 2  is particularly efficient in producing a periodic 
pulsing effect because due its cross-linked network structure the 

glass transition temperature (T 0  = 360 °C) is high enough to resist 
devitrification under fairly intense light irradiation and its 
optical absorption edge varies just around the wavelength of the 
exciting He-Ne laser. In principle other amorphous chalcogeflide 
glasses having an absorption edge in the visible range and high 
enough T should behave similarly. The phenomenon of the absorption 
oscillaAon can be explained by the appearance and thermal release 
of light induced metastable centers in the material. Although the 
origin of the recombination centers is not clear yet Se defects 

peculiar to GeSe 4  tetrahedral structure may be operative in the 

oscillation process. 

More work is needed in this field to determine the connection be-
tween the localized charged centers and the macroscopic optical pro-
perties of the material. We assume that the observed new type of 
optical phenomenon gives an evidence for the existence of light in-
duced optically metastable exciton states in GeSe2. 
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LASER INDUCED OSCILLATORY PHENOMENA IN AMORPHOUS GeSe2  FILMS 

J. HajtO 

Central Research institute for Physics 8-1525 3sdapest J  P.0.3. 49. thotgwy. 

Abstract.- Studying the optical properties of 51 to lou thick GeSe3 glassy films 
under the influence of focussed, continuous He-Ne laser beams a region of medium 
intensity (1.4 to 2.7 kW/cxn 2 ) 

is found where a low frequency (3 to S Hz) periodic 
pulsation in the absorption coefficient sets in. A tentative explanation is sugges-
ted in terms of laser induced self-trapped exciton states of the material. 

i. Introduction.- The oscillatory behaviour 

of the transmittance of amorphous GeSe2 

films illuminated by a continuous He-Ne la-

ser beam was reported in a recent letter/l/. 

Oscillation can be observed when the inci-

dent light intensity is within a certain 

range (1.4-2.7 kW/cm' for a 6.4 thick film 

for example) . The frequency (3-50 Hz) and 

amplitude of oscillation depend on the in-

cident light intensity, an increase in the 

laser power is followed by an increase in 

the amplitude of the transmittance change 

and a decrease in oscillation frequency. 

Two models were presented to explain the 

observed oscillation which are: a) the ef-

fect is due to reversible amorphous-crys-

talline-amorphous phase changes /1/; b) os-

cillation is connected with the appearance 

of total internal reflection due to diffe-

rent metastable and excited states in the 

material /2/. 
Although the physical grounds of the 

two suggested mechanisms are different, 

both .Qees recuire a simultaneous increase 

of reflexion or light scattering during the 

decreasing transmittance period of oscil-

lation. It has been shown in a recent pa-

per /3/ that there are no phase difference 

in the reflected, transmitted and scattered 

light signals during the oscillation i.e. 

the decrease in the transmittance is accom-

panied by a simultaneous. decrease of re-

flectance and scattered light. Therefore 

the origin of oscillation has not cleared 

yet. 
This paper is concerned with the in-

:estigation of optical properties (trans-

mittance, reflectance and scattering) and  

temperature of vacuum evaporated GeSe2 

under the influence of laser irradiation. 

2. Experimental. GeSe 2  films were vacuum 

evaporated onto water cooled silica subs-

trates. Deposition rates usually ranged 
0 

from 20 to 40 A/s, the thicknesses were 

measured by a quartz crystal monitor during 

evaporation. 
The temperature of the films was mea-

sured using vacuum evaporated Au-Ni ther-

mocouples /4/ 
The continuous beam of a 30 mW output 

power He-Ne laser (A = 6328 A) was focussed 

on the samples to a spot diameter of 15-20 

microns. The incident light intensity could 

be varied by a polarizer and the transmit-

ted, reflected and scattered light signals 

were displayed on a storage oscilloscope. 

in this way in situ measurements on the 

optical data could be performed during the 

oscillation. 
3. Results.- The changes induced by laser 

irradiation can be of three kinds (see 

Table I) depending on the input power den-

sity /2/. The crystallization is not dis-

cussed in this paper. 

Table I. Processes caused by laser light of diffe-
rent intensities in 61J thick a-GeSe2 films 

intensity (kW/= 2 ) 	Response 

0.001-1.4 	Photobleaching 

1.4-2.7 	 Oscillation 

over 2.7 	crystallization 

3.3. 	2212te.&Q9' Starting with modes 

intensities the first effect of interest 

is the photobleachflg" of the.films even 

without focusing of the laser bean. This 
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means, for example an increase in transmit-

tance from 30 % to 70 % (at A 	6328 A) in 

the case of layer of 6.4 u thickness. In 

polarized light the photobleached spots 

are darker (Fig. lb) or brighter (Fig. le) 

by rotating the analyzer than photographed 

in non-polarized light (Fig. la). This 

fact indicates that illumination of the 

fun leads to its becoming optically ani-

sotropic which is to our knowledge the 

first observation in evaporated chalcoge 

Mdc films. 

Figure 1. Microphotos of phototleached spots in 
GeSe2 film. 

From a = 10 2  an' to a = 10 om the 

optical absorption coefficient varies expo-

nentially with the photon energy as 

a 	a0exp[rtsw] (Urbach edge) (Fig. 2). 

Illuinthation causes a permanent shift of 

the Urbach edge to higher photon energies 

and an increase of the slope of the edge. 

The shift of the absorption edge of the as 

deposited films is irreversible and perma-

nent, heat treatment of the layers causes 

• similar shift. de Neufville as presented 

• 'localized heating' model for the rever-

sible photostructural change observed in 

chalcogenide films /5/ assuming that the 

reversible photo induced structural change 

is characterized by an increase in random-

ness in atomic configurations and a ther-

mal recovery corresponds to the restora- 

tion of the initial short range order. This 

mechanism is not applicable for the irre-

versible changes observed in our case, 

because even at very low incident light 

intensities (Xci W/cm 2 ) photobleaching 

occurs. At intensities below 1 W/cm' the 

direct heating effect of the beam is negli-

gible as measured by evaporated Au-Ni 

thermocouples. 

.( (c) 

(4 
II 

/ /i/ / 	___IWflQt•C 	sun, 

I- 

II I 

9IS 

crystallint G.St, 

Id 

U II -32D 22 iS 21 21 It 3.2 IA 35 11 '0 

Figure 2. Absorption coefficient versus photon 
energy of Gese, films. 

The other optical parameter of inte-

rest was the refractive index (n) as a 

function of photon energy between I and 

2 eV. In this low absorption portion of 

the optical spectrum n' (w) = 

was calculated from the measured reflexion 

and transmission data using the method of 

Brattain and Briggs /6/ where multiple 

ref lexions were taken into account. n(w) 

can be fitted by the Wemple-Di Domenico 

/7/ dispersion relation-ship. 

tiM = n 2 (o,) = 1 + EdEO  / rzz_ (hui)' 

where E0  and Ed are single oscillator 
fitting constants which measure the oscil-

lator energy, and strength respectively. 

for chalcogenide glasses corresponds 

to the mean energy of transitions from 

valence band (lone-pair) states to conduc-

tion band states /8/. E6  measures the 
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strength of interband optical transitions 

and is related to the charge distribution 

within each unit cell. E primary depends 

on the coordination number and valency. 

By plotting (n2-1) l versus (f1w) 2  (Fig. 3) 

oil 

02' 

020 

Oft 

3 	4 	5 

Figure 3. r'i) 	versus (hw) 2  for GeSe2 films 

and fittinc the data by a straight line 

and E  can be directly determined from 

the intercept (E/Ed) and the slope 

(_i/Ea F) . It is clear that the decrease 

in n accompanying exposure and annealing 

of GeSe films is associated with an in-

crease in E rather than be a change in 

Ed (Table lU. 

Table II. Index of refraction (at tusi = 1.96 eV) 
and oscillator parameters of CeSe2 fumE 

Sample E. (eV 	E, 1ev) 	n 

I as deposited 4.91 22.96 2.47' 

2 exposed 5.1 23.0 2.451 	-0.021 

3 annealed 5.12 23.0 

The measured changes on the absorption  

coefficient and the refractive index indi-

cate a reduction of the disorderness of 

atomic bounding between the neighrest and 

second neighrest neighbours due to the 

evaporation process and therefore a decrea-

se of the extent of the localized tail 

states adjacent to the band edge (increase 

in the slope of the absorption edge and in 

the oscillator energy B 1,).  

3.2. !1f_!fl2!L9!2AiIt!9fl_9fJ1Sb 
To produce pulsations in the 

transmitted and reflected tight the inci-

dent power density should be increased 

until a dark centre develops in the middle 

of the image. This can be distinguished 

from crystallization since on reducing the 

intensity it disappears completely, without 

delay, leaving no sign of permanent phase 

changes. On the other hand, the intensity 

(averaged over the 20 p spot) should not 

exceed an upper limit (about 2.7 kW/cn 2  

for 6 p thick films) otherwise the central 

region quickly becomes crystalline and 

thereafter doesn't show further optical 

changes. 

The transmittance, reflectance and 

light scattering pulsations measured simul-

taneously have the sane character (Figs. 

4-5) . A decreasing of transmittance is 

accompanied by a simultaneous decreasing 

of the reflectance and a same decrease of 

the scattered light independently on the 

angle of scattering. 

Pig. 4. Transmittance (upper signal) and reflec-
tance (lower signal) pulsations under focussed 
continuous He-Ne laser bear (1 = 1.9 kW/cm 2 ). 
Ordinate: intensity of transmittance and reflec-
tance; abscissa: time 200 ms/div. 

Using the expressions of Bruttain and 

Briggs /6/ one can calculate the changes 

of the absorption coefficient and refrac-

tion index of the films from the measured 

transmittance and reflectance changes 

during the oscillation periods (Fig. 6). 

The absorption coefficient of the GeSe2 

films has two characteristic values during 

the oscillation period. Both level B 

(a = 2.4 x 10 2  cm') and level C (a = 

5.1 x 10 2  cm- ')(see Fig. 6) are metastable 
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states of the material and exist only 

under the influence of intensive laser 

irradiation. The value of the absorption 

coefficient decrease to the stable photo-

bleached state (level A: 	1.9X lO' cm-  ') 

Fig. 5. transmittance (A), small angle (B) and 
large angle (C) scattered light pulsations under 
focussed continuous Se-Ne laser beam (I 
2.5 kW/ 2 ) 

independently of the momentary state of 

the oscillation when the exciting laser 

light is switched off. The refractive in-

dex changes in opposit direction as the 

absorption coefficient and has a minimum 

value as a reaches the maximum indicating 

that a real absorption change does occur 

during the oscillation period. 

tight C 	 light 

S 	 oft  

9 
—4 

0 	2 	4 
n 	 I 

2.4 	 tight 	tight 

23 	
off on 	'oft 

2.2 

21 

0 	2 1 

It is possible to measure the tempe-

rature of the GeSe3 filns during oscilla-

tion using vacuum evaporated thin film 

Au-Ni thermocouples because the thermocou-

ple transparent enough to detect the 

transmitted laser bean (Fig. 7). 

laser Stem 

G, 50 2
lucy,  

_________________________________ 	c, sugna: 

light 	Ør.ctor 

- 

th.rrflOvoltO 	0 

Fig. 7. Experimental arrangement for simultaneous 
observation of transmittance and temperature 
oscillation. 

The thermovoltage and the transmittance 

were recorded simultaneously on a storage 

oscilloscope (Fig. 8) . As the transmittan-

ce increases the temperature of the GeSe 

film decreases exponentially and the 

decrease of the transmittance (increasing 

absorption) is accompanied by a simulta-

neous exponential increasing of the tenpe- 

rature. 

Fig. a. transmittance (A) and temperature of 
GeSe2 film under the influence of laser irradia-
tion (I - 2.7 Won 2.) 

Fig. 6. Oscillations of absorption coefficient 
and refractive index (at tai = 1.96 eV) under the 
influence of continuouu laser irradiation 
(I - 2.7 kW/a2 ) 
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Oscillation can't be induced usingthe 
0 	 0 

green (A = 5145 A) and blue (A a 4880 A) 

wavelengths of a continuous Ar-ion laser. 

The irradiated spots become darker with 

increasing intensities without any sign 

of oscillation and then changed over to 

crystalline state. 

We tried to induce similar pulsations 

in 6 u thick se lf-supporting films (remo-

ving the substrate) at the same experimen-

tal conditions. Permanent photobleaching 

was obtained but no transmittance or 

reflectance pulsations occurred. Instead 

of any oscillatory response the transmit-

tance of the films decrease gradually 

under the influence of continuous laser 

irradiation (Fig. 9) . the duration of steps 

is depending on the illumination condi-

tions. The steps are shorter (second si-

gnal in Fig. 9) when the sample is illumi-

nated again 0.8 s after the first gradual 

decreasing of the transmittance (first 

signal in Fig. 9) and are longer when the 

sample was kept in darkness for 8 s (third 

signal in Fig. 9) 

Fig. 9. Step by step decreasing of the transmit 
tance of the GeSe2 film under the influence of 
continuous laser irradiation (I = 0.5 kW/= 2  

4. Discussion.- 4.1. ?b2t21!2D2 	The 

energy of laser light (tw = 1.96 e1/ at 
0 

A = 6328 A) used to induce the photoblea 

ching and oscillation is slightly less 

than the value of optical energy gap of 

GeSe2 films (Eg  = 2.1 eV). Therefore the 

assumption that the electrons are mostly 

excited from the localized tail states of 

the valence band edge is plausible. 

In the freshly evaporated GeSe2 films 

a large number of defect states are expec-

ted (Ge-re, Se-Se bonds, dangling bonds 

/9/ which contributes substantionally to 

the observed absorption edge. Upon illumi-

nation or annealing a local rearrangement 

of these defect states (weaker bonds) 

occurs forming stronger Ge-Se bonds, the 

extent of the localized tail states decrea-

ses as a result of the reduction of the 

defect states. Therefore one can observe 

a shift of the absorption edge to the 

direction of bulk well annealed glass sta-

te (see Fig. 2) . The slope of the Urbach 

edge increases upon illumination or annea-

ling indicating the decrease of internal 

electric fields created by charged impuri-

ties in the material /10/. 

The increase of the mean energy (E 0  

see Table II) of transitions from valence 

band (lone-pair) states to conduction band 

states similarly should be attributed to 

the reduction of the localized tail states. 

This conclusion is supported by the fact 

that the oscillator strength constant (Ed )  

haven't changed upon illumination indica-

ting that there is no sufficient change 

in the average coordination or in the char-

ge distribution i.e. only the defect 

states are involved in the photobleaching. 

4.2. 	22 	
It is clear 

from the measured optical data that a 

real absorption oscillation occurs at the 

low absorption reçion of the Urbach tail 

in the GeSe 2  films. 
There are two important features of 

the oscillation: a) oscillation can't be 

induced using higher energy light 

= 2.2-2.4 eV); b) there are at least 

two optically metastable states existing 

only under the influence of intensive la-

ser irradiation therefore the effect of 

temperature has to be considered. 

According to the Onsager model /11/ after 

photoexcitation the electron and hole 

will diffuse apart to a distance R deter-

mined by the diffusion constant and the 

thermalization time which is proportional 

to the excess kinetic energy. The bonding 

energy between the electron and hole is 
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e 2 /4 0R. If R is larger than the critical 

distance R where e 2 /4ircc 4, = kT then the 

electron and hole will diffuse apart. 

Because of the energy of excitation used 

in our experiments (ti. = 1.96 eV) repre-

sents a low energy excitation for the 

GeSe glasses i.e. P < P0  exciton forma-

tion occurs. The mobilities in GeSe: are 

less than 1 cm'/volts /12/ thus the charge 

carriers (excitons) move slowly and spend 

a comparatively long time at a given site 

between hops. Due to the strong electron-

phonon coupling a metastable self trapped 

excition is formed. The configurational 

coordinate diagram for the excition has 

beer, described by /13/ and used by /14/ 

for the explanation of photostructural 

phenomena in chalcogenides (Fig. 10) 

Unc 

I O.G. 	Coafi9urIO._ C 

Fig. 10. configurational coordinate diagram for 
chaicogenide glasses. 

In this model two distinct mechanisms of 

optical excitations are expected. One is 

a transition to the uncoupled exciton 

state and the second is to the self trap-

ped excition state. We assume that the 

increased absorption during the oscilla-

tion could be accounted to the formation 

of self trapped exciton states gene-

rating by high intensity low energy exci-

tation of continuous laser light. Because 

of the higher absorption, the temperature 

of the film raises too. At higher tempera-

ture the thermal recombination of self 

trapped charge carriers becomes important. 

As a result of thermal release of self 

trapped excited states the absorption de-

creases again because the energy of ground 

state lies below the energy level of the 

self-trapped excition states (see Fig. 10). 

As the absorption decreases the temperatu-

re decreases too (see Fig. 8) , the material 

cools down and the process should start 

again resulting in a continuous oscilla-

tion of light absorption. 

The quantitative treatment of the 

oscillation has not been completed so far, 

we present this model merely as an interes- 

ting example for consideration. This qua- 

litative model is in good accordance with 

a number of observations an amorphous 

GeSe 2  and it explains why this particular 

material is efficient in producing a pe-

riodic pulsing effect. Amorphous GeSe2 has 

T 	
400 'C high enough to resist crystal- 

lization under fairly intense light 

irradiation. Its optical absorption edge 

varies just around the wavelength of the 

exciting He-Ne laser. Due to its large 

Se content the fraction of dangling bonds 

can rise considerably and in the glassy 

state the narest neighbour distance has a 

greater degrees of freedom to change accor-

ding to the dominant charged defect states, 

than it would have in the crystalline 

phase. Indeed the corresponding density 

fluctuations in the irradiated volume 

element have been observed by scanning 

electron microscopy in a-GeSe2 /15/. In 

principle, other amorphous chalcogenide 

compounds, having an absorption edge in 

the visible range should behave similarly. 

We believe that the clue of the oscilla-

tion is laying on some unique properties 

of the amorphous state. More work is 

needed in this field to find other subs-

tances or modifiers to GeSea raising its - 

sensitivity. 
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flLAflQS CI' LIGHT ABTIJl Mt PfcrouEC IN a -CaSe 2  PI1I4S 

J.Hajtó and M.Ftlstbss -4grer 

Central Research Instltjte for Physics 
H-1525 Thadaçest, P.O.B. 49. Hungary 

.sc.oiabI 

me Laser induced oscl 1 La ua of the trarani tta.-ce of vacnn eQaporatS 

rotnis case 2  f i1n has been described first in a recent paper 1 1) The as-

cili-ati1 of transnittarce is acxra'çan.l& by a slftultaf%eals asci1isua of 

ref lectarce i.e. real a bsorption oscillation has  been found 12]. A tentative 

e.xplanatirr was suggested in terms of laser induced self-trapped c: ta, stat 

of the ma terial [3). iaeQer the physical grounds of oscillation has not been 

:learS yet. In this paper we wnarize air expermnetal results of the optical 

tper-ties and steady stats ptetatuctivity zm aasurere.ntz or a-CeSe 2  f ilins 

it the thf luece of zrflr intensity ortiruais laser irradiation. 

axe. r.IC.3, 

ilrrs were vacuum eaporatS onto silica ce mica substrates - Deposition 

rata usua lly ranged 20-40 Vsec - The thiiios 	re teasirrd by quartz crystal 

uta aid Later checked by Thiyst. X-ray diffraction cos-.firmed the Layers to 

mtnrtos - The 2 spectra of the as deposi ted and ilhrura tS f S bra - re cal-

latS Iran the easir& transmission and reflectivity with the help of the 

I a..n formula, shere multiple ref lecticn thsl4S the sancle are taken Infl 

The "vntS',jc:s ten of JO rtJ outpu t r'ez He-Ne laser 	= 6328 	s to- 

on tte Layers th a spot diameter of -350 p. The Srcdent light intai-

ItV axild tie raios by a x.larizer and the trangaittS light signal was dis-

Lays S a storage oscilloscope. The ctsrrw seasuratelts were re or 

'flate type samples prepared by Vauiin e7apDratjixi Of coplanar gold electrodes 

Itc nice gutstrates. 

te steady state ç4otansr-rent (under continuous Laser irradiation) was mea-

~rfd by a.-, e1ectraeter or aiuplif IS and displays al a strrage oscilloscope. 

t tine onrirtant of the electrical circuit ais less thaji Isec. In this ay 

L tareais measurements of the transi i ttarce and *ttrcu rrent pulsations could 

rforrel during the light absorption oscillation. 
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3. 	FUESULaS 

3.1 	Staas; st3tt 

fl-' typical plots of 	totrrreflt versjs 1/? fm the GeSe 2  fjung are &oc 

tr Fig. 1. The çn,trr.t 	6322 X 	varies expOnentLally with an activa- 

ertfly Li - 0.3-0.5 bela' 373( de- 

the 	 flux aM 
- . 

activation ereny E 	• 0.8 eV wtth an 
- 

aw,e 373 °K td, doesn't depend On the 

V. 	. - ucident çirtai fla. In e.1 	c.ases Ut 

tctrrent iraeases llne...rly with the 

voitage indicating the lack of 	cane 

A iinu tat ion' and electcrie eifcts. 

flue r*otsrrent Inc eA' 	"ich flat 

rapidly than px.çortSaal •r tJ 	Increase 
0 

of absorptionwith tecerature crig. 2) Ui- to 	3' 	 ' 
d icatilc that Other teç ra trt deceMeit 

ruantities (mobility, Uie-ttne} Pe to 

F!-- . 	1. 	Teçera tur e depetienCe be taken Lnto aunt, 
of ç*-otOC'irreflt jft 

a-CeSe 2  !1IJT 

I.' I- 

54 

'o 	3SQ 	3'V 	 '1k) 

Fia. 2. Temperature depeitenlct of the ae0rpt.iat  coefficient 
In a-CeGe 2  film at 1 - 6328 

3.2 Laser jnjcai chargeS 

itt diaqes lnuucS by the laser irriStSofl can S of three kinds (set 

	

Table I.) depending On,  the Incident laser 	er density as desatSed earliC 

(2). The crystallization is not discussed in this 
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Table 1. Prrx,esses'éaJJSOi by laser light of different inteisitlts Lt 6, thick 

- 	 a-Ge5e 2  tune 

Intensity 

Od4lar 2 ) 

1.4-2.7 

over 2.7 

3.2.1 Fttrtleathii 

Sate of #otals 

(flotai 	
2 sect) 

3.21-10 17_4 . 5-10 21 

4.5 1 10 21-8.68 1021 

Re$Fase 

vinoMbleachLing 

itarsiii t tansa and Itot.D -
eurtent ascillations 

crystalli" tion 

It as already beer. reported (2) that the optical absorptict  edge asscclacS 

with tr&siUaS involving electronic states at or near the bard edges varies 

with illinsfltiCW or annealliç. It asj4er first the rafla of high &oigti ab-

sorption (N 2 10 	4_n 1 2 (hu) follows the relati on  

c 2 (hv) C (hi - E ) 2 	 (1) 

un ul.nirtticr or anrealirq the value  of  E (optical energy gap) as .e1i as 

ttt slope of the edge Uaeasn. The amrrading values of t o
are 2.08 WI for 

as deçrcStS state 2.17 eV for çtoteadStatt aid 2.22 CV after ar.r.ea.ling of 

the fibs respectively. 

At lower energies, for railer 

aocptIon cc*fficlents 3<2-IOI) 

2

departs from the tthaVIar  des- 

cr ibedby &l.(1) and falls of is 

rapidly with deasiiq eergy (at,- 

.. 

 

gorpLion tan see Pig. 31. The ab- 

/1 sorption tail (thS 	area) deaeasai 

4 
 

Upon  lilt i.nati1 or axvtltrq iith- 

in diaoreness in catii 	a rth.zctiai 

/// the as depositednqtnis netark. 

I.-. The furdreta1 atscrpt :i bard 

I Li a,sfl in Fig. 4. itt decrease of 

Al 	1% 	14 	31 	30 
 the uaxintr' intensity with illanlra - 

LP [01 
 axd annealirq is acrpniS 

F!: -  3. 	Ctical at~rption edge in 
with a shift of the raxim.r -osltiai 

a-GeSe 2  furs (K9) to high.-- energies. tg :s 	- 

j. 	 jJ- tdificatiws of the tcrdisq; it has been r&icta that 

E. "St de'ezd on the 	d length d as d 25  [i]. The measure! values C: 5g and 

t 	tilcjlated .,vera<'e (re Se) bond length (d) are amnarited in Table 
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.--l1 

4 	 1 

Table U. Oaractnistic Va-
lues of C and d in &CeSe 
films 2 

Semple 	 E,(eW) d (2) 

124 

le
it  
tu  

.g in 5K 

as deposited 	3.88 2.34 

photLeadS 	3.92 2.33 

aflr6l& 	 2.94 2.326 

3.2.2 Snj1tanjs_tran smit-

tame ar4taurrnst - 

cilLatiass 

To 	 p.ilsatia,s in 

at ti a U fl U 44 4I 	 the transmitted light inten- 

sity the irridast Laser i.c 
Fig. 4. Iiragthzy pert of the dielecuic 	

densi tv s'njid be increased to 

1.4 W1=2 
 (I • 4.510 

 21 

until a dark centre develops us the middle of the irradiated 

area. This can be distinguished from a),stalllzataai sure as reducing the in-

tensity it disappears completely, leaviiq it sign of any P tare,t chase cP.anes. 

CL the  other hard the intensity (avaagth o'er the 70 jii spot) should not eC 

an upper limit (emit 2.7 	fa 6 1a thid: film? otherwise the central re- 

gam qu ickly becomes crystalline and thereafter does not sins further optical 

changes . 

rranslu t tame and Pwtw.itre,t 
illati~ in 6 in thick a-C, 

filins u,t the in! luae of cont?- 
njojs laer irraditaa, (P2.3 W/=2,
1.7.5.1011 
Ordlratei Intensity of trasiittS 
light (uçcer signal) and gtetccurrent 
(laser signal). Abscissa: ti,e 
ro uec/div. 

fe 6. Tnngnit tame and thoturrfl5t 
oscillations in the we sa'ple 
Abscissa tiie; 1) nsec/div. 
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The cil1atia of the transsittarce is ao=rFanied with a sumiltanas os-

ciliatia,  of the photzcurrt signal (Fig. 5). b*c the trans,tittatte gets loser 

(higher absrItia%J  the tiotsrrent rapidly itaeases to a higher level and 

when the transnittance get. higher (loser abrption) the y1otooirret falls back 

at the sa'e tisre to the ln.e value (Fig. 6). 
A 	b 

When the exciting light is swittt off 

NN-

_ 	(oint A on Fig. 7) the frctsrrent 
Is 

days first rapidly t'en 5cc slely 

___ 	to the dark olrrelt value. *e' the ___________ exciti,ç light is switdi on (paint B 

a, Fig. 7) the  p,otzrurrent iraeases 

1tLruc1sly to the lo.e level (Ca- 

__________ resFrd xn to the loser absorption 

EPA ______ state) then starts to oscillate 

on 	

sinul- 

taneis1y with the oscillation of the 
Fig. 7. OscilLatis of 	a,asitta 

Iup.r signal) aid otirrent (loser traris,utta.-ce. We Calcu lated the at,- 
signal) vris Aiit (I .a5.810" 
ph~ - or- sec • 	. g 1d4/aii2) 	nptia coefficient    Ia the laer arC 

higher absorption state duriiq the os-

dIlation (see Fig. 7) . •fl-w optical data are amnariz& in Table III. to gether 

with the nas,arai changes in [tctrclztalt. 

Table 111. ?tasr& arC calculated optical and 	It* oscillation can be 
electrical parameters  

cil1.iOL 	
o 

1
a-CeSe f ilm  ri. 	

2
&n  

e."atS by sui the film  p.ctd.nCsai, 
 

d6.02rn. at 6328 ) 	 up to 4450% tth rte- 

125 

spjrds to an crtqy hE WT = 

0.036-0.039 eV. Decreasuvg  

trie ta,çeratare of the films 

belcw 400k t't cEcillstao 

starts again urter the irif Ii-

erce of ,tuuojs laser 3X 

r&i a t La, - 

?me ty 	R i0 wanS 
.units) 

a 
cra- (1) 

scrptim staa 
;her 

 

27 	9.97 1.00 1.8310 

iO..-er absr: 
tiec, state 38.55 15.27 0.73 1.0410 

4. DISCJSSIQ 

The aeasirS actwan-eit data give direct ml r-ocics, a, the electrical 

eSe2  film because,  the photwurreht as orocorticoal to the vol-

ae in ac:ecent with Cns law (no space charge 1L-: -.atiai) an: ticause the 

not illuminated (surface type cell). 7- Lr•- .: the rctz- 

- -: - e decrease of the tranenittarce (F':. 	is in i... ::.tre wlt.. 

etcris±r.r:,e drperderce of the photocorrhictivity ..... 1-2) - .-cwve the rhpd 

4,oturrent can not be eqla1ned by are tl*-n,, effr due - the nit: 	light absorption beca2se the tauçerat-.:.... 	 rcvvt,nt:l -. 

tre s . 	than the çtotcrurrent as thserved &j--- . • it - s - i - i :,- 
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mittaza oscillation aid ta1,Iaflre eassramants (3J. 
The increased pnotcc%irren t signal is rot in acdarct with the PrcçcsS 

self trvFped acitai ric3el( 2-3J In this ffcde, the jjeastng absorption Swing 

the cac illatim can be attributed to the aararCe of self trapped excitia, 

states. The self trapped excitcnS (in fonn of D40 pairs) are localiud and rai-

tral thcefore ons s)-nñd not ctserve an increase in the *otorurrent sigral (In-

dicating an aççearazce of e,cess .tster of free charge carriers) Siring the in-

aesing absorption period of the oscillation. 

tanaka (5) has pointed ait the iwçatai-ce of the thterazucs-i between else-

tri and lattice vibrations PrOdcl-M mat stractaral ctange in the atr*øn 

network .tiiot, is more conceivalte. The li ght induced i,aease in fluctuatim in 

Ge-Se trird angle has been direttv ctserS in rorptnis  sputtered Ge-Se film by 

utsugiet al. [oJ. Si.ch a d1rs flexibility may produce bistable local tcrding 

9s3trtzies responsible for the oscillation. ?cding to the riel proposed by 

Ardersrgi et .1. [7] in any glass systa there slnald S a certain ms"ber of star. 

(or gniz of ata.e) which can sit more or less egsally bell in to eqiilihiin 

positions. 

The bistable local bjrdtrq gwtry represents local blstable conE iguratias 

tth give tsc i.iniira in the ot&ntial energy of the system as a function of m 

appropriate local atanic coordinates. 

'The energy of laser light .asS to inchced the oscillation in 1.96 eV 

(A a 6328 RI is slightly less tt.an the value of the optical energy gap of the 

GeSe2  films (Eq  a 2.1 5 ). 1ierefore the esanption that, the electras and )tls 

are reedy excited fran the lccalize% tail states of the valece  bard edge (lax 

pair electrons) is plausible. Pt,ctoacitatia' of a valence electron in ieee pair 

state 91Ve5 rise to a than7e in the LntcaCtiClS teSw lone pair Clemons on 

bC rkeiglt3ru trig d-alocqen atats and interactions with their local ew irorrelt 

prcttsng transitia from at to the other configuration (local thaoe change). 

It explains wtiy at can oberve a ,Aden ct-as-ce in the tica I aid t,otccurret 

signal Siring  the oscillation. We aaççcse that the total energy difference be- - 

bee, the two netastable cznf ig-urauon is acut 0.04 et according to the tur 

tire d,cde,oe of oscillations (see 3.1.2). 

3ase of the higher abqorpt~cn the te'çeratire Increases too. The Irec.'A!'u3 

of ti,. .rQery prvoass is probably rçilex either 5* to the increase tatiPera 

tire, ci the increased inter of excited d,enical bonds. the role of the ,jj,stratt 

is also questionable the rscent rreasurare,ts ahcw that the oscillation is Wt

stable using films without substrate [3]. W.en the system turns back to the 1O-' 

absorption state the tsuçerabire falls down and tie process should start a3i 

resulting in a ctiniais oscillation of light absorption aid çbot2curreflt. 
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LASER INDUCED OSCILLATORY PHENOMENA IN a-GeSe2 FILMS 

J. Rajtó and H. FUstöss-Wégner 

Central  Research Institute for Physics. 8-2525 Budapest, P.0.8cc 49, Hungary 

Abstract. - Studying the optical and photoelectric properties 
of S p to 10 p thick OeSe2 amorphous films under the influence 
of focussed continuous He-Ne laser beams (just below band gap 
laser light of wavelerjth A = 6328 Th a region of medium inten-
sity (1.4 to 2.7 kW/cm ) is found where low frequency (3 to 
50 Hz) oscillations in the absorption coefficient and the photo-
current sets in. To date, this seems to be the only amorphous 
semiconductor in which a constant input evokes and oscillatory 
response, which is obviously a far from equilibrium phenomenon. 
The experimental optical data are compared with the mlcorscopic 
model of cooperative charge disproportionation of defect centers 
described by P.Fazekas to explain the first cycle of oscillation 
which is a sudden switch from the transparent to the dark state. 
The simultaneous change in photocurrent is also discussed. 

Introduction. - The oscillatory behaviour of the transmittance and 
reflectance of amorphous GeSe 2  films illuminated by a continuous He-Ne 
laser beam was reported in several recent communications [1-31. Oscil-
lation can be observed when the intensity of te focussed laser beam 
lies in a certain range which is 1.4-2.7 kW/cm for a 6.4 u thick fain 
for example. The oscillation of the optical properties is accompanied 
with a simultaneous oscillation of the photocurrents [4]. A microscopic 
model was suggested by P.Fazekas f5] to describe the first step of the 
oscillation which is a sudden switch from a transparent to a dark 
state. It is argued [5 that the evaporated GeSe 2  films contain unusu-
ally high density of defects, and this gives rise to cooperative be-
haviour, due to both interdefect Coulomb, and laser induced interac-
tions. The zero temperature phase diagram of a model Hainiltonian was 
calculated and above a threshold photon density a laser induced, par-
tially charge-ordered phase was ound. The switching to the dark state 
was interpreted as a transition into this phase. This paper is con-
cerned with the investigation of optical (frequency depencence) and 
electrooptical (photocurrent measurements) properties of vacuum evapo-
rated GeSe2 films under the influence of continuous laser irradiation. 
We describe further experimental details of the previously reported os-
cillation behaviour of the material and compare the results with the 
qualitative predictions of the Fazekas model. 

Exoerilnental. - CeSe2 films were vacuum evaporated onto silica or 
mica substrates were measured by quartz crystal monitor and later 
checked by Talysep. A continuous beam of 30 mW output power He-Ne 
laser (A = 6328 X) was focussed on the layers to a spot diameter of 
20-330 . The incident light intensity could be varied by a polarizer, 
the reflected and transmitted signals were displayed on a storage cs-
cilioscope.The photocurrent measurements were made on surface type sam-
ples prepared by vacuum evaporation of coplanar gold electrodes ontc 
mica or class substrates. 

The steady state photocurrent (under continuous laser irraia-
ticn) was measured by an electrometer or amplified and displayed on a 
storace oscilloscope. In this way simultaneous measurements of the 
transmittance, reflectance, and photocurrent pulsations could be per-
formed during the light absorption oscillation. 
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To obtain the light Bbsorptlon spectra during the oscillation, 
a continuous tunable dye laser was focussed on the same spot as the 
He-Ne laser. The intensity of the measuring dye laser beam was kept on 
a low value not to influence the oscillation processes. In this optical 
arrangement the He-Ne laser was used for high power illumination and 
the tunable dye laser served as a light source for adsorption measure-
ments. The absorption spectra were calculated from the measured trans-
mission and reflection during the oscillation using the method of 
Brattain and Briggs [6. 

3. Results and discussion. 

3/a Light absorption measurements 

From a = 102  cm - 1  to a = 10 cm- I  the optical absorption coeffi-
cient varies exponentially with the photon energy according to the 
equation a = a exp[rhu] (Urbach edge). The smallervalue 1 of the slope 
of the observes exponential adsoyption edge (r = 8.7 eV 	for the as 
deposited films and F = 15.3 eV 	for the bulk glass) indicates higher 
concentration of defects in the as deposited films than in the bulk 
glass form, i.e. the decrease of the slope of the Urbach edge is due 
to the increase of internal electric fields created by charged impu-
rities of the material [7. 

Absorption oscillation can be observed when the amorphous GeSe 2  
films are illuminated by a continuous He-Ne laser beam with incident 
light intensity of 1.4-2.7 kW/cm' for a 6.4 i thick film for example. 
We measured the changes of absorption edge during the oscillation in-
duced by He-Ne laser at an incident laser power density of 2.7 kW/cm 2 . 
(Maximum laser power density at which oscillation can be observed for 
6 thick films.) The absorption edge has two characteristic positions 
during the oscillation. First the edge shifty to lower photonenergies 
(line 1 in Fig. 1) with a slope (F = 5.7 eV ) smaller than for the as 

T1$ 
U 

.4 
UI 

3/. 

3.0 

(I' 	/ 

41111 W / 
11111W 	/ 
I!ftfl' 	/ 

Fig. 1: 

Optical absorption edges of 
a-GeSe 2  films. 
1 - dark state of oscillation, 
2 - as deposited films, 
3 - bright state of oscillation 
4 - photobleached state. 
5 - bulk glass 

196 	2.12 	2.26 
h V ('V I 

ceposited material and after turns back 1 tO higher photonenergies (line 
3 in Fig. 1), with a slope (F = 	9.1 eV 	about the same as for the as 
deposited edges (line 1 and line 3 in Fig. 1) represent metastable 
states of the material and exist only under the influence of intense 
He-Ne laser irradiation. The absorption edge shifts to the stable pho-
tobleached state (line 4 in Fig. 1) independenty of the momentary sta-
te of the oscillation, when the exciting laser is switched off. The 
'tamplitude-  of oscillation (shaded area in Fig. 1) becomes more marked 
as the measureing light energy is lowered from the band gap suggesting 
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that the relevant optical transitions are between localised states ac-
cording to the phase transition model [5] for the laser induced switching. 
Evaporated a-GeSe 2  films in contrast to bulk samples are likely con-
tain large defect concentration according to the low value of the slope 
of the absorption edge, and to the temperature dependence of the steady 
state photocurrent. 

The shifts in the absorption edge can be associated with either 
changes in the charge state or conecntration of defects (7] or with 
changes in temperature (according to the temperature dependence of the 
Urbach tail). 

3/b Photocurrent measurements 

Temperature dependence of dark current 1d (curve 1) and photo- 
current 	h 

(curves j,q, ana 0) ruL uiLLeiezsL 	 LOLL#.. SSlLCAr 

sities inteSe 2  films are shown in Fig. .2. The photocurrent measure-
ments were completed by photocurrent-intensity characteristics as it 
can be seen in Fig. 3. 

E=t3eY 

  
06 	 ¶1ev 

-z 

 

eV 

-2 

 

As compared to the ge-
neral form of temparature and 
intensity dependence of pho-
tocurrent observed for differ-
ent chalcogenides, these 
curves show two anomalies. 
First of all the photocurrent 
rieses with increasing tem-
perature up to 500 K indepen-
dently of magnitude cf the 
dark current. Secondly, the 
photocurrent I h  is propor-tional to the ?ntensity r at 
"low"-temperature range and 
the exponent y in relation 
I - FY is about 0.6 at ele-
vea temperatures. 

Above 380 K the mecha- 
-30 	 E05eV'% 	 nism of dark conduction may 

X 	 be a charge carrier transport 
'S 	 by carriers excited beyond the 

I 	 mobility edge into extended 
2.0 22 3S states. The activation energy 

for dark current (1. :-i .3 eV) 
will be the sum of the energy 

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of dark 	E 1  to form a D centre and of 
and photocurrent in GeSe2 films; dark 	the energy e reguired to take 
current in surface type samples (cue 1) a hole from a D centre into 
dark current in sandwich type samples 	the valence band. Below 380 K 
(curve 2), photocurrents at different 	we can assume hopping conduc- 
light intensities where LE varies from 	tion according to the tail" 
0,5 eV to 0,2 eV at low temperatures 	observed in log Id  versus 1fT 
'4' 	 plot. (The shape of dark cur- 
. rent curves were the same whether the surface type (curve 1 in Fig.2) 
or the sandwich type (curve 2 in Fig. 2) samples were investicated.) The 
activation engrgy of charge carrier motion is the energy E (i.e. the 
energy of a D centre's formation) and an energy W r eJ reseAitg  the 
hopping activation energy of charge carriers in theD D , D D system. 

The photocurrent is controlled, on the one hagd. by therecombi-
nation for which the rate-defermining step is the 2D .D4  + D relati-
on, and on the other hand, by the drifts mobility which depends on fil-
ling of charged centres 	and D- . The drift mobility, which is trap 
limited above 380 K, is activated with an energy c and the ohotocurrent 
will be proportional to it in this temperature range (AE = 0.8 eV) . The 
fact that the recombination with thermally excited charge carriers does 
not become dominant up to 00 K(y - 0.60) indicates the unusually high 
concentration of defects D in the films. This is in a good agreement with 
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the ESR measurements whi8h show high 
defect concentrations (D -5.10-
1020 /cm 3 ) as in as deposited as in pho-
tobleached conditions of evaporated 
CeSe layers (M.ErO-CèCs private corn 
munigations) In the low temperature 
region a transition to monomolecular 
recombination kinetics is observed 

- 0.9) and it seems that the role 
of the different traps increases too. 
It can be seen that the slope of lines 
3,4,5 and 6 in Fig. 2 varies with the 
light intensities, i.e. the activation 
energy depends on the filling of 
traps. As it was previously establi-
shed the oscillation of transmittance 
was accompanied with a simultaneous 
oscillation of the photocurrent signal. 
With synchronous measurements of the 
transmittance, the reflection and the 
photocurrent we could estimate the 
change of the absorption (the number 
of photons absorbed per second in the 
sample) and the photocurrent when the 
as deposited sample was photobleached 
and during the oscillation. While the 
ratio of absorption in the as deposi-
ted state (Aas) to the absorption in 

photobleached one (Ahb) is 

A 
as  

A 	
= 1.2, the ratio of adequate pho- 

phb 
tocurrents shows a higher value; 

4 	5 	6 	7 	B 
in flo.i.4 

Fin.]: photocurrent  (Ih )  - 
intensity (F) characteristics 	i 
at different temperatures 	as  = 1.7. During the oscillation the 

phb 
absorption ratio of 1.9 ( 1- 1. 9 1 

tr 

where I d
the absorption in the dark and I 	in the more transparent 

state) attend upon a ratio of 2.9 in photEurrents the change of sho-
tocurrent is not proportional tg the change of absorption. It secs 

that the formation of defects 0 is followed by a change in the recom-
bination process of/and in the charge carrier mobility. 
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ABSTRACT 

The structural changes of vacuum evaporated a-As 25 3  and a-GeSe 2  films 

caused by cw He-Ne laser irradiation and thermal treatment were investigated 
by transmission and scanning electron microscopy. The changes of the amor-
phous networks are in correlation with their different optical responses on 
laser irradiation and thermal treatment. A tentative model is presented for 
the photostructural changes in these materials. 
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AHROTAUIIR 

HccneOEaJfllcb cTPYKTYPHbIe H3MeHeHHR a,4opt}ma nJteI4OK C coctasoM As S n 

GeSe 	
3u3bIBaHHbe xa3epHoP H tepkGOtecXoR 0lpauOTK0fi. cTpyKTypHUe w3MeIAHn 

C 
flOMOGtbi3 3nexrpoHHoro ?.o.xnocxona. I43MeHeHHJ onrm-aecxnx cnoacrD, 

ab3saMI4ae Jla3ePHoR H repMHecXon 05p.uOTKOR. MOXHO corflacosatb c n3MeF4eneM 

a.M0PtHOR CTPYKTYPH. 
Han! uwta rtpenfloNeHa Moenb toTocTpYKTYPHUJC npespatQeHHfl. 

KIVONAT 

keszitett ainorf As 2 S 3  és amorf GeSe vEkonyréte 

gek szerkezetében végbemenö altOZ&5Okat vzsgáltuk. A folymaoS He-Ne lE- 
ti valtozasokat transzmisr 

zer Es h5kezelEs hatksára bekovetkeZett szerkeze  
sziôs es p&sztázô elektroflmikr0S0P segitsEgEvel tanulmanyoztuk. A lEzer-sugIrzAs Es h6kezelEs okozta optikai v&ltozásokat korrelIltattuk az anon 
szerkezetben bekovetkeZett valtozasOkkal. Egy lehetsEges modeilt javaslunk 

a fotoszerkezeti atalakulSsokr*. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

A variety of photo-induced effects have been observed in 

amorphous chalcogenide materials, some of them showing photo-

structural effects 11-31 or photo-induced chemical changes [4-5] 

or photo-induced optical anisotropy [6-81. 

A lot of attention has recently been paid to photostructural 

changes in amorphous chalcogenide films In connection with their 

applications for information storage [9]. 

Reversible optical transition has been found in thin films 

of As-Se [3], As-S [11 and As-Se-Ge [2] systems where band gap 

illumination causes a shift of the optical absorption edge to 

longer wavelengths (photodarkening) or annealing near the glass-

transition temperature (Tg) leads to its displacement to shorter 
wavelengths (bleaching) 

In contrast to this, the effects of illumination and anneal-

ing were nearly identical in vacuum evaporated GeSe 2  films [8]. 
For both cases bleaching has been found and the virgin state of 

the films (as deposited) could not be regained by either illumi-

nation or annealing. GeSe 2  is a particular substance where os-

cillation of the optical absorption has been found under the in-

fluence of continuous laser irradiation 18]. In this paper we 

concentrated on the problem, why different optical responses can 

be expected for different types of chalcogenide thin films under 

the influence of laser irradiation and heat treatment. We studied 

the amorphous structure by electron microscopy and compared our 

experimental results with the present models on photo-induced 

absorption changes [10-13]. Two particular compositions of As 2S3
and GeSe 2  were chosen for investigation because of their signifi-

cant differencies in optical properties under the influence of 
illumination and annealing. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The thin films were prepared by vacuum evaporation from Ta 

boat at P = 2•10 Ton, onto carbon film substrate mounted on a 

copper mesh and examined by transmission electron microscope type 

.JEM-lOO U or scanning electron microscope type JSH-35. For eva-

poration we used amorphous (As 2 S 3 ) and polycrystalline (CeSe 2 ) 

materials. The thickness of the films and the evaporation rate 

were 700 5 and 8 518ec respectively. The films were irradiated 

by a continuous He-Ne laser (A = 0.63 jim) and the incident laser 

power density was in the range of 2-40 W/am2  using focussed ir-

radiation. Some of the films were annealed for one hour in the 

temperature range of 150-220 "C. 

RESULTS 

3.1 As 2 S 3  fflms 

Figure 1 shows the transmirsion electron micrograph and the 

diffraction patterns of a film in as-deposited state. The film is 

amorphous and homogeneous, no voids (defects) or fluctuations of 

the film density could be observed. As a result of cw laser ir-

radiation, a fluctuation in the film density started to develope 

although there were no detectable changes in the diffraction 

patterns. The degree of inhomogeneity depended on the incident 

laser power density (Fig. 2). The laser induced changes in the 

amorphous structure were reversible because the initial homo-

geneous network could be ragained upon subsequent electron beam 

irradiation (Fig. 3). Thermal erasing of the laser induced in-

homogeneous structure was also possible. As a result of annealing 

(200 ° C. 1 hour), the formation. of bubbles could be observed 

(Fig. 4) . This was attributed to ordering of the amorphous net- 

work [14). 
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3.2 GeSe 2  films 

The structure of as-deposited GeSe 2  films (Fig. 5/a) was 

different from that of the As 2S 3  films. It exhibited an inhomo-

geneous columnar structure, similar to that observed in a-Ge (14, 

15) and obliquely deposited  a_Se(l_X)GeX films [16]. The rods 

were oriented towards the vapour beam direction with an average 

size of 300 . After laser irradiation or annealing the columnar 

structure tended to disappear. The number of denser clusters 

decreased from -400/urn 2  in the as-deposited state to -280/urn 2  as 

a result of illumination (Fig. 5/b) . The decrease of the number 

of the rods depended on the incident laser power density. Com-

plete erasing of the rod-like structure was possible using laser 

power.density (35 W/arn 2 ) below the level necessary for crystal- 

lization (Fig. 6) 

As a result of annealing, smaller brighter spots appeared 

near the rods indicating an ordering process in the amorphous 

phase i.e. the defects are concentrating into smaller area 

(Fig. 7/a). The brighter spots are oriented in one direction as 

compared to the columns i.e. structural anisotropy was observed 

as a result of heat treatment. The bright spots (point, defects) 

were more apparent with increasing temperature during the an- 

nealing (Fig. 71b). 
In addition we have observed periodic density fluctuations 

in the laser irradiated GeSe 2  films (Fig. 8). The laser irradia-

tion was performed from a cw Be-Ne laser that was focussed on 

the samples giving a Gaussian spot, 40 urn in diameter. The laser 

power density (P = 37 W/c'n 2 ) using in this experiments was higher 

than the level necessary for complete erasing of the columnar 

structure (p = 35 W/arn 2 ) but lower than that of the level necess-

ary for crystallization (40 W/crn 2 ). The period of the density 

variations was equal with the wavelength of the incident radica-

tion (0.63 urn) in our experiments. The electron diffraction pat-

terns (inset in Fig. 8) of the laser irradiated GeSe 2  films dif-

fer significantly from that of the as deposited ones (inset in 

Fig. 5/a) indicating that structurally different phases are 

existing in the amorphous state. 
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The laser irradiated surface of the sane films (P r 37 W1ern 2 ) 

was investigated also by scanning electron microscope. The SEM 

picture show the presence of parallel surface ripples with dis-

tance of -0.6 urn (Fig. 9). In each case the ripple period was 

equal to that expected from interference of the incident laser 

light with a wave scattered from a surface deviation. This as-

sumption is supported by the fact that circular interference 

fringes could also be observed around a clod-like defect on the 

surface as a result of laser irradiation (Fig. JO). 
Similar periodic structure variations and correlated surface 

ripples have been observed in ion-implanted silicon layers as a 

result of pulsed laser irradiation [17-18]. 
Under the influence of electron beam of the transmission 

electron microscope the as-deposted films could be converted 

into another amorphous, structurally different network (darker 

area in Fig. 12) as evident from the changes of the electron 

diffraction patterns. 

3.3 volume changes 

In parallel with the above experiments, measurements of 

thickness were carried out for As 25 3  and GeSe 2  films. The thick-

ness difference of the exposed and the unexposed area was measured 

by a sirface profile recorder (Talystep) as described in detail 

in [191. The laser induced changes for As 2 S 3  and GeSe 2  films are 

summarized in Table I where the signs of "plus" and "minus' refer 

to the increase and the decrease of the thickness after irradia-

tion respectively. The As 2S 3  films expanded as a result of ir-

radiation while GeSe 2  films shrinked. The fractional change td/d 

was the sane for different thicknesses indicating that the change 

should be attributed to volume effect for both materials. Similar 

volume expansion was observed in evaporated As 2S 3  films by 

Hamanaka et al. [19]. Volume contraction has been observed for 

As 4 Se 5Ge 1  [19] and for GexSe(lx) [16) films on irradiation with 

photons of energy higher than the band gap. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The experimental results indicate that the structure of 

evaporated amorphous materials shows significant dependence on 

their composition and the difference in optical response is due 

to their different amorphous structure in the as-deposited state. 

The failure to observe granular or columnar structure in 

As 2 S 3  films by electron microscopy implies that the scale in 

density variations must be below 50 5 . The photodarkening in 
A-As 2 S 3  films is due to a structural change in the as-deposited 

network i.e. density fluctuations have been developed as a re-

suit of laser irradiation. Our observation is in good accordance 

with the models of photodarkening proposed by Tanaka et al. [10) 

and Kolobov et al. [lii. In these models the photodarkening is 

related to a disorder in the amorphous network i;e. to fluctua-

tions in bond lengths and bond angle. The recovery process by 

annealing (thermal belaching) corresponds to a thermal structural 

relaxation, restoring the initial amorphous network as verified 

by our investigation (see Fig. 4). Nang T. et al. [14] proposed 

a "random covalent network" model for the photostructural changes 

in chalcogenide thin films assuming that the antibonding band of 

the As 2 S 3  (responsible for the optical properties of the material) 

was shifted to lower energies after illumination or annealing 

which means photodarkening for both cases. This model is not con-

sistent with our experimental observation according to which the 

responses are different for the illumination (photodarkening) 

and for the annealing (thermal bleaching) . It is also not poss-

ible to explain the photodarkening by the creation of homopolar 

bonds [20] because the optical edge shift has the opposite direc-

tion to that of expected on the base of this model. We found 

that the As 2S 3  film posses metastable structure as a result of 

laser irradiation and the initial amorphous network could be 

regained upon annealing or electron beam irradiation. The elec-

tron microscopical observations (see Figs. 2, 3) show that the 

photo structural change in As 2S 3  can be related to bulk oriented 

feature of the amorphous network rather than to the creation of 

defects (12). this assumption is also supported by the volume• 

effect measurements (see Table I) 
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The different response of the GeSe 2  thin films upon illumi-

nation (photobeaching) is originating from the different as-de-

posited structure compared to As 2 S 3 . The columnar structure of 

GeSe 2  films is the result of the special type of chemical bonding 

of the material. The mechanism of growing of the columnar struc-

ture is based on stacking of the configurational1y unique double 

chain GeSe 2  rafts [211. The perfectly stacked rafts grow more 

rapidly (dendriticallY) during evaporation forming column centers. 

As a result of laser irradiation or annealing, the columnar 

structure is disappearing i.e. the material is continuously 

transforming to the lowest energetic configuration (planar 

polymerized corner and edge sharing tetrahedra in the single 

crystal). This is the reason why the material shows the same 

response (bleaching) either on irradiation or annealing, because 

any structure change in this case takes place in the direction 

of ordering. By structural ordering the optical properties ap-

proach the properties of the single crystalline state, that is 

why bleaching can be observed. 
To clarify the structural differencies between the two ma-

terials as a result of laser irradiation and annealing we propose 

a simple model in which the enthalpy of the material is figured 

versus the structural parameter (P) . It is well established that 

the enthalpy of an amorphous system is greater than that of the 

stable crystalline state [22]. The structural parameter (R) char-

acterizes the changes in atomic positions (configurational rear-

rangements [23,241) that take place when the atoms of the amor-

phous network are transformed from their ground state (as de-

posited state) to lower energy positions as a result of laser 

irradiation or annealing. 

In the case of As 2 S 3  (Fig. 12) the enthalpy of the laser 

irradiated material is higher (state B in Fig. 12) than that of 

the as-deposited one (state A in Fig. 22) due to the anisotropy 

of the structure in the photodarkened state. So the as-deposited 

state in As 2S 3  can be considered as a metastable one (a minimum 

of Ii at A). Increasing R by thermal vibrations the material 

transforms from state B to state C, to a new metastable modifica-

tion, but may return to A (when irradiated by the electron beam 
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in the microscope) by decreasing B. This latter phenomenon was 

also observed by us (Fig. 3). 

In the case of GeSe 2  (Fig. 23) the columnar structure tends 

to disappear gradually, i.e. the enthalpy of the structure de-

creases gradually by increasing B. It means that the as deposited 

state (state .4 in Fig. 23) can be considered as to be unstable 

one, frozen in due to quenching during deposition i.e. there is 

no minimum on E(R) dependence in this state. 
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Table I 

The changes of the thickness of As 2 S 3  and GeSe 2  films after 
laser irradiation 

Film 
Laser flux 
watt/cm 2  

Thickness 
d[um] 

Thickness change 
Ad 	R 

Fraction 
Ad/d 

As 2 S 3  2.1 1.1 + SO 4.6•10 

2.1 2.4 -110 4.6-10- 3 

CeSe 2  2.4 2.4 -190 

2.4 3.2 -60 8.1•10 
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Fig. I 

TEM picture of the A8
22
5 3  fiZn as evaporated 
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TIM pict're of the laser irradiate1 area of As 2 S 3  

film after annealing of :e film 
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Fig. C 

s:r'Actz4re of the Laser irradiated 5Se 2  f iZm 

(p = 35 W/cm ) 
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Fig. / 

Eec;ron micrograph of the annealed GeSe 2  films 

t = 60 min a: T = 170 
t = 60 mm at T = 240 
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Fig. 10 

CircuZ.ar interferenac fringes in Laser 
irradiated GeSe2 fiLm piatographed 

by TIM (P = 3? W/-m2) 
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Fig. 22 

Enthalpy vs. P in A8 25 3  films 

A: as deposited state; B: photodarkened state; 
C: annealed state; ID: crystalline state 
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Fig. 13 

Enthalpy vs. .? in GeSe 2  films 

A: as deposited state; B: photobleached state; 
C: annealed state; D: crystalline state 
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Abstract. A comprehensive study of laser induced optical anisotropy in amorphous GeSe2 

films is presented. This anisotropic structure of the amorphous network can be reoriented 
reversibly by changing the incident-beam polarisation. A model is constructed that accounts 

for experimental findings, in particular for the logarithmic time development of the laser. 

induced anisotropy 

1. Introduction 

A variety of photo-induced changes have been observed in amorphous chalcogenide 
films (de Neufville 1976). The best known of these effects are photodarkening and 
photobleaching which have been intensively studied. 

There have also been observations that a linearly polarised laser beam can produce 
optical anisotropy in chalcogenide glasses and chalcogenide evaporated films (Zhdanov 

et at 1979, HajtO and Ewen 1979). However the existing experimental results are not 
sufficient to understand the underlying mechanism that produces the observed optical 
anisotropy. In this paper we report a comprehensive study of the laser-induced optical 
anisotropy in self-supporting amorphous GeSe2 films. 

The vacuum-evaporated GeSe2 films exhibit interesting non-linear optical effects, 
e.g. light-induced oscillations of the transmission. These properties were reviewed in a 
recent paper (Hajtó 1980). 

The experiments described here were carried out at the incident-laser-power density 

range from 3 to50W cm - '. In this range of relatively low intensities no oscillation of the 
optical properties occurs; however a non-linear behaviour of the optical absorption does 
already appear (the absorption increases with the increase of the laser power density at 
a fixed wavelength). 

The paper is organised as follows: in § 2 we describe the experimental method; the 
results are presented in § 3. A model for the development of optical anisotropy is 
presented in § 4. The comparison of the model and the experimental results is given in 
§ 5. Section 6 contains some final conclusions. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

The a-GeSe2 films were prepared by vacuum evaporation from a Ta boat at P = 

2 x 10' Ton (2.7 x 10-4 Pa) onto glass substrates, using polycrystalline GeSe2 ingots 

0022-37191821306293 + 11 $02.00 © 1982 The Institute of Physics 	 6293 
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as the evaporation source. The deposition rates were about 20 A s in all cases and the 

thickness during the evaporation was measured by a quartz-crystal monitor. For the 
measurements the films were removed from the glass substrates using an ultrasonic bath 
in order to reduce the effects of multiple light reflections and of the mechanical stresses 
occurring at the GeSer-substrate interface. 

He - Me 	Rot. 	Pot. Mt. 	Rot. 	sample 	$at. 	Polnr'metic 

lasr 
flgurr 1. Experimental arrangement for the measurements of light-induced optical 

anisotropy. 

For illumination we used a linearly polarised cw He-Ne laser beam (A = 6322 A) 

which was focused to a Gaussian optical spot. 100-200 urn in diameter. The intensity 
and the direction of the polarisation of the incident laser beam were regulated with 
Spectra-Physics polarisation rotators (Model 310-21. nos 2 and 5 in figure 1). 

The optical anisotropy was measured with the same laser beam as used for producing 
the anisotropy but attenuated by a filter (4 in figure 1). The optical characteristics of the 
outgoing beam were determined by using a polarimeter (8 in figure 1) designed in our 
institute (Nagy 1978). The polarimeter consists of a Wollaston prism which separates 
the components of the laser beam polarised parallel and perpendicular to the optical 
axis of the prism. It measures the intensity ratio of these components. Carrying out 
measurements with and without a ,1J4 plate (7 in figure 1) and at different directions of 
polarisation of the incident measuring light beam, the various characteristics of the 
optical anisotropy of the sample, like rotatory power, birefringence, dichroism and the 
direction of the principal axes of the index ellipsoid, can be determined. All of the 
experiments were performed at room temperature. 

S 

S 

S 

S 

S 

6 
C 

FIgure 2. Time dependence of the dichroism and absorption coefficient in a-GeSe2 film. 

Thickness of the film = 6 ILro, incident.laSCr intensity 50W cm 
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3. Results 

3.1. Laser-induced dichroisrn and birefringence in self-supporting GeSe 2  flints 

In the as-deposited films usually no sign of anisotropy was observed. As a result of laser 
irradiation both birefringence and dichroism were found systematically. The direction 
of the principal axes of the index ellipsoid coincided with the direction of the incident-
beam polarisation; consequently, no optical activity was induced. Typical curves show-
ing the increase of the laser-induced dichroism and the simultaneous decrease of the 
absorption coefficient (photobleaching) as a function of time of illumination at a given 
laser power density are presented in figure 2. As a measure of dichroism we take Ac' = 

a, - a where a is the absorption coefficient in the x direction (direction of the 
incident-beam polarisation), is the absorption coefficient in they direction (perpen-
dicular to x). The dichroism is positive if the absorption coefficient is higher in the 
direction of incident-beam polarisation. As shown in figure 2, the dichroism is essentially 
positive for the first period of illumination. This observation is in accordance with the 

observation of Zhdanov eta! (1919) where a positive laser-induced dichroism was found 
in As—Se films. However continuing the laser irradiation for a sufficiently long time we 
observed that the dichroism reaches a maximum and afterwards decreases again and 
becomes negative. The time dependence of laser-induced dichroism strongly suggests 
that at least two distinct processes affecting the absorption should be involved during 
the illumination. We could not observe any saturation value for the dichroisrn, while the 
absorption coefficient approached a stationary value. 

As shown in figure 2, during the photobleaching a. (measured at A = 6328 A) 
decreases by one order of magnitude. Note that the final equilibrium value of the 
absorption coefficient is comparable with the laser-induced anisotropy, indicating a very 

high dichroism. 
The details of these processes will be discussed in a separate paper. From now on we 

concentrate only on the laser-induced birefringence 

S 

C 

C 
C 

Figure 3. Time dependence of the laser.induced birefringence and absorption coefficient 
with the same experimental conditions as in figure 2. 
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The observed birefringence An defined as n1  - n (the difference in refractive indices 
measured in the direction of laser polarisation x and perpendicular to it) varies linearly 
with the logarithm of time of illumination through several orders of magnitude (see 
figure 3). No change of its sign could be observed in contrast to the case of dichrosim. 
The logarithmic dependence of birefringence makes it difficult to determine the satu-
ration value. The highest value of the laser-induced birefringence in the self-supporting 
GeSe2 films observed by us was An 6>< iO. 

It is worth mentioning that the laser-induced anisotropic structure in the amorphous 
network is stable, at least at room temperature (memory state). No sign of relaxation to 
the isotropic state was observed keeping the sample in the dark for a few days. 

- slope = 
0 

C 
C 

tnt (s) 

I 

Figure 4. Reorientation of the anisotropy from the ito they dirccnon on the same spot as 
used for the measurements in figure 3. with the same experimental conditions. 

A remarkable feature of the laser-induced anisotropy is that its principal axis can be 
reoriented to any direction by changing the direction of incident-beam polarisation. 
Figure 4 shows an example of reorientation. The experimental results shown in this 
figure were obtained by continuing the measurement corresponding to figure 3. However 
the incident-beam polarisation was rotated by 90°  with respect to the case shown in 

figure 3. The initial value of an was the same as the final value in figure 3. As a result of 
irradiation the anisotropy changed its sign and the final absolute value was about the 
same as in figure 3. 

3.2. Kinetics of reorientation oft/it laser-induced birefringence 

Most of the reorientation experiments were performed by first orienting the structure 
in a given direction of polarisation (say the y direction) and then rotating the incident 
beam by 90°  (to the x direction). 

We investigated how the direction of the principal axes of the index ellipsoid and the 
absolute values of the anisotropy of the principal refractive indices vary during the 

reorientation. 
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For the two orthogonal principal axes and t (see the inset in figure 5) we have 

Er = E? expji(2tfA)nid 	 (1) 

Er = E', exp[i(2nJA)nzdl 	 (2) 

where F" and E' are the electric field vectors of the incoming and outgoing light beams, 

d is the thickness of the sample, and n 1  and n2  are the principal refractive indices. To be 
definite, we consider as the direction to which the smaller principal refractive index 
belongs (the 'fast axis'; Hartshorne and Stuart (1970)). The birefringence of the sample 
can be completely described by giving the angle w between and x and the value of 

12; - fl1 Note that by definition n2 - it1 is always positive. 

In 	sI 

Figizrt 5. Variation of the 'fast axis' and the difference of the principai refractive indices 
during the reorientation. The insert shows the index ellipsoid (in W cur'). 

The results are shown in figure 5. As can be seen, at first ip remains almost constant 

during the illumination,  while n2 - n decreases. At a given time n - 11 becomes 

practically zero, i.e the material becomes isotropic. On continuing the irradiation the 

sample again becomes anisotropic (it2 - n1 >0) but now wis changed by 90°. 
It is interesting to note that this type of reorientation, which passes through an 

isotropic state, is contrary to the laser-induced orientation observed in liquid crystals 

(Csillag eta! 1981). 
In this latter case n2 - it1 remains almost constant while W changes continuously 

during the reorientation. The difference arises from the fact that in the case of liquid 
crystals the reorientation consists of the collective rotation of molecules while in the 
present case the reorientation takes place through independent atomic events. 

As we have seen the x and  axes remain the principal axes during the reorientation 
process; consequently it is sufficient to use the quantity An = it1 - n for describing the 

kinetics. n, - it, can be positive or negative depending on the orientation of the 'fast 

axis'. 
The time dependence of n - n in a well defined time interval showed definite 

logarithmic behaviour (see figure 6) which can be described by the equation 

nylflt/to* 	
(3) 
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Figure 1. The slope A as a function of laser 
intensity. 
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Ftn
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Finn 6. Kinetics of reorientation at different laser intensities. P = (A) 246. (8) 7.3, (C) 

3.6. 

We found this relation empirically in all cases and the slope was independent of the 
incident-laser power density (see figure 7). This fact indicates that A is determined only 

by the structure of the amorphous network in GeSe 2 . However the time at which the 

sample becomes isotropic (to) depends primarily on the incident-laser intensity. As 

shown in figure S, to  can be written in the form 

to  — P_s 	
(4) 

where P is the laser power density and s is between 2 and 3. 

9 

C 
C 

4. Theoretical considerations 

4..). Considerations about the nature of light-induced anisotropy 

Our experimental results showed that optical anisotropy can be induced by a polarised 
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laser beam although the structure of (}eSe2 remained amorphous; no sign of microcrys-
tallites was observed by simultaneous electron diffraction measurements (Hajtó eta! 

1981). This fact indicates that the phenomenon of optical anisotropy is principally 

connected to the peculiar structure of the amorphous GeSe2. 

It was shown by Phillips ci a! (1980) that the molecular structure of chalcogenide 

glasses is not an isotropic one on a scale of medium range (30-1000 atoms). There is 
evidence from x-ray and Raman data (Phillips 1981) that amorphous GeSe 2  is built up 

of large structurally anisotropic units, the so-called 'outrigger rafts', polymerised along 
one direction. Without any applied external held the directions of the polymerised rafts 
are distributed randomly on a macroscopic scale; thus the sample is optically isotropic. 

We propose a mechanism by which the plane-polarised light can produce optical 

anistropy on a macroscopic scale. This model is analogous to some extent to the model 

proposed by ZhdanOv ci a! (1979) for the light-induced anisotropy in amorphous As—Se 

films. 
It is assumed theoretically (Mon and Davis 1979) that light can create electron—hole 

pairs by bond excitation and during the electron—hole recombination an atomic displace-
ment may occur in the amorphous system. As a consequence, a new atomic configuration 
might be established. We suggest that the 'outrigger rafts' in GeSe2 can continuously 
rearrange under the influence of laser irradiation in this manner. To explain the devel-
opment of the optical anisotropy we assume that the cross section for producing an 
electron—hole pair depends strongly on the angle between the incident-beam polarisation 
and the excited bond. Thus the stability of a given raft depends on its orientation with 
respect to the direction of incident-beam polarisation. As a final result of the laser 

irradiation we obtain an amorphous structure in which there are more polymerised rafts 
oriented into the more stable direction (determined by the direction of the laser field; 

see figure 9). This could be the origin of the observed optical anisotropy. 
At the present time it is not clear whether the rafts are oriented perpendicular to E 

(where E is the electric field of the light) as we assumed in figure 9, or oriented parallel 
to it. Polarised Raman spectroscopy experiments could help in solving this problem. 

The whole process would not necessarily be a one-photon reaction. Grigorovici and 
Vancu (1981) have shown the possibility of a two-phonon reaction for the light-induced 
polimerisation (photodarkening) in amorphous As—Se films. Our experimental results 
also suggest (see § 3.2) that reactions involving at least two photons are involved in the 

displacement of an atom .  

fit 

(A) Gitund state 
181 Excited state WA 

F 

an-0 	hiicO 

b) 	 p 

Flgurt 9. Polymerised rafts in a-GeSei: (a) as- 	
Figure. io. Double-well potential applied to ow 

deposited state; (b) laser-oriented state 	
model 
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4.2. ModelfoT the light-induced anisotropy 

In the following we make the considerations given in the previous section more 

quantitative. 
Let us assume that in the amorphous network there are Nsites per unit volume where 

atoms can displace as a result of laser irradiation. We suppose that in the environment 
of these sites there are two equilibrium atomic configurations. These configurations will 
be represented simply by a double-well potential, whose two minima correspond to the 
two equilibrium positions of the atoms (figure 10). Such a double-well potential model 
was originally presented for the linear temperature dependence of the specific heat in an 

amorphous system (Anderson et a! 1971) and applied by Tanaka (1980) to the photo-
structural changes in chalcogenide glasses. Here we consider, fdr simplicity, 

symmetric wells. 
The two equilibrium configurations correspond to two different contributions to the 

anisotropy Y  of the refractive indices. We denote by index I the minima that correspond 

to a positive contribution to An = n - n (see figure 10). The observed anisotropy 
according to this model is due to the fact that the atoms are unequally distributed in the 

two minima. It may be assumed that An is proportional to N1 - N2  where N 1  and N2 

denote the number of atoms per unit volume in the first and second minima respectively 

(N 1  + N2 = N). 
In the ground state the two wells are separated by a barrier whose height is large 

enough to prevent transitions between the two minima (no thermal relaxation was 
observed when the sample was kept in dark; see § 3.1). We assume that the laser beam 
can transfer atoms from one of the minima to the other one in the following way. First 
the light creates, for example, a metastable electron—hole pair; in this excited state the 

barrier height is reduced to V (see figure 10) and the displacement of the atoms becomes 
possible. The probability per unit time of the excitation can be written in the form y1f(P) 

and y2f(P) for the first and second minimum respectively; P is the laser power density, 

and yj  and Vi are chosen such that Yi + It = 1. The difference, Vi - yj  reflects the fact 

that the polarised light beam excites the two configurations with different probabilities. 
The probability per unit time of a transition between the two minima in the excited state 
is connected to the barrier height V via (lIto)e t T (Gilroy and Phillips 1981). 

If the barrier height V and the other parameters involved were the same for all sites, 

the time development of AN = N1 - N2 would be governed by the simple relaxation 

equation 

rdSN(t)/dt + &N(:). SN 
	 (5) 

with 

SNeq  = (y2 - y') N 	r = (rc/f(P)) ekT 

the solution of which is 

AN(s) = AN(0) + (SNcq - SN(0)) (1 - ed'). 	 (6) 

However as the effect takes place in an amorphous system it is reasonable to assume 

that V has a probability distribution (Anderson et a! 1971). Hence equation (6) should 

be reolaced by 

AN(t) 
= 

[5c0(V) + (Ac( V) - Ac o(V)) (I - c)) dV 	(7) 
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with 	Ac.=c(V)(VrVt 

Here c(V) dV gives the number of sites per unit volume with barrier height between V 

and V + dV; 6.c0(V) dV is the difference between the number of atoms in the first and 

second minima at these sites at: = 0. 
As the sites are not too different from each other, we may imagine that c(V) has a 

rather sharp maximum at some V0 and its value is only significant between the energies 

V 1  and V,. Let us take for c(V) the simplest possible form that reflects this property: 

rN/(V2—Vi) 	ifV1 <VCV2 
(8) 

C) 	 otherwise. 

In an as-deposited film we have c0 0. In this case, differentiating (7) with respect 

tot and performing the integral over V using the form of c(V) given above we get 

dAN/dr = ANq[kT/(Vz - VJ] (e 	- e)/r 	 (9) 

with t1 = r(V1 )and r2 = 
The observed logarithmic time dependence of the birefringence can be explained by 

assuming that V. - V 1  kT. In this case a long time interval exists where the inequalities 

TI 4 14 12 
	 (10) 

are satisfied. In this interval e' =0, e' 1, and the solution of (9) is 

AN(t) AN4kT/(V2 - V 1)] In: + C. 	 (ii) 

For the birefringence we have for this time interval 

An(t) = —A In 10 	 (12) 

with 

A = _gAN cqkT/(Vr V0 	Inzc—gC/A 

where g is the factor connecting AN and An. 
The reorientation process can be treated similarly. In this case the initial condition 

can be written as Ac0 = —Ac (provided that saturation has been reached by the 
irradiation with the y-polarised light beam). By considerations similar to the above we 

get 
AN(t) = 2AN[kT/(V2 - V i)] In: + C 	for t1  414 r2 . 	(13) 

n(:) has the same form as given in (12), but A is now given by 

A = _ZgAP'6q[kT/(V2 - 
	 (14) 

Our model also allows us to treat the influence of an unpolarised or circularly 
polarised light beam on an area where previously anisotropy had been induced. For an 

unpolarised light beam fl = V2. As can be seen from (5), in this case AN decreases in 
time and its equilibrium value is 0. In other words the unpolarised light beam erases the 

anisotropy. 

5. Comparison of the model with experiment 

The model presented in the previous section gives the following results. 
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The saturation value of the induced birefringence should be independent of the 
intensity of the light beam. As mentioned, it was hard to determine precise saturation 
values in our experiments. Nevertheless we found that the increase of the birefringence 
(measured on a logarithmic time scale) slowed down at An = (4-5) x 10. This slowing 
down was observed at somewhat different values of An in different measurements, but 
no definite correlation was found between this value and the laser intensity. The uncer-
tainty in the An values at the slowing down could be explained by the assumption that 
the number of sites per unit volume, N, varies within the sample. 

The model provides an explanation for the observed logarithmic time depend-
ence (see (11) and (12)). The conditions for this kind of dependence can be written as 

T 4 1.4 r. We note that i and t2 can also be estimated from the experiments by 
regarding the deviations from the logarithmic dependence (see, for example, curve C in 
figure 6 and the curve in figure 4). This allows us to estimate the value of V 2  - V 1 , i.e. the 
spread of the barrier height in the excited state. For this estimation see point (v) below. 

According to (12) and (14) the slope A of An(t) plotted on a logarithmic time 
scale should be independent of the light intensity. The experimental verification of this 
prediction for the reorientation process is given in figure 7. 

The comparison of (12) and (14) shows that the slope A should be twice as large 
for the reorientation process as for the orientation process in an as-deposited area. This 
prediction is in a rather good agreement with the experimental results (see figures 3 and 
4). We emphasise that the kinetics presented in figures 3 and 4 were measured subse-
quently on the same spot using the same laser intensity. 

The constant C, or equivalently to in (12), depends on the form of the function 

f(P). Assuming thatf(P) - P (s-photon reaction) the model predicts 

This relation was verified experimentally in § 3.2, the actual value of s was found to be 

2.6. 
Using this form of f(P) we have 

- r' e 'k 	- r' e1kT. 	 (15) 

Estimating, for example, r1 from curve C in figure 6 and r2 from figure 4, we find, with 

the help of (15), that V2 - V 1  is of the order of magnitude of 0.1 eV. 
It is evident that anisotropy cannot be induced using unpolarised light. Our 

model predicts, in addition, that circularly polarised light should erase the previously 
induced anisotropy. This was indeed found in the experiments. 

6. Conclusions 

We have presented a comprehensive study of the light-induced anisotropy in GeSe2 
films. As shown, both birefringence and dichroism are induced by linearly polarised 
laser beams. The direction of the principal axis is determined by the direction of the 

laser polarisation.  By changing this latter direction, the previously induced anisotropic 

structure can be reoriented. 
The development of the anisotropic structure can be explained by assuming that 

anisotropic units, which already exist before the laser irradiation (the 'outrigger rafts' 
in Phillips' model), become oriented under the influence of the polarised light beam. 
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Our studies showed clearly that this orientation process cannot consist of collective 
rotation of these units; it takes place through independent atomic events as a result of 
which the rafts rearrange. The rather unusual logarithmic time dependence of the 
orientation and reorientation processes can be explained by the plausible assumption 
that the heights of the barriers hindering the atomic displacements have an energy 
distribution whose spread is much larger than U. 

We emphasise once more that these studies were carried out at relatively low power 

densities (=10Wcm 2). Studies at higher power densities, where strongly non-linear 
optical phenomena occur, are under way. 
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Laser induced crystallization of a-Si H thin films 
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(Rep le ' septembre 1981. revise it 23 novembre, occepté It 4 decernhre 1981 ) 

Résumé. - La cristallisation des films amorphes de a-Si H peut étre induite par un faisceau Ar-ion 
laser continu. La comparaison des résultats de FexpénenCe avec Its resolution de l'Cquaiion de la 
densitC de flux thermique montre que Ic maximum de temperature au cours de la cnstallisation est 

voisin de 770 °C. considérablement plus has que It point de fusion du silicium amorphe. 

Abstract. - Crystallization in amorphous silicon thin films can be induced by irradiation from a 
continuous Ar-ion laser. Comparison with the solution of the heat-flo equation shows that the 
maximum temperature during the crystaillization is about 770 °C, well below the melting tempe- 

rature of the material. 

I Intro duction. - There is a widespread current interest in laser annealing of silicon thin 

films and other semiconductor thin films 11-21. The overwhelming majority of this kind of research 

is, however. connected with crystalline substances, and laser annealing experiments on originally 
amorphous films are scarcely mentioned [3]. Dangling bonds present both in the amorphous and 
in the crystalline states are thought, to have detrimental effects on device performance. These 
dangling bonds arise out of disorder, i.e. throughout the volume of the amorphous phase and at 

the grain boundaries of the polycrystalline material. It has been realized for some time that 

hydrogen is efficient in passivating these dangling bonds [-]• 
Preparation of polycrystalline Si films with passivated dangling bonds may be performed 

through crystallization of hydrogenated amorphous films. It was reported that beat treatment 
of evaporated a-Si above 600 °C resulted in crystallization [6]. Local heating of the a-Si H 

film by appropriate laser irradiation could lead to crystallization, too. The Q-switched laser 
pulse technique is favoured just because it may be then argued that the crystallization process 
takes placE on a time scale short compared with typical hydrogen diffusion times. We thought 
that quasi-stationary crystallization (i.e. on a time scale of seconds) induced by a continuous 
laser though not as efficient as the Q-switched pulse technique still might have advantages over 
the rather slow conventional heat treatment, where even the much thicker substrate had to be 
heated up. In our experiments we were able to observe the induced crystal growth under steady 
state conditions- and to demonstrate convincingly that melting necessitates higher power den-
sities. In addition, we could estimate the maximum temperature during the respective processes 

from the solution of the heat-flow equation. 
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2 Experimentals. - Amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si H' films were deposited on 

fused silica substrates of thickness d, = 1.5 mm. using the now familiar glow discharge decom-

position of SiH 4  in a capacitively coupled reaction chamber similar to those described in the 

literature [71 The amorphous films referred to in this study were grown to thickness d = 200 nm 

at substrate temperature T, = 250 oC. The chamber atmosphere consisted of 0.5 ton (0.67 mbarl 

At and 0.33 torr (0.44 rnbarl Silt., and the rate of the film growth was kept at 0.5 nm/s. Measu-

rements on the optical and the electrical properties indicated parameters comparable to those 
reported by other laboratories using similar deposition techniques. Figure 1. curve 2 shows 

the dependence of the absorption coefficient ion the photon energy hv in the amorphous state. 
(The measurements were carried out on a CARl-17D Spectrophotometer.) Curve 3 in figure i 
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Fig. 1. - The logarithm of the absorption coefficient 2 in Si versus photon energy ày. Curve I single 

crystal [7] 2 amorphous Elm; 3 polycrystalline layer obtained by laser irradiation. 

shows the corresponding function for layers crystallized by continuous laser irradiation, the 

shape of which being very similar to that of curve 1. obtained for single crystal [8. The one order 
of magnitude shift upwards is by all probability caused by internal losses on the grain boundaries 

within the films. 
To obtain permanent phase changes induced by irradiation, a cw Ar-ion laser was applied. 

which could provide four wavelengths A = 514.5. 496.5. 488.0 and 476.5 nanometers, respec-

tively. We were searching for threshold values in the irradiating power densities at which the 
desired phase transition (crystallization or melting) just started to take place in the duration of 
sufficiently long times (tens of seconds) after the irradiation had been focussed onto the investi-
gated volume element. The parallel laser beam was focussed into a converging conical beam 

with the help of a lens of 5 cm focal length. We assume that the radial distribution of the laser 

beam intensity is of the Gaussian form 

1(r) - exp(— ,.2/2) 
	

(I) 

Hence s will be called the radius> of the laser beam. In order to facilitate observation a magni- 
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tying system of lenses was mounted behind the sample. and it projected the enlarged picture 
of the irradiated spot onto a screen. Thus the resolution power of the system was of the order 
of I  (i.e. the features of the projected picture which could be distinguished by he naked eye 
corresponded to actual sizes of the order of I )s)- The irradiated spot diameter could be altered 

easily by displacing the focussing lens relative to the sample. 
The first effect to observe was permanent photodarkening which is supposed to he connected 

with the exodiffusion of hydrogen (see e.g [91). Typical values for the power density are 5 m% 
on a spot of 40 microns in diameter. photodarkening accompanied the crvstallilatrori experi- 

ment 

Fig 	- p otodarkening and crystallization in a-Si . H films 

Figure 2 shows a picture where besides the spots photodarkefled only are others which contain 
crystals in their centre (i.e. the cornered light spotsh The typical power density necessary for 

induced crystallization was found to be about 150 m on spots of 401.1 in diameter. it was 

informative to learn that a definite threshold did exist in each case, to a fairly good degree of 
reproducibility. We think it important to note that we could not find any sign of the so-called 

explosive crystallization )> [10)- This effect if present would appear spectaculariy . as soon 
as a tiny piece of the amorphous film had been transformed into crystalline state with the help 

Fig. 3.— Crystallized strips in Si by the cw laser technique 1 = 514.5 nm spot diameter = 120 inci-

dent power = 300 MW; lateral speed = 26 11/s. 
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of the external forces (i.e. with the laser irradiation in our case) then the crystallization front 

would propagate radially outward spontaneously the driving force being the latent heat of 
crystallization In our case we found. on the contrary, that the final size of the crystal depended 

on the incident power distribution Relatively large crystals (- 25 p) could be produced by 
broader spots (Fig. 2) Even extended areas could be transformed into crystalline state by the 

slow movement of the Si film in its plane. For details. see figure 3. 
Next we tried to establish the threshold necessary for melting the crystal already present in 

the middle of the irradiated spot. It can be achieved by either increasing the incident power or 
b' reducing the diameter of the irradiated spot or by a combination of both. When melting 
eventually occurs. it must be then the melting point of the crystalline Si which is known to be 

1 	
put power had to be sufficiently increased if the spot diameter 

410 °C. We found that the in  

was kept the same (40 ') 
285 mW was needed for melting as contrasted with the 150 m for 

crystallization 

Considerations based on solution of the heat-0os equation. - Ov.ing to the stationary 

nature and the cylindrical symmetry of the problem- in our case the general heat-flow equation 

reduces to the steady state form 

ç T(r. r) = - par. :1 	 (2) 

Here A represents the Laplace-operator in cylindrical coordinates, the index i specifies the medium 

= 1 for the amorphous film and i = 2 for the substrate) K, stands for the thermal conductiit. 

and p is the absorbed power density. Since the substrate is transparent 
I, 

rr-a 
	

I), 

It is of great importance that  p, can be factorized 

p 1 (r.:) = 21 0 .exp(— xz).exp( - r s)dl - R),& 	 (4) 

where 1 0  is the incident beam power and R is the reflectivity of the semiconductor surface. it 

can be showb that the contribution of the infinitesimal layer at (:.: 
-r df) to the particular 

solution of the inhomogeneous equation T' is of the form [11]TH  

	

r.:. :')d: = j k.J0(kr).f(k).e"' 	 ( 5) 

0 

where J 0(kr) is the Bessel function of order zero, and 

f(kl = 	 : 

r.e_r.Jo(kr).dT' 	 (6) 

which, in turn simplifies to 

- 

- 	exp(— s2  k2/4). 	 (7) 
I(k) = 4 1tK 

Then 

	

Dj41(r, z) = r q,(r, z, z') e" dz' 	 (8) 

Jo 
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while the genera) solution to the homogeneous equation is of the form 

T' ft.:) 
= 	

f (k).J 0 (kr).1a e + b, e) dk. 	 (9) 

The expansion coefficients ci, b 1  are to be found from the appropriate boundary conditions I 

1—yH:= x)=O 
	 110) 

= T.j 	 at: = 	 ( ll) 

K: 	 ± Tj = hI:T Tf at = d 	 il 

and 

+ T"] = 0 	 at = 0 	 03 

The neglect in Iou and in (131 of heat-flow by radiation or by the thermal conductance of the 

ambient air can be justified by their much less magnitude compared to the typical values 01 K 1  

and ,. In this context we must admit that while there are data published for crystalline silicoit 

we could not find any br amorphous Si. On the other hand K- for the fused silica is well 

studied [121. and there are general arguments [13] that the thermal conductivities of the amor-

phous substances may not differ too much. Therefore we chose for simplicit) 

Ki = K: = 4 x 10 	cal. ems. 

The reflectivity was regarded as independent of temperature R = 0.39. 

Figure 4 shows the maximum temperature increase a T., as function of the absorption coef-

ficient computed along these lines, for the particular case of s = 20 p and 1 = 1 mW. 

Fig.  4. - Computed values of the maximum temperature increase in a-Si H films 
versus logarithm of z. 

(Thickness d = 200 om, spot radius $ = 20 M input power l o  = l) MW. reflectance it = 039.) 

It is apparent that above i = 10 5  cm ' the peak temperature is insensitive to the exact value 

of i. This corresponds to our experimental findings. It turns out that the maximum temperature 

in the spot when crystallization sets in isabout 770 °C. The corresponding values for darkening 
and for melting are 400 oC and 1 450 °C. respectively. This latter agrees well with T. = 1 410 °C. 
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4 Summary. - 
The cw laser annealing can locally produce (i.e the crystallization remains 

localized) hydrogenated polycrystaflirte Si from a-Si H layers obtained by glow discharge 

method. Our experimental findings and numerical calculations show that no melting occurs 

during the cw laser induced crystallization, in good accordance with the previous measure- 

ments [6, 151. 
The average size of grains is not less than 2 sm and strongly depends on the experimental 

conditions There are indications that the grain size can exceed 100 um as verified bN polarized 
microscope measurements which seems to be promising in view of better photovoltaic conversion 

efficiency [14] in solar cell applications it may be noted that. in contrast to the obser'ations on 

cw laser annealing of rf sputtered a-Si [15], there was no sign of surface deterioration in our 

samples caused by explosive hydrogen release 
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A parallel investigation was made of photostimulaEad processes in glassy chalcogenide semiconductors of the 

As.-Se and Ge-Se systems. In both systems the processes have irreversible and reversible componets. It is 

shown that the main features of the reversible components are the same for both systems, whereas the 

irreversible component is manifested to different ways for the two systems. The configurational model 

proposed earlier is generalized to both systems of glassy chalcogenide semiconductors. 
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pbotostimulated changes in the properties of glassy 

,W,,geftide semiconductors have been the subject of 

numerous investigations- t ' illumination alters many 

properties (band gap. refractive Index tn,crohardness, 

rates of dissolution in various etcharts, etc.). whereas 

neallng restores the original properties. These prop-

erties are manifested most clearly by glassy chalco-
genide semiconductors belonging to the As-Se system. 

for which the changes in the parameters are the largest 

observed.' More recently there has been increasing In-

terest in photostimulated processes in glassy chalcogeto-

ide semiconductors belonging to the Ge-Se system. 1  but 

up to now the system has not been investigated sufficiently 

thoroughly- The data obtained by different authors are 

contradictory. For example, illumination of freshly pre-

pared samples of this system has been observed to induce 

both darkening and an increase in the transparency of 

these materials. 3" Comparisons of the photostimulated 

processes in the ArSe and Ge-Se systems have revealed 

differences between them, 1  but certain general features, 

such as the parallel changes in the optical properties and 

solubility.' support  the hypothesis that the photostimulated 

processes in different systems of glassy chalcngenide 

semiconductors have the same origin. 

This makes it desirable to carry out a parallel study 

of the photostimulatedPrOCesSes in both the above systems 
in order to establish the commonfeattiresas well as the 
differences between the photoinduced changes In the pa-

rameters of glassy chalcngenide semiconductors belonging 

to different groups. 

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

We investigated materials with the stoichiometric 

compositions AsaSes and GeSe1. Samples were prepared b)' 

thermal evaporation of a compound on oxide glass sub-

strates in lo ton vacuum. The substrate temperature 

during such evaporation was 300'K. The film thickness 

ranged from 0.5 to 2.0 ia 

The basic measurement system had the form shown in 

Fig. 1. A sample was placed in a combined heater and 

cryostat, where temperature could be varied from 77 to 

5009C, and it was illuminated with light from an He-Ne 

(A = 633 am) or Ar (A = 488 am) laser causing photo-

stimulated processes- The transmission spectra were 

recorded with the aid of an MDR-3 monochromator. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figures 2 and 2b show the transmissioa spectra of 

As 1Se 3  and GeSe, films. In both cases curve 1 repre-

sents the position of the transmission edge of a freshly 

prepared film. illumination of such films at room and 

liquid nitrogen temperatures shifted the transmission 
edge to the positions represented by curves 2 and 3, re-

spectively. 

The position of the transmission edge of the annealed 

films is represented by curve 4. Illumination of such an-

nealed films (at room temperature) shifted the transmis-

sion edge to the position of curve 2 and subsequent an-

sealing displaced the edge back to the position 4. 

The results in Fig. 2 thus demonstrate the effects of 

illumination and temperature on the position of the trans-

mission edge of freshly prepared and annealed A935e 3  and 

GeSe3 samples. We shall now consider the results in 

greater detail. 

a) Annealed Samples 

We can see that illumination shifts the transmission 

F3. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatut 1) titer;?) minor 	 60 	O 	L am iff X, tan 

5) MDR-3 molvch.omamr. 4) lamp: 5) combined heater and cry0 

en; 6) sample: 1) ,electve ft Item: I) recording "em.  FIG. 2. Tnonniniot spans of As,Se, and CeSt, HIM 
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edge of the annealed films of both systems Is the lame 
direction of longer wavelengths, i.e.. photoLoduced dark-
ening (4 — 2)15 observed. Annealing restores the optical 

transmission (2- 4). ft Is worth noting the difference be-

tween As1Se 1  and OeSe1. In the case 01 MSS, & complete 
recovery of the properties occurs at a temperature T. — 
430t which is of the order of the softening  to mperaUare 

Tg — 470t, whereas In the case of GeSe1 a complete re-
coven' occurs at Tr — 480t. which Is considerably less 
than the softening temperature Tg - 650K. We are re-
garding a temperature as the recovery temperature lithe 
original parameters are restored in 3-5 min. 

Ill Freshly Prepared Samples 

nlumlnniion of freshly prepared AS356, and GeSe3 
samples has different effects on their properties. For 
example, at room temperature the transmission edge of 
As58e1  shifts toward longer wavelengths (photolnduced 
darkening 1 -2. Fig. Ia); on the other hand, GeSe ex-
hibits a shift of the transmission edge toward shorter 
wavelengths (photoinduced increase In the transmission 
1-2. Fig. 2b). It is Important to note also that the shift 
of the transmission edge caused by Illumination is In the 
same direction as that caused by anneaitht An Increase 
in the transmission occurs in the case of annealing of 
G& (1-4) and darkening in the case of As13e1 0 -4. 
Fig. 2b). Moreover, the changes in the transmission of 
the illuminated samples as a result of subsequent an-
nealing are also different. In the case of As19e, a partial 
recovery of the initial transmission (2-4) takes place 
whereas annealing of GeSe3 enhances the shift of the 
transmission edge toward shorter wavelengths (2 - 4. 
Fig. 2b), i.e., it does not restore the initial transmission 
but enhances the Illumination-induced charge. 

A study of the dependence of the photostimulated shift 
on the temperature during illumination shows that in the 
case of As15e3 the photoinduced darkening increases as a 
result of cooling (interval 1-31s longerthan 1-2, FIg. 2s.), 
but the photodarkenlag time then increases; on the other 
hand, an enhancement of the transmission in the case of 

Sa1 decreases as a result of cooling and at 77K It dis-
appears' being replaced by photod rkening (1-3). This 
low-temperature pbotodarkenthg of GeSe, Is fully rever-
sible: at room temperature after '-3 min the initial trans-
mission is recovered completely (3 - 1). (We recall that 
in previously annealed GeSe, samples the recovery pro-
cess (2-4) occurs at a much higher temperature.) 

It Is worth noting another feature of unannealed GeSe3 
revealed in a study of the kinetics of the photostimulated 

3.4 
FIG. 3. T,rperlturr dependence of 

/ Increase It the atSon or freshly 
the clint c:tsot ci the picas of 

prepared  CeSc, flInt. 

w'ftK 

504 	Soy. Pbfl, Solid St.', 24(41. Apeil 1982  

FTC, 4. Kinsdct of cbaoge. In the 
namiOa of fttthly pnpar.d 
The remlet fn, A.,Se, are ihown mdi. 
mm.'. I (mW/cm'), 1) 50: 211 50: 
3) 500. 
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processes. Figure 4a shows the changes In the tracts-
mission of such samples with time; at room temperature 
the transmission first decreases and this is followed by 
an increase In the transmission only alter a certain time 
Interval has passed. As the Illumination intensity is in-
creased, the process becomes accelerated and the Initial 
stage (darkening) ceases to be significant. 

In the case of As2Se 3  samples the transmission varies 
monotonically (Fig. 4th. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Annealed Samples 

The process of reversible photodarkening in both 
systems occurs In qualitatively the same manner and can 
be discussed using the configurational model (for details 
see, for example. Refs. 4, 8. and 9) of two stable struc-
tural states of the atomic sites in glassy chalcngenide 
semiconductors between which thermal and optical tran-
sitions take place (Fig. 5). Curve 1-1 describes an atomic 
site in the ground state. Under the influence of light we 
can expect a transition to a metastable state described by 
curve 2-2. The ratio of the atomic sites in the ground 
and metastable states determines, as in a solid solution, 
the structure of matter and its physicochemical param-
eters. Heating results in a reverse transition to the 
ground state accompanied by a recovery of the Initial 
properties of glassy chalcogenide semiconductors. The 
parameters of the configurational curves are different for 
different materials, but they are governed by the chemical 

nature of the atoms of a given substance. 418 " 

Freshly Prepared Samples 

As pointed out above. Illumination of freshly pre- 
pared AsSe, and GeSe2 films produces opposite changes 
In the transmission and  the shifts are in the same direc- 
tion as those produced by the annealing of films. This last 
observation suggests that both annealing and illuminatloc 
of freshly prepared films have the same result: composi- 
tion ordering of the films. It Is iaown' °  that In the case 
of freshly prepared films there Is a sufficient number of 
'irregular bonds: As-As and Se-Se in the case of 
As2Se, films, and Ge-Ge and Se -Se in the case of GeSe, 

- 	 FIG. S. Crrflprad'r.sl diapiin. 

Configura lion 
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Such local deviations from stoichlometry may al-

ter the band gap of the material. 

The composition dependences of the blind gaps of the 
As-Se and Ge-Se systems taken from Ref. 11 are plotted 

Fig. 6. We can see that in  the 	 of the Ge 5Y 9 ' 

tern such deviations from stoichiometly reduce the band 

gap. 	 as whereas in the cue of As-Se they Increase this gap. 

0nsequently. composition ordering under the influence of 

light results either in darkening (As1Se1) or in an increase 

in the transmission (GeSe,) of the films. A similar me-

chanism has been considered earlier In the case of an- 

ealing." 

A structural transition under the influence of light 

from a state representing a freshly prepared sample can 
also be Included in the configurational model (dashed 

curve in Fig. 5). This approach has been used in Ref. 12 
In discussing Irreversible structural changes in the As - S 

system. 

The fact that the recovery temperature of GeSe7 de-

pends on the previous thermal history of a sample may 

also be due to the presence of 'incorrect' Ge-Ge and 

Se-Se bonds. If we assume that the reversible photo-

darkening is due to the Se-Se bonds. Such an assump-

tion follows from a comparison of the recovery processes 
I, freshly prepared GeSe7 and In elemental glassy seleni-

=C In both materials the recovery at room temperature 

occurs in the same time of a few minutes. In the case of 
freshly prepared samples the local deviations from stoi-

chiometry are stronger. Annealing of the structure makes 

U more ordered, the number of the Se-Se bonds decreases, 

and consequently the lattice becomes more 'rigid.' In 

the configurational model this circumstance Increases the 

parameter A (Fig. 5) responsible for the thermal erasure 

(Ref. 4). 

The characteristics of the kinetics of changes in the 

transmission of freshly prepared GeSe1 samples (dark-

ening Is observed during the initial stage) may be due to 

the opposite directions of the reversible and irreversible 

components of the photostimulated process. In the case 

Of AS 2Se3  both components cause structural changes which 

reduce the transmission and, therefore, Illumination re-

sults In a monotonic reduction in the transmission. It 

should be noted that when glassy chaicogenide semicon-
ductors containing arsenic are prepared by aspecial tech-

nology, they also exhibit noarnonotonic changes in the ab-

sorption coefficient. 0  

hibit the reversible and Irreversible components of the 

photoatimulated processes. The reversible component 
Is basically the same for both systems and it is described 

well by the configurational model which allows for tran-
sitions of atomic sites between various structural states. 

The irreversible component, which is very different for 

the two systems, may be due to compositional ordering 

of the material under the influence of illumination. 

It follows from the results obtained that In the  case 

of different systems of glassy chalcogenide semiconduc-

tors the pUotostimulated changes in the optical properties 

are due to the same mechanism of photostructura) tran-

sitions. This conclusion is also confirmed by the fact 

that, In the case of the Ge-Se as well as the As-Se and 
As-S systems, the photostimulated changes in the optical 

properties are accompanied by changes in the physico-

chemical properties, particularly in the solubility,it 

which are attributed to changes in the polymer structural 

matter) 5  Consequently. In the case of the pbotostlm-

ulated processes In the Ge-Se system we can use the 

approach developed earlier for glassy chalcogenide semi-

conductors containing arsenic. Materials of the Ge-Se 
system have on important advantage: they do not contain 

arsenic, which Is a toxic material. 

We recall that all the results obtained apply to stoi-

chiometric materials. It Is very likely that in the case of 

nonstoichiometrlc samples of both systems, in which 

there are considerable changes (compared with the ate!-

chiometric materials) In the ratio of the reversible and 

Irreversible components, 1' the differences may be much 

renter. This requires separate study. 

"Technical tsveriity. Dresden, Wet Qcimany. 
'1 Certrat Ptvtfci Rettareb tratitote, sudacen, Hungary. 
')A midy of the temperatare dependence of the rate of increase In the trite' 

minion Indaced by Illumination with light of the 813 Sr wavelength make, 

It possible t estimate,  the activation e1gy: w - 0.2 eV Fig. 5). 
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ABSTRACT 

The optical properties of amorphous self-supporting GeSe, films shoa strong 
non-hnear behaviour under the influence of relatively low intensityc.w. laser 
irradiation. Discontinuities, bistability and, in special circumstances, oscillation 
in the optical properties have been found. The importance of thermal effects 
is experimentally proved. A theoretical model is constructed which explains some 
of the experimental findings. Evidence is presented, however, that, as well as 
thermal effects, photostructural changes also play an important role in the bistability 

and oscillatory phenomena. 

§ 1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been great interest in optical bistability, which 
may have potential applications in integrated optics. The effect was first 
discussed by SzOke, Darien. Goldhar and Kurnit (1969), and first observed in 
vapour by Gibbs, McCall and Venkatesan (1976). More recently optical 
bistability has been found in different crystalline semiconductors (Gibbs, 
McCall. Venkatesan, Gossard, Passner and Wiegmann 1979, Miller. Smith and 
Johnston 1979). A review of the present experimental and theoretical situation 
is given by Abraham and Smith (1982). 

Recently we reported that transmission oscillations occur in amorphous 
semiconductors under the influence of a c.w. laser beam of fixed intensity. This 
phenomenon was observed both in a.GeSe 2  films (Hajtá. Zentai and Kósa 

Somogyi 1977) and in bulk samples of As 2S(Hajta and Ewen 1978). The aim in 
this paper is to report a comprehensive study of non-linear optical phenomena in 

amorphous self-supporting GeSe 2  films. The oscillation of the optical properties 

in self-supporting films occurs only in ver y  restricted circumstances. On the 
other hand, optical bistability and hysteresis was found. The experiments 
summarized in this paper help to clarify the underlying mechanism which 
causes non-linear optical phenomena. 

Previously suggested mechanisms for crystalline semiconductors (Gibbs 

et at. 1979, Miller, Seaton, Prize and Smith 1981) cannot operate in our case. 
This is evident from the fact that if the film is crystallized (e.g. by an intense 

t Present address: University of Edinburgh, Department of Electrical Engineer-
ing, The King's Buildings. Edinburgh EH9 3JL, Scotland. 
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laser beam) the observed non-linearities disappear. Therefore we confine our 
attention to other types of non-linear interaction between the laser field and the 

amorphous material. 
Recently Fazekas (1981) has proposed a theoretical model in order to explain 

this peculiar non-linear behaviour of semiconductor films. The model is based 
on the cooperative mechanism of charge disproportionation of defect centres in 
an amorphous network. in this model electronic processes are dominant and 

thermal effects are neglected. 
In the present paper we consider an alternativeexplanation in which laser 

heating produces the observed optical anomalies, in our model the laser 
beam is considered as a source of local heating only, and the direct non-linear 
coupling between the laser field and the electronic and atomic structure of the 
medium is neglected. This is the opposite limit to that considered by Fazekas 
(1981) but, as we shall demonstrate, our model is also able to explain the 
observed anomalies in the optical properties of the films. 

We emphasize, however, that we do not think that thermal effects are the 
only source of the observed phenomena. We present in this paper experi-
mental evidence that another effect, namely laser-induced photostructUr9l 
changes, also plays an important role. it is probable that all three of the 
effects described above (electronic, thermal and photostructural) are acting 
simultaneously under the influence of illumination. 

The paper is organized as follows in § 2 we describe the experimental 
arrangement, § 3 contains the experimental results on self-supporting GeSe 1  

films, the theoretical considerations are presented in § 4, and § 5 contains some 

final conclusions. 

§ 2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The a-GeSe 2  films were prepared by vacuum evaporation from a Ta boat 

at a pressure of 2 x 10 -' Tort (2-7 x 10 Pa) onto glass substrates using poly-

crystalline GeSe 2  ingots as an evaporation source. For the measurements the 
films were removed from the glass substrates using an ultrasonic bath in order 
to reduce the effects of multiple light reflections and of mechanical stresses 

occurring at the GeSe 1-substrate interface. 
For the measurements the films were placed in a sample holder, as shown in 

the inset of fig. 1. This arrangement allowed us to carry out optical measure-
ments and regulate the temperature of the films. In the following, by the 

'film temperature' T 1 , we mean the temperature of the sample holder. We 
note that, because of absorption of the laser light, the temperature of the 

illuminated spot (spot temperature T 5 ) may differ from the 'film tem- 

perature' T. 
For illumination we used a linearly polarized c.w. He-Ne laser beam 

which was focused on a Gaussian optical spot between 35 and 200 pm in 
diameter. The intensity of the incident laser beam was regulated using a 
combination of a Spectra-Physics polarization rotator (Model 310-21) and a 

sheet polarizer plane (2 and 3 in fig- 1). 
The intensity of the incident, reflected and transmitted light was measured 

using Si photodetectors (4,5 and 7 in fig. 1) and their signals were displayed on a 
Hewlett-Packard (Model 7046-A) X- Y recorder. 
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Experimental arrangement. The inset shows the specimen in the sample hcder. 

§ 3. Rssn.rs 

3.1, Temperature dependence of absorption coefficient a of amorphov.& 

GeSe 2  films 

In this section we present measurements of the temperature dependence of 
the optical properties carried out at a low measuring light intensity where non-
linear effects are negligible. The absorption coefficient 2 was determined from 

the reflected and transmitted intensity of a He-Ne laser beam (4 =6328A) 

at a power density of 10-1W cmt. 
The photon energy of the He-%e laser light (hp = 1-96 eV at A, = 632S A) 

used to induce the non-linear optical phenomena is less than the value of the 

optical energy gap of GeSe 2  films (Eg  = 21 eV; Hajtó and Fustoss.\Vnier 
1980). In this energy range (below the band-gap energy) the optical absorption 

coefficient (102 cm - ' <a c 104  cm-1)  varies exponentially with the photon energy 
(Hajtó 1980), which is the typical Urbach behaviour of chalcogenide glasses 
(Mott and Davis 1979). At a fixed wavelength in the Urbach region. 2 is 

strongly temperature-dependent above room temperature (Mott and Davis 
1979). In this temperature region a can be described by the Urbach 

rule, 

I ')
ataoexPç 

kRT 	
(Ia) 

r 
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The temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient a. 

this rule was also obeyed in our experiments. A 6pm thick amorphous GeSe 2  

film was used for measuring a. Figure 2 shows that a is a strongly non-linear 
function of temperature. As shown in the inset, the Urbach rule is satisfied 

with ,= 2 x 104  cm (at A0  = 6328 A) and Eg  -ht'=0138 eV in the temperature 
range 300-500 K. From the measurements the refractive index n could also 

be determined. We found, for temperatures of 300-500 K. that 

n=n0 + fiT. 	 (lb) 

with n0 =250 and 0=2-56x 10 -4 K-1 , i.e. the refractive index is a linear 
function of temperature. This is in accordance with other experimental 

results (Kastner 1973). We emphasize that both a and n are continuous 
functions of temperature and that no discontinuity was found in the optical 
constants when the measuring light intensity was kept at a very low value. 
However, on increasing the incident light intensity, other types of optical 
effect started to develop these are described in the sections below. 

3.2. laser-induced optical discontinuity and optical bistability in amorphous 
GeSe 2  /ilms 

We have measured the actual transmission of a c.w. He-Ne laser beam 
focused onto a self supporting amorphous GeSe 2  film as a function of the 

incident laser intensity. Our optical system (air-sample-air configuration) is 
a very simple one, no external mirrors being used to form a Fabry-Perot system. 
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In this section we present the experimental results on the transmitted Light 

intensity to demonstrate the non-linear nature of the optical phenomena. 

The s
imultaneous transmission and reflection measurements (necessary for 

calculating the optical constants) will be presented in § 4.3, where the experi-

mental results are compared with our model. All measurements presented in 
this section were carried out by changing the incident laser intensity at a 

constant rate (.0l 
 MW s). The recorded values of the transmitted light 

intensity (fir) as a function of the incident laser intensity are shown in fig. 

for T=298 K. 
Fig. 3 

£ 

C 

0 

0 

- 

Transmitted light intensity as a function of the incident laser intensity in a-GeSe
2  

film (L=6 m, laser spot diameter=207 pm). 

A first discontinuity was observed at 14-4 MW incident laser power 
(P2). 

characterized by a sharp increase and subsequent discontinuous decrease in the 

transmitted signal. On increasing further the incident laser power. a switch to 

the dark state was observed, i.e. a large decrease in the transmitted signal at 

15-6 MW 
(p2). 

Starting from the dark state and decreasing the laser power, the trans-

mitted light showed a hysteresis. e.g. the transition to the bright state (higher 

transmitted values) occurs at 14-2 mW (P2), which is lower than P) As a 

consequence the transmitted light intensity has two different stable values 
 

at a fixed laser power between P..' and F), i.e. optical bistability was found. 

On further decreasing the laser power, a second discontinuity was observed at 

12-3 mW (P2), where the hysteresis disappeared. 
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Fig. 4 
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Transmitted light intensity as & function of the laser intensity at different film 
temperatures T. 

We found that the shape of the recorded curves varied somewhat with 
experimental conditions such as the temperature of the films, laser spot dia-
meter and the rate of increase of the intensity. The last of these effects is 
discussed in § 3.3. The effect of the film temperature is shown in fig. 4. 
Increasing the film temperature T F  by using the sample heater, as described 
in § 2, the critical laser powers for producing the optical discontinuities de-
creased. Similarly, the amplitudes of the optical discontinuities decreased with 
increasing film temperature. A decrease in the hysteresis (P- 2 - P- 1 ) with 

increasing film temperature was also observed. The optical discontinuities 
and the optical bistability disappeared when the film temperature was increased 

above 500 K. 
We have measured the critical laser power P_' (at which the first switching 

from the dark to the bright state occurs) as a function of the incident laser beam 
diameter. We chose this discontinuity (P_') because it seemed to be the most 
reproducible one i.e. it does not depend strongly on the rate of decrease of the 

intensity . The critical laser flux density (P_' divided by the area of the laser 

spot) as a function of the laser spot diameter is shown in fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 

i100 

Critical laser flux density as a function of incident laser beam diameter. 

Assuming a pure electronic excitation effect for producing optical bistabilitv 
(Fazekas 1981), one would expect the switch to the dark state to occur at a 
constant electric field produced by the laser, i.e. at constant laser flux density 
independent of the laser beam diameter. Figure 5 shows that this is not the 
case for the a-GeSe 2  films- The laser flux density necessary for producing the 
optical switching effect increases with decreasing laser beam diameter. This 
experimental observation indicates the importance of thermal effects in con-
nection with the laser-induced non-linear phenomena in a-GeSe 2  films. The 
increase in the spot temperature T 5  at a given laser flux density is less when the 
beam diameter is decreased because of greater heat conduction. Consequently, 
the laser flux density must be higher to produce a given spot temperature. 

3.3. Photostn2ctural changes 

As mentioned in the previous section, the shape of the transmission curves 
depends on the rate of increase of the intensity. We established that this 
dependence can be traced back to another effect, namely that the transmission 
changes, even under the influence of a constant laser power. The details of 
this effect are shown in fig. 6. In this experiment we recorded the transmitted 
light intensity at a fixed laser power, which was lower than the critical intensity 
at which the optical switching occurs to the dark state. In the first period of 
illumination a continuous decrease in the transmission was observed. This 
decrease cannot be attributed simply to the increase in the spot temperature. 
because it possesses a memory ' behaviour. Switching off the light (points 
2 and 4 in fig. 6) and keeping the sample in the dark for a while does not restore 
the initial transmission value. On switching the light on again (points 3 and 5 
in fig. 6), the transmission continues to decrease from the same value as before. 
This is a memory state, which must be connected with photostructural changes 
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Fig. 6 
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Time dependence of the trancmitted light intensity at a fixed laser power (P= II mW, 

laser beam diameter= 207 pm), 

(de Neufville 1976) 	
Different aspects of the laser-induced structural changes in 

a-GeSe 2  were studied recently by Griffiths. Espinosa Remeika and Phillips 

(1982) and by Hajtd. Janossy and Forgács (1982). 
When the transmission decreases to a critical value (point 6 in fig. 6). a 

discontinuous switching to the dark state occurs, We observed that switching 

off the light in the dark state (point 7 in fig. 6) causes the 
I memory to be 

erased the initial transmission value is restored (point 8 in fig. 6) and the 

whole cycle recommences. This fact indicates that in the dark state a different 

type of photostructural change takes place which erases the structure of the 

amorphous network developed in the bright period (above the dashed line 

in fig. 6). 

3.4. Laser-induced oscillatory phenomena 

We found experimentally that, for an appropriate laser power. the (lark 

state is unstable and it switches back spontaneously to the bright one. In 

this case periodic oscillation of the optical properties occurs (see fig. 7). Such 

oscillations had already been found and reported (Hajtó et al. 1977) in GeSe 1  

films on a silica substrate. The differences between self-supporting samples 

and samples on a substrate are the following. In the latter case a much higher 

laser intensity ( 2 kW cm) was necessary to produce oscillations, but above a 

critical laser field oscillations always occur. In the present case oscillation was 

found only in a rather narrow intensity range which corresponds more or less 

to the observed hysteresis (see fig. 3). In this range the intensity is of the order 

of 40 %V em -2 , 

i.e. smaller by a factor of 50 than the intensity for samples on a 

substrate. As can be seen from fig. 7, the frequency of the oscillation is of the 

order of few seconds, while for samples on a substrate it is of the order of 

hundredths of a second (I-Iajtó 1980). 
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Fig. 7 
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Oscillation of the transmitted and reflected light intensity at n fixed laser power 
(P=145 mW, laser beam diameter207 Pm). 

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1. General remarks 
To explain the experimental observations described in the previous section, 

one has to consider the possible non-linear interactions between the laser field 
and the amorphous film- We suggest that there are three types of such inter-

actions that may play an important role in the present phenomena. 

Thermal e//ects 
As the chalcogenide glasses are poor thermal conductors, the laser beam may 

produce a significant local temperature rise in the illuminated spot. in turn, 
the absorption coefficient i. the value of which determines the dissipation of the 
light field in the sample—and thus the temperature rise, is strongly temperature-
dependent (see § 3.1). A simple quantitative treatment of the thermal effects 
is given in § 4.2, where it is shown that this feedback between the value of 
and the temperature rise can give rise to a highly non-linear behaviour of the 
optical characteristics of the film and may produce discontinuities and bista-
bility in the transmitted light intensity. The dependence of the critical laser 
intensities as a function of the spot size (see § 3.2) suggests the importance of 

thermal effects. 

Photoslructural changes 
As is well known from the literature (de Neufville 1976, Tanaka 1980), and 

also as shown by our observations, laser irradiation causes structural changes in 
the amorphous network (see § 3.3). These structural changes, which are con-
nected with displacements of atoms, modify the optical constants of the 
substance. As a result, the absorption coefficient at a given spot depends not 
only on the local temperature but also on the history of the amorphous network 

within that spot. 
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The ' memory effect ' described in § 3.3 indicates that the photostructural 

changes in a-GeSe 2  are not restricted to a short initial period of the illumination. 

The observations can be interpreted b y  assuming that the stationary con-

figuration of the structure is a function of the illumtnatiniz laser intensity and the 

temperature. The stationary configuration, obtained by a long illumination at 

a fixed laser intensity and at a fixed spot temperature. can be altered by chang-

ing one or both of these parameters. We note that in the experiments the spot 

temperature is not fixed. In this case it is not necessary, at a constant laser 

intensity, for a stationary state to be established. Le oscillation can occur. 

This point is discussed further in § 4.4. 

Conventional' non-linearity  
There may also be a conventional non-linearity in the system. arising from 

the interaction of the laser field with the electronic structure of the amorphous 

material. Such an interaction was investigated by Fazekas (1981), who con-

sidered the effect to be due to charged and neutral defect centres and demon-
strated that the interaction between these centres may lead to a discontin'ous 

change in the electronic structure at a critical laser intensit y . 

Even if this laser-induced ' phase transition - was not the origin of the 

observed discontinuities. one has to consider the possibihtv that the absorption 

coefficient may depend explicitly (i.e. not through thermal effects) on the laser 

intensity. 

In our opinion all three effects described above are important in the observed 

phenomena- However, the measurements carried out up to now are not 

sufficient to enable their relative importance to be properl y  estimated. In the 

following section we consider quantitatively the effect of the thermal component 

only. This is the opposite limit to that considered by Fazekas (1981) but, as we 

shall demonstrate, our model is also able to explain some of the observed optical 

anomalies. 

4.2. Quantitative treatment of the thermal effects 

Let us consider a plane parallel, self-supporting film of thickness L of a given 

substance. The substance can be characterized by a complex refractive index 

mn+iK. where K is related to the absorption coefficient by a  =(4r/A0).c. In 

this treatment n and a  are considered to be single-valued, continuous functions 

of the temperature. We investigate the case of normal incidence of the light 
beam and, for simplicity, replace the Gaussian intensity profile of the laser 

beam by  a uniform intensity, I, which is cut off at a radius r 0 . 

The transmission and reflection coefficients of the film can be calculated by 

Abelès' method (Born and Wolf 1968). In the limit K << n. the transmission and 

reflection coefficients are respectively 

= I /(vt3 t  F + n1'/F - 2n1 n 2  cos 28). 	 (2) 

	

R=n1 n,(F+IIF-2 cos 28)'r, 	 (3) 

where 
,t 1 =(n+1) 2 /4n, n2 =(n—I)14n 

2,' 
r=exp(L). 	8=-nL. 
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The energy dissipated per unit time and unit area. 11, can be determined 

from the energy conservation law 

l$'=ID, Dr I -(R+'r). 	 (4) 

To determine the temperature distribution in the sample, it is necessary to 
know how the dissipated heat is conducted away from the spot. We consider 

two limiting cases. 
(I) The heat is conducted away in the direction normal to the surfaces by 

the surrounding air. The heat flow can be taken to be proportional to 

- T 1-. The time dependence of the spot temperature T 5  is then 

governed by the equation 

D(TS)_k(Ts-TF) 	 (5) 

where c is the specific heat of the substance and k -isa constant. 

(2) In the opposite limit we assume that heat conduction takes place only 
in the plane of the sample The temperature is assumed to be fixed (T v ) 

at a radius R. The heat conduction equation in this case is 

I 	 fE 2 T I ?T\ 
D(T(rD 	rj+r 	rcr,  

	

6T=j  TL tcr r cc ) 	
(6) 

ct 	f2 2 T 1 ?T\ 
> 0' 

where r0  is the radius of the laser beam and A the heat conductivity. 

At r=r0  we require T and ?T/?r to be continuous. 

For r > ro  the solution can be written as 

T=A ln(R/r)+TF. 	 (7) 

For r< r, eqn. (6) can be solved, for example by expanding T and D in powers 

of r. This gives 

T(r)=Te _Brt + 

D(T(r))=D(To)+ 	(T-T0)+ (8) 

7 8 

aT -r0 

where T0 = T(0). Taking into account that R,r0 , 
it can be assumed that the 

temperature drop within the spotis not too large, so that fourth-and higher-

order terms in r can be neglected. In this case 

T(r0) 	- Br02 , T(r0) - 2Br0  

and the continuity conditions give 

B - 

r02[i +2 in (R/r0)] 
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Equations (6) and (8) yield 

	

TOI 	 A 
(T o  — T y ) . 

t 

	

TL 	7,2(1 2 In (R,r0 )] 

Identify ing T with the spot temperature T. we have the same equation as 

in ease (I), eqn. (5). with 
A 

k r
02[ I + 2 In (R/r0 )] 

In a real experiment both types of heat conduction occur simultaneously - 
However, as we have seen, in both limits the same mathematical equation 
describes the problem. We now investigate the properties of this equation, 

writing it in the form 

	

70
77ID(T) —(T_Tr) 	 (10) 

(from now on we omit the subscript S from T 5). 71 is a constant determined 

by the geometry. 
We are interested in stationary solutions, when 

(11) 

To solve eqn. (it) explicitly, the temperature dependences of a and n have to be 

known As discussed in § 3.1. for amorphous semiconductors these can be 

given as (see eqns. (1 a) and (1 b)) 

x(T) io eXp ( _( Eg hv)Ik n TI 

T) =na+ fiT. 

To demonstrate how discontinuities and bistability can occur, let us first 
neglect the temperature dependence of the refractive index A schematic 

curve representing D(T) for this case is given in. fig. S. At low temperatures. 

where exp (it)- l(cl. D(T) is proportional to z(T). At high temperatures 

where exp (it) >> I. D(T) tends to a saturation value. I - [(n — I )J(n + I )] 

(i.e. all light entering the sample is absorbed). Equation (ii) can be solved 
graphically by determining the intercepts of D(T) and the straight line 

(T - T 1 )h11 As can be seen from fig. 8, if I-c 1, or I> I_. there is only one 

solution for T. However, in the range I_cl c !_ there are three solutions. 

To decide whether a given solution is stable or not, one has to consider what 
happens if the temperature deviates slightly from its equilibrium value. If 

the sign of ?Tf?t is such that the temperature approaches the equilibrium 
value, the solution is stable in the opposite case it is unstable From eqn. (10) 

we deduce the condition of stability to be 

	

(D(n _T;JTF) c o . 	 ( 12) 

This inequality is satisfied for the solutions denoted by T 1  and T3  in fig. S. 

Consequently, in the intensity range I. <Ic I_ there are two stable solutions. 

The first solution, T, corresponds to a cold and transparent state of the film 

this happens when the laser intensity is increased from 0. The state becomes 

unstable at I = 1.,., where a discontinuous transition takes place to a warm and 
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Fig. 8 

am- 

0 

Determination of the spot t emperature at different laser intensities a is considered 
to be constant. 

strongly absorbing state. When the intensity is decreased from a value larger 

than I. the film remains in this warm ' state down to a second critical 

intensity. i_ (]_<I- ). At this intensity the film transforms back to the 

'cold' state. 
The behaviour described above is typical of optical bistability (Abraham 

and Smith 1982). Note. however, that in the present mechanism the reflection 
at the boundaries does not play an important role, and that the switching is 
from the transparent to the dark state when the intensity is increased. These 
features are the opposite of what is found in conventional optical bistability. 

In the above considerations the variation of the refractive index with 
temperature has been neglected. In fig. 9 we demonstrate that this variation, 
although weak. may itself also lead to bistability. Keeping a a non-zero 

constant, D oscillates with increasing 7' because of the temperature dependence 
of the term cos 28 in eqns. (2) and (3). As shown in fig. 9, in this case there is 
again an intensity range in which two stable spot temperatures belong to a 

given I. (At higher i'ntensities further bistable ranges exist.) In this second 
mechanism of bistability the reflections of the light beam at the boundaries 
play an important role. However, we emphasize that the bistability is again 

caused by  the feedback between the temperature rise of the spot and the 

temperature dependence of the optical constants. 
In fig. 10 we present schematically the transmission coefficient r as a 

function of laser intensity when only 7 (fig. 10 (a.)) and only a (fig. 10(b)) depends 

on the temperature. In both cases the 'dynamical transmission coefficient 
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defined as F.JI. becomes infinite at the critical intensities. It can be shown 

that near the critical intensities 

CT 2 	 (13) 

Ci 

However, the direction of the jump of r in one case is the opposite of that in 

the other. 

Fig. 9 

C 

T, 	•T, 	lz 	I 

Determination of the spot temperature at different laser intensities . a is considered 
to be constant. 

Fig. I 

(b) 
(47) 

TransmicsiOfl coefficient as a function of laser  intensitY: (a) nconstaflt. 
(b) a =constant. 
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In a real situation, when both a and n are temperature dependent, inter-

ference between the two effects leads to different complicated shapes and 
singularities in the curves of transmission versus incident intensity (see the 

next section) 

4.3. Application of the model to a-GeSe 2  films 

In this section we present some calculated transmission and reflection 
curves as a function of light intensity in which we utilized the experimentally 

determined a(T) and n(T) values of a-GeSe 2  films (see § 3.1). The shape of the 
curves also depends on the thickness of the films. The problem arises that the 
term cos 26 (see eqns. (2) and (3) in § 4.2) is very sensitive to the exact value 
of the thickness. Therefore in the calculation we used the relation 

8 = 8 + 2(,7/A 0 )L fiT and 8 was considered to be an independent parameter. 
The calculation showed that the shape of the curves is very sensitive to the 

value of 6° . This may explain the experimental finding that in samples with 
slightly different thicknesses the detailed shapes of the curves of transmission 

versus intensity were rather diverse 
In fig. II the experimentally determined transmission (r) and reflection (B) 

coefficients are plotted against incident laser power. For comparison, the 
curves of r and B versus laser power calculated according to the thermal model 
(see § 4.2) are shown in fig. 12. The value of 8 °  was chosen such that the 

calculated and measured t and B should be the same at zero intensity. Al-
though there is no quantitative agreement between the curves in figs. Ii and 12, 
the model reflects the non-linear behaviour and, in particular. the discontinuities 

both in transmission and reflection. 
In fig. 13 the experimentally determined values of the absorption coefficient 

are compared with the theoretically calculated values. There are two sharp 

increases in a at the observed optical discontinuities. both in the experimental 

Fig. I  

t.R % 

Experimentally determined 7 and R values as a function of laser power for a laser 
beam diameter of 160pm. 
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Fig. 12 

Calculated T and F? values as a function of laser intensity using 
(I are given in degrees Kelvin. 

Fig. 13 

Absorption coefficient a as a function of laser power. 
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and theoretical curves. However, the model predicts a higher increase in 

than was found experimentally.  
The model predicts that the critical laser intensity I at which the optical 

switching occurs depends strongly on the spot size. Considering heat con-
duction to occur only in the plane of the film (see § 4.2. case (2)). we would 

expect from eqn. (9) that I t — 11r02[l + 4  In (R1r0
)]. 

This is in accordance with 

the experimental observation that  L increases with decreasing laser spot size 

(see § 3.2). 
The model allows us also to investigate the influence of the film tem- 

perature. Figure 14 shows the calculated transmitted light intensity 'rr as 
a function of laser intensity at different film temperatures T 1 . In these calcu- 

lations 8 was chosen such that the room-temperature curve should resemble 

the experimental curve presented in fig. 3. One can see the same tendencies in 

Fig. 14 
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Calculated transmitted light intensity as a function of film temperature using 
8=2-85. 
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fig. 14 as in the experimentally recorded curves (fig. 4): that both the amplitude 

of the discontinuities and the hysteresis decrease with increasing film tem-

perature. We made no attempt to determine the absolute value of the incident 

laser intensity in the theoretical calculations described above; this would 

require knowledge of the value of the term introduced in eqn. (10). 

Considering only the thermal effect, the model is able to reproduce the 

general trends of the observed phenomena. However, the influence of the 
increase in film temperature is more pronounced in the experiments than is 

predicted by our thermal model. 
It is clear that we cannot obtain quantitative agreement between experi-

ment and theory without taking into account other effects produced by the 

irradiation (see, for example, points (2) and (3) in § 4.1). This is particularly 

true for oscillatory phenomena (see § 3.4) which could not be explained by 

purely thermal model. 

4.4. Considerations concerning the oscillaiorg phenomena 
We suggest that the occurrence of oscillation under certain experimental 

conditions (see § 3.4) at a fixed laser intensity can be explained by a combination 

of thermal effects and photostructural changes. To see more precisely how the 
oscillation occurs, we calculated the oscillation of the absorption coefficient 

from the recorded transmission and reflection curves in fig. 7. The result is 

shown in fig. 15. In the bright state of oscillation (lower s values), , is in-
creasing. The phenomenon has already been discussed (see § 3.3) and has turned 

out to be connected with photostructural changes. As a increases due to the 
photostructural change. the spot temperature also increases due to the higher 

dissipation. This can lead to a discontinuity in the same way as for increasing 

laser intensity. 
In the dark state (higher a values), where the spot temperature is supposed 

to be higher, the laser irradiation causes a continuous decrease in the absorption 

Fig. 15 

Calculated oscillation of the absorption coefficient using the experimental data 
presented in fig. 7. 
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coefficient. At the elevated temperature the direction of the slow photo-
structural change is reversed, and the spot temperature decreases continuously. 
This decrease can lead to a discontinuous switch to the bright state (lower 

values). 
A model for photostructural changes in chalcogenide glasses was presented 

by Kolobov. Kolorniets. KonstantinOv and Lyubin (1981). based on the double 
well potential description proposed by Tanaka (1980). The model predicts 
that, on raising the spot temperature, the direction of the photostructural 

change may reverse. A quantitative treatment of this problem will be given by 

us in a forthcoming paper. 
As mentioned above, there are marked differences in the oscillatory pheno-

mena in samples with and without substrates (self-supporting). The role of the 
substrate may be that it enables the heat produced by the laser to be conducted 
away more efficiently. Consequently. thermal effects are reduced and the 
material can tolerate a much higher laser field without crystallizing. The 
higher laser field enhances the photostructural effects rather than the thermal 

effects. 

§ 5. Cocci-rsio 
We have shown that amorphous semiconductor films display a rich variety 

of non-linear optical phenomena. We have observed a new type of optical 

bistability in amorphous GeSe 2  films which cannot be explained b the same 

mechanism (Miller et al. 1981. Gibbs et at. 1979) used for crystalline semi- 

conductors. 
The non-linear behaviour in the present case may be attributed to at least 

three different mechanisms, namely thermal effects, photostructural changes 
and electronic non-linearity. Considering only electronic non-linearity, as did 
Fazekas (1981), one can explain the discontinuity in the optical properties but 
cannot account for the memory effect and hysteresis. The purely thermal 
model presented in this paper explains the discontinuity, the hysteresis and the 
fact that the critical laser power densities depend on the laser beam diameter. 
On the other hand. the memory effect and the corresponding oscillations cannot 

be explained. 
In order to explain quantitatively all the observations, a model is needed 

which combines the three mechanisms (thermal, photostructural andel ectronie) 
acting simultaneously during the illumination. In view of this, further optical 
measurements are planned in order to separate the photostructural changes and 

electronic non-linearity from the thermal effect. 
Finally, we emphasize that amorphous semiconductor films could provide 

simple and easily accessible elements in some optical applications. Because of 
the optical singularities (see, for example, fig. 3 and eqn. (13)), the films can be 
used as a new type of optical transistor. 
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car alec. be  Used for predicting tht erpefln)ect& conditions ICr observing light - 

induced bistability and oscillatory phenouts in other amorphous semivonducta 

11. L''raoDvcTIO5 

In recent years considerable interest has developed in connection with 
non-linear optical properties of condensed matter. Of special interest are the 
non-linear optical phenomena that occur at relatively low levels of tight 
intensity, as these effects may find applications in integrated optics. Perhaps 
the most promising effect is the intrinsic optical bistability in crystalline semi' 
conductors observed by Gibbs, McCall, Venkatesan, Gosaard, Pasaner and 

Wiegmann (1979) and Miller, Smith and ,Johnston (1979) (see also Abraham and 

Smith 1982). 
In the - few years it has been reported that strongly non-linear optical 

phenomena occur in amorphous evaporated GeSe 5  films. The first observations 
were made on a-GeSe, films on silica substrates. It was found that under the 
influence of a continuous focused He-Ne laser beam, the transmission and 
reflection coefficients of the film show periodic oscillations in time, above a 
threshold —2 kW cm' (BaJtà. Zentai and KOsa Somogyi 1977, Bajtó and 

Apai 1980, Hajtb 1980). 
More recently, the optical be haviour  of self-supporting a-GeSe 3  films has 

been studied (Hajt6. J&ioeey and ForgAca 1982). In this case non-linearity 

occurs at much lower intensity levels ( - SOW  cir9. Oscillation of the optical 
properties occurs only in a narrow intensity range. Bistability and hysteresis 
were also found, without placing the sample it an optical resonator. 

Different mechanisms have been suggested to explain this peculiar optical 

behaviour. Fazekas (1981) proposed that the observed anomalies are due to a 
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collective phenomenon of the charged and neutral defects present in evaporated 

a-GeSe 3  films. Recently Phillips (1982) suggested that the oscillatory behaviour 
is closely connected to the laser-induced reversible microerystallization, which 

was observed in a-GeSe, with the help of Raman spectroscopy (Griffiths. 

Espinosa, Remeika and Phillips 1982). 
Recently (Hajtó and Jánossy 1983) an alternative interpretation has been 

considered in which laser heating produces the optical anomalies. This model 
gives a natural explanation of the differences in the behaviour of self-supporting 
samples and those on substrates. In the latter case the heat is conducted 

away  much more efficiently from the Illuminated spot and consequently in this 
case a much higher laser field is necessary to produce the same thermal effect. 
The pure thermal model explains the optical bistability, in terms of a mixture 
of 'absorptive' and 'dispersive' types of bistabilitj (Abraham and Smith 
1982). Furthermore it accounts for the observation that the critical laser 
power densities depend on the beam diameter. On the other hand it does not 

explain the oscillatory behaviour 
It was suggested by us that the oscillations can be explained by taking into 

account the photostructural changes induced by the laser beam in chalcogenide 

glasses (see '  for example, Tanaka 1980). The aim of the present paper is to 
treat the combined effect of the laser beating and phot.ostructural changes 
quantitatively and to show how these effects can produce oscillations. We 

confine ourselves to reversible photostrucbiral changes (Tanaka 1980). 
The photostructural changes are usually much slower than the thermal 

effects. Thus the pure thermal model (Rajt.6 and Janoesy 1983) is relevant 
for experiments in which the intensity is scanned fast enough to prevent 
significant photostructural changes. in the present paper we discuss the 
opposite limit, i.e. what happens at fired intensity. In the theoretical descrip-
tion, presented in 12, we consider for the sake of simplicity only the changes 
of the absorption coefficient. In reality the refractive index is also temperature 
dependent and shows photo-induced changes (Tanaka 1980, Hajtó ei at. 1982). 

This fact adds a number of complications to the phenomenon. We think 
however that our simplified description reflects the main features of the under-
lying mechanism. Also we show in the discussion (1 3) this mechanism should 
also lead to oscillations in other chaloogenide amorphous semiconductors, 
provided that the relevant parameter! (wavelength of light, temperature and 

thickness of the film) are properly chosen. 

§ 2. TfloRrflCAL 00XSWXRATIONS 

2.1. Tliermol effects 
A previous treatment of thermal effects was based on the strong temperature 

dependence of the absorption coefficient. a (at fixed wavelength) which is 

observed in most amorphous semiconductors above room temperature (Mott 
and Davis 1979). This dependence can be described by Urbach's rule, 

r is_Al 
a=,exp1—,,_l

—h

T )j. 	
(1) 

The central problem (discussed by Hajtó and Jánossy (1983)) was to deter-
mine temperature rise in the illuminated spot due to the dissipation of the laser 
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beam. This was calculated by assuming that the heat loss is due to the difference 

in te
mperature between the illuminated spot and that of the film (the 'spot 

temperature' T and the 'film temperature' Tv). Thus the spot temperature 

was determined from the equation 

aT 	 (2) 

where ,
I  and r 

are constants determined by the thermal constants of the 

material and geometry, J is the incident laser flux, V is the dissipation coefficient 

(= dissipatiOn/b1d&t flux) which depends on a and thus on T. V is simply 

related to the transmission and reflection coefficients (Q and R respectively) as 

D 	—R. 	
(3) 

For self-supporting samples, 

Q = 1/[n1 ' 1' + (n'/r) - 2n1n 2  cos 281, 1 
(4) 

3 

where n1 =(n+ 1) 2/4n, n=(n— 1)2j4n and 

r=exp(d). 

where L is the sample thickness and iv the refractive index. 
The stationary value of the spot temperature can be determined from the 

equation ,JINT = 1'— r,. (5) 

together with the stability condition 

(6) 

Discussion of the solutions of the above equations can be found in Hajtó 
and Jénoesy (1983). It is shown there that, at certain critical intensities, 
'thermal run -sway ' occurs- This is the origin of the discontinuities observed 

when the intensity is scanned. 
To describe what happens at fixed intensity, the 

photoinduced processes 

must also be considered In order to make the description quantitative, we 

use the theory of photostruetur*1 changes presented by Koloboc, Kolomieta 

Konstantinov and Lyubin (1981). in § 22 we briefly summarize this theory. 

2.2. Pk4ostrudUt changes 

A detailed description of photcetructum.l changes in amorphous chalco-

genide se
miconductors has been given by Tanaka (1980). According to Tanaka 

(1980) these structural changes are due to phot.oinduc'ed displacements of 
chalcogen atoms. A fraction of these atoms can sit in two different equilibrium 

positions. On a configurational coordinate diagram these positions correspond 

to the minima of the double-well potential- One of the minima represents the 
ground state and the other can be considered as a metastable excited state. 

Transitions from one configuration to the other occur through photoinduced 
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and—nest the glass transition temperaturt_–pure thermal processes. Accord-

ing to Kolobov ti a). (1981), the photoinduced transitions consist of two steps: 
a thermally activated small displacement of the atom and an electronic 
excitation by the incoming photons, which is followed by a relaxation to the 

new equilibrium position. 
KoloboV 5 a). (1981) found the population kinetics are governed by the 

equation 	 d V N+J01. 	 (7) 

where S is the number of units in the metastable state divided by the total 

number of sites, and a and as  are the cross-sections of the transitions from the 
ground state to the metastable state and for the inverse transitions, respectively. 
The temperature dependence of the cross-sections can be expressed as 

01 =K,exp(–EJkT). 1=1,2, (8) 

where K - lIT. The activation energies Ej  are of the order of tenths of 

electron 401U. 

In eqn. (7), r is the relaxation time to the ground state via pure thermal 
transitions. This relaxation is usually very slow, except near the glass-

transition temperature 7' s, and it can often be neglected. 

The stationary solution of equ. (7) is 

ai 	 1 

lfJr+(ai +cs) ijq+i+/exp(_ThT) 

with /=Ks/K1, SE = E1  - E 1  and q =JrK1  exp (— E1JkT). Equation (7) can 

be rewritten as 

	

dNP-2 	 i 
With _=J(01 +c,)+. 

d1 	t' 	
t 

The next problem to be considered is the connection between the value of 
S and the optical parameters of the substance. For the sake of simplicity we 
assume that the photoinduced processes influence only the value of a, otherwise 
the Urbach rule (eqn. (1)) remains valid. Furthermore we take a proportional 

to N. With this assumption we derive from eqn. (9) an equation describing the 

kinetics of photostructufl.l changes: 

where is the stationary value of as 

A 
(T, J) i/q+1+/erp(–Efl) 

To sum up, we have the following picture of photostructufli change in 
amorphous semiconductors. The atomic configuration in amorphous materials 
is not so strictly determined as in crystalline solids, and & large number of 

met configurations can exist in them. In amorphous chalcogenide 
materials interaction with light quanta can cause certain atoms to move from 
one equilibrium position to another, thus altering the structure. 

(9) 

(10). 

('')( 
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In our description, the instantaneous structure of the amorphous network 
is characterized from the optical point of new by the value of a represents 
the fraction of atoms in the metastable 'tate. Under the influence of laser 
irradiation the network approaches an equilibrium structure in which the 
number of transitions from the ground state to the metastable state equals the 
number of inverse transitions. This is characterized by the equilibrium value 

of a,, 
We note that the simplifications made in deriving the exact form of (T, J) 

(eqn. (11)) are not essential in describing the oscillatory phenomenon. The 
important point is that there exists an equilibrium value of a () which is 
determined by the temperature and in some cases by the light intensity also. 
However, Z. does not depend on the previous history of the illuminated spot. 

but the value of a itself does depend on the previous history, and at a given 
moment it can be larger or smaller than the equilibrium value at a given 
temperature and intensity. In the first case, (a,>), a decreases (photo. 

bleaching), in the second ( 2.<Z) a,  increases (photodarkening). Thus whether 
darkening or bleaching occurs under the influence of the laser beam depends 
on the history of the given spot. This fact was proved experimentally by 
Averyanoc, Kolobor, Kolomiets and Lyubin (1981). 

Finally we estimate the energy change of the system associated with photo. 

structural changes. Tanaka (1980) deduced from volume change measurements 
that during photostnicturtl prO5Se8 S = 101O cir' atoms are moved. 
Furthermore, according to experiments in a-GeSe, a typical relaxation time 
for photostructural changes at room temperature and an intensity level of 
-50W cur' is a few seconds. Suppose that the energy released or absorbed 
in one atomic event is not more than 1 eV. The energy change per second per 

cm3  due to photostructural changes under these conditions does not exceed 

1 W cm -3 . However, the energy production due to normal absorption Jr1 1  

under the same conditions, is -5 x 10 W cm -', where we have taken 

= 10' cm-'. Consequently, when determining the laser-induced heating, the 
energy change associated with photostructural changes can be neglected. 

2.3. Determination o/thc stationary state and its stability 

According to the considerations presented in U 2.1 and 2.2, the spot 

temperature 7 and a can be considered as independent variables which satisfy 

the equations 
aT  

 

The stationary solutions (i.e. at 8T/at=aa..J?t0) of eqns. (12) and (13) are 

	

1?JD(a,. T) - T - T, 	 (14) 

	

a,=r,(T,J). 	 (15) 

For the present analysis it is very important to note that under the present 
experimental conditions the thermal relaxation time r is much smaller than the 
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structural relaxation time i' (this was inferred from experimental observations). 

As already mentioned, we found t to be a few seconds at J —50W cm -1 . 

However, measurements with a chopped laser beam showed another relaxation 
process with a time constant of a few milliseconds. A rough estimation of the 
parameters involved in eqn. (12) showed that this latter process can be identified 
with the establishment of a pseudo-thermal equilibrium. associated with the 

actual value of s. 
As a consequence of the large difference between t and ,, we can assume 

that after switching on the laser, a pseudo-thermal equilibrium is first quickly 

established which corresponds to the actual value of s. As m, is changed by 

the laser beam, the spot temperature follows 'adiabatically' the pseudo-
equilibrium value corresponding to the actual structure. The main point, 
however, is that this pseudo-equilibrium is not necessarily stable against 

thermal fluctuations (with fixed as). 
To derive the condition of thermal stability let us denote by T the tem-

perature of the pseudo-equilibrium with a given a (i.e. T' is a solution of 

eqn. (14), while eqn. (15) is not necessarily satisfied). If by a thermal fluctua-

tion T is changed to T 1 + 8T, from eqn. (12) we obtain 

28T  a 
TO 	= 	[rpJD— (T 	T,))ST. 

As t0 is positive. ST relaxes to zero if 

 
FT 

This condition can also be expressed in & more convenient form. Let us 

examine how T' changes if s changes to 	From eqn. (14), 

8[I7JD(%. 

x[7JD—(T 	T F)]8T 5 =O. 

As can be seen from eqns. (3) and (4), eD/a,>O (i.e. for a higher absorption 

coefficient, there is a higher dissipation if all other parameters are fixed). 

Consequently the stability condition (16) can be written in the form 

 

In fig. I a is plotted against 7C for different laser intensities (different 

values of t.I). The parameters used were L=6um, E,_hp0.138eV, 

300 K, it = 250, cos 28 = 0 (the temperature dependence of it is neglected). 

These parameters correspond to the data of a-GeSe, self-supporting films (Hajtó 

and Jánossy 1983). The dotted lines, where 8a_JT<0, correspond to un- 

stable 
Sol , ut,ong. It can be seen from fig. I that there is a region on the s, P 

diagram where stable solutions do not exist. The unstable region separates 
solutions which correspond to the 'illuminated' and 'dark ' states, respectively. 

The stationary solution can be found by plotting (T) on the same diagram 

as the (T) curves. As a given intensity the intercept of (T) and &(T) 

determines the stationary solution. If (T) crosses the unstable region there 
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Fig. I 
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Graphical determination of the stationary state. The continuous and dotted lines 
represent the stable and unstable parts of the i( T) curves. The dashed line 
marks the boundary between the stable and unstable regions. The stationary 

state corresponds to the intercept of %(T) and (T). Oscillation occurs 

when the intercept is in the unstable region. 

is an intensity interval where the intercept corresponds to an unstable solution; 

in this case oscillation occurs. 
To illustrate this we chose the parameters involved in Kolobovs theory in 

an arbitrary manner (&(0)=2 x 10 cm', E 1 =Q15eV, E,=10-2eV, f=2) 1  

and pure thermal relaxation is neglected (1..r=0). As shown in fig. 1. with 
these parameters oscillation occurs in the intensity range 810 c'1J <890. 

In § 2.4 we analyse in detail the behaviour of the film in different intensity 

ranges. assuming that the film was previously annealed. 

2.4. Mechanism of oscillation 
According to our considerations. three different intensity ranges can be 

distinguished. 
(I) The intensity is smaller than the lower threshold for oscillation. In 

this case only photodarkening takes place and a stationary state is established 

in the illuminated side. 
(2) When no stable stationary solution exists, we use the time-dependent 

equations (12) and (13) to calculate the time variation of a and T. Because 

the pseudo-thermal equilibrium is established much faster than the structural 

equilibrium, we can regard the s, T point (characterizing the state of the spot) 

as moving along the a (T') curve corresponding to fixed intensity. It always 
moves in the direction in which the absolute value of s-a, decreases. The 
different stages of the oscillation are illustrated in fig. 2. Let us start with a 
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Fig. 2 
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Different stages of oscillation (1 photodarkenmg. (2) switch to the dark state, 
(3) photobleaching. (4) switch to the illuminated state. 

sample for which at the beginning 2. is small. The , T point is on the 

illuminated branch of the curve. As aL. is smaller than T., photodarkening 
occurs and the point moves towards the unstable region. When it reaches the 
boundary of the unstable region a discontinuous switch takes place. According 
to our analysis this switch is fast, and there is no time for photostructural 
changes to take place, i.e. a remains the same. Graphically this means that 
the spot 'moves' horizontally until it reaches a stable pseudo-equilibrium 
temperature on the dark side. Along the dark branch of the curve at. is larger 
than , so photobleaching occurs and the i. T point again moves towards 
the unstable region. At the boundary the next switch takes place to the 
illuminated state, again fast enough to avoid any significant change in a.. 
Thus a again becomes smaller than a and the whole cycle recommences. 

The variations in a, M e  and T during the cycle are presented in fig. 3 for 
= 850. The corresponding oscillation in the transmission and reflection 

coefficients are shown in fig. 4, where for comparison experimentally recorded 
curves are also shown. Considering the simplifications we have made in our 
model, quantitative agreement of the experimental curves with the calculated 
ones cannot be expected, but the similarity in the general features of the 

curves is obvious. 
(3) If the intensity is higher than the upper limit for oscillation, photo-

darkening occurs first, followed by a switch to the dark state. In the dark 
state photobleaching occurs but is not sufficient to switch the spot back to the 
illuminated state; a stationary state is established. We note that if the laser 
beam is switched off and after some time is turned on again, the thermal 
equilibrium corresponding to the illuminated state is first established (because 

before switching on the laser, T= T7). The stationary state is reached again 
through photodarkening. discontinuity and photobleaching. This effect has 
been observed in a-GeSe2  films (Hajtó and Jdnoasy 1983, § 3.3, fig. 6). 
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Fig. 3 
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(a) Calculated transmission and reflection oscillations for ,7J=850. (5) Experi-
mentally registered curves for 6 itm thick self-supporting GeSe, films. Laser 
power 13-5 mW, spot diameter 207 pm. 
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§ 3. Discrssiow 

In § 2 we showed that a combination of thermal and photostructural effects 

leads to highly non-linear behaviour and to oscillatory phenomenon in chalco' 
genide amorphous semiconductor films. Our theory explains the main features 
of observations made of self-supporting a-GeSe, films (Hajtó ci al. 1982). 

namely that oscillations occur in a narrow intensity range : the oscillations 
consist of four different steps: at lower intensities memory effectS photo-

darkening is observed, at higher intensities the stationary state is reached 
through photodarkening and discontinuity, and this process is repeated every time 

the light is switched off. We believe that more detailed agreement could be 
obtained by taking into account the changes in the refractive index. A further 
improvement may also be obtained if the thermal relaxation of s, could be 
taken into account, which may have some significance in the dark (high-

temperature) phase of the oscillation 
In principal the same theory should hold for GeSe 1  samples adhering to a 

substrate, the main difference being that higher intensities are needed, and as 

a consequence the oscillations are faster. Indeed, the recorded transmission 
and reflection oscillations show similar features of self-supporting samples 
(Hajtd 1980, Hajtó and Apai 1980). A remarkable difference, however, is 

that the curves obtained with GeSe 2  films on substrates are very noisy, especially 

in the dark state. 
In some cases the noise becomes so strong that it is hard to distinguish it 

from the oscillations. This makes it difficult to carry out systematic measure-

ments with such samples. 
As an explanation of this fact we suggest. following Phillips (1982), that the 

noise is due to laser-induced reversible microcrvstallization, and it 'simply 

reflects the noise of N > 10 8  microcrystallites randomly switching from the 

ordered crystalline to disordered glassy configurations' (Phillips 1982). The 

same effect is much weaker it. sell-supporting films because of the much 

smaller light intensity. 
Finally, we note that according to our model oscillation should occur in 

any amorphous semiconductor film provided that 

(I) the sample thickness, wavelength of the light and film temperature 

are properly chosen, and 
(2) (T) is a decreasing function of T. 

To show this. consider any material for which Urbach's rule is valid. As a 
first step the boundary curve between the stable and unstable regions has to be 

determined. This curve depends only on the thickness L, the film temperature, 

T F, and F, - hv. Thus if L, TF  and (by choosing the wavelength properly) 

F, - It v are chosen to have the same value as for the curves presented in fig. I, 

the same boundary curve is obtained. 
The condition for oscillation is that ,(T) should pass through the unstable 

region. This condition is, of course, not automatically satisfied for a given 

thickness. However, as (T) at fixed T is inversely proportional to L (I) 

depends only on iL, see eqns. (1), (3) and 4)), a,(T) should necessarily intersect 

the boundary curve if the thickness is small enough (see fig. 5). Thus if the 

film is thinner than a critical value of L, oscillation should occur. The above 

consideration may serve as a guide to rmding oscillatory phenomenon in other 

chalcogenide materials. 
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Boundary curves between stable and unstable regions for different thicknesses. If 

LcL the (T) curve passes through the unstable region and oscillation occurs. 
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Recent experimental observations on high-Speed memory switching in p t -n-i 

structures of amorphous silicon are described. 	
Particular emphasis is 

given to the first switching operation of a virgin device which is 
effectively a unique forming process for all subsequent operations. 	There 

is a characteristic delay for forming, varying over ten orders of magnitude 

from - 10' to - ia-8  S. 	Evidence is presented to show that forming is a 
charge controlled process which occurs at a constant field across the 
n-layer, but details of the switching mechanisms in the a-Si p-n-i devices 
remain obscure. 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Widespread interest in the phenomena of threshold (monostable or volatile) 

and memory (bistable or non-volatile) electrical switching in chalcogenide 
glasses provided the impetus for much of the poineering research in the field 

Of amorphous semiconductors in the late 1960s and early 1970s)' 2 	There are 

still some controversial features but by and large generally acceptable models 

for both threshold and memory switching in chalcogenide glasses are now 

reasonably well established. 3,4 
By contrast, and despite the almost unprecedented growth of research and 

development on amorphous silicon (a-Si) since the mid-19705, oractically 

nothing has been reported on electrical switching in that material. 	Some 

cursory observations of threshold switching in homogeneous films of evaporated 

a-Si. with very tentative evidence for memory behaviour, were described by 

Feldman and Moorjani contemporaneously with s'e of the early literature on 

switching in chalcogenide glasses. 5 	There seems to have been no curther 

activity until the work of Dey and Fong who observed threshold switching in 

homogeneous films of evaporated a-Si with titanium contacts, 6.7 Much more 

recently, den Boer has also reported threshold switching in a-Si, but 
specifically In hvd,plenate4 n'-i-n structures (i stands for "intrinsic"). 8  

To the authors' knowledge, the only other relevant pacer, again on hydro-

genated a-Si, is the slightly prior publication of Gabriel and Adler 9  who 

searched unsuccessfully for switching in homogeneous filnt with molybdenum 

ontacts. 	
They concluded that unlike the chalcogenide glasses, hydrogenated 

002.3093183/0000_0O®/50300 0 1983 Nt,rth.HOIIand/l'tiY1 	Society of Japan 
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a-Si does not have the fundamentally requisite properties for reversible 

switching behaviour. 
The present paper is concerned with studies of the electrical switching 

behaviour of heterogeneous structures of i-Si which evolved from a 
collaborative project between the amorphous semiconductor groups at the 

Universities of Dundee and Edinburgh in the U.K. 	* preliminary description 

Of this work has already been published 
10  and in the following sections a 

more detailed account of experimental observations will be presented with 
emphasis on the initial switching operation of freshly prepared (and 

previously unswitched) devices. 	It is believed, on the basis of the present 

evidence, that the first operation is a charge controlled process. 	The 

research Is still in its early stages however and the switching mechanisms 

remain obscure. 

DEVICE STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION 
A variety of configurations has been investigated but the majority of 

the observations to date, and all of the results reported in this paper, 
have been obtained on devices having a-Si doped and intrinsic (i) layers in 

the sequence p+ -n-i. 	Thea-Si was deposited by the glow discharge technique, 

with gas phase doping, as described by Spear. Stainless steel substrates 

were generally used and the total thickness of the deposited a-Si layers was 

between 0.5 and 1.0 urn. After completion of the a-Si deposition a series of 

gold (Au). altainium (Al) or nichro.tt (NiCr) dots (up to approximately 1 nfl in 

diameter) was evaporated onto the surface of the samples and the top contact 

was completed either by a probe or by a thin-wire attached to the metal dots 

with conducting silver paste. 

STATIC CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF VIRGIN DEVICES 
Typical current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for a freshly prepared 

(unswitChed) device are illustrated in figure 1(a) in both the forward and 

reverse directions (the forward direction is defined such that the substrate, 

and hence the p s -region. is positively biased). 	It must be emphasised here 

that these measurements were taken "by hanC, point-by-point, in a manner which 

required a few seconds for each point to be measured. 	The significance of 

this remark will become apparent in the next section. 	In the forward 

direction there is a region of ohmic behaviour over an appreciable voltage 

followed by an abrupt change to a markedly nor-ohmic region until, at the 

point indicated by the arrow, the device was unstable and it was impossible 

to continue with point-by-point measurements. 	The change from ohmic to non- 

ohmic behaviour is more clearly apparent in the conductivity vs. field plot of 
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FIGURE 1(a) 
Static current-voltage character-
istics of a virgin (unformed) 
device. The positive quadrant 
Corresponds to the p-layer 
positively biased. 

a 

I 

FIGURE 1(b) 
The data for 300C in figure 1(a) 
plotted in the form log.conduct-
ivity vs. field, and illustrating 
the change from ohmic to non-
ohmic behaviour. 

4 

of figure 1(b). 	As ambient temperature increases the onset of non-ohmic 

behaviour moves to lower voltages. In the reverse direction there is also an 

initial ohmic region (and this part of the I-V curve is symmetrical) but the 

change to non-ohmic behaviour is mitch more gradual and eventually the device 

breaks down. 

4. FORMING - STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 
As noted in the previous section, during point-by-point measurements under 

forward bias, at room temperatUre, the a-Si p-n-i device tends to become 

unstable when the applied bias is about 25 V. 	At higher temperatures the 

instability occurs at lower voltages, as indicated by the arrows in figure 1. 

On attempting to increase the voltage still further the device switches into 

a low resistance Oh-state. 	Typical I-V characteristics for both polarities 

in the ON-state are shown in figure 2; the 1-V curve is ohmic, it extrapolates 

through the origin (i.e. the Oh-state is permanent) and it is slightly 

asymi*trical. 	Note that the current is now measured in milliaups and the 

voltages across the device are small. 	On increasing the voltage in the 

forward direction the ON-state current continues to increase apparently 

indefinitely, subject only to any current limiting resistor, and the device 

is eventually destroyed, presumably by Joule heating. 	In the reverse 
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FIGURE 2 
l.m.sJ 	 Current-voltage characteristics of a device 

in the ON-state, at different temperatures, 
in the forward (IWO) and reverse (REV) 

FF/ //1 directions. 	The forward direction corre- 
sponds to the pt-layer positively biased. 
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FIGURE 3 
Complete static current-v2ltage character- 
istics of a formed a-Si p -n-i device, 
showing the forward and reverse threshold 
voltages. VThF and  VThR respectively. 

direction however another instability is observed and at about -1 V (typically) 

the device switches back into a high resistance OFF-state. 	The OFF-al 

transition may now be repeated by biasing in the forward direction but on the 
second and all subsequent switching operations the forward threshold voltage 

occurs at a much lower voltage than the first operation e.g. at - 5 V 
ThF  
compared with the 25 V observEd under the conditions obtaining for the 

measurements shown in figure 1. 	The first OfItil transition, occurring at 

a relatively high voltage, seem therefore to be unique and by analogy with 
the usage of switching in chalcogenide glasses, it is referred to as "forming". 

The formed a-Si device may be cycled through ON and OFF states by 

a sequence of biasing in forward and reverse directions with critical points 

at VIhI and, in the reverse direction.  VThR A complete and typical 

characteristic obtained on a curve tracer is illustrated in figure 3. 	on 

occasions the device appears to go through a number of intermediate ON-states 

during the OFF-GI transition and this is indicated in figure 3. 	In addition, 

there is often an observable and appreciable region of negative resistance 

in the reverse biased OFF-state characteristic of a formed device (also 

indicated in figure 3). 
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FIGURE 4 
The delay time for forming, t0, as a 
function of applied voltage, at three 
different temperatures. 	See text 
for details. 

FIGURE 5 
Illustrating the variation of the 
forming voltage. 4. on applying a 
voltage pulse, with the thickness of 
the n-layer. 

5. FORMING - DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The forming process, i.e. the first OFF-Ch transition, does not occur 

instantaneously when a voltage step or pulse is applied to the a-Si pt-n-i 

device. 	Initially there is a delay time. t 0 , during which the device current 

remains essentially constant at the OFF-state value appropriate to the voltage 

across the device. 	Only after this delay does the current begin to increase 

and it then rises essentially instantaneously to its ON-state value. 	The 

forming delay time is an extremely sensitive function of the applied voltage 

and typical data, obtained at three temperatures, are illustrated in figure 4. 

The forming delay time varies over nearly ten orders of magnitude from a few 

hundred seconds at low forming voltages to about 10 ns at high voltages. 	In 

particular, at a temperature dependent critical voltage V CR  there is virtually 

a discontinuous change in t 0  as a function of bias. 	The voltages VCR 

indicated in figure 4 are 	roughly coincident with the voltages at the 

points of instability marked by the arrows in figure I; VCR  also corresponds 

to the forming voltage which would be obtained in an experiment on a virgin 

device with a curve tracer. 	Note in figure 4 that above and below VCR the 

delay time tends to a value which seems to be approximately independent of 

both voltage and temperature; for the particular results illustrated tD  is in 

the range 1D2_103  s for V < VCR and in the range 10-100 ns 'or V > VCR' 
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FIGURE 7 
The ratio of charge to n- layer 
thickness (QId) as a function 

of forming potential. 
FIGURE 6 

The OFF—ON switching transient of a 
formed device, drawn from an oscillo-
scope trace. 	

TOP: Applied bias; 
vertical scale 2 V per division, 
horizontal scale 20 As per division. 
BOTTOM: Device current; vertical 
scale approximately 6 sA per 
division, horizontal scale 20 ns 
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pe The results plotted in figure 4 for V - VCR correspond of course to 

voltages less than the point of instability indicated 
it figure 1. 	There 

does appear to be a lower limit to the forming voltage however and present 

results indicate that the limiting voltage coincides wit' the bias at which 

the -V characteristics change from their ohmic to non-onmic behaviour (see 
ave shown that virgin devices 

figure 1 and section 31. 	Several experiments h  

fail to switch (form) even if held for many hours at a forward bias only just 

Delp, the non-Ohmic region, In other words, forming occ.r5 at any forward 

bias within the non-ohmic region of the - characterist'Cs but at voltages 

below the point of instability t0 is comparatively long. It must also be 

- 	
constant at its OFF-state 

emphasised again that the device current remains  

magnitude during the delay time, even when t o  is 130 5 or more. 

Preliminary experiments have been carried out to deteitine the effect of 

device geometry on the forming voltage V I . It was found that VF increases 

linearly with the thickness of the n_layer and data for typical p-n-i devices 

are plotted in figure 5; V1  in this case was measured by a curve tracer and 
tne voltage VCR indicated in 

as already mentioned therefore it coincides with  

figure 4. 	
Note that the results do not extrapolate to zero voltage for zero 

n_layer thickness. 
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6. DYNAMIC SWITCHING OF FORMED DEVICES 
The principal experimental features of the pulsed operation of formed a-Si 

p-n-i devices have already been described. 	
A represefltatiJe diagram drawn 

fron an oscilloscope trace of the OFF-ON transition on applying a fast voltage 

ramp is shown in figure 6. 	
The main points to note are as follows: 

(1) When biased with a pulse in tne forward direction tne device switches ON 

provided the pulse height exceeds the static threshold voltage V rhF 
 as 

defined in figure 3. 

On the time scae of 	
1 ns or less, there is no observable delay time 

in the response of a formed device. 	
The device current follows the 

applied voltage instantaneously on this timescale. 

Provided the pulse is long enough the ON-state is oermlianent and the pulse 

duration required for switching to a memory state increases as the pulse 

height decreases towards VThr• 	
In typical cases a permanent I-state is 

obtained with pulse durations of a few tens of nanoseconds and magnitude 

- 5 V in excess of VTNF. 
Simi !arly. on t asing n the -everse direction with a use of height 

VThR the device switches from OFF-ON and acamn there :s no observable 

delay in response. 

The ON-state appears to be truly permilanent. 	
Mo detectable changes nave 

oeen observed fl devices stored in their ON-st3te 'or 3 year Cr more. 

7. DISCUSSION 
The authors earlier paper on the new a-Si p-n-i device focusses mainly 

on the properties of tne formed switch, particularly ;ts dynamIc response, and 

the operational characteristics were compared with tnose of otner swmtcning 

devices. 	
The switching mechanisms in tne new cevice ,-raifl obscure and much 

more detailed research needs to be done. 	
At this ;taoe tnerefore there is 

little to add to the problem of memory switching 4.n formed devices but recent 

results do provide some insicht intc the forming crocess. 

It should be noted first tnat the charge which flows tnrouoli or into the 

device during the delay time (i.e. during forming) is an approximately constant 

function of pulse height for voltagesVCR' 	
In fact, as illustrated in 

figure 7, the ratio of charge to n-layer thickness (tVdn seems to be roughly 

independent of both pulse height and the thickness of the n-layer (sample 403 

in figure 7 has an n-layer thickness of 215 nm, sample 
349 of 445 nfl and 223 

of 780 mm). 	By  contrast both the current and the power vary markedly with 

the pulsing conditions. 
These observations suggest very strongly that forming is an electronic 

process associated with a critical charge density in the slayer. 
	:n cerms 
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of electrons the critical charge is 	1.2 ii 10 1 9 electrons cn( 3 . 	Moreover, 

the results in figure 5 imply that forming occurs at a constant field across 

the n-layer. 	For the particular devices shown the field is 2 x 10 V 

corresponding to a geometric charge which is rather less than the critical 

charge. 	
Typically, the ratio of the critical charge to geometric charge 

varies from about Join sample 403 (dn s 215 nm) to about 100 in sample 223 

(d 	780 tim). 	Finally, assuming a carrier mobility of 10 	 cm  V 	s' . the 

transit times across the n-layers are in the range of 1-4 ns for the samples 

shown. 	This is not inconsistent with the delay times for V 	VCR (see 

figure 4). 
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I. Introduction 

Electronic switches are solid-state devices that an be changed from a 
nonconducting OFF state to a conducting ON state by an appropriate 
electrical signal. The importance of such devices in the development of 
solid-state digital electronics has been enormous and is likely to remain so in 
the foreseeable future, especially with the increasing demand for memory 
elements. 
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The present article is concerned with two-terminal switching devices. 
Generally, these have one or the other of the two types of current - voltage 

(I- V) charactenstics shown schematically in Fig. la,b. In Fig. Ia the device 
switches from its OFF to its ON state at a critical threshold voltage V, but 

if the ON state conditions fall below a critical holding point (4, VI), the 

device reverts spontaneously to its OFF stale. Devices of this kind are ailed 

threshold switches; they are nonpermanent, or "volatile," and they always 
revert tothe OFF state in the absence of an appropriate bia& IlkFig. lbthem 
is again a critical switching voltage for the OFF to ON transition, but both 
ON- and OFF-state characteristics extrapolate through the I- V origin. 

Devices of this kind are therefore permanent, or nonvolatile, and they are 

called memory switches Memory devices can remain in either the ON or 
OFF state more or less indefinitely, whether or not a bias is applied and the 

ON to OFF transition is usually triggered by a current pulse. 
By the early 1970s many examples of threshold and memory switching 

had been reported in homogeneous thin films of a variety of amorphous 
materials, including simple oxides, transition-metal oxides, elemental se-
lenium, and boron. By far the most important materials, however, were 
the chalcogenide glasses in which, depending on composition, reproducible 
characteristics of the kind illustrated in Fig. I  (threshold switching) or Fig. 
lb (memory switching) may be obtained (Ovshinsky, 1968; Owen and 
Robertson, 1973). A substantial specialist literature on electrical switching 

(0) 

I 
I - 

-- 

Fin. I. Cuntnt-voltaSC characteristics for (a) threshold switching and (b) memory switch-

ing 
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in the chalcogenide glasses has developed, and although there are still some 
controversial features, generally accepted models of at least a semiquantita-
tive kind are now reasonably well established for both types of switching 
(Adler efa/.. 1978; Owen eral.. 1979). 

This article is concerned with recent studies of a rather different switching 
behavior in heterogeneous structures of amorphous hydrogenated silicon, 
which evolved from a collaborative project between the authors' groups at 
the Universities of Dundee and Edinburgh in the United Kingdom. A 
preliminary account of the work has already been published (Owen a al.. 
1982), and in the following sections a more detailed description of the 
experimental observations will be presented. 

Before proceeding, however, it is worth noting that, by contrast with the 
chaicogenide glasses and despite the almost unprecedented growth in it-

search and development on amorphous silicon (a-Si) since the  mid-1970s, 
very little has been reported on electrical switching in the latter material. To 
put the recent observations in context it is pertinent therefore to review 
briefly the relatively few previous reports of switching in a-Si. 

11. Previous Work Co Electrical Switching in 
Amorphous SWcon 

Some cursory observations of threshold switching in homogeneous films 
of a-Si, with very tentative evidence for memory behavior, were described by 
Feldman and Moozjani (1970) and Mooijani and Feldman (1970) contem-
poraneously with some of the early literature switching in chalcogenide 
glasses. More detailed experiments on the same structures were reported 
later (Feldman and Charles, 1974; Charles and Feldman, 1975). The au-
thors studied vacuum-evaporated films of a-Si in the range 0.3-2.0 pm 
thick, fitted with titanium electrodes. They also, incidentally, made similar 
observations on evaporated films of germanium. boron, and boron plus 
carbon. As threshold switches these a-Si structures had threshold voltages 
Vof 5- [O V, OFF resistances in the range . 1 -30 kO, and an ON resistance 
of about 100 a In common with the chalcogenide glasses, there wasadelay 
time before switching of 20-50 psec or more (at mom temperature) and the 
actual switching time was at least seven! microseconds. Feldman a al. did 
not, however, report any initial "forming" process, unlike the situation in 
chakogenide glass switches (see also Part V). As already noted, there was 
some tentative indication of memory switching, but that feature was appar-
ently not substantiated. Feldman and Charles (1974) interpreted the results 
in terms of a simple and qualitative electrothermal model involving the 
formation of a conducting filament; a similar, more quantitative model has 
been developed for switching in chalcogenide glasses (Owen er at. 1979). 

The work of Feldman and his colleagues, which originated in the early 
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1970s, seems to be the only investigation of switching in a-Si until the later 
studies of Dey and Fong (1977, 1979) and Dey (1980). These authors report 
results very similar to those of Feldman trot They studied thin films of a-Si 
in the range 0.3-1.5 pm thick, deposited by electron-beam heating in a 
vacuum evaporator. Titanium contacts were again used, either in the form 
of evaporated films or as probes. Dey and Fong reported only threshold 
switching, with I-V characteristics similar to those in Fig. Ia; they did not 
mention any evidence for memory behavior. In contrast to Feldman a at. 
however, Dey and Fong did observe forming effects; that is, the initial 
threshold voltage was relatively large but it decreased to a more or less 
constant value after & number of switching cycles. In Dey and Fong's devices 
the threshold voltage varied systematically from about 6 V for the thinner 
films(-0.3 pm)to about 9 V for the thicker films (a l.2 pm). The delay 
time before switching was in the range 2-60psec, varying in a systematic 
way with pulse height, pulse duration, and repetition rate, again in a manna 
very similar to switching in calcogenide glasses (Adler et at. 1978; Owen a 
at, 1979). Dey and Fong also interpreted their results in terms of a simple 
one-dimensional electrothermal model, but one developed a little more 
quantitatively than that by Feldman a at 

It should be noted that both Feldman et a! and Dey and Fong used a-Si 
films deposited by vacuum evaporation. This probably accounts for the 
relatively low OFF-state resistances which they both found (100-100 kfl). 
It is now well established that vacuum-evaporated a-Si is a very different 
material from the hydrogenated form of a-Si obtained, for example, by the 
carefully controlled glow-discharge decomposition of silane (e.g., Spear, 
1977). 

Three papers concerned specifically with switching in hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon by Gabriel and Adler( 1982), den Boer (1982), and Owen 
a at (1982) appeared almost concurrently early in 1982, each reporting 
very different effects observed in different a-Si structures. Our own work 
(Owen a at. 1982). including recent results, is described in detail in the 
following sections. 

Den Boa studied W"—i—n structures of a-Si prepared by the glow-dis-
charge decomposition o(SiH4  ("I" stands for "intrinsic" or undoped mate-
rial). The n layers were 50 nm thick and prepared by adding 1% PH, to the 
SIH4  gas flow; the I layer in different devices ranged in thickness from 2.5W 
5pm. Den Boa found that the n*-i-n devices functioned as threshold 
switching devices with nonpolar characteristics similar to those sketched in 
Fig. I  For the first switching cycle the threshold voltage was in the range 
40-100 V, but for all subsequent operations it was only 10-35 V, depend-
ing on the i layer thickness (as the i layer thickness increased the threshold 
voltage also increased). The OFF-state resistance of the e (flt  switches 
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was about I MCI, and the ON-state resistance about I kft There was again 
an observable delay time before switching, ranging from a few microseconds 
when the applied voltage was about 8 V greater than V,. to about a 

millisecond for voltages within I V of V. The - threshold switches 
could be cycled through at least 10' stable switching operations. Den Boer 
also compared structures with chromium or a combination of chromium 

and it contacts (i.e.. Cr - n- i - Cr and Cr-i-Cr). The former had rectify-

ing characteristics while the latter switched but were very unstable. 
Gabriel and Adler (1982) prepared their a.Si films by sputtering from a 

polycrystalline silicon target in an argon -hydrogen plasma. In all cases their 
devices were notionally homogeneous thin films of intrinsic a-Si:H with 
molybdenum contacts. The samples were fabricated under a wide range of 
deposition conditions in two sputtering systems, and although results from 
some of the devices were rendered rather doubtful because of contamination 
problems, in no case did Gabriel and Adler observe any evidence of revers-
ible switching. They concluded that, in contrast to the chalcogenide glasses, 
a.Si does not have the electronic and structural properties required for 

reversible switching. 

III. Device Structure and Fabrication 

We turn now to the work on electronic switching carried out in the 
authors' laboratories. Although a number of different a-Si multilayer struc-
tures have been investigated, all the resultsdiscussed in the following refer to 

f-n-i devices deposited in this sequence by the glow-discharge technique, 
with gas-phase doping. Stainless steel substrates were generally used and the 
total thickness of the deposited a-Si layers was between 0.5 and I .Opm. After 
completion of the a-Si deposition a series of gold (Au). aluminum (Al), or 
nichrome (NiCr) dots (up to approximately I mm in diameter) was evapo-
rated onto the surface of the samples, and the top contact was completed 
either by a probe or by a thin wire attached to the metal dots with conducting 

silver paste. 

IV. Static Current - Voltage Characteristics of Virgin Device 

Typical current-voltage (I- V) characteristics for a freshly prepared 

(unswitched) device are illustrated in Fig. 2a in both the forward and reverse 
directions (The forward direction is defined such that the subtate, and 
hence the 0' region, is positively biased.) It must be emphasized here that 
these measurements were taken "by hand," point by point, in a manner that 
required a few seconds for each point to be measured. (The significance of 
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tic. 2. (a) Static current -vOhaft thararSia Of  virpo (untormed)f -n-idet The 

poatiwquatrant coatspoath tot positive  bin applied to the po layer. (b)  The data for 3OC in 

(a) pSIS iii the  (otin of log conductivity versus voltage and iiltmnüug the change from 

ohmic to oochmic behavior. 

this remark will become apparent in the next sections.) In the forward 
direction there is a region of ohmic behavior over a limited voltage range 
followed by an abrupt change to & markedly nonobmic region until, at the 
point indicated by the arrow,  the  device is unstable and it is impossible to 
continue with point-by-point measurements. The change  from ohmic to 
nonobmic behavior is more clearly apparent in the effective conductivity 
versus applied voltage plot of Fig. 2b. As the ambient temperature increases, 
the onset of nonohmic behavior moves to lower voltages. In the reverse 
direction, corresponding to a negative potential applied to the g' side, there 
is an initial ohmic region which is symmetrical for positive and negative 
voltages. However, the change to nonobmic behavior is much more gradual 
in the reverse direction, leading to the eventual breakdown of the device. 
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V. Forming: Static Characteristics 

As noted in the  previous section, during point-by-point measurements 

under forward bias, the a-Si p - it - i device tends to become unstable when 
the applied bias is about 24 V at morn temperature. At higher temperatures 
the instability occurs at lower voltages, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2a. 
On attempting to increase the voltage still fWiher. the device switches into a 

low-resistance ON state. Typical!- V characteristics for both polarities in 

the ON state are shown in Fig 3; the J-Vcurve is ohmic, it extrapolates 
through the origin (i.e., the ON state is permanent), and it is slightly 
asymmetrical. Note that the current is now measured in milliamperes and 
that the voltages across the device are small. On increasing the voltage in the 
forward direction the ON state current continues to increase apparently 
indefinitely, subject only to any current-limiting resistor, and the device is 
eventually destroyed, presumably by Joule heating In the reverse direction, 
however, another instability is observed, and at about - I V (typically) the 

'C 
I 

LTAS1 (VI 

no. 3. Current - voltfle cbamctetistt of a device in the ON nit. at different lempeta-
lurm in the toiwazd and reverse direction The tot-aid direction corresponds tof tstr 
poãively biased. (e) forward bias. WC: (A) tot-nd bias. 30t; (0) reverse bias, $Ot () 
reverse bias, 30'C. 
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device switches back into a high-resistance OFF state. The OFT-ON 
transition may now be repeated by biasing in the forward direction, but on 
the second and all subsequent switching operations the forward threshold 
voltage V occurs at a much lower voltage than the first operation, e.g., at 

S V compared with the 25 V observed under the conditions obtaining for 

the measurements shown in Fig. 2. The first OFF-ON transition, occurring 
at a relatively high voltage, seems therefore to be unique and by analogy with 
the usage of switching in chalcogenide glasses, it is referred to as "forming." 

The formed a-Si f-n-i device may be cycled through ON and OFF 
states by a sequence of biasing in forward and reverse directions with critical 
points at V and, in the reverse direction, V. A complete and typical 
characteristic obtained on a curve tracer is illustrated in Fig. 4. On occasions 
the device appears to go through a number of intermediate ON states during 
the OFF-ON transition, and this is indicated in the figure. In addition, 
there is often an observable and appreciable region of negative resistance in 
the reverse-biased OFF state characteristic of a formed device, denoted by N 

in Fig. 4. 

VI. Forming: Dynamic Characteristics 

The forming process (i.e., the first OFF-ON transition) does not occur 
instantaneously when a voltage step or pulse is applied to the a-Si f-n-i 

device. Initially there is a delay time to during which the device current 
remains essentially constant as the OFF-state value appropriate to she 
voltage across the device. Only after this delay does the current begin to 
increase, and it then rises almost instantaneously to its ON-state value. The 
forming delay time is an extremely sensitive function of the applied forming 
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P.o. 4. Compklt static cunent-vottage  characteristics of a k,nned a-Si f-n-i device, 

showing the forward and reverse threshold voltages. V,1, and V. ,egcctivety. 
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voltage 1',, and typical data, obtained at three temperatures, are given in 
Fig. S. The forming delay time varies over nearly tO orders of magnitude, 
from a few hundred seconds at low forming voltages to about 10 asec at high 

V,. In particular, at a temperature-dependent critical forming voltage Va 

there occurs virtually a discontinuous change in 1D• The forming voltages 

Va indicated in Fig. 5 are approximately the same as the voltages at the 

points of instability marked by the arrows in Fig. 2*; Va also corresponds to 

the forming voltage obtained in experiment with a curve tracer, operated in 
ac modc at a frequency of 50 Hz. It can also be seen in Fig. 5 that above and 

below Va the delay time tends to a value that seems to be approximately 
independent of both voltage and temperature; for the particular results 

illustrated, in  isithe range 10'- 10' sec for V C VCR  and lies between 10 

and tOOnseC for V> Va. 
The results plotted in Fig. 5 for V C Va correspond of course to voltages 

less than the point of instability indicated in Fig. 2a. There does appear to be 
a lower limit to the forming voltage, however, and present results indicate 
that the limiting voltage coincides with the bias at which the 1- Vchazacter-

istics change from their ohmic to nonohmic behavior (see Fig 2b). Several 

V (V) 

FIG. S. The delay tune for fonnin$ 1D as * function of applied feinting voltage at thiu 

diffcnnt tcmpcntulfl (•) 30'C. (0) WC. (+) 160'C- 
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experiments have shown that virgin devices fail to switch (font) even if held 
for many hours at a forward bias only just below the nonohinic region. In 
other words, forming occurs at any forward bias within the nonobmic region 

of the I- VchanctetistCS. but at voltages below the point of instability 1D is 

comparatively long It must also be emphasized again that the device 

current remains constant at its OFF-state magnitude during the MAY time, 

even when 'D is 100 sec or more. 
Preliminary experiments have been carried out to determine the effects of 

device geometry on the forming voltage V,. It was found that V, increases 

linearly with the thickness 4 of the n layer. Data for typical p" - is - I devices 

are plotted in flg 6. In this case 1', was measured by applying a voltage 

ramp and its value coincides with the voltage 
vca  indicated in Fig. 5. It can 

be seen that the results do not extrapolate to zero voltage for zero is layer 

thickness. 
The charge Q — f I di, which flows through or into the device during the 

forming delay time, has been determined for V,> Va. Figure 7 shows that 

in this range of VF the ratio Q/d. is approximately independent of VF and 4 

for is 
layer thicknesses between 215 and 780 am. This could mean that 

forming occurs when a critical volume charge has accumulated in the 
is 

region. 

VII. Dynamic Switching of Formed Devices 

The principal experimental features of the pulsed operation of formed 

a-Si ps-n-i devices have already been described by Owen et at (1982). A 

representative diagram drawn from an oscilloscope trace of the OFF —ON 

0 ' 

0 	0.2 	0.4 	0.6 	0.6 	1.0 	11 

,-LAYER TICC€fl 
(pal 

FIG. 6. The dePendenCe of the loaning voltage VF  cc the thickncfl of the a, layer. 
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FIG. 7. The ratio of charge to A tat thickness (Qid.) as a (unction of fanning Potential-

d. - 215 not (1). 445 nm(0). 7*0 urn (0). 

transition on applying a fast voltage ramp is shown in Fig. 8. The main 

points to note are as follows: 

When biased with a pulse in the forward direction, the device 
switches ON, provided the pulse height exceeds the static threshold voltage 

Vr.r  as defined in Fig. 4. 
On  the  time scale of — I nsec: or less, there is no observable delay 

time in the response of a formed device. The device current follows the 

applied voltage instantaneously on this time scale. 
Provided the pulse is long enough. the ON state is permanent and 

the pulse duration required for switching to a memory state increases as the 

0 > '3 

  

(b) 	Time 
Flo. S. The OFT-ON switching transient of a fanned device. 4mm from an oxilloecope 

traa (a) applied bia ,aiical salt 2 V per division, horizontal salt 20 nsec per division (b) 

dcvke current, witS ale: approximately 6 mA per divmm horizontal alt 20 nsec per 

division. 
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pulse height decreases toward VTv  In typical cases a permanent ON state is 
obtained with pulse durations of a few tens of nanoseconds and magnitude 

—5 V in excess of VTV 
Similarly, on biasing in the reverse direction with a pulse of height 

> V the device switches from ON — OFF and again there is no observ- 

able delay in response. 
The ON-state appears to be truly permanent. No detectable changes 

have been observed in devices stored in their ON state for a year or more. 

VIII. Discussion of Possible Switching Mechanisms 

The mechanisms undeijying  the switching phenomena in the a-Si de-
vices are not understood at present; clearly, more data will be required to 
explain these exceptional properties. In the following we therefore draw 
some comparisons with other related switching devices and only briefly 

speculate on possible mechanisms. 
Although there is no observation of memory switching in analogous 

crystalline Si (c-Si) devices, threshold switching is well known in c-Si 

p-n-i, ,i-p--i, and related structures (Yamamoto and Monmoto 1972, 

Yamamoto et al.. 1976; Buxo a al.. 1978; Sarrabayrouse et at. 1980; 

Simmons and El-Badly, 1978; Kroger and Wegener. 1973. 1975). The 

i-layer in these devices is usually a SiO2 film (s40 A), thin enough to pass 
appreciable tunneling currents, but it may be significant that these metal -

insulator - semiconductor- semiconductor (MISS) devices can also be fabri-
cated in an "an-Si" form using polycrystalline Si as the i-layer (Kroger and 
Wegener, 1975). These devices switch to a nonpermanent ON state when 

the p - n (or n-p) junction is forward biased, which is the same polarity 
producing the memory ON state in the a-Si structures. In the MISS device 
the switching action is associated with minority-carrier injection from the 

p-n junction and accumulation at the interface of the i layer, noniufly 

leading to punchthrouth to the injecting contact, which causes the device to 
switch ON. The values of the threshold voltage are similar to those observed 
in the a-Si forming process, and it is conceivable that for this operation the 
processes are similar. The experimental results described in Part VI, which 
suggest that the forming process is likely to be charge controlled, would not 

be inconsistent with this model. 
For the c-Si MISSf - n - I threshold device the values of threshold voltage 

are predicted (Simmons and a-Badly, 1978) to depend on (4, - 
where 4, is the thickness of the n layer and Wis the width of the depletion 
region, and for low donor concentrations this dependence is supported 
experimentally. In contrast, the results in rig. 6 show that in the a-Si devices 

the forming voltage varies linearly with 4,. It is difficult to decide at present 
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whether this disagreement suggests a different mechanism or Whether it 
arises from our attempt to extrapolate from a model developed for a 
crystalline threshold device to an amorphous memory junction. 

An alternative model, based on a regenerative process, has also been 
suggested for the c-Si MISS devices (Sarrabayrouse el al.. 1980), taking into 
account a cattier multiplication mechanism at the "inverted" Si-SiO 
interface. The model correctly accounts for a number of MISS properties; 
for example, it predicts a threshold independent of d, which agrees with the 

observations on f-n-i MISS structures when then layer is more heavily 
doped. But this model is also in disagreement with the data for the a-Si 
devices shown in Fig- 6, and just as for the "punchtbrough" model, it is 
therefore difficult at the present stage to decide whether the regenerative 
model could be relevant to the understanding of a-Si memory switching. 

In the field of amorphous semiconductors much attention has been given 
over the past 10-15 years to memory switching devices fabricated from 
multicomponent chalcogenide glasses in which the reversible memory ac- 
tion is associated with the growth and destruction of a crystalline filament 
(Ovshinsky. 1968; Cohen etal.. 1972; Steventon, 1974; Owen and Robert- 
son, 1973; Owen et al.. 1979). Although it is very likely that in the a-Si 

devices some form of filament formation (not necessarily crystalline) is 

taking place in the OFF-ON transition, the switching phenomena are 
clearly very different from those in the chalcogenides, at Least operationally. 
The most obvious difference is the completely nonpolar character of switch- 
ing in chalcogenide glass devices, in contrast to the marked polarity depen- 
dence of the a-Si memory switches. More important, perhaps, the switching 
and setting times for the a-Si device are much faster ( — 10 nsec for either the 
OFF -ON or ON-OFF transition, compared with at least several millisec- 
onds in chalcogenide devices) and the energy involved in the switching 
process is considerably lower (I pJ or less, compared with I mi or more). 
Also chalcogenide glass devices require voltage pulses of magnitude 25-30 
V (for a device I pm thick) to establish the ON state, and very often they 
need 100 or more "forming" cycles before reasonably stable operation is 
achieved. This again contrasts with the operation of the a-Si memory switch, 
in which (fora total device thickness of Ipni) them is a singleforming step 
with a threshold voltage of about 30 V. and for all subsequent operations the 
forward threshold(Vmg) 1s46 V. 

The closest parallel to the a-Si devices described in this paper seems to be 
the observation of memory switching in heterojunctions of n-tue ZnSe 
grown epitaxially on p-type (single-crystal) Ge substrates, reported by Hovel 
(1970) and by Hovel and Urgell (1971). The ZnSe-Ge heterojunction 
devices are polar and the transition times for the OW-ON and ON-OW 
operation are both in the region of 100 nsec or less. Similar, but not so 
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well-substantiated, memory switching characteristics have also been briefly 

reported in devices fabricated by forming Schottky contacts on n-type GaAs 

and Si (single crystal) (Moser, 1972). Hovel and Urgell (1971), have tenta-
tively and qualitatively explained switching in the heterojunction by a 
model involving the filling and emptying of traps in the ZnSe, with the 
formation of a current filament in the ON state. However, even in this case 
of superficially similar characteristics, there are notable differences. Most 
significantly, the polarity required for switching in the ZnSe-Ge hetero-
junction is the opposite to that found in the a-Si devices, and the OFF-ON 
threshold voltage for the ZnSe-Ge switch decreases substantially with 
temperature(from about I Vat 200tto less than 0.1 Vat 400'K), whereas 

Vw  for the a-Si devices investigated so far is at the most only weakly 
temperature dependent In addition, the memory state of the ZnSe-Ge 
heterojunctions is generally lost within a few weeks, whereas no change in 
the characteristics of the a-Si memory devices has been observed after 

storage over a period of IS months. 
To conclude this chapter it is perhaps worthwhile to note that the 

switching phenomena observed in the a-Si memories are not the only 
nanosecond processes known for this material. Drift mobility studies, which 
show that electron transit times across about l.m-thick films are of the 
order of 10 nsec or so, have been known for over a decade (LeComber and 
Spear, 1970; Spear, 1983)- More recently. it has been demonstrated that 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon can be used to modulate light at subnano-

second speeds (Phelan et al.. 1981; see also Chapter 13 by Phelan of this 
volume). In pulsed laser annealing of a-Si it has been suggested that the 
electron-hole plasma generated by the laser could produce rapid second-

order phase transitions (van Vecbten a al.. 1979). The challenge and 

excitement in understanding the a-Si memories lies in discovering whether 
the origins of the fast switching processes are electronic, structural, or both. 
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PH0TODARKEtNC AND LLHt LIDUCC ANISOTROPY IN C!ACOGE!IDE GLASSES 

S 	
S. 

I. Jsnossy, A. Jskli and J. Sajto 

Central Research Institute for Physics. 8-1525 lgdapest ll. P.0.L'.L Hungary 

(Received May 15. 1914 by h . zav.dOvski) 

A unified description of photodarkening and light induced 
anisotropy in ,havogettide glasses in presented in terms 

of histsble atomic contigurstions 

t is a well established tact, 
:.5t certain amorphous chalcngenide 
>,,iconductors flow stru1tural changes 
..:ier light ill usination . There is an 
,reverstble part or the structural 
:angesvnich occurs in vapour deposited 
files, prior to any beat treatment J. 

the other hand in selt-quenched 
tssss or in yell-annealed evaporated 
ss so-celled reversible structural 

:.snges occur. Light illusination, well 
low the glass transition temperature 
ads to changes of a number of physical 

:arsaters within the illuminated spot, such 
ss optical constants, density Oct. Seat treat-
tent near the glass transition temperature re - 
;._ 'ss the initial structure end all parameters 
eeose the same as before the illu.i 
stion. this cycle can be repeateda lot 

times. 
Photostructural changes are most 

maily observed through the variation 
the absorption coefficient. e.During 

versihle photostructural changes light 
• rradiation aWays leads to an Increase 

(photodarkening). Furthermore it 
1 observed, that when the illumination 
carried out with polarized light. 

•e irradiated Spot becomes .niso 
• rpic' 5,6  . The optical aria of the an-
ilatropic stricture is determined by the 
:irection of the polarization of the ii-
.inating light bees. The optical axis 

"r, he reoriented . lot of times into 
..y direction by rotation of the direc-
-. n of the polarization. The induced 
• isotropy can be erased by upolarised 

.ircularly polarized light 
To illustrate the effects-Mentioned 

:Ve, in Pig.l we present experimental 
341ts obtained for an annealed CeSe 

The absorption coefficients ver 
ttrained  from reflection and trans- 

meesurments. using a dye laser. 
• •. film thickness was chosen to be 
'?ge enough to avoide interference of-
.-.s. (the diehroiss data presented in 

-. 
 

:.(6) may be influenced by interfer- 
rc effects). The anisotropy of the 

-..flrption coeffieient (dichroism) de- 

fined as es -n.. is negative and is a-
round 101 of the photodarkening (cs, and 

are the absorption coefficients for 
a light beam with polarization parallel 
and perpendicular to the polarisation 
of the illuminating light beam Temp.). 

Photodarkening has been explained 
by assuming that in chalcogenide platens 
local bissable atoaic configurations are 
pre s ec tL .* similar assumption was 
made y us to t93unt for the light in 
duce amisotropy . the aim of the pre-
sent letter is to provide a unified di-
scription of photodarkening and induced 

oç,oQcm" ) 

.200 tus  
a- 

50 

eo(ieL 

—'20 
2 
	

hV(.V) 

Fig.l Experimental results for a-GeSe.,. 
Film thickness 20 ma. asb-
sorption coefficient after an-
nealing. m and s. absorption 
coefficients after illumination 
at Ae600 no for 	at power 
density 12V/cs 2 . 

?resent .dress: University of Edinburgh Department of Electrical Engineering 
"Edinburgh, E119 3J&. U.K. 
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anisotropy by generalilinl the previous 
models - 

The existence or bistable conrig 
urattons for doubleveil potentials) is 
ass4sed in a o,sber of glasses in order 
to explain the Linear heat capacity and 
related penoaena observed at low  tem - 
p erat;es . V. esphasize however that 
the bistable configurations which are 
responsible for photostructura. changes 
should differ trot those which cause 
e.g. the linear heat capacity 	in the 
following respect. In the latter case 
there is. continOus distribution of the 
heigth of the potential barriers Sep.-

rating the twotinisa.  Lou , tutcifl  
transition' occur even at very low ter 
peratures. In case of photostrlactural 
changes we ass.aae, that the potential 
barriers have a more or less -ell -de -
fined heigth, and this is large enough 
to prevent thermal transitions even at 
root temperature s. Such transitions can 
occur only near the glass transition 
temperature. 

The concept of bistable centren .-.s 
applied to descrit: photodar5ening quar 

titatively by (olObov et.al. 	In this 
model it is assumed that after beat 
treatment all the bistable atoms sit in 
the deeper energy minions. Light ir-
radiation at room temperature sakes 
possible transitions from the ground 
state to the metastable configuration 
of the given centre- The transition cor 
eists of two steps an incoming photon 
excites an electron and this induces 
.the relaxation of the surrounding atoms 
to a 55v (metastable) equilibrium posi-

tion. Of course  the myers process.ip. 

transition from the metastable state to 
the ground state can also occur in a si 
silar way. After a long illumination 
an equilibria establishes, i.e the 
rate uf transitions from the ground 
state equals to that of the myers tran-
sitions- Denoting by v 	the probability 

of the first trsnsitiod
2 
 and by w 1  that 

of the myers one, the equilibriva frac-
tion of the atoss in the metastable 
state (a 2 ) is 

12 
n25 1221  

The probabilities '52 and V, 1  are pr'- 

portional to(wZ) and tw £) where 

and a, are the dipole aatrtx eleaents 
for tie electronic excitations in the 
stable and metastable configurations 
reap.; ! is the field strength of the 
irradiating light bass. Denoting the 
proportionality factors by A and A we 
can write- 

v21sA,(j4) 	/21 12 1(111

It is reasonable to assuae that not 
only the magnitude of a1 and i'S, differs 
but their directions too. We stall show 
that this c irc umstance leads to light 
induced anisotropy. 

Alton, •n, for the time being the,e 
IS n generally accepted microscopic 
aod, or bistsb 	atomic configurations. 
it is evident that these should be an-
isotropic. We round convinier.t to as-
cribe an"orientation' to the bistahie 
centres in the following way. Let us 
choose as "reference centres those bi- 
stab.s configurations for which 	and 

lie in the U plant and the btIectOr 
or u. and u coincides with the I axis. 
The orientation or a given bistable Cr-

tre :an be characterited by the ortho-
gonal transformation, 2 which transform: 
a reference centre to the given one.O 
can be expressed vttb the help of 3 tn-
depend;nt paraseters, e.g. by the tuler 
angles - Ass.aaing a unifors distribution 
of orientations, the number of biatsble 
centres with orientation between 2 and 
QtdQ in unit volume is I/Os -d!. where 
N is the total number of the centres 
per unit volume. /In terms of the Coder 
angles dO s.infdbdqdy/. 

In the present paper we assume for 
s impli c ity that all histable centres 
are identical, apart froa their ones-
tations- In a reference centre the di- 

pole matrix elements are 
40) and 

in a cent1 1 Vith orientflion a these 
are 	 and u2-!Is2  

The isotropy of the aaorphOus fib 
after annealing originates from the .ani-
fore distribution of the orientations-
Sowever after illusination. 52 depends 
on the orientation of the bistable cen-
tre with respe ct to the polarization 

 of the light be". Pros Nfl-/li 
and 

EISA ,(i.,E)) 

/3/ 

The dependence of n 2  on the orientation 
implies .acroscopic anisotrOpy of the 
illuminated spot 

If the density of the bistable 
centres is stall enough, it can be as-
suaed that these give independent con-
tributions to the change of any physica 
parameter. In this case the dielectric 
tensor is 

Lsc&t 
-or 

fn2(Q)!!.n2'd! 
8. 
is the dielectric permittivity 

V"w:e tnnealed sample-  of 
	a symmetric tensor. vhleh gives u s  the change of c during a transition fr 

the stable state to the metastable one 
in a reference centre. G contains 6 in-

dependent paraseters. .&icb could be 
determined only on the basis of a aic'' 
scopic model. As we shall see nelow. i: 

fact only  3 parameters enter in the 
•J 

pression for C, vich we shall consid.:r 
here as phenosenological crefficientt. 

The imaginary part of £ at OPtIc' 
frequencies detersines the absorption 
coefficients For symmetry reasons th-
illuminated spot becomes opticallY ufl- 
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Lsxial, so the equilibrium tore of s 	A 116 
an be written as '4 5. 

 ij tn £ 
 6. 1,)•(L,C )ee. 

J 	
/S/ 

t  

nere c, and C.denote the dielectric 
:ersttttnttl perpendicular and parallel 
to the unit vector . • lies in the di -

rec tion of the POI arizat ion of the ir-
radisting light bets. Evaluating the 
integral in Eq. /141 we get 

Tr 	c,.2t,:31,tIItr 	f 0 (3,N) 	/6.a/ 

t:H (Max 
	)f 7 (6N)eu0 0' f2 (8.N) /6.b/ . 

0 	0 

Here 6 is the angle between Vj and u.: 

the 
r functions are 

given in figs.2 and 3. q./6.9/ de-

scribe' photodarkeftint, white Sq./6.b/ 
gives the induced anisotropy. 

We note that while 	is a tune- 

tion of the wavelength at which the op-
tical constants are aeasutld, the f 
functions depend on the wavelength at 
which the illumination is carried out. 
According to our model, the dependence 
of photodsrkening and induced ii50rOPY 

on the wavelength of iltuainatiOn/5ea5 
tired tfixed wavelength/ gives info, 
,scion on the wavelength Stpendente of 
the parameter Ns(A 
As f is tore or the lineIr in N. fret 
phot$datkening measurements the rela-
tive variation of K with wavelength 
can be estimated. On the contrary 
and f are tar from linear. to Sr 

isotrhy measurements un conjuctiOlt 
with photodarkening measurements/ pro-
vide intorsation on the absolute value 

of N. 
To demonstrate this possibility, 

we compared the photoinduced changes 

S8t 

0 	 i 	U 

Fic.2 f0  as a function of N end I.  

V 	 U 
- 

I  s-e 

Pig.3 solid line: f 2  (K,6); dashed tine 

t 1 (N,S). 

in GeSe at the wavelengths I •b32 as 

and 1252 hBS am (the optical chstants 

were atveya aeaaured at S8 am). The 
first wavelength corresponds to a Paton 
energy which is smaller than the opti-
cal gap, while for A the photon energy 
exceeds the gap. we round that photo-  

darkening induced by 1 2 
 is apprOli 

attely haS larger than that for l. On 
the other hand we found that tht two 
wavelengths induce approximately the 
sage anisotropy, although the error of 
measuerments in this cast was rather 
large /10-155/. In any ease, the dif-
ference betwen the anisotropiet seems 
to be considerably statler than that 
of the photodarkening. the results 
described above are consistent with 
the assuaption that N (1 2 )xl and 
x (1 )-50.5. lye assume that 

is not considerably larger than 

me 
ly. In this cast the anisotropy is 

determined essentially by f 2  /Tig.311. 

The description of photostructural 
changes presented above implies that to 
every wavelength and state of polariza-
tion of the illuninating light there be-
longs an equilibria (usually aniaotro 
nc) structure. which is letenined by the 

D /0/ distribution. whatever is the in- 

itial structure, light irradation estab-
lishes theequilibrium configuration 
belonging to the given wavelength and 
polarization. this fact takes possible 
to switch the amorphous film revetibily 
between different structures by changing 
the polarzatiOt / see reorientation cx-
periments / or the wavelength. In ac-
cordance with this consideration, we 

A .r 

5. 
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found in CeSe that LI a spot was first 

illuminated at the 
wavelength A • sut 

sequent irradiattCfl at 11 bleached tn 
spot. i.e. s decreased by 40 

As a sassary. we think that the 

description Of phOtOSturtt1t 	
changes 

in terms of hilt able StOSIC configurs 
tions explains the main fattires of tt'e 

phenomena- there is of course S nusbet 

of way to isprove the present model. 
E.g. it say be assumed that two elec- - 

trons per centre can be excited 
- to in -

duce atomic rearrenguents these elec
-

trons may be the two banding electrOfli 

between a Se atom s,4 the two n.. 
bourning Ce atosS. * c.ltulatOfl, vber' 
we assumed that tnt magnitudes Of the 
Sipoe matrix eeseflt5 are equal I,, 
the two bonding ete:trons and tha' t-sr 
are perpendicular to each other, gave 
very similar results to those presente± 
in Fig. 2. Furthermore it seems Instil 
that there is a distribution not only 

for the orientation of the bistable 
cent-rs. but for other parameters like 
N and B too. This circua.ttflte is is 
portant for the kinetics or photoir 

duced changes 
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Applications of Amorphous 
Semiconductor Materials in 

Electronics 
J. HAJTO and A. E. OWEN Department of Electrical Engineering University ofE&nbisigk EdMbtirgh Em 3JL 

Abstract A brief svmma'y of the patent state of lie an of amopltoiss semwondsaofl and their app! ica floats in moden, 
e!ecttunlCS is presented In this paper. The recent develop mesw in c 	ogenade glass thiiifllse devices and in amoiphoas 
silicon electronic devices are reviewed A potentially interesting application o/o-Si(p-iti) thin film :wiactw'nnfafl 
non- volanle electronic merewy elements is also dLSCIUSES 
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lntrodudios 
The purpose  of this paper S to 

provideskid summary of the present 
state of 'Z art of amorpttus semi-
afla msriils nid their 
in  modern etJUict In certain ipplica 
now amcipbcus sem.cooductoil can 
— with- nmietai 
u salve sod passive elements in 
electonics and optoekcuaikt The 
physical properties of amorphous semi-
cooduetan lit now better serstood. 
leading the winos wider range Of ne w  
appli"tim in electronics. Their prep' 
ant isafly does — carilly 
controlled- techniques and this 
can be LiUt economic advantage 
in soot  plgicabons. AnT*nIs semi-
CCdUcWn art often tasty prepared in 
the form of glasses by fast cooling the 
material from its — phase. The 
freedom boa the conflfl  of stanic 
periodicity means  that an even wer 
range of Compositions can be Ianwd as 
thin films by dep011i6011  from  the vapow 
phase amn soy  suitable substrate, 
fanning am-epitaxial beterostnactut 
pocbooL 

The main difference between crystal- 
lint and ancrphoui .emicooductcts 
Una in their stuctirt In crystalline 
materials the coosdtient stoma or 
molecules are ajiped in regular three 
dimensional arrays that exhibit a long 
range periodicity. In the ssncepbcus 
materials Utre S no loot range period-
icity, although there is a well defined 
short range order of stuns or molecules 
since the distance between the closest 
neigbbourng stuns is well established, 
as Illusuted in Figure 1. 

Amotp&'a insteenAlIk tU dmr a)* 
alline counterpart can be insulators, 
icmiccoductofl at metal& and in some 
cases superconductors. This is possible 
because, an suggested first by A. F kite 
is A. R. Reset in 1960, the electronic 
properties of amorphous solids are 
determined by their short range cider 
(i.e. the chemical nature of their a 
stituent atoms) and am by their long 

- 

flg. 1 A two dimensional npn-
sentatloa ciSc structure eta 
hypothetical corn pond of 
nokhlocuetri X,Y, S St 
crystalline (a) and ace-
flora ton. (b). 

nflge order.  
There are two inS classes of arncr-

- seavocalacm niX 11 pracucal 
applica600s are concerned. viz The 
— — — cw tsi  
mgi large percentage done or mote of 
the 'cbnIcogeC elements (nalur, sd-

athmi and tefluri). Due to the 
elasticity of the chemical )raiir.g 
omfipnS (lane-pair booding 
tire). the chaloogenide glasses poasese 
a high degree of structural and electrical 
flexibility. As a cooSequenee, many 
new physical pberciamit mach ar reven-
It — u ehctitd switching 
and mey effect phnnrflwal 
changes and pb$odcçing have been 
observed in these materials. 

The accord iripaiant pti.of sines 
phous semkoo.*iflorI S represented 
by the tetahe&aly bonded amorphous 
solids nick us-Si and  s-Ga whose 
physical jxupatia an act ra&cally 
different bce Scat cithe ..ar,r--sI- 

ng Crystals. They esabS doped with 
chemical inpwitles La they can be 
made into solid Mast p-a structures 
(diodes. transistors S.). Is contrast to 
ehnlcogmide — the virahedrafly 

d — 
 

semiconductors 
— morn stuctfl —. 

Both classes of amorphous semi- 
ce be used for a wide 

variety of pc*aidsl epp' In the 
Table I the 	SflS'' 
effects is dx 	 of the 
anaciphosu ieaicu,dncaon see ai- 

A detailed accoumt of siltS possible 
applicaficns of amorphous jetSam-
ductors is no possible in this paper. For 
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e zainplc amorphous selenium & (coo-
veiluceal photoconductive material) 
was used in a Zerox 914 copier that was 
the tint automatic photocopying mach-
ine in the  waS. We have selected what 
we felt to be the most promising topics 
in the technology developed,tectntIy. 
Our emphasis has been placed a seine 
of the newest applications connected to 
chakogene glasses and to the tetrw 
hedrilly bonded amorphous silicon 

In past I the various electronic and 
structural properties at amorphous 
chalcogenide glasses are described in 
relation to the pbotostructurli and 
photodopsag effect which have impact-  
ant application aspects in micro-lithe-  
pa-. 

In part 2 the device physics and 
fabrication technologies at amorphous 
silicon gnactures are described The 
amorphous silicon solar cells are also 
discussed beta. The structure and 
application of thin rthn field effect 
tansiston ate also demonstrated. A 
potentially interesting application of 
a.Si(p-D-i) thin film structures as fast 
nonvolatile electronic memory cit 
menu is also shown in this section 

Conkaloa 
The amorphous semiconductor mat-

enala reviewed here will have an 
mcGiLl - on nnkzn electronics 
in the new Mute. These materials have 
characteristics similar to plastic and 
metallic compounds, namely wide con- 

uoUabihty and flexibility at  their physical 
and chemical properlwa- 

Being tree from the constraints of 
periodicity in the atomic networt, 
amorphous semiconductors promise 
relatively low coat fabrication of large 
area thin film elements (basic elements 
S almost all of the practical electronic 
devices) with - mass producibility. 

The recent discovery of valency 
controllability in tetrahedrally bonded 
asapinn sarianduc.tas(frSi. a-Ct) 
promises a wide variety at potential 
applications in electronics and open-
electronics. These materials also have 
excellent photoconductivity and high 
absorption coefficient for visible light 
as well as this film large area few 
bility which is a aecesarty in low cost 
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BASIC PROCESS PERTURBATION CONTROLLABLE 
PROPERlY 

Low field conductivity Temperature Conductivity or 

EAjPPUC ATIONS 

d switch 
Double injection 
Impact ionization Electric field Conductrflty 

___________________ 
 
nalog device 

Filamentary breakdown 
Thermal Stability Electric energy 

(V a I s t) Conductivity 
Thermistor 
Bistable switch 

Negative resistance 
Potential. interface Polarized switch 

Bias voltage potential and current Amorphous transistor 
across the barrier PET 

Interface effect 
Photoconductivity 
(Surface charge) 

Electrostatic printing 
Ekctro-phoiOv*Pbic 

Valency control printing (Xerox) 

Light 

Photosensor 
(Optical image) 

Photoconductivity Solar cell (a-ScFLF) 
Photovoltaic effect Image convertor 

Image pick-up (Saticon) 

- electron 

Photoelectron emission Light emission rate Electron beam memory 

Reversible phase 
transition Pulse current Conductivity Memory switch 

Photoinduced Light pulse Reflectance Optical mass memory 
Holography 

crystallization (Laser scanning) Transmittance 

Pbctoinduced Light pulse Photography 
Microfiche 

nucleation (Optical image) Reflectance 

Reflectance Super microfiche 
Light 

Pbotndarkenint (Optical image) Transmittance Optical memory 

Light 
Mask processor 

Pbctochcmicsl effect (Optical image) Etching rate Photo- lithography 

Light 
Light snitch 

Photostopping effect (Laser beam) Absorption coefficient Optical modulator 

Light switch 

Electo-optical effect Acoustic wave i 	Refractive index Beam deflector 
Optical modulator 

TABLE I Physics and applications of amorphous semiconductors (after llarnakaws 23) 
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genide glass films tinder the influence of 
irradiation. The effect can be observed 
at room temperature L illumination 
levels as low as l&' I/cm. 

As a result of Ag-photodoping, a 
drastic change takes place in the chem-
real solubility of chalcogenide glasses. 
Normally,  these glasses dissolve easily 
in alkaline solutions but alter photo-
doping with silver they become almost 
Soluble in alkaline solutions The 
Ag-( As,S,) and Ag-( Ge-Se) systems 
have been investipted mod intensively. 

Structural studies by Raman specto-
'copy (9) suggest that the photcidoping 
process is a two-stage solid state 
reaction Initially AgE S I formed and 
alter a prolonged exposure there is a 
fenher photo-induced effect towards 
the formation 01 a glassy As-As-S 
phase. X-ray diffraction studies 1101 
also reveal the formation &Ag2SS and 

As,S2  crystallites during the photo-

- process. _ 
For pracfl Wisfic ,6311  the Ag-Se-Ge 

system is often chosen because it does 
not contain arsenic (a typical donor 
impurity  in silicon). In this system both 
the photodoping and the p&attund 
changes can be effectively osed in such 
a way that both neptet and positive 
type photo-rents can be realised. 
However the p&tc'doping effect has the 
advantage of the bluer sensitivity to 
light. So far organic polymers have 
been used as phosoresinta for mania-
facturing silicon integrated circuits 
The  ASGe-Se system canbe used ass 
new inorganic photoresist. The typical 
etching characteristics of amorphous 
GtGt, thin Mm are shown in 
Figure 2. The etch rate of the exposed 
area is about 15% higher than that of 
ft unexposed arms Ill  The club rate  
ratio between exposed and mnexposed 
area was about .et This effect 

at 

105  Its 

0 0 	 0 lx 

Wq Tim IuId 

flg. 2 Eteblag characteristics of 
S"'Ges, - thIs film Is as 
aqceoss solution of NH, 
(alter A. Yoshikawa et ii 

(lIDS 

in the chemical properties pruTuse one 
of the most important applications for 
chalcogenide glasses in micro(abncatial 
technology and lithographic printing 

PhotocsystaltIzatka 
The photocrysSlizaton effect is an 

unorpla 	 — nndoem 

abon under the influence 01 the laser 

irradiation The effect can be used for 
optical mass memory applicators be- 
cause the  optical density is altered by 
several orders of magnitude for light 
new the absorption edge. The smasS 
stated the illuminated am can be read 
out in reflection, for example. The 
reflectivity,  oftsllujiiamricb amorphous 
chalcogertide films changes by & factor 
012 as a result of amorpbow-ct)tallthe 
phase tansafioc 171- For practical 

applications the amorphous chalco- 
genide She S deposited on a Uanspei 
disk routed by a motor. The same laser 
beam can be used for dot writing. 
erasing and for reading the binary 

information (amorphous or crystalline 
• state). The stability, reversibility and 

Effect of light
the speed of the photcctystslhzalOr 

At least seven distinct P 0 	
0 um'10' sec at 104Joule laser 

al&physicochernicalchanges energy) makes this system perznising 

can be observed in amorphous chalco- f high demity ,  and st optical meciria. 

genides when they an exposed to light 
I. Light induced changes in local Video-Disk Based oaPseo-lnd.ced 

atomic configuration including morphological changes 

photodarkensifi ual p&iti-bleach 	Tellurium based amorphous cbalco- 

rig effect 	 genide films such as As ,  Ic and As-Se-Ic 

ft decoenp%iton (in corn- system provide optical video m0ntin$ 

pouthi). 	
material of excellent quality 181. The 

Pbotociystsllizatiom 	 amorphous chalcogenide Sires are nap- 

Plylsation 	 orated on a glass or PMMA (polj- 
Photo-induced morphological methyl.methacrylate) disks with the-  

change 	
meter 0133 cm. The thickness 01 the 

PhotodissOht&C of metals 	
active material is about 400 k The 

Pbctovapotilatia 	
optical recording is realised by creating 

The effects may be reversible Lt holes in the chslcogenide layer anag 
annealing atTg( softening temperature) focused pulsed argon-ion laser bent 

will rent the original structure and ( - 4800 A). The thermal effect of 
properties. or Stevasible. The above the laser beam taints the nil part of 

mentioned effects seem to be a feature the irradiation spot to be either nap- 

of the amorphous structure and art not orated or pulled away toward the e 

observed S the corresponding crystal- dthe softened area by surface tends 

line material. 	
The pulse duration of the Ar-S laser S 

Much attention has been focused on about 22 nanoseconds These effect 

the basic physical processes in ceder to result in clean shaped holes in the thin 

understand these new phenomena Ill film. suitable for optical video record- 

as well as on applications for photo- ing The prototype of a high speed 

graphic imaging (2). holography 13-43.  11101dons access colour video disk was 
optical memories (5) and paitculsñy developed usi gAsIbSethmfllm 5 

aditbcgriphy (4 Thoadly 'rt recording medium (I with the e 

all of the photo-induced phenomena In mated signal to noise ratio about 45 

chalcogtn giants can basically be dl. 
characterized as changes in the amor- 	 ____ 
phous structure caused by irradiation Photodoping and Mkrollthow.vby 
The resulting new amorphous stnsctare 	

The  photodoping effect is probably 

is different act only in optical but also in the most promising for applications 
electrical, mechanical and chemical Relatively large amount of metals. 
properties. The photo-induced change especially sliver. can diffuse into cha- 

solar photovoltaic systems and in the 
field of opwetectloniC image sensing 
elements 

By intensive research in device tech-
nology and preparation techniques 
large area high packing density a-Si 
devices will be in practical use In the 
new future. 

PART I 
cb.slcogealde Glasses sad their 
applications In eleenoaks sad 
optoe ladies Its 

We want to emphasise that their 
differences, rather than their similarities 

make the sub1ect  of the application of 
the chalcoyriide glasses interesting 
One fiSamental difference is that the 

stnactuit and the  chemical bonding 
configurations of chalcogenide glasses 
an mat determined and flied by thereto-
dynamic equilibrium conditions but can 
be altered, sometimes reversibly, by an 
electric field or by iliwninatico. In this 
part we discuss mainly the structural 
changes caused by Illumination (light). 
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yields a positive type photoresist On 
UN  other hand, the AS photodoped 
sc-Ge film does not dissolve into 
alkaline solutions. This suggests a 
negative type photoresist application-
The typical photoetching process steps 
are shown in Figure 3. After the 
deposition of the GO-Se film,  the 
process is divided into positive and 
negative cases The positive process is 
simpler because no additional AS 
deposition is necessary. The positive 
process is attributed to the photo-
nncnzS okays The negative l..a 

is based on the Ag photodoping effect 
A precise etching control is not neces-
saiy for the negative process because 
the decrease in film thickness of the 
exposed area during the complete 
etching ct process of the unexposed 
meals neglip'ble. This permits use of  
fairly thin ratting film which is .dv*n-
tageous for fine patterning. The experi-
mental result indicate that the negative 
type application is superior to the 
positive one considering the sensitivity. 
contrast and remaining final thickness. 

On the ocher hand amorphous Se-Ge 
Films showed a song resistivity to acid 
solutions, such as HF, HF-NF-NH.F, 
H,PO.. HCI and I42 SO. which art 
conventionally used in silicon device 
fabrication. This fact is important 
because the etch.resistaat capability,  is 
a fundamental requirement for a photo-
resist-film. 

The So-Go  films also have a very 
good "dry development" capability 
(using plasma etching) which is an 
advantageous future at this new type 
of inorganic photaresist (12}. Also the 

Fig. 3 Photoetchlng process for 
c-Se-Ge thin flints (after A. 
Yoshikawa at al III)). 

electron beam exposure characteristics 
1131 in the low accelerating range art 
comparable to that of the polyinethyl 
nethacrylate (a conventional organic 
phocoresist)- 

The  attractive feature of the chalco-
genide glass photoresists is their high 
resolution Fine patterns less than I pin 
wide can be easily obtained by normal 
atact ipting. Grating penn wider 
1000 A. produced by holographic 
exposure. have also been reported fl4l. 
The  intrinsic resolving limit expected 
from the satiate at the amorphous 
structure is probably less than 100 A. It 
has been demonstrated experimentally. 
by use of transmission electiçn micro-
scopy, that the  spatial resolution for the 
Ag-photodoping effect is at least as fine 
as 10 A 1151. 

This new inorganic photoresist mat-
anal is the  subject of intense research 
and development because of its high 
resolution capacity and dry processing 
nature. One at the most important 
applications of chalcogenide glasses is 
believed to be in this micsolithoçspby 
technology. 

PART 2 
Application of Amorphous Silicon Is 
Electronics 

With the recent developments in the 
crystalline silicon VLSI (Very Large 
Scale Integration) technology there has 
been a fascinating achievement in chip 
axes and integrated functions 

However there is always a potential 
need for new types of materials because 
of the present disadvantages at the 
devices based on the crystalline matS 
enals. We should mention hen for 
example that due to the high tempera-
mm ttd slow crystalgrowthprocess 
the energy requirements in the mania-
facture of crystalline: silicon devices alt 
high. Furtheunote, it is difficult to 
produce large area devices to control 
display or sensing elements. A liquid 
crystal real time TV display has been 
demonstrated recently that uses into-
grated multiplex switching arrays (240 
a 240) on a single crystal Si water. The 
display area (44 z56) mm' has been 
limited by the water size. 

Another problem arises in the field of 
the electronic memory devices, namely 
that there is a lack of an economic low 
power, fast readfwnte non-volatile 
memory (i.e. the data are stored if the 
power is removed) based on crystalline 
silicon technology. 

The amorphous silicon(a'ScH) pro 
diced by glow discharge decomposition 
of silane (SiHJ seems to be one of the 
most promising new semiconductor 
materials It possesses several new  

features as compared to the crystalline 
silicon 

large area device feasibilit)c 
ease of preparation and chemical 
stability. 
lower cost in manufacture; 
high optical absorption and high 
photocaiductv'ty. 
new type physical effects attnb 
used to the amorphous structure 
only. 

In 1975 Spear and La Comber 
demonstrated that the electronic peop-
erties of the hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (aSLH) films prepared by the 
glow discharge decomposition of silane 
(SiHJ could be controlled by a sub-
g piogththe gas phase 1161. 
The doping effect on electrical coo-
thactivity is shown in Figure 4. 

It is apparent from Figure 4 that 
relatively small concentrations of di-
borane and phisphine in the silane gas 
during the deposition can change the 
ii tençetane ttSucSity of a-St H 
films by more than six orders of 
magrtiflt The ability to coca'S the 
doping of .SiH tUrns (n-type and 
p-type) has opened 4  a wide variety of 
potential applications for amorphous 
silicon films in the field of electronics 
and optoelectronics. Applications as 
electronic devices such as diodes 1171. 
tansiston 1181 in well as opaoelwmorsic 
devices such as $olar cells 1191. acm-
graphic printen 1201, image pickup 
tubes 1211 and image sensing way (221 
have been investigated. In this section 
we will discuss the application of 
amorphous silicon films in solar cells, 
field effect transistors and image sen. 
son A new, - volatile electronic 

b-t ,•t.s 4 * ib4 ,• .l 

Fig. 4 Dark electrical conductivity 
at room temperature for 
a-SkH films in  function of 
doping gas ratio (after WE. 
Spear and P.O. Is Comber 
1161). 
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memory device based on amorphous 
silicon y-n-i stricture is also descnbed. 

Amorpbo.s silicon Solar Cells 
Photovoltaic energy conversion Is 

based on three processes: (a) light 
absorpacz through the interbaS optical 
transition. (hI free carrier genentioa by 
d,,,ciauno of photo-excited elecuOo-
bole pain. (c) free carrier transport by 
drift and/or diffusion. There is a clear 
difference between pbotovoltaic gener-
Won in single crystalline silicon p-n 
Junctions and amorphous silicon p-i-n 
junctions (i stands for the intrinsic 
Layer). The collection efficiency in the 
latter is p,,neidy limited by the low 
value of IS minority caner diffusion 
length, The bole mobility value in the 
a-region is below 1 cm'/V/aec there-
fore the corresponding diffusion length 
is about 0.3 jam As a consequence the 
collection at electron-bole pairs is 
restricted to the spice-chary region 
which is about 0.3 pm thick and this is 
not enough to absorb the sunlight fully. 
Mother limitation is that the optical 
energy gapatthe maserial(Eg- I., eV) 
is too lazy to absorb the whole solar 
spectrum for high efficiency solar cells. 

Theoretical estimates of the photo-
voltaic conversion efficiency give a 
highest possible value at 15% 1231. 
assuming 100% collection efficiency in 
a I pm thick film. The conversion 
efficiency achievable using the present 
p-i-n type strictures is -boom 10% 
assuming a fill factor at 0.75 for an 
amorphous silica solar cell with  a 
minimum localised state density at 10" 
cm' c?. The progress in improving the 
efficiency at a-Si solar cells and the 
possible improvement in the near future 
are summarized in Figure 5 (after Y. 
Hamakawa {231). 

The first commercial a-Si solar cells 
for cakulain were developed and 
marketed by F,4i Electric and Sanyo in 
1980. Also a power genetaboc system 
consisting at a-Si solar cell modules 

04S 

Fig. 3 Technological progress Is 
the efficIency of .5) solar 
cells and the possible Is-
peoventeot for the now Now 
(after Y. ftamakaua (231). 

was built in Japan in 1981. 
Further improvement in all  per-

fonnance requires the quality at the 
intrinsic region to be Improved by 
reducing the density at localised defect 
states in the bandgap. Nevertheless 
amorphous silicon solar cells have good 
prospects, and the following are in,-
pottant practical advantages: 

The  energy requirement in  ma, 
facturing an a-Si solar cell is 
much ten than that for a sinaje 
crystal Si solar cell because at 
the much lower temperatures 
involved in the preparation at 
a-Si (200400t), and $snt 

It does not require the very 

lengthy high temperature — 
çowtk 
Solarcelisata-Sicanbecon-  
structed with a din film structum 
of about I pm in thickness. 
because of the large absorption 
coefficient of the material (a> 
tO' cm') in the visible region at 

the solar spectrum 
The preparation o(a-Si films by 
the glow discharge decompori-
Don at Diane on inexpensive 
substrates such as  stlusku 
steel or glassplate is ideally 
suited to the development at 
Large area solar cells. For ex-
ample a-Si cells with 49 cm' 
and 100 cm' area were deve-
loped by Fwi Electric and 
Sanyn. 

Amorphous Silicas Acid Effect 
Tranalston 

In 1972 Spear and Le Comber 
investigated the density at states distal-
bunon in a-Si by the field effect method 
1241. They demonstrated that the coo 
ductivity of the a-StH films can be 
altered by several csden at magnitude 
by applying moderate pita voltages 
The cross-sectional tuctures at a-Si 

PETs (field effect transistors) investi-
gated so for are summarized in Figure 6 
1231. 

For the active layer. non-doped or 
slightly doped a-Si14 layers we used 
Doped low resistive single crystal Si 
wafers an used for substrates. Glass or 
vitreous quartz can also be need for 
Stagrateddevices. Inthe firsts-Si FET 
(type (c) in Figure 6)plasnacontinuous 
vapour discharge (CVI)) 5,N. was 
used as the gate insulator and - 
discharge deposited a-ScH was em-
ployed for the active layer (23(. The 
drain current increases three orders of 
magnitude with 20 V on IS gate. An 
Improved PET was also dcnkwd by 
Snell et al which was applied ma $ It 7 
clement liquid crystal driver 1261. In 
this device the drain current I* the OFF 
gaze ( zero gate voltage) is below 10 pA 
and the current So-eases fin orders at 
magnitude with Is  on the gate. 

The noo-doped a-Si ussubsed gaze 
FET should operate in both a- and p 
channel modes 1271. Gamily an 
OFF-ON drain current ratio at more 
than tO' can be achieved usagdtercnt 
Pnxthret This is sufficient Is mania 
switching applications in liquid crystal 
display devices 1261. 

The switching speed of the a-Si PET 
is limited by the caner mobay at the 
amorphous silicon which is lower than 
S the can of the crystalline nateriat 
However S the experimental a-Si PET 
muctwts the rise time at the drain 
current can be reduced to I x see or es 
by optimizing the geometry at the 
device and applying large vansient 
poises on the gale. 

Due to the large area dean feasi-
bility (the size is not limited by the 
tingle crystal water) the a-Si PETs 
have aclear advantage overISaystal-
line ones when the switching speed S 
not a limiting factor. Hence IS appbca-
Dan at a-Si PETs I fan.irtk S the 
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field of integrated image sensors. 

Integrated Image Sensors 
In 1982 the Microelectronics Re-

search Laboratories (Nippon Electric 
Ca) developed a 960 element a-Si;H 
contact linear image sensor using Si,N 
as a hole blocking layer and a p-type 
a-Si:! (p-tScH) as an electron block-
ing layer 1221. The structure of the 
pbo(oserismg element is shown in Fig-
we?. The 1-504) layer refers to the 
intrinsic amorphous silicon and the 
rro electrode refers to Indium Tin 
Oxide transparent electofl photfr 
sensing elements were connected to 
standard S elements/chip MOSFET 
(Metal Ott Semiconductor) switches 
using flexible printed circuit sheets and 
120 MOS ICs (integrated circuits) 
were used for driving the 960 - 
sensing elements Figure S shows the 
detection and suressia circuit The 
tiptal light irradiates the photosensing 
element and generates & photocurrent 

- - 

a- -- 

Ill 	•-'-- U,, 

Fig. 7 The structure of a photo-
seaslng elemeat (after S. 
Kaneko it at 1221). 

_11j1___ 
— .. 

is ,  

Fig. i(s) Detection and coke sup- 
pression unIt 

(b) MOSFET gate pain and 
output signal timing dia-
gram (after S. Kaneko it al 
1221).  

During an integration period, charge in 
the photosensirtg element is discharged 
by the p&*xcun'ent When the MOSFET 
is turned on, the photosensing element 
is charged and this charging current is 
used as a signal current. Signal per 
noise relics as high as 32 dR are 
obtained at 0.7 lisa-sec exposure using 
a new now suppression method. 

The amorphous silicon is an attractive 
material for this compact and high 
speed structure because of its short 
phocoresponse one and simplicity of 
fabncation[281. Inthis device the good 
performance of the a-Si FET is com-
bined with the a-Si high photoconduc-
tivity and the high dart resistivity. 

Noa-Voladls Amorpho.s SIlica. 
Memory Device 

The phenomenon of memory switch-
ing in - discharge deposited a-Si 
p'-ni thin film structures was first 
demonstrated by Owen ci a11291 

The structure of the memory device 

a-S. SwITTh 

- .... - 

S S I S ST ( 

GLOW- nscaara 
nSiTiO 

S_ S e Se 

— '-i•a 

- 

FIg- 9 
The structure of the memory cleans. 

anwsl 

<Hf' 
FIg. £0 Complete smile carnal-raE- 

e characteristics oft formed 
a-Sl-n-1 device showing the 
forward and reverse thres-
hold voltage. V and V,. 
respectively (after A. E Owea 
at at 1301).  

is depicted in Figure 9. Here i stands for 
the intrinsic a-Si layer, and is, p are the 
PH, (n-type) and B,H, (p-type) doped 
a-Si layers respectively (see Figure 4 
for doping of the amorphous silicon). 

The complete and typical current-
voltage characteristics of  formed a-Si 
(y-m-i) memory device is illustrated in 
Figure ID 1301.  The device switches 
from its OFF to ON state at a critical 
voltage V,,(%4.5 V) following a non-
ohmic region (represented by 0) at 
forward bias (Forward bias is defined 
in such a way that the p'-layer is 
positively biased.) 

In the ON state, the I-V curve is 
ohmic and it extrapolates through the 
origin (Le. the ON dale is permanent) 
and slightly usymeuical(D and E for 
forward and Inverse direction tea-
pectivelfl Increase in the voltage in the 
forward direction causes the ON-state 
current to coeti i.e biatase apparently 
indefinitely, subject only to any current 
limiting resistor, the device is eventu-
ally destroyed by Joule heating. In the 
reverse direction however, another 
instability is observed. at about -1 V 
(typically) the device switches back 
into a high resistance OFF state (see 
the negative resistance region F which 
is a precursor to erasing). The OFF-
ON transition may be repeated by 
biasing again in the forward direction. 

The switching and setting times for 
the a-Si device are very shrrt( lOnisec) 
for either the OFF-ON or ON-OFF 
transition and the energy involved in the 
switching is low '- I 0). 

All at the semiconductor switching 
devices currently used in computer 
memories and other digital electronics 
are volatile three terminal switches of 
the BiT (Bipolar Junction Transistor) 
and MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semicon-
ductor-FET) type. The shaded area in 
Figure II indicates roughly the power-  
time characteristics at that group of 
devices. 

Also indicated in Figure II are areas 
corresponding to the non-volatile (i.e. 
the data are retained after the power is 
switched type atMOSFET switches, 
namely, hO1OS and FAMOS devices. 

The MNOS cell is  transistor with a 
gate consisting of Metal over Nitride 
over Oxide over the Silicon substrate. 
The FAMOS devices refer to the Float-
big gate Avalanche injection MOS. The 
storage mechanism in these devices is 
based on the accumulated capacitive 
charge. From Figure II it can be seen 
that the MNOS and FAMOS devices 
an considerably slower and consume 
more power than the a-Si v-n-i memory 
structures. 

Thearea corresponding to the non- 
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volatile amorphous chalcogenide mem-

ory devices is also shown in Figure II 

In the chaicogenà glasses the reversible 
memory acute, is associated with the 

growth and destruction of a crystalline 

filamen (31 I. therefore this device is 
also considerably slower than that of 

the a-Si-n-i memory structures. 
his clear liven Figure II that the 

performance &the Ire type cia-Si p'-n-i 

memory devices (high speed. low power 
requirement, non-volatile) indicates a 

rat potential for practical aivöcabcns 

in electronics. 
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OPTICAL BISTABILITY AND OSCILLATORY PHENOMENA IN AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS 

J. HAJTO. I. JANOSSY. W.K. CHOI 

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Edinburgh, U.K. 
Department of Physics, Heriot-Watt University, Edirturgh, U.K. 

New experimental results are presented on the laser induced optical 
bistability and oscillatory behaviour in amorphous GeSe2 vacuum evaporated 
films. 	The amplitude and the frequency of the oscillation changes 
linearly on a logarithmic time scale at a fixed intensity, i.e. logarithmic 
time dependence was found. 	A double-well potential model is proposed to 
explain the new observations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The optical properties of amorphous semiconductor films show strong non-

linear behaviour under the influence of c.w. irradiation. 	Recently 

discontinuities, bistability 1  and in special circumstances oscillation in 

the optical properties have been found 
2. 
	Several mechanisms were proposed 

to explain this peculiar optical behaviour. 	razekas 3  proposed that the 

observed anomalies are due to a collective phenomena of charged and neutral 

defects present in the evaporated amorphous semiconductor films. 	Recently 

Phillips  suggested that the oscillatory behaviour is closely connected to 

the laser induced reversible microcrystallization, which was observed in 

a-GeSe 2  films by moans of Raman Spectroscopy 
5. 
	It was also suggested by 

us  that the oscillation can be explained by taking into account the 

combination of the laser heating (thermal effect) and the photostructural 

changes (optical 'effect) 7,8 induced by the c.w. laser irradiation in amorphous

chalcogenide films. 	The pure thermal model explains the optical bistability, 

in terms of a mixture of 'absorptive' and 'dispersive' types of bistabillty 9 . 

Furthermore the combination of the thermal and photostructural effects leads 

to oscillatory behaviour in amorphous semiconductors 6. 	In the theoretical 

description we considered (for the sake of simplicity) only the changes of 

the absorption coefficient. 	The theory predicts monotonic oscillation 

provided the laser intensity is constant. 	In this paper we present new 

experimental evidence for the non-monotonic oscillation which might occur 

under the influence of fixed laser Intensity. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The details of the optical arrangement and the preparation of the a-GeSe 2  

0022-3093/85/50330 C Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 
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films are described in reference 1. 	JsciIlation of the optical properties 

can be observed at a relatively narrv. intensity range 	= 50-70 Wicis 	in 

the case of '= 6 ian thick a-GeSe 2  self supporting films. 	Monitoring the 

oscillation of the optical properties for a longer time interval reveals that 

at least three different types of oscillation can be distinguished which may 

occur consecutively at a fixed laser 7P.tenSity within the above mentioned 

intensity range: 
Mono ton i c  oscillation when tie frequency and the amplitude do not 

change noticeably for a limitec time interval (usually in the range 

of 0-600 seconds). 	These oscillations are described in reference 6. 

The frequency and the amplituce change within a longer time interval 

(usually in the range of 600-3000 seconds). 	A typical observation 

is depicted in Figure I. 

Transmittance [V.] 	 1 

it las  ° 150 152 	
. . 	

.flOO 	1105

Time[sec] 

FIGURE I 
Experimentally recorded oscillation of transmittance 

The frequency of the oscillatiai (Figure 2(a) increases linearly 

on the logarithmic titre scale, i.e. logarithmic time dependence Was 

found. 	A similar, but decreasing logarithmic time dependence of the 

amplitude can be observed sin2ltaneously (Figure 2(b)). 

Optical stopping' effect, i.e. the oscillation stops for 10-200 seconds 

and then starts again. 	We should emphasize again that this effect 

happens at fixed laser intensity. 	A typical recording is depicted In 

Figure 3. 
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FIGURE 2 
Frequency (a) and amplitude (b) of transmittance oscillations. Time measured 

in seconds 

Transmittoflce[tJ 
106 

!IITSTTT.TT! 
time i-',uuvj 

FIGURE 3 
Stopping of transmittance oscillations 

3. DISCUSSION 

The observed logarithmic behaviour of the time dependance of the 

amplitude and the frequency is similar to the previously reported logarithmic 

time dependence of the laser induced anisotropy in amorphous semiconductors '° 

Therefore we suggest that the underlying mechanism determining the time 

development of these phenomena is the same According to the model in 

reference 10, the photostructural changes are associated with the bistable. 
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atomic configurations which can be described by a double well potential 

The observed logarithmic time dependence can be explained by assuming that 

the energy barriers separating the two minima have a distribution width ..E 

ritich larger than U (AE = 0.1-0.2 eV). 	In the previous model of oscillation 

yielding monotonic oscillation the momentary state of the amorphous network 

was characterized by a single parameter 5 
0 

6 .In the forthcoming Paper 11 

we take into account quantitatively the effect of the distribution and show 

that this would lead to a non-monotonic oscillation in a better agreement with 

the new observations described above. 
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Un i ver sity of Dundee. Scotland. 

Department of Electrical E
ng i nee ring, University of Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Extensive new results have been obtained or memory switchifl9 In a-Si p'ni 

junctions. It is shown that the ON-state has its 
or i g ins in a highly con- 

ducting filament less than ljw in diameter. The Physics 
mechanisms that 

could play a role in the switching operations are discussed. 

1. jb7RODUC1lO' 

Threshold and mency switching lit 
the chalcogeflhde glasses greatly stimulated 

research on these materials in the late 1960, and early 1970s1'2 
	In spite of 

rs. memory switching 

the wideraflg"'S work .Ofl 
amorphous Si (a-Si) in recent yea  

phenomena were not observed and this led to a general belief that ,,.,9.,toua 

films of this and other tetrahedrally bonde amorphous materials do not Posses
s  

the physical properties required for switching behaviour. However. some three 

years agc we demonstrated that 
heterO9ento 

junction layers of a-Si could be 

made to exhibit reliable, fast, polarity dependent memory switching46. The 

present paper is concerned with recent results on these specimens. 

As prepared the a-Si layers, generally with a pni structure, require one 

after which they are in a nonvOlati 	
low resistance Dc-state. 

forming operation  
They car be switched back (ERASED) to a non-volatile high resistance Dir-state 

by the application 0' 
a negative potential to the p layer andswitched ON again 

(WRITE operation) by a positive voltage. This cycle can be repeated many 

timj b . 	
The particular exciting aspect of these devices is their remarkable 

ed Pulses of a few volts in height and a few tens of nsecs 
switching spe  
duration 5.6 are sufficient for both the WRITE and ERASE operations. 

In the first part of this paper our latest results, mainly for ford devices. 

will be presented. This will be followed by a discussion of possible physical 

mechanisms that could be playing a role in the switching operation. 

2. SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
les were prepared by the R. gl ow discharge decomposition of silane or 

The samp 
appropriate silane gas mixtures. The majority of the results have been obtained 

re where i demotes an undoped layer. We have 
on specimens having a pni structu  
also observed similar results for npi and related structures and recently 

0022.30931851$0330 €3 Elscviet Science Publisbel' B.V. 

(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 
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Gangopadhyay it al have reported memory switching in p'Th' samples. The 

samples were deposited onto Corning 7059 gloss substrates at 300°C and generally 

prepared with Cr bottom electrodes and Al or Cr top contacts, although a number 

of other metals have been investigated. The active area of the samples, defined 

by photolithographic techniques, ranged from about 10 7cu2  to 10 3cJ. The work 

has also beer extended to specimens in which the a-Si 1-layer was replaced by an 

insulator. The results for these samples showed the same general features as 

those reported for the p'ni layers and will be described in subsequent public- 

ations. 

3. STAIIC EXPERMEN1A RESULTS 

A number of d: experiments have been carried out on formed devices it an 

attempt to provide additional information primarily about the nature of the Oh-

state. Inc current - voltage characteristics of recent pni specimens had the 

same general features as those reported previously 4
- 6, although by carefully 

controlling the forming process their OW-state resistances were generally kept 

at a somewhat higher level (—Ike). 
3.1. Area Dependence of ON- and OFF-state Resistances 

Fig. 1 shows the area dependence of the OFF-state resistance. ROFF. for 

samples of different area fabricated from a single p'ni deposition run. These 

results were obtained on specimens that had been previously switched many times. 

Within the experimental scatter, R,F clearly scales with the reciprocal of the 

area A demonstrating that in the OFF-state the current flows throughout the 

whole area of the specimen. 

ICP 

1• 
• 

1O 

a— 

S 

0 

1cm  
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- 
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FIGURE 1 
	

FIGURE 2 
Area dependence of ROFF. 

	 Area dependence of RON. 

ROFF 
in) 
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In complete contrast, the valves of the OW-state resistances, RON, for the 

same specimens show no area dependence at all is can be seen ffOin fig. 2. This 

result can be understood only if the ON-state has its origin in a highly conduct-

ing filament, less than a few,ym in diameter, that extends at least part of the 

way through the specimen thickness. This result, although not entirely un-

expected1 . will obviously be of central lwçortaflce in d
eveloping a  model for 

the switching process. A direct proof of the existence of a filamentary Oh-

state is provided by the results in section 4. 

3.2. Temperature Dependence of the ON- and OFF-states 
The temperature dependence of both the Oh- and air-state conductance has been 

measured over the temperature range Iron about 230K to goat. Results for a 

typical pni specimen are showr. In fig. 3. The OFF- st ate conductance GOFF 

varied slowly with temperature, increasing by less than a factor of three be-

tweer, 230V and 360K. The ON-state conductance was ever. less temperature depend-
ent, increasing by only lOt over this temperature range. The insensitivity of 

these device parameters to temperature is also observed in other properties. 
For example, the magnitudes of the WRITE and the (R.AS[ voltage, measured under 

pulsed conditions, both Increase by only a factor of 2.5 as the temperature is 

decreased Iron 400t to 200K. Clearly the general insensitivity of the switching 

parameters must also be a feature of any model proposed to explain the switch-

ing behaviour. 
3.3. Magnetoresistance Measurements of the 0k-state 

lransvese magnet oresistOnce measurements of the ON-state 
of a number of 

specimens have been carried out at 

rooTi. temperature up to fields of 
0.5. Within the experimental 

error. 6 '/C was proportional to  

_______________ 	
and found to be positive. The 

values of st/cB2) ranged from 

(0.5 to 2.0) x 1D1. Experi-

ments or phosphorus doped a-Si after 

thermal crystallisation also gave 

a positive ragnetoresistance with 
Gr6 the same a(/tc82) dependence. 
tiff' Unfort unatel y , no results on 

homc.9eneous undoped glow discharge 

35 	40 	L5 a-Si films have beer, reported. 
25 	30 	

103i1 DC') 	it is therefore difficult to 

FIGURE 3 draw any definite conclusions 
Temperature dependence of  

(a) OFF- and (b) 0W-state conductances 	about the amorphous or crystalline 
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nature of the ON-state filament from the present results. However, it is 

probably correct to associate the B2  dependence of the memory Oh-state with $ 

longer mean free path than is normal In amorphous solids. Using conventional 

crystalline theory8  the magnitude of the measured A(/((B 2 ) would lead to or 

effective mobility - lOOcm2V l 1 in support of this suggestion. 

4. OBSERVATION OF ON-STATE FILAMENT 

In order tc learn more about the Oh-state a series of experiments have been 

carried out ir. which the surface of the a-Si device was covered with a thin layer 

of thermochric liquid crystal. By passing current through the device in the 

ON-state it is possible to observe the current path frott the changes produced by 

Joule heating in the reflected colour of the liquid crystal (IC). The results 
for two 2D" dameter structures, viewed through a high power optical •icroscope, 

are given in fig. 4. ri g . 4(a shows the LX surface in the absence of any cur-

rent flow through the specimer and fig. 4(b) shows a sample with current flowing 

it' the Oh-state. the change in the IC appearance produced by Joule heating 

within the filament car be clearly seen, ri g . 4(c) represents another device in 

which the filament has been made more visible by passing a larger current through 

It. We estimate trait a number 0' measurements that the Oh-state is associated 

with a filament of maximuir diameter 0.5.0m. The result therefore has interesting 

implications for the understanding of the switching process. The visual obser-

vation of the current filament has also enabled us to establish that switching 

a device OFF and ON again produces the current filament in the same place and 

this implies that the switching processes are not destructive. 
In another series of experiments the specimens were covered by a thin layer 

of a liquid crystal. 4-cyano-4 altylbiphenyl, which undergoes a nematic-liquid 
phase transition at 35.3C. The phase boundary may be observed quite easily in 

rrncc-mnlarised light and the transition was found to be fast and without 

(al 	 (b) 	 (ci 

FIGURE 4 
Photographs of IC surface covering ?Op diameter memories. 

The arrows in (b) and (c) denote the positions of the current filaments. 
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hysteresis. If the sample temperature is fixed using a thermostatIcally con-

trolled stage, the difference in temperature between a region of local heating 

bt a temperature Tb) and the surrounding film (at T) may be determined. The 

results indicate that no observable temperature rise occurred as a result of 

applying electrical power to the pore in either the unformed stage just prior to 

forming, or in the formed OFF-state just prior to switching. However, as 

described above, in the ON-state local heatng which results on applying con-

tinuous power could be clearly seer. The effect of changing the RMS power 

applied to a SOp diameter pore was studied using a continuous train of 300ns 

pulses. The stage was maintained at ZPC, thus the phase boundary represented 

the locus of points (35.3-21) 	14.3 	above the file temperature. 'These iso- 

therm: were circular and in the particular case studied were symmetric about the 

centre of the pore. 
A plot of the phase boundary diameter d  vs. RI'S power P is shown in fig. S. 

Although there is considerable scatter it can be seer that the relationship 

between d 1  and P is substantially linear for d Z. 2g.. Below this the accuracy 

of the measurements is limited by the resolution of the microscope used. A 

linear dependence of d 1  on P is obtained as a solution of the heat conductivity 

equation for ar idealised syster of this kind, in. which the source of local 

heating is assumed to be much smaller than d 1 . Thus this data indicates that 

the diameter of the ON-state filament must be much less than PyJt, jr, agreement 

with the above experiments. 
5. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR 

In an earlier publication  the exist-

ence of a voltage dependent delay time had 

beer, established for the forming operation. 

In the course of our recent work we have 

observed a number of other time dependent 

effects and these will be described in the 

following. 
5.1. Current Instabilities in Unformed 

Structures 

Current instability phenomena have been 

observed at voltages below totc required 

for forming, in ur.fcrncd a-s pni 

straectwet with thin i-layers. Typical 

results obtained under pulsed operation 

are showy, in fig. C for three pulse heights 

decreasing jut amplitude from (1) to (iii). 
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(PS) 	 (ps) 

FIGURE 6 
Voltage and current responses of an a-Si memory prior to forming. 

It can be seen that the current increases after a delay time Such as roir 
At first sight the results in fig. 6(a) for the unformed a-Si memories appear to 

be similar to those observed in crystalline Si MISS devices 
9.  However, the 

a-Si pni device does not remain in a high conductivity state whilst the voltage 

is maintained, as is the case for the. MISS. The current increases fairly rapid-

ly and then decays ovr a sonestat longer time-scale, resulting in an asymmetric 

current pulse as shown in fig. 6(b). However. it is worth emphasising that 

these current instabilities were observed at voltages just below those required 

for forming. If the voltage pulse was left on for many tens of microseconds 

then, sonw time after the first, a second current pulse would propagate through 

the sample, and ther, a third. etc. As the applied voltage V approached the 

forming voltage V these current pulses appeared to merge until at V 	V1  the 

current level remained high as the device formed. These current instabilities 

therefore appear to be ar, important precursor to the forming process. 

Sd. WRITE and ERASE Delay limes 

We have recently observed a delay in the WRITE operation which is a strong 

function of the WRITE pulse magnitude as shown in fig. 7. Note that these 

delay tines t are significantly faster than the forming delay times reported 

previously5 ' 6 . If the results it fig. 7 are expressed in the form 

Id 	t0  exp (-VIV0 ) then t0 = 335ns and V0 	4.5V. Similar results have been 

obtained for all the specimens investigated although the V 0  values ranged from  

about 0.5V to fly. 
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Experiments to measure 

any ERASE delay time were 

unsuccessful Implying that 

any delay was less than 

the rise time of the meas-

uring circuit, i.e. typic-

ally less than Sns. 

FIGURE 
5 	10 	15 	Dependence of WRITE delay 

time on forward bias 
V (Volts) 	 pulse height. 

6. DISCUSSION or POSSIBLE SWITCHING MECHANISMS 

The work describee above contained a number of important new results. Prob-
ably the most crucial of these tc an understanding of the physical processes 
underlying the switching mechanism, was the proof of the existence of a filament 
In the memory ON-state. Filamentary conduction has been observed previously in 
a wide range of materials. These include single crystal silicon, galliur 

arsenide, zinc telluride gallium arsenide phosphide and polycrystalline silicon. 

all of which car show current-voltage characteristics associated with threshold 
switching 10.  This applies as well to the amorphous chalcogenide glasses 1.2  in 
which both threshold and memory behaviour can be observed. In the following we 

shall begin by discussing the filament fonnatior and then describe some of the 

models that have beer, used for these materials and discuss their relevance to 
the switching in a-S. 

Sl. Filaint formation 

During the forming process which, as has been demonstrated, leads to a 

current filament, the metal-insu'ator barrier of the device will be under re-
verse bias. This suggests that the foriing is likely to be associated with 

extremely high local fields across the thin a-Si i-laye- which may approach 
106Vc. Under these conditions tunnelling of field emitted electrons from the 
top of the electron distribution in the metal electrode becomes the dominant 

transport mechanism, ii;jecting appreciable electron densities into the semi-

conductor. The current instabilities described in section 5.1 would certainly 

be consistent with such a model. 

How is the reproducible filament produced during the forming process? A 

possible answer is suggested by the extensive work on thin film composite 
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materials jr which small Isolated metallic particles are d 4 spersed in a di-

electric meditr. this work has given a great deal of insight into the tuns*l-

11mg process between isolated metal particles and its dependence on average 

particle size and separatior.. applied fields, etc. It Is feasible that the Mgh 

fields and current densities developing locally during forming could lead to 

enhanced diffusion of metallic particles from the electrode into the thin Insul-

ator. Such a regior would become the preferred current path carrying the elec-

tron current in the Oh-state. Further experimental work is required to confirm 

such a model; the observet field and temperature dependence in the ON-state is 

certainly consistent witt: results established in the previous work on these 

systems. 
6.2. Possible Mechanisms for Memory Switching 
The above considerations refer to the initia formation of the filament but 

cannot as such explain the subsequent memory switching. We should now like U 
critically discuss a number of possible mechanisms tc expi sin this behaviour. 

6.2.1. Thermal models 
At first sight -this model 12, used to explain the behaviour of the amorpi'-

ous chalco9enide memories, right appear to offer a basis for explaining the a-Si 

switching processes. In the chalcogeflides the ON-state is associated with a 

filament of crystalline material which is formed after sufficient power has been 

applied to the layer to melt a small area of the material. Switching OFF is 

achieved by burning out this filament using a number of relatively short higt-

power pulses and allowing rapid quenching to reforn the highly resistive nc'ph-

ous phase. However, there are a number of important differences between the 

a-Siand the chalcogenide memories: (a) it has beer established that the a-Si 

memories do not form or WRITE at constant power; In general forming occurs at 

much lower powers ( 4104J) than in the chalcogenides (10- 4 - 10" 3J); (b) the 

forming. WRITE and ERASE operations for the a-S memories are generally polarity 

dependent; (c) no rise in the temperature of the a-Si specimens can be obsen-

ed iunediately prior to switching; and (d) the a-Si WRITE and (RAZE times in 

many orders of magnitude faster than those for the chalcogenides e.g. for the 

WRITE operation ios coecared with 10_
35. 2  For all these reasons we do not 

believe that the crystal l ire 'anorphous thermal model is applicable to a-Si. 

6.2.2. Models based on Trapped Space Charge 
in many respects the behaviour of the amorphous Si layers appears to be 

closely related to that of crystalline Si MISS structures in that both show fast 

polarity dependent switching, both show current instabilities during some stage 
of the forming processes and both have high conductance states associated with 

current,filamemts. The major difference of course is that the MISS structures 

are threshold switches which always revert to the OFF-state when the power is 
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removed, whereas the a-Si layers have the additional advantage (and complexity) 

of non-volatile memory behaviour. 
It is nonetheless possible that the memory switching in the a-Si devices 

is closely related to the mechanisms proposed for the MISS layers. Essentially 

twc models have been used to explain the MISS behaviour 13 , these are generally 

referred to as 'punch-through' and the -avalanche-mode' and both rely for 

switching on establishing high fields across space charge barriers in the films. 

In 
addition, in both models the low impedance state is produced by Injected 

ctrge causing inversion of the Si at the 51/insulator Interface. It is teiwt- 
- 

ing to suggest that the permanent memory of the a-Si layers may be produced 

by a simila mechanism in which the charge Is trapped in deep gap states at the 

insulatOrsemiconductor interface f
or which the probability of release is very 

small. However, the a-Si layers retain their memory without any observable 

change in their properties for as long as we have measured them. namely, for 

over one year at room temperature and 24 hours at 95 0 L. 

Using the thermal release time trout deep mid-gap states as a measure of 

the persistence of the trapped space charge, then from the well-known expression 

to'- 
 the average thermal release time we estimate that the capture cross-section 

of these centres should be less than 10Cfl 7 . Although extremely small, such 

values would be consistent with Coulomb repulsive centres identified in crystal
-

line materials 14. However, the problem is that recombination of the trapped 

distribution through tunnelling or diffusion may well invalidate the above est- 

imate by leading to a much faster decay of any trapped space charge distribution. 

All one can say at present is that a model in which the observed memory Is assoc-

iated with a trapped space charge cannot be excluded but, in view of the remark-

able non-volatility of the memory states, may not be the correct exp'.anatiori. 

6.2.3. Other suggestions 
It should be remembered that in the random. network of the a-Si layers 

significant amounts of hydrogen are incorporated. 'the possibility therefore 

exists that memory switching say be associated with some atomic motion of 

hydrogen in the material. For instance, it has been reported that i ambient 

sensors containing Pd/a-Si Schottky barriers, hydrogen plays an important role 

in lowering the barrier 
is. Also the polarity dependence of the threshold 

voltages for the a-Si memories could be understood or. the basis of field assist
-

ed hydrogen diffusion. like all the possibilities mentioned above, this remains 

at present somewhat speculative and further work Is required to identify the 

most likely memory switching mechanism. 

1. CONCLUSIONS 
A number of new results, including the observation of a filamentary ON-state, 
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are reported in this piper. These provide important information relating to 

the physical processes underlying the operation of the a-Si memories. 

At present we believe that the initial stages of memory formation are likely 

to be associated with high fields and/or tripped charges in a manner analogous 

to that responsible for the threshold switching in crystalline Si MISS devices. 

However, neither the nature of the Oh-state current filament nor the physical 

mechanisms responsible for the permanent memory of the a's' layers, have been 

established with any certainty at the present time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been reported in several papers 5 , that chalcogenide 

glasses which show photodarkening also become anisotropic under 

the influence of plane polarized laser beam. The resulting aniso-

tropic structure does not relax at room temperature but it can be 

reoriented by changing the input polarization and similarly to 

photodarkening, it can be erased by annealing near the glass-

transition temperature. 

Kolobov et al- 6  proposed a phenomenological description of the 

photodarkening process in terms of bistabie atomic configurations. 

In a recent publication  we demonstrated that by an extension of 

the Kolobov model photodarkening and photo-induced anisotropy can 

be treated within the framework of a unified theory. 

Very recently Elliott 7  presented a comprehensive description 

of atomic models of photostructural changes. According to these 

models the photoinduced processes consist of two steps. At the 

first stage an electron-hole pair is created by the laser beam and 

certain bonds are weakened. This leads to the displacement of the 

atoms near the excited pair. Hence the recombination of the elec-

tron-hole pair takes place in a different atomic configuration as 

compared to its excitation. As a consequence at certain atomic 

sites the final equilibrium state might be different from the 

initial one. 
The basic assumption of our considerations is that under the 

influence of laser illumination a dynamical equilibrium is estab-

lished between the two atomic configurations. The population in 

the metastable configuration depends, amongst other factors on the 

probability of the electronic excitation in the ground state rela- 

0022.3093187/S03.50 Ci  Elsevier Science PubLishers B.V. 
(North.Hofland Physics Publishing Division) 
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tive to that in tne metastable state. The origin of tne anisotropy 

Is that this relative probability depends on the orientation of 

the bistable centre with respect to the laser polarization. 

In the following we first investigate the orientational depend-

ence of the first stage in the case of the excitation of a two-

fold coordinated chalcogen atom. In Sec. 3 we apply tne results 

to a specific type of atomic rearrangement. 

2. ORIENTATIDNAL DEPENDENCE OF OPTICAL EXCITATION 

Chalcoger atoms have 6 outer electrons two of which are in the 

$ state and do not contribute significantly to chemical bonding. 

Two p electrons form f bonds with the first neighbours in the 

network. Ire remaining two electrons occupy the thiro o orbital 

forming a lone-cair. The lone -pair electrons are situated at the 

top of the valence band while the bottom of the conduction band 

corresponds to antibonding c states. Therefore at the optical 

edge absorption is caused by transitions of lone-pair electrons 

to antibonding states. 
The prooability of such a transition is proportional to the 

quantity 12- 	p is a unit vector in the direction of the polar- 

ization of the light beam and u is the dipole-matrix element: 

E 'fin  or  

where 	r 	
the wavefunction of the initial state lone-pair 

orbital), 	fin 5 that of the final state Cc w orbital). Let us 

suppose that the p orbitals of the chalcogen atom are unperturbed 

by the bond- formation. i.e. we neglect sp 3  hybridization and the 

interactions with other atoms. In this case it follows from sym-

metry consIderations that the matrix element u is parallel to the 

radius vector Joining the chalcogen atom and its neighbour 

Cu 	r , see Fig. l). The probability, P 11 
 of exciting one of the 

lone-pair electrons to the C-&1 
0 orbital is ' cos 2  e 	sin- 

lady the probability P 2  for the C-A 2  c orbital is 	COS 2e2 

where S and G2 
are the angles between the direction of polariza-

tion, p, and the corresponding radius vectors. The total proba-

bility of exciting the chalcogen atom (C) is the sum of P 1  and 

P = P 1 +P 2 % cos e 1  COS 2 $f sin  

is the angle between 2 and Cl, the normal of the plane given by 

the three atoms C,ArAZ ("bonding plane", see Fig.1). 
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The above considerations 

although simplified, shows 

that if the polarization 

direction is parallel to n 

the chalcogen atom (C) is 

much less vulnarable to 

optical excitation than if 

E is parallel to the bond-

ing plane. 

FIGURE 1 
Electron orbitals involved in the 
excitation process 

 

3. APPLICATION TO A SPECIFIC MODEL OF PHOTOINOUCED CHANGES 

The simplest atomic model of photostructural changes was pro-

posed by Tanaka  B.  According to this rocel all of the chemical 

bonds are unchanged but a chalcogen atom is displaced from its 

original position to a new one (Fig.2). A more detailed version is 

given by Elliott 7  who considers the relatively strong interaction 

between the chalco;en and its neatest non-bonding neighbour 

("batkbonding") 

Al  

	

•% .~. c 	 -- 

	

C. 	
b. 

FIGURE 2 
Two bistable centres according to the Tanaka-Elliott model. 
a.) 	n 	b.) 	Q'Iffl 
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As shown in Fig.2. the normal vectors n and fl of the bonding 

planes in the ground state (4 1 CA 2 ) and the metastable state (4 1 C42 ) 

resp. are not parallel to each other. Let us first examine a bi-

stable centre where n is parallel to p (Fig.2a). From the consid-

erations presented in Sec.2. it follows that in this case the pro-

bability of excitation in the ground state is much lower than the 

corresponding probability in the metastable state. Hence the pro-

bability of the C" C' transition is much lower than that of the 

C' • C transition and the population in tne metastable state will be 

low. 

Consider next a bistable centre which is identical to the first 

one apart from being rotated so that now ii' is parallel to the 

laser polarization 	Fig. 2b . In this case the C - C' transition has 

a much higher probability than the CC transition. Therefore the 

population in the metastable state at this bistable centre will be 

much higher than at the previous one. 

The above arguments demonstrates that the population in the 

metastable state is a function of the bistable centre. To observe 

macroscopic anisotropy it is necessary that the bistable centres 

should have an anisotropic structure. 

In conclusion our model shows clearly that photodarkening and 

photo-induced anisotropy are the consequence of the same atomic 

processes hence these are inherently connected. 
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MODEL FOR THE NON-LINEAR INTENSITY DEPENDENCE OF PHOTOSTRUCTURAL 

CHANGES IN AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS 

I HAJTO and I. I ANOSSY 

Department of Eletttal Eng i neering. Kings Buildings. Lnivtr'-ity of Edinburgh. Edinburgh 

Department of Ph , si ~ s, Bend-Watt Inisersil), Edinburgh 

In this paper a model of the photosiructural changes is presented. with emphasis 

on the non-linear intensity dependence The quantitative analysis of the model 

predicts non-linear intensity dependence for the kinetics of the photostruetural 

changes as well as for the ligbt induced optical anisotrcpv in accordance with experiments. 

• INTRODUCTION 

The experimental evidence obtained for photocructural changes 6  shows that rearrangements of 

atomic configurations cannot be described b' a single-photon process. It is observed that the rate 

of the photosiructural change (v) depends on the illuminating intensity (1) as v - P with the 

exponent S varying between 1.26 and 2.47' s  A common feature of all data is that 8 is larger than 

I The primary process could involve the absorption of two photons within a short time interval. 

Such processes are well known in pho1ochemistry. 9  A specific model for 2-OeSe 27assumin9 wicces-

sive absorption of two photons has been described by Vancu and Gngorovici. which predicts 

62 for moderate intensities. Explanation of the observed wide range of non-integer processes 

requires a further assumption namely that the photostructural changes are caused by the superposi-

lion of one and two-photon processes. and in the case of 5>2. even three-photon processes must be 

condered. Instinctively the experimentally observed non-integer power-law behaviour appears to 

be related to the similar well-known behaviour of the intensity dependence of the photocunrent) 0  

Is is frequently observed, in insulators and semiconductors, that the photocurrent o depends on the 

illuminating intensity as a - I' when V is usually between 0.5 and 1, but under certain conditions 

'y>l an occur (supralinearity). Sublinearity and ncpralinearity can be observed in the same 

material depending on the preparation conditions ' 1 . This relationship reflects the intensity depen-

dence of the density of photogenerated free carrier) 0 , and therefore it seems plausible to suggest 

that the pboiostructural changes are also associated with free amen. For a-Si:H. this idea has 

been taken up by a number of authon.22  Siutzmann et a0 propose a mode! where the onlv' 

role of the light is to generate tree carriers, and transitions from the pound state to the metastable 

state occur during the recombination of free electrons and boles. This assumption is supported by 

the observation that degradation of solar cells takes place in p-i-n layers under double injection. 

without any illumination. 13 

The fact that polarized light induces optical ani,otrc.py54  shows, in contrast, that at least in chal-

cogenides the role of light is not merely to generate free carriers. Free carriers (once generated) 

would move independently of the properties of the exciting light, which precludes anisotropy. 

0022-30931871503.50 ,©Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 

(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 
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However illumination of chalcogenide glasses by polarized light induces optical anisotropy at the 

radiated spot, with the optical axis parallel to the electric vector of the exciting beam. The anise'-

tropic structure may be reoriented by changing the polarization direction of the illuminating beam. 

or erased by circularly-polarized light, it has been shown that these effects follow ,  naturally from 

the concept of bistable centres, provided that the anisotropy of the individual centres is taken into 

account. 5.6 The reorientation process gives an excellent means of studying the intensity depen-

dence of the kinetics of the photostructural phenomena- Reorientation may be repeated severa 

times, and there is no need to anneal between successive runs- it is found that the reonentatton 

curves measured at different intensities are identical. within experimental error, on the reducet 

time scale t't,. where t o  denotes the time elapsed from the start of the reorientation until the anise'-

tropy becarnes zero. 5  We should emphasise that it is proportonal to the transition rate betweet 

14  the two states of the bistable centres. 5.8 The experimental data 5 ' 	indicate a power-law relation 

Iit, — l' 	 () 

with 8-2.4 and 8-1.26-1.37 In this paper a model is proposee which explains both the non-

linear intensity dependence of pbotosri'ucturai changes and the kineacs of the light induced am-

tropy. 

:,MODEI. 

Photostructural changes are associated with the rearangemeni of atomic positions near certain cen-

tres. 1 ' 5  At these centres, two distinct equilibrium atomic configurations exist: one being the pound 

state, the other hems metastable. We suggest that the primary notation process is the same for 

both the photosiructural changes and the light-induced optical arusotropy. as illustrated in Figure 

ac. The rst step in the rearrangement of a bistable centre is the capture of a fret electron by a 

trap located in energy near the bottom of the conduction band (Fig.la). In most cases this electron 

is either thermally reactivated into the conduction band or recombines with a bee bole. We assume 

that at the bistable centres, rearrangement takes place if during the time while the trap is fillet a 

photon removes a valence electron from a neighbounng atom (Fmg.lb"c). 

<K 
Figure :. Rearrangement of chalcogen atoms (S or Se) leading 

to photostructural change and optical anisotropy 

For pure cbaicoget elements, the suggested rearrangement leads to the formation of a D "  D' 

defect pair ("self-mapped exciton). In Street's model of photoucturaJ changes 15 this pair 

corresponds to the metastable configuration. The creation of a If Li pair may. however. be  only 
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ii. intermediate step which is followed by the rearrangement of chemical boot as shown in Figure 

14 This second step was proposed by Mort 1 6 for chalcogenide alloys. Raman, giecno.copy1718 

provides evidence for this mechanisn of homopolai bond formation in certain alloys. 

In the following we analyse in a simple way  the  nonlinear behaviour connected with the proposed 

mecbani, of photostrtaclural changes. The bo(tkneck of the nnnon proces from the pound 

gate to the me tastable state is the second step shown in Figure 1 b-c i.e. the ionization of an atom 

while the  neighbouring trap is filled. This determines the overall tarstioo rate (- lit 0), hence 

1/1,-n1! (2) 

where n is the number of the centres per unit volume at which the trap is filled by an electron. As 

discussed in several pape 101  rs 	the density of occupied traps with energy E can be expressed as; 

n 
h_n 

N. 	 (3) 
bn+b,p  

Here N lathe total number of taps, c and p are the 
 free electron and bole densities. and b 1  and 

are the electron and bole capture cr-5&tOn5 respectively E mi is the'trap Fermi level" for 

electrons; 

E. E, kTln[(b_n+bp\/b.nJ 	 (4) 

Er and no  denote the Fermi level energy and free electron denstv in the absence of illumination. 

For our ptii'posa it is more convenient to express a, in a different form; 

N 	 5 

where N is the'effective dentv of gates in the conduction band. which is at order 10 19 M,3  at 

rm temperature. 0  For nail levels of excitation; 

D, p cc Ne 1>uI 	 (6) 

In this caz. the terms proportional to c and p cat he neglected in the dcnomicator, yielding 

(7) 

Taking into account the proportionality between n and th e  pholocuirent a. Eqns 2 and? give 

lit, -0 '-I" 	 (8) 

or compared with Eqs. I 

	

8-1+-y 	 (9) 

For va-v high levels of excitation inequality (6) is reversed and o i  becotnes intensity independent. 

In this limit S a 1, i.e. the reciprccity law should hold. The ava from low to N&V excita-

tion levels takes plact in the intent) range where n and N a we comparable. (It is 

assumed that a b. and ph aresimilar) In this context it is important to note that Li  baa a distri-

bution over a certain energy range rather than a definite value. This fact has been brought out in 
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the study of the kinetics 01 the reonentatiOfl. The distribution E, m3v extend considerably over 

the crossover range because of the exponential dependence of n on E 1  These circumstances can 

reduce the measured exponent from I + y to a value I C 8 C •'y over a wide intensity range 

The anove considerations shot, that the photoinduced changes increa more than linearly with 

ncrasing  intensity In the case of a supraltnear dependence of the ptsotuneflt on intensity (y > 

an exponent larger than 2 is expected. For the sublinear case (0.5 C '-y C 1) an exponent 

bet-.ieen 1.5 and 2 is predicted for low intensity levels. It is furthermort predicted that on increas-

ing the intenst) the exponent should gradually decrease to 1. Thus the observed vaiues of 6 smaller 

than 1 5 may correspond to the extended crossover range. in which the exponent changes from 

- to I (i .e.the linear region I 

3.CONCLIJSI01,  

The model presented in this paper explains the light induced optica) anisotropy in the same way as 

discussed in the earlier papers. 54  but here we point out that the excitanon probability depends on 

the orientation of the bicable centre with respect to the direction of the light potarrsation. Reonet,-

tanon of the anisotropic structure when the polansation of the writing beam has changed implies 

that under illumination there exists a dynamical equilibrium between the two statesi.e. transitions 

from the metastable to the round slate may also be induced by light. 
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PRE-FORMED 1-V AND C-V CHARACTERISTICS OF .51:11 p ru JUNCTIONS 

WL 0101. S. REYNOLDS. J. HAJTO. SM
. GAGE. Al. OWEN. At SNELL and 

tM. F1.A14AGAN 
Department of Electrical Engineering. Univensty of Edinburgh, Scotland 

MJ ROSE. El. DJAMDJI, P.C. LeCOMBER and W.E. SPEAR 
Department of Applied Physics and Electronic & Manufacturing Engifletflfls. 

Unnmty of Dundee. Scotland 

Static and dynamic J-V, and static C-V characteristics of a.Si:H p 4  ni structures in the 

unformed sate are presented and discussed. Certain aspect of their behaviour may be 

qualitatively explained in terms of models developed f
or  analogous czytalhne semiconductor 

structures when differences in their electronic and unactuni properties are taken into 

ion_at.  

1. WTRODUCUON 

some years ago. we reported the exigence of memory and 
threshold switching in a-Si:H P at 

gructura following conditioning by means of a high applied voltage ('formingi. Subsequent work  

has concentrated on charactelisifli aspect of device behaviour concerned with memory ranchint. 

but since -- memory switching has yet been observed in unformed ('virgin') structures they have 

received s,incwt.at Ict attention. 

Th e  virgin a.SI:H p 4  iii device is nonocally analogous tO 
the  mctaI.inMatoe.t0iiC00du' 

semicTiictor (Ms) threshold switch, a Minp'' (or Milan 4)  structure usually comprising 

 The 
crystalbne Si p and n regions and a thin Si oxide. oxynimde, or thick polyeaUine Si layer

2  

operation of the MISS device is quite well undemood2.4 - In this paper we compare and contrast 

the us I-V and C-V and pulsed I-V characteristics 5  of both types of devices and tow how 

certain aspects of MISS switching theory may be applied qualitatively to the ainceplicus device. 

2. RESULtS AND DISCUSSION 

Samples were prepared in layer sequence p 4 , n. i by the RI - discharge decompoation of 

slant gas mixtures onto gjas/Cr or gamiest steel substrates held as about 3OVC. y p 4  layer 

was depoéS from a mixture containing tO vppm B 2145  and as 0.0s.O.15,&m thick- Details of 

the n and i layers used in partictilar experimental tudurU are given in the test; Al was used for 

top electrode meflflintion throughout. 

0022.30931811$00 *Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 

(North-H011and Physics Publishing Division) 
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2.1 Static i-V and C-V characleriula 

Room temperature i-V and c-v (1 MHz) cbaractenstica6  for a-S.:H p ni samples with 

IIUiIaI i-layer ttiicknen (70 em) and n-layer doping (30 vppns PH 3) but differing n-layer thicknes 

are shown below. The IN characteristics obtained with the p layer biased negative were 

found to be similar ill all cases. 

•1-' 

,iiz_ du_o  

Iv . )oonrn 	:.: 
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z 	-s 	d,- 9601 11111  
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The dependence of the IN chamctetistia on d can be qualitatively explained as follows. In 

a-Si:H pn junctions with the doping levels used here, the depletion layer extends predottiinafldy 

into the n-layer, to perhaps lXnm, and the space-charge depletion layer due to the Schoctky 

barrier may also be of the order of 2n1t. Thus (or d0C3®nnt. a pS junction might be 

expected to behave in much the ne way as a p'i junction. U the region where 1eV 2  I 

nribed to a spact.cha1r-limited current in the a-layer, then it 
should be better developed for 

large d, and as this is a bulk affect I should tale OPPrOzkbaWY with the n-layer thickoes- MV 

is further increased. I begins to rise more rapidly and becomes simod discontinuous - to 

fainting. This tanitioc 
 from low to high conductivity is not associated with threshold switching 

it pert" as 
the bias is reduced to we and no stabIn negative retistana phenomena are observed. 

The C-V charicterSics also tow a marked dependence on d in accord with the foregoing 

remarks. When d a <3W a they resemble thom of the p i structure, although there are 

discrepancies in absolute values which are not undettood. Similar general features are exhibited 

by atailine MOS juuictioJ in the high-frequency limit. However, the peaked tape of the C-V 
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Plots for 
ptflj samples where d>600nm resemble those obtained for MISS structures in the off-

gate, which Yamarnoto in aI explain in terms of the bias-dependent tenet capacitances associated 

with the insulator, the n-i surface depletion layer and the p'o junction. 

2.2 Pulsed IN characteristics 

In a-S.:H p rn devices where the i-layer is ibm (<lOom), or lightly n-doped, current 

instabilities5  can be observed in pulsed operation at voltages just below those required for forming. 

The behaviour of the delay tune td as a function of applied voltage pulse height is nmdar to that 

exhibited by an MISS device prior to switching 3. as shown below: 

12 	14 	16 	18 "an 

In the case of the MISS device. it is believed that the current nit 	
un following inversion 

of the 0-layer tithe n-i interface due to hole injecton from the forward-biased pn junction. 

The time taken foe this to oaur correspondstot. The high elecinc field aers the insulator is 

augmented by the poétive ç.ce charge. musing a large election tunnel current to Cow through the 

insulator into the n-layer conduction bend, or into the valence bend in the ntiS layer- In the 

MISS device, this on-tate is .saintained even 
when V is reduced provided it exceeds a holding' 

level. A regexmative process, which mainlains the supply S boles necemry for inversion must 

therefore operate; the mrk.IltI!45) by which this takes - is not fully understood. Although £ 

ámilar model may be applicable to the amorphous device, it appears ibis, by analogy, the wpply 

of holes in thiscaseis insufficient to maintain the  on-catt This may be due to an macasS 

likelihood of bole recombinatiOn, possibly with electrons that ban tunnelled through the insulator, 

leading to cuiTttmt collapse sbcrtly after the on- 
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Several other differences between the two are observed 5 . The current instability maximum at 

constant V increases only slightly with increasng contact area, indicating that current flow is 

Largely filamentary and confined to a region of perhaps 100 I'm 2 . Repeated operation of the 

amorphous device at high bias causes progtcC changes in characteristics which culminate in 

forming This is perhaps not surprisng. asthe filament current density may exceed 10 6  * cttc 2 , 

well in excess of values sustained in other 2-$:H devices. It also 
suggests that the conduction 

mechanism differ' from that in the on-state MISS device and may perhaps be due to avalanche 

processes. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Certain smilatities in the electrical properties of notionally analogous crystalline MISS and 

amorphous pw structures can be qualitatively explained in terms of models developed for the 

crystalline device However. one important feature, namely threshold switclung, is not observed in 

the amorphous structure. This could be because the inversion layer established at the point of 

switching cannot be maintained due to the rate of bole recombination exceeding the supply rate. 

The predominantly filamentary conduction during the current instability gives rise to high local 

current dainties which lead to changes in the electrical characteristics. 
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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SPIN-COATED AMORPHOUS C1{ALCOCENIDE THIN FILMS 

E KAJTO. P.J.S, EWEN. P. BELFORD. .1. HAJTO and A.E. OWEN 

Department of Electrical Engineering, Kings Buildings. University of Edinburgh. Edinburgh 

Optical spectra of spin-coated amorphous As-S thin films are given. These indicate different 
bondind stnscturt compared to the vacuum evaporated thin rums. 

1.INTRODUCflON 

Recent studies have than that a broad rae of cbakogetiide thin films an be prepared hoe 

OrpaiC solutions using spin deposition techniques'. Some of the materials have been demonstrated 

to be potentially useful for high rezilutios s,icrolitbograpby? For this applicaflon it I reqaired 

that the thin flInt of chakogenide material thould be sensitive to the photodiftulon of metals sh 

as silver and should also have a uniform thickness in the range 010.02 to 2sm. It is slm imrt 

that the material should have a large abtot$c@ coefficient for the irradiation cooaly used in 

standard mictoUthogflPlUC techniques. 

The present  paper is concerned with the  optical properties of thin flints prepared by win coflag 

from solutions of As-S chakogenide gtaes dived in n-propylan.ine. 

2EXPflD4E$TAL 

The bulk materials (As 5S1®.) were prepared by direct 
synthesis from SN purity elements in en- 

cuated quartz ampoules at SOD °C for 12 in. Alter synthesis  the ampoules were air quenched. Salts-

tions of the chalcogenida were made by dissolving  the powdered — is anhydroin n-

propytamine. The solution was filtered. using a 0.5 1.m pore size filter on deptia. this ensured 

that the solution was  free from did masial. The resulting film 	varies with the 	om- 

vanS the solution, the spinning time and speed. It was found S aample that 2ms As MS60  

dis*ved in 10 ml n.aae (i.e. 0.894 solution) and win-deposited was a - saben&e 

(3000rpai for flee) reahed S & uniform MEN of — lasso shicknew The On tented ctsalrcgeaide 

films were annealed for — I how & 190  OC in ado to te the remains of the S,mt. 

The  optical v&nsiittaas and re&ctnna of than films S a lenS range of Aa-S 	- w- 

 lions ttt measured S the spectral region S 0.2 to 2.5 .m — an UV.VIS-NlR spectiophotom-

eta (hrkin-Eima Lambda 9). The optical onnatant, rthactive indes a and absorption coeffident 

a, wee calculated from the  nw mmmen md the reflectance data Sag the methat suggested by 

• SwanepOe? and Abeles4. 

3. RESULTS 

The compoitionsi dependence of the rcLatn jades (measured at photon energy 4 1.23 eV) 

I" spincoated As.¼iofilms is depicted in r.we 1. 

0022.30931871503.50 tEStier Science PubiSien B'V' 

(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 
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ft can be seen that the value of refractive index gradually increases towards the composition 

AICSW (It. the molecular composition As253 .) Similar coaipcstional dependence ns observed 

for vacuum evaporated As -S film). 

102.1 	I 
*15% 

4 411 0 *525575 

5*135555 
n35 

 
• *140560 

0 

IS S 	Cd W As sL% 

Figure 1 ..Compoitional dependence of a 
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Inc *in coated As-S films 

The enerV dedence S the refractive index a(E) can be fitted by the Wemple-Di Domenico 6 

diwatoo retaobip; 

1+EJ4E1—fss.$I 	 (1) 

what bw is the pboeon attn. E0  is the sogk tflatot enerp and Ed IS the thspeSoo energy .  

By plotting (a2-1)4  .en (tn.)2  (see Figure 2-) and fitting the data w ith a flght hne. Ed  and 

can be directly determined from the intercept (E./Ed) and the dope ( -I/E.%). The negative 

curvature dojanoc which is observed in the higher energy portion in flgun 2 S due to the onset 

of interband optical abpticn. The dependences of the tingle ruMor energy E 0 and its diaper-

ion energy Ed  on compodoo an plotted in Figure 3.a,b. Also plotted are data for vacuum eva-

porated As-S films obtained by various authors 1 - 
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The comma (cannes of these data are the maximum in Ed  and the minimum in E at the 

nchiometic compoStion (AsSw). However the values at the c*dtor dispersion energy Ed 

for cm-coated films are condderably lower than those obtained for v -- m um evaporated films. It 

was tseinoagratd that Ed  obe$  a ample empincal relationship E d  - 0 Ne Z1  Ne when D is  

coaat. N C 
is the number at the nan neighbour cations to the anion. Z is the formal chemi-

cal valency at the anion and Ne  us the efacnn number at valence electrons per anion  Therefore 

the snafler Ed siggeat a different bonding to-ucture for those films prepsr5 by spin-coating com-

pared to thaw prepared by vacuum evaporation. The optical atcxoc spea for spin coiled 

As-S films are depicted in Figure 4. it is a nlicnt feature that films at identical composition give 

different absorption speon solely depending on their ciSc at deposition i.e. spun a vacuum eva-

panted. In the case of vacuum evaporated As-S films the absorption cociant rises exponentially 

with photon energy a.a the region 1.3 to 2.7 eV according to the tfrbab rule; - 

a-a.exp(B(b..-4s.J 	 (2) 

where 9 and so  are constants. This exponential absorption edge us typical for vacuum evaporated 

amoephous chalcoenide Mm. the came at spin coated As5Sw,_1  Ow the exponential region 

is rriaed to a mcnaler energy region (24, to 26 eV) and the dopes are smaller (B is ranging 

from 510 9 cv t ) than the dopes mcamred for the vacuum evaporated Mass' (B - 19 eV-'). Alm 

a broad absorption band is present for a S 10 cm4  and in the photon energy range 12 m2.3 

eV. This band is not present in the vacuum evaporated films. 

It. 

9V) 

- *3155*5 
o *535575 
• 
t*5355*5 
• *540510 

AalsSu 
0*525175 241 
•A&30170 240 
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Ii 	3D 	2.5 

flgure .,s 's photon energy 

for - coated As-S fit 

E(aV) 	 2.3 2.5 	2.7 23 

Figure,  S. ,(uI.#n photon energy 

for spin costed As-S fit 

The Wand absoeption band might be stated with light anteing fat inbomogeneities of the 

order at hundreds at wgmoms In &s.n.en'•  At higher valves at the optical absorption ocM. 

dent, its exponential dependence on photos energy can to bold and the absorption coefficient 

rises less geeply. Figure 5 tows that for this region the s values can be knearised a; 
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a(afiw)"aC(lla1aY 	 (3) 

Socli spectral dependence of the absorption coefficient can be attributed to interband electronic 

transitions nce one can write S. 

--Ii  

ascOtUij 	5 g,(E)gfi-EE)dE 	 (4) 

where 4 and g are the densities of gaits in valence and conduction bands. Assuming that g(E) 

- 112 and that the transtiøn math' element M is constant in the  energy range tinder coonden-

too, equation (4) takq on the form expressed by equation (3). The value of the Optical energy 

pp E can be obtained by extrapolating 112 towards zero (see Figure 54. The value of the opti-

cal energy pp E decreases with the As content. The dope C on the other band increases towards 

the  stoichiometric composition indicapng a narrowing of the conduction band and the valence 

band (i.e. increasug order in the chemical bond 
stat istics) .  Similar compositional dependences 

were found for vacuum evaporated As-S films7 . 

4. CONCLUSION 

Varying the coinbOn of spin coated As-S films induces changes in Ell through modifications of 

the avenge bonding energy (i.e. by vtrying  the  chemical bond statiaia.) This is consistent with 

changes in E observed in vacuum evaporated As-S films7 . Al the composition became increas-

ingly sulphur rich, the trends shown in E. E 0. B and C we attributed to either an increasing 

disorder or to chemical changes renulting in a redistribution of the density of sates within a certain 

energy gap. Furthermore, the broad abarptioc band and the fact that  Ed. B and C are smaller 

than the corresponding parameten for vacuum evaporated films . indicate a different bonding 

tctun in the amorphous network 
for  the films prepared by spin-coating and vacuum evapora-

tion. Measurements an currently underway to study the photodisoltution of metals in spin-coated 

films. 
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Abstract: It has been demonstrated that aniorpb-
otis silicon pni junctions exhibit nonvolatile 
polarity dependent memory switching after initial 
conditioning by means of a high applied potential 
Cforminfl The memory on-state is due to the pre-
sence of a highly conducting fllamcnL whose 
physical properties are not well understood. 
Recent work has shown that in junctions where 
the Mayer is either thin or lightly n-doped the 
forming process may be preceded by a transient 
current instability, which decays even when the 
voltage across the device is maintained. Unlike the 
forming process, the occurrence of a current insta-
bility does not necessarily modify the device, 
although progressive changes may result after 
repeated operation. The magnitude of the current 
maximum shows only a weak dependence on 
device area, which suggests that conduction 
during the current instability is localised within an 
incipient filament In certain respects this behav-
iour resembles the off to on transition observed in 
notionally analogous crystalline threshold 
switches, although in our case the high conducting 
on-state cannot be maintained by a holding 
voltage. A qualitative model which accounts for 
most of the obsened features is presented and dis-
cussed. 

Introduction 

Threshold and memory switching phenomena in 
amorphous materials were first observed in various chal-
cogenide glasses [I. 21 and metal oxides (3]. Feldman 
and Moorjani [4] reported that similar effects could be 
induced in thin films of amorphous silicon (a-Si), germa-
nium and boron prepared by electron bombardment 
More recently, den Boa (5] has shown that n * in sand-

wich structures of a-Si: H prepared by RE decomposi-
tion of silane and appropriate dopant gas exhibit 
threshold switching after an initial 'forming' process, 
which consists in conditioning the structure by means of 
a high applied potential. Also, some of the present 
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authors have recently shown that pni structures of 
glow-discharge deposited a-Si H have the properties of 
fast nonvolatile memories [6-9] and these devices are 
the subject of a patent (10]. This nonvolatile switch 
also requires a loaning process. It should be noted that 
after forming the same p iii structures can function as a 
threshold switch (II]. rather similar to that reported by 
den Bar, but with a switching time one or two orders 
of magnitude faster than that reported for the CS 

structure. 
This paper is concerned entirely with the properties at 

pni a-Si: H structures in their unformed virgin state, 
and in particular with unusual transient electrical proper-
ties. These transient phenomena have been observed only 
in pni configurations in which the i-layer is either much 
thinner than used in previous devices (i.e. <10 nm), arm 
which the i-layer is slightly n-doped (m a p-layer). Under 
pulsed operation, with the p'-Layer positively biased, a 
rapid increase in current is observed some time after the 
bias voltage is applied. The onset time is of the order at 
microseconds. However, contrary to the usual behaviour 
of threshold switches, the current decays over a samilar 
time scale even though the voltage pulse is maintained. 
The device also exhibits a recovery effect, i.e. a certain 
time must elapse between consecutive voltage pulses for 
the second pulse to give rise to a current instability. This 
recovery time can be of the order of milliseconds. We 
present results showing how the onset time, recovery time 
and peak current vary with voltage pulse height. tem-
perature and contact area, and discuss possible physical 
origins of these effects. 

Sample preparation and electrical 
m.aaUrSfl,Sflt 

All the devices reported here were prepared by the --
discharge decomposition of silane (SiH I). Amorphous 

silicon layers (a-Si : HI were deposited in the sequence 
p iii onto glass substrates with metal contacts, as 
described in previous papers (7-91  The metal contact 
used in this work was usually chromium (Cr). 

Pulsed electrical measurements were taken primarily 
using a Hewlett-Packard pulse generator (Model 8160*) 
and digital storage oscilloscope (Model 5420A). In cases 
where a long delay I> 1000 between consecutive short 
voltage pulses was required, an aduitional pulse gener-
ator was used as a trigger source and a Tektronix oscilto-
scope (Model 7633) monitored the current corresponding 
to the second pulse. The trigger signal for this instrument 
was conditioned by means of a divide by two circuit, and 
the time between pulses determined using an interval timer. 



Electrical contacts were made to the electrodes by 
spring loaded probes. Measurements at temperatures 
other than ambient were taken with the sample mounted 
on a metal block held at the appropriate temperature, 
under vacuum in most of the experiments. 

Experimental results 

3.1 Thinc'pal features 
The principal features associated with the current insta- 
bilities are shown in Fig I. To facilitate description- the 

h. 

Fig. I ScM.mazw alhsszrazion 4th. csio.s pøain is the 

er." uuiabüity is g nrgs e-Si H p's. device wish  

- 10 -1  

voltage V. show a dependence on V of the following 

empirical form: 

1_ 

 

IV — V1 ) 

rt_it_+i.eIPl.  

where V is usually in the range 0.6-0.8 V and, for a given 
sample. appears independent of t Our present measure-
ments are insufficiently detailed to permit the separation 
of the possible temperature dependence of t, 1.  and Ic. 

but it seems likely that decreasing T results in an increase 
in ç, with r, being relatively unaffected. Ic, z, and : 
are found to lie in the ranges to-IS V. 10-50 is and 
0.1-0.3 us, respectively, at 295 K. 

The detailed behaviour of i i  with V at the extremes of 

the voltage range is difficult to establish. At V = I there 
is is tendency for i to become erratic, but no current 
instabilities have yet been recorded with 1, > 100  a, 

Thus we conclude that either : increases almost discon-
tinuously at V — V, or the effect simply does not our 
under these conditions. As V is increased several volts 
above I, the curve flattens i.e. t,-. f, Increasing V 

further ultimately causes an irreversible change in the 
device characteristics. There is an abrupt increase in 
current, and the device remains in a permanent low 

resistance state (102_104  0) when the voltage pulse is 

removed (8, 91. 
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following nomenclature will be used. A voltage pulse V. 
greater than a minimum threshold V but less than the 
voltage required to product a memory device (9], is 
applied such that the p-layer is positively biased- A dis-
placement current oecurs, which decays to a steady 
current 1,. Some time c, after the voltage pulse has been 
applied the current rises abruptly, with characteristic 

time T,. Alter reaching a maximum value 1_,, the 
current decays with characteristic time t1 - A second 

voltage pulse is applied at a time t, after the first. This 
pulse may or may not give rise to a current instability 
depending upon the values of V and r, - 

3.2 Voltage and temperature dependence of wiser 

time t, 	 - 
The dependence of the onset time c on pulse height V 	- 

and temperature T for a typical sample is shown in Fig 	i 

2. It can be seen that the onset times above the critical 	— 

3.3 Voltage dependence of rise ,  and falltimfl 

The nse- and falitimes of the current instability decrease 
exponentially as a function of increasing V. as shown In 
Fig 3 for a typical sample. The current decay is essen- 

0' 
C "H 

.o'tc;. 4 

Fig. 2 Depesdeswr of the osue ,n : with piJse knghi t' 
ad rem-
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C"C 295K 
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.ctcgt V 

Fig. 3 Rue i.i o2.dfI it, is_s 4th. cr0.' isnabduy a. 

ncA.afYfwa$i Hp'UF'aIIUe 

.—. .. 

tially exponential, as illustrated in Fig 4. and thus r 1  is 

the time constant of this decay. The form of the current 
rise is less clear, and in this case r, denotes the time taken 
for the current to increase from 10% to 90°. of 1_,, - 

3.4 Variation of current maximum with voltage pulse 
height and device area 

The variation of the current maximum 1 . with pulse 

height V for three identically prepared samples with dif-
fering areas is shown in Fig. S. It can be seen that in each 
case  1.  scales linearly with V (I'> Ij but is not corre-
lated with sample area. Measurements on a large number 
of samples with areas varying by three orders of magni- 
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twit railed to reveal & direct proportionality between l___ 
jmeasured at a constant t) and contact area The current 

l,,_ ranges over an order of magnitude in the various 
samples, but it seems to be primarily a random variation 
with a small but systematic increase in I__. as the contact 

area increases. It should also be mentioned that the 

threshold voltage V, shows a tendency to decrease with 

increasing area. 
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voltage pulse was frequently observed to behave errati-
ally, contrary to the trend shown in Fig. 3. Under these 
conditions:. was found to be commensurate with td' and 
local maxima could occasionally be seen shortly after the 
initial current rise. However, no well defined oscillations 

have yet been observed. 

4 

,ci tog. - V 
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E 
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3.5 Recovery' effects 
Our initial observations indicated that at voltages slight-
ly above 1, only a single current instability would pro-
pagate through the  sample even if the voltage pulse was 
maintained for orders of magnitude longer than the onset 
time td• However, during the course of these measure-
ments, a sustained voltage pulse was often found to cause 
an abrupt change to & permanent low resistance state. To 
minimise the risk of this occurring during a series of ma-

surements, two voltage pulses of equal height and width 
were used to determine the recovery time r, which must 
elapse for the second pulse to give rise to a current insta-
bility with similar t4  and l_,, to the first. The variation of 

:, with pulse height V is shown in Fig 6. 
At voltages substantially above V, - i.e. where t 

approaches t, the current decay associated with the first 
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3.6 Pogrewn irreversible changes in the sample 
charactgristIa 

In addition to the abrupt changes in the electrical proper-
ties of samples which have been mentioned above, less 
obvious irreversible changes west also found. These 
effects occur particularly in the period Prior  to the onset 

of the current instability, taking the form of a progressive 
increase in the current with successive constant ampli-
tude voltage pulses. This increase is mom pronounced 
when voltage pulses substantially above V are applied. 
Prior to the point at which this becomes noticeable, the 

pre-instability current i, is approximately exponentially 
dependent on the applied voltage and scales linearly with 

sample area 
Typical static liv characteristics of a sample which 

has undergone progressive changes are shown in Fig 7. 
It can be seen that the forward biased (p positive) char-
acteristic is substantially modified but the reverse biased 
IF negative) characteristic is essentially unaltered. 

Discussion 

4.1 Evidence for filamentart conduction 
The absence of a pronounced dependence of I re. on 
device area suggests that the current instability occurs in 
a localised region. As the sinaflest device examined in the 
present study is of the order of to pm in diameter, it 

appears that the  majority of the current during the insta-
bility is transported through a region of these dimensions 
or less. 

When an abrupt permanent change in the sample con-
ductivity occurs (lonning') the subsequent sample mist-
ana is round to be entirely uncorrelated with area, in 
accord with previous results obtained for similar samples 



(9). Imaging of the surface of the formed sample, by 
observing the temperature rise due to Joule heating using 
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a thin film of liquid crystal, has confirmed (9) that con-
duction after forming is filamentary, with a transverse 
dimension of I Ian or less. Furthermore, the shape of the 
forming delay time against voltage curve (Fig S of Refer-
ence 8) at high applied bias is similar to the r against V 
results presented hen. On this basis it seems reasonable 
to suppose that the current instability is a precursor to 
forming. although there is no direct evidence to support 
this. Indeed there are certain indications that these events 
may be only indirectly related, as current instabilities art 
not always observed prior to forming in the samples 
described above, and very seldom in samples with thicker 
i-layers. 

The observation of one or more current filaments has 
been reported in many materials, both amorphous (4.12) 
and crystalline (131 and very often voltage- and1or 
current-controlled negative resistance phenomena art 
associated with these filaments. In our samples, however, 
we have not observed these latter effects under static DC 
conditions prior to forming, and it would appear that our 
structures cannot support high local current densities 
(and consequent Joule heating) for more than a short 
time before a permanent change in the material proper-
ties of this region occurt The progressive changes in the 
static 1i V characteristics shown in Fig. 7 tend to substan-
tiate this view. The  increase in the rectification properties 
suggest that the i-layer, or the metal/i-layer interface 
becomes less blocking to boles and a larger proportion of 
the applied forward voltage appears across the p a j1nc-
tion- 

4.2 Origin of current rise and onset rime 
The t against V data at several temperatures. shown in 
Fig. 2. are of similar form to the corresponding results 
obtained for the crystalline silicon metal-insulator-
semiconductor structure (c-MISS) [14. 15], which sug-
gests thar the principles on which the theory of the latter 
device are based may be applicable to our structures. 
Although the theories put forward (IS. 16) differ some-
what in detail, the central concept is the creation of an 
inversion layer due to holes injected by the forward. 

biased pa junction accumulating at the ni interface. Sag-
rabayrouse ci al. (IS) have shown that a theoretical 

expression for the r 4  against V relationship based on the 
establishment of an inversion layer is in good agreement 
with expenment. 

Tentative band diagrams for the a-Si: H p'ni struc-
ture at zero, moderate and high applied bias are shown 
in Fig. 8. Under zero bias lFig. &ai, the M,-i interface 

44- 

Elm, 	
411 	
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Fit  

Fig. S &he-anr bad diagrwns for a-Si: H p.. un.ciwn 

a Zeo bias 
b Miie bias 
C itifl bias 

represents a Schottky barrier in which the i-layer is 
totally depleted (17]. The equilibrium currents ç and i 
originate from thermionic emission over the Schottky 
barrier and hole diffusion from the p-layer. respectively. 
If a moderate bias is applied (Fig Sb), the effective M,-u 
bather width is .ecreased and electrons near E, 1  can 
tunnel into the conduction band, adding to the therm-
ionic current. However, the pa junction is not substan- 
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tally forward biased and the bole current will be 
;omparable to the electron tunnel current. As the field in 
the n-region is small the boles will gradually diffuse 

towards M 1 . Under high bias conditions (Fig. Sd) the 
electron tunnel current will be substantial. as the effective 
bather width is further reduced. In addition, hole injec-
tion will increase as a result of a larger forward bias on 
the pit junction. It is possible that the increased bole 
injection gives rise to a positive space charge in the vicin-
ity of the .S1.i interface which will further reduce the 
effective tunnelling barrier by its electrostatic effect This 
would account for an abrupt increase in the measured 
current after a delay time if it is considered that the posi-
tive space charge takes approximately r, to build up to 

some critical level. 
The rapid rise in current after the onset time may be a 

consequence of the high energy tunnelling electrons 
causing impact ionisation. and leading to an avalanche 
breakdown. Such effects are known to occur widely in 

dielectric films and reverse biased pit junctions (2). Fur-

thermore, avalanche breakdown in pit junctions occur in 

local high-field regions which is in accord with our obser-

vations of a weak dependence of I_. on sample area. It 

has been pointed out (2] that the onset of avalanche 

breakdown is a statistical process and thus if  this were to 

be the primary origin of the observed onset time, one 
would expect little correlation between this parameter 
and the applied voltage. This does not appear to be the 
case here and therefore we suggest that the onset time is 
governed by the more predictable mechanisms of hole 

accumulation. 
The observed relationships between 11  and V. and V 

and T can be explained qualitatively in our case by 
assuming that prior to the onset a critical charge density 
Q, must be obtained in the vicinity of the i-layer. Below 

l', the psi junction cannot supply sufficient holes to offset 

conduction and recombination, and  Q is never reached. 

Above I'. the supply of boles is increased by virtue of a 
larger forward bias appearing across the psi junction and 
after a certain time, corresponding to the onset time t. 
Q. is reached and a large electron current occurs. As the 
hole injection current is exponentially dependent on the 
junction bias, it is reasonable that the time taken for 

Q, to develop should behave as cap (-(V - 
assuming a fixed proportion of the total applied bias with 

V> V appears across the  psi junction. The existence of a 

minimum value of r, Ic_ ri., can be explained by estimat-

ing the time taken for a large hole curTent, sufficient to 
result in Q, to diffuse through the si.-layer. Taking a rep-
resentative n-layer thickness and applied field, and a 
typical value of r of 0.1 a, we obtain a value of 

lO' cm 2  V' s for the bole mobility, which is not 
unreasonable [IS]. Increasing the temperature will 
increase the hole saturation current and consequently a 
smaller forward bias will provide sufficient bole injection 

for O to be reached at a lower V1 . provided that recom-

bination in the n and i regions is not manifestly altered. 

4.3 Origin of current decay 
Once the c-MISS device is in the high conducting state, it 
will remain in this state indefinitely provided that a 
holding voltage is maintained. Although our device 

exhibits similar z against V behaviour, only a transient 

high conducting state is usually observed. and thus a 
modification of the c. MISS theory of operation must be 
made to account for this. One possible mechanism is out- 

lined below. 
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As the  current increases abruptly a large number of 
electrons are injected into the as region, and consequently 
the possibility exists that the boles constituting the posi-
tive space charge will recombine with these injected elec-
trons. If this were to occur, it is to be expected that the 
measured current will decrease as the barrier will then 
become less transparent to electrons. However, once the 
original potential distribution has been reached the 
current should again rise alter an appropriate delay tune 

Inpractice this effect is not observed on a time scale of 

the order of 
If avalanche breakdown occurs during the current rise, 

then, in the absence of a positive feedback mechanism 

[19], the  current will reach a steady value- However, if 
the  initial stimulus, i.e. the electrons tunnelling through 

the Schottky  barrier, is diminished on account of the 
recombination effects described above, the avalanche 
process would not be sustained, and the measured 

current would decrease. 

4.4 Origin of recovery rime 
There appear to be  at least two possible explanations for 

the existence  of a recovery tune. These an discussed, in 

turn, below. 

4.4.1 Charge storage: Allan and Zolotny (20] have 

reported that the threshold voltage for c-MISS samples 
decreases as the frequency of applied voltage pulses is 
increased. They attribute this effect to a residual charge 

being stored at the in interface and a diffusion charge 

extending through the n-layer from the psi junction to the 
interface. This stored charge is released on a time scale of 
microseconds, and thus if the period of the applied pulse 
train is of this order, the effective threshold voltage will 

be reduced. Unfortunately we could not perform mea-
surements in this way as our device undergoes rapid 
changes in the low bias I/V characteristic and will very 

often 'form' when a continuous train  of  pulses  is applied-

However, the 2-pulse technique we have used leads to 
essentially identical results inasmuch as any charge 
storage effect of this kind should be apparent from the 
current response to the second voltage pulse: one would 

expect r4  to decrease as a result. From our data it would 

appear that 1 actually increases after the first Stability. 
and it follows that an equivalent charge storage model is 
inappropriate. However, as there will be substantial elec-
tron injection from the metal at the onset of conduction. 
it is possible that a residual electronic charge will remain 
trapped close to the metal-i interface after hole recombi-
nation (which results in the arrest decay) is complete-

The electrostatic effect of this negative charge could then 

increase the bather width and inhibit subsequent conduc-
tion. Vardeny (21] has investigated photoluminesctnct 
decay in intrinsic a-Si H. and concludes that under these 
conditions bimolecular diffusion-limited recombination 

processes of characteristic time  10-a-10-' $ can occur. 

Such a time scale is in accord with our observations of 
the recovery time, although any comparisons must be 
treated as highly speculative because of the uncertainty in 
what is being measured by our experiment and the rela-

tive complexity of our sample. 

4.4.2 Structural changes: In addition to the electrostatic 

effects associated with the trapped electronic charge, ins 
also possible that atomic displacements may result. 
giving rise to a new atomic configuration which persists 

until the charge is released. The  properties of the new 



configuration could be sufficiently different from the ong-
inal to inhibit the onset of the current instability under 

the same external conditions. 
As mentioned earlier, previous experiments on formed 

samples have shown that once a permanent low resist-

ance state has been established, conduction is localised to 

within an area of the order of I gm. If a similar area as 

involved in conduction in the case of the current insta-

bility, high peak current densities (-10' kcml and 

powers i- 10 W cml will occur. The resulting Joule 
heating may give nse to high transient local temperatures. 
Simple estimates, where the Joule heat is considered as a 

point source impulse t221. indicate that under these con-

ditions temperatures of the order of 100 K above ambient 

can occur for a few microseconds within the filamentary 

volume of the a-Si H. Although it is apparent that. in 

general such heating effects are insufficient to bring 
about permanent changes, it is possible that the recovery 
time corresponds to the time taken for a thermally 

excited state to revert to the pre-instability state. 

S 	Conclusions 

It has been shown that certain a-Si: H pm sandwich 

structures exhibit transient current instabilities when a 

bias in excess of some temperature dependent critical 

value is applied. The onset time is found to be exponen-
tially dependent on bias voltage, and in this respect the 
behaviour is qualitatively similar to that observed in ana-

logous crystalline structures. However, the subsequent 
decay in the current and the existence of recovery effects 

appear unique to the amorphous device. It is suggested 
that charge trapping. recombination. and possibly struc-
tural changes can account for this behaviour. The 

absence of a pronounced area dependence of the current 

maximum indicates that conduction during the instability 
is localised within a filamentary volume, and as a similar 
result is obtained in the memory on-state it is possible 
that the current instability is a precursor to the -forming 
process necessary to elicit memory switching 
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MODEL  OF LC3 INDOCIX' REGUtA?. AND C-IACIflC OSCILLATIONS D- AMORPHOUS GeSe, 

FILMS 

I. HAT1V, I. JANc6SY wi: Q4Ot and A.E. orolt 

I Depuisiment of Ecial EtØ"nL Usary of Li nburt.. Edinburo EI -S 3Jt, Scotland 

S Cnral R.rcar± Intrute of iyn tap, PO Box 49, Hsanpiy 

An impro%ct of tc add of the 1w itS osdflato phcc1 is 2Jg$t 	dAcrait typa of 

uatatoq pbcnocca an be 1ainS b 	inning that beô. arbsorpnm co,11ficiera n and rd-an itt ii 

thctate Siring c,cI]atiat. 	 - 

I. NTRODUCflO 
The optical proçrfta of anocpho'fl GcSct rums 

show 

 

strong ra,-b near optical bel.xwlar under the 

influenox of relatively low rntenw) (1-10 Wan 4) 

* laser irradiation'. piscontinuitio bistabibty and 

en special orcumjtaia siUauco in the optical 

propeflia weit oaenS 2 'fle cxcnmCntai rwalu 

show 5  that at least three different r)1=5 of 0561at ion 

an be  diminguishod which may ctt'w at fand c.w. 

laser intensity, a) monotonic acillation, b) lopnthitUC 

time de
pendence in the sillation amplitude and 

frequency. c) chaoUc rntillatiats. The dscovcrY of 

non-linear ocical efin in amorphous 0c5c2 flkns 

generated a considerable interclo and several models 

were 

 

suggested 	to 	explain 	the 	illatcty 

phtnaflena"- I:, was also suggested by 'a that 

csduata can  be explained by canbthauc*t 01 

photruCtunl changa (optical efT1 and laser 

healing (thermal effect) ' —'  - In the pre'a model we 

considered (for the sake  of simplithty) only the changa 

of the absorption coefficient (a. That theoiy 

predicted mc,notonit csciUauon at constant last 

inteflsty. The aim 01 this paper is to demonstrate that 

a more detailed agreement with the cxpcfliThefltal 

ralu can be obtained by taking into scicciunt the 

chlEgm in  the  refractvt index (a) together with the 

changa Of the absorixiOn cetifacient (a) 

:. RESULTS At DISCUSSION 
According to ow previous model 	the silIabOri 

an be described as a cotnbinatu of 'Fast' thesiS 

effect (associated with the'thermal runaway' 

oOfl-93/89,'t03-S0 0 Daevier Scieact Fabliahen B.V 

(Yortb-HoUaad)  

p.enomeflC4i) and 'slow' phoitructurai changes under 

the influence of :.w. irradianon. The grmal eflecu 

are dctibS 2  by the dimitiOn coefficient D. 

C)- l-Q-R 	 (I) 

where 0 and P are the nnwusn and refleruon 

coefficien5 restively- The photsrixiural changes 

are described 2  by the instanhanetxls absorption 

coefficient a. and the equilibnurr value of the 

absorption coefficient &,, 

at 

A 
a.(rJ) = (3) 

Ifq + fcxp('-AE/tT) 
 

where i, is the structural relaxation -wrg, f K 1 /K2u 

the ratio of the constants determined lt ~r the flnsinolD 

f,,, the  ground stale to the metastable gate and for 

the invent transitions rpatively. Al - E and 

q s hK1cx$LtfkT) The mathematical SOlutiOns of 

these equations can be foeznd in Ref The stationan 

solution can be obtained by plotting &{T) on the same 

diait as the oJT) cunn At a  f-cri intensity the 

intercept of o 0(T) and &J'O determines the stationary 

soluta The enena 01 the stabibry condition is 

8o • i8T>0- U ahT) croa the uristabe repom there 

is an intensity interval where the intercept corresponds 

to an unstable solution: in this case oscillation acute. 

In that previoris model the refractive index of the film 
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(n) was considered constant i.e. the temperature 

dependence of the refractive index was ignored. The 

mSel is now, further denfoçcd by taking into account 

the refractive index changes as well. Due to the 

shonap of waa available, the matheniabcal 

dstipoai will be published elsewhere'. Ho-at. 

saint important conclusions are briefly manmaiised 

below The calculauons showed that the dissipated 

entry (and the connding oscillatory phenomena) 

are rather ,ensitive to the actual value of the phnc 

angle (bj Therefore we introduced the relation 

& - S * 2(eA) LOT 	 (4) 

where A is the temperature coefficient of the refractive 

index 

D- 	81 	 (5) 

and 5, is tiered to be a variable which is 

determined by photcisttuctural changes i.e. by the 

concentration of light induced metastable states in the 

material S. is described by  

2(wA)J_n0 	 (6) 

Its important to recognize that the value S the 

phase angie S can change for two diflerent reasons. 

Fliti) of the temperature dependence at the 

refractive index (is cqs. 4-5) and secondly tuse 

the  value at 5, (see eq 6) might be different (due to 

phocrtiura) changes) These pasbua an 

dcna,wted in Figures! and 2. 

In Figure I the value at 3, is rued (IC), but 

becais I I increasing, the value at 3 iinuoSy 

changes (thermal effect). There aS three unstable 

regions (labelled with I. C and 111) where czdflaticcs 

can be found Region mis the most interesting for us 

because the equilibrium value at a- &, (see Rd 2) 

aca that region. Figun  I  shows the region UI with 

different values at S.,. hi this case both the thermal 

effera (S- fl and the pbc*cstructuill changes (different 

80 an inch4ed, The equilibrium value of a,, i,, 15 

also plotted in this Figure. 

TEMPERATURE ( °K 

FIGURE 1 

a, - T plot for ab 5sm a-Ge5e ram 

The condition to, astmIllatory behaviour is that &, - I 

should am a, - I in the unstable region. This 

condi tion  I saSied at 5, 179 - 183'. 

- 
al,  

4 .5aIl 
,..'•'\na 
..• .... 

\,i7' 

too 

l,I•  

1.SSi 

728 
	 M 	TIN) 

FIGURE 2 
a,–T and i,–T for a bjsm a-GeSe2 film with 
dill aen values 55, 

It is dTip.Xtaflt to anphamt that the magnitude at the 

negative absalnnce reOt and its tempeaflirt range 

I ,,— ease sipThanU) with naV changes in 5 Figure 

3 shows the akulated aicillatians at fixed laser 

'tensity  but different 5,. The amplitude at the 

ill-ti 	increases and at the wne time the 

frequency at the 	illations decreases with increasing 

6,,, 
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5- 111°  . 

1.2 	1.3 	1.4 	1.5 
TIME (} 

FIGURE 3 
Laser induced oscillations (at fixed light intensity) 
using different values 01 I. 

Thac oscillations in Er good agreement  with  the 

Xtfl5 experimental results (see rig. 1 of Re! 3). 

The time  dcpendcnce 01 60  is modelled under the 

airnpuor that there exist a numtc, (N) of 
uniformiv distributed metastabk stata it the 

amorpl.ow sy,tan. Each is characienied by an energy  

level U,. and each contributes to the  change in I. 

The energy eve) of each mctasiable state is determined 

by, 

(7) 

where U. is a consiani and U,- is the total energy 

difference tewecn the highat and the lowert energy 

levtS The time dependence of 5, can he expressed 

W . 

i-I 
5,t 	log (t) 113 	kT/U, 	(S) 

i-I 

what 5,. B an constants related to the amorphous 

system, t is the time elapsed AnUZTIJn4 logajithinic 

time dependence for S. (i.e logañthmie time 

dependence for the refractive index 01 the film), the 

cBaboc amplitude and frequency change 

logasithmically. This is in good agrormnent with the 

previous experimental results (see Ref 3). In the case 
of 5, - 379'. the oscillation stops (the negative 

absortnnee disappean). This prediction is in a - 
agreement with the observed'optical stopping elf ect 

reported in Ref 3. However, cacillsuon will stan 

again attn a certain time elapsed beicause the 
refracrne index is included in a nine function (phase 

angle. see ell 4 i Ref 2). 

4. CONCLUSION 
The analyst 01 the impro'cd mnde shows that 

oscillation an be stable if the refractive index of the 

flint has the same value at the bcgnning of each 
oscillating cycle. On the other hand, small change in 

the  refractive index (associated with photostruttural 
charges) or significantly change the oscillation 
frequenc and amplitude in good aglec.ment with the 

expeninenta) results . The condition of the chaotic 

bcha.iow a that n should change randomly at the 
beginning at each oscillating cycle. At the moment 

the phvteai mechanism responsible for this is not 
known. but it is possible that under the influence of 

the lair beam, random crvstallisattOn occurs which 
might account For the chaotic behaviour This 

possibilii will be Further in'.estigatet 
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AMORPHOUS SILICON ANALOGUE MEMORY DEVICES 

M.i. ROSE, J. HAnD! P.O. LECOMBER.' S. M- GAGE' W. K. CHOI.' & J. SNEW and A. E OWENt 

t Department of Applied Physics and Electronic & Manufacturing Engineering, University of Dundee, Dundee 
DDI 4HN, Scotland 
Department of Electrical Engineering. University of Edinburgh. Edinburgh EH9 311., Scotland 

Amorphous silicon M-p ni-M and M-p -M memory devices have been prepared. The characteristics are critically 
dependent on the metal used for the top contact. Devices with Cr top contacts exhibit the fast digital behaviour 
reported previously, whereas those using V exhibit fast analogue switching. The paper reports results for these and 
other metals. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The past decade has seen the commercialisation of a 

large number of amorphous silicon (a-Si) devices, with 
many other devices and applications under 

development- In this latter category is an electrically 

programmable nonvolatile digital memory 
1-2 -  -p 

heterogeneous a-Sr devices are two-terminal structurtS 

with pni and related configurations, and have been 
shown to be filamentary in nature . The present paper 
describes results for a new device which, rather than 
exhibiting a two-state digital operation, has a 
continuum of stable states which are non-volatile and 
fully programmable by single iOns voltage pulses. In 
effect, it Is a 'programmable variable resistor' which 
may have applications in artificial neural networks 

We have investigated many strictures in an attempt 
to elucidate the switching mechanist reported 
previously. Different combinations of pt-, n- and i-

layers have been tried, along with double and single 
layer devices of intrinsic and doped a-Si. All have 

been found to exhibit some form of memory action. 
However, only two configurations have shown 

consistently reliable memory action over 10 6  cycles viz. 

M-p4'ni-M and M-p-M. where M denotes a metal 
contact. M-p-M structures when formed resemble 
pni devices in every respect of speed and non-
volatility etc. Both the pni and p strictures show 
differences in operation depending on the metal used 

for the top contact. 

0022-3093/89/t03.50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-lloUand) 

DEVICE FABRICATION 
The p" a-Si samples have been prepared by the  r.1. 

glow discharge decomposition of SiIJ 4  containing io 
vpptn of 82H6. Films 10)0A thick were deposited on 
Corning 7059 - substrata with patterned metal 
(generally Cr) bottom contacts. The a-Si was then 
patterned, and an insulator used to delineate an active 

area of 10cin 2. The metals used for the top contact 
were generally Cr cc-V and the choice of this contact is 

crucial to the device characteristic. 

FORMING CHARACTERISTICS 
In accordance with pw digital memories, the 

analogue device exhibits a forming step. However. 
whereas M-pni-Cr strictures show a sudden, 
discontinuous change in resistance from I0 10 11 to 

l&fZ, the M-p-V device exhibits a less catastrophic 
event. Biasing the top electrode with progressively 
increasing 3tEns pulses leads to a resistance change of 
nearly three orders of magnitude (Figure 1). This 

control of the  device resistance may have applications 

in artificial neural networks as weak synapses.
On reaching a critical voltage, the device switched 

into an ON-state of IO' to io'a Subsequent switching 

characteristics were dependent on the top metal 
contact. Previous devices using Al as a top contact 

showed the OFF-state  resistance equal to the pre-

formed value and scaling with area. However, our new 
work, using Cr electrodes, showed Resp significantly 
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less than the we.formcd value and independent of 

area. 

R(n).. III •• 
S 

108 . 0
0  

le 	so 

. 

106  

10 VF(V)15 
FIGURE 1 

Resistance K of a CrP*-Vdevice as a function of 

forming pulse voltage VF. 

4. RESULfl AND DISCUSSION 
Once the device had reached its first non-volatile 

ON-state all subsequent switching operations were 
performed with lO-lOOns pulses 1-5 volts in 
magnitude. The ERASE operation was now obtained 
with a negative going pulse applied to the bottom 

electrode. 

io Llit 
 

FIGURE 2 
Resistance R of a Q-p-V device as * function of 
ERASE pulse voltage VF- 

The magnitude of the new OFF-state resistance was 
determined by the magnitude of the ERASE voltage. 
As shown in figure 2. a voltage range SV5 of 1.5V 

gave a change in resistance from lO6  (1 to i& (1. The 

WRITE operation was now achieved by positive pulses 

applied to the  bottom contact, and again the resultant 

'ON'-state resistance was determined by  the magnitude 

of the WRflt voltage. The device will switch between 

any two resistance states by selecting the correct 
magnitude of WRiTE and ERASE pulses. For 
example, in one experiment the ERASE pulses were 
maintained at a constant value of 3.5V while the 
WRITE pulse amplitude was incremented from lv to 

3.5V. Figure 3 shows that in this case the value of the 
OFF-state resistance remained at approximately 1091. 
while the ON-state resistance decreased through a 
continuum of intermediate states. 

ic)6. 	 OFF 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 00 0 

... 

If .  

10 	

•. 

4 .  

ON 
163 

1 	2 	3vV) 

FIGURE 3 
Resistance R of a Cr-ps-V device as a function of 
WRITE pulse voltage for a constant ERASE pulse of 
3.5V. 

Similarly, with the WRflt pulses kept at a constant 
level of 3.5V. the ON-state remained at 10f1, while 
the device was progressively switched between this and 
new stable intermediate states, until a final OFF-gate 

resistance of —106 C) was achieved. At this point the 

device characteristics resembled those of * digital 

memory  device- It should be stressed that the device 
will switch between any two programmed resistance 
levels (depending on the magnitude of the wRiTE and 
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ERASE pulses) for up to 106  cycles with l% 

efficiency. Furthermore, any of the programmed states 
were found to be non-volaule on the time scale 

investigated (i.e. several mactM). 
We have repeated the above experiments on 

devices with Cr as the  top metal and observe  similar 

forming characteristics. However, in subsequent 
WRITE and ERASE experiments, intermediate states 
were only found to exist over a narrow SVs of 0.2V as 

shown in figure 4. These devices are useful only as 

digital devices. 

WRITE 
• • •. ••a 0000 0  

105.0  • 
• •0 

ERASE S  
0 

00000 000• S S •• 

0 1 2 3 WEM 
FIGURE 4 

Resistance ft of aC-p"Cr device as a function of the 
WRITE and ERASE voltages. 

Further evidence for the role of the top metal 

contact has been found by fabricating devices  with V-

pCr and Cr-p'-V structures, where, as before, the 

Layers are listed in the order of deposition. Using the 

analogue switching voltage window,  AVs, as a guide, it 

is found that its value is a2tierly dependent on the top 

contact, and completely independent of the bottom 
metallisatioti. i.e. Cr top electrode devices are always 

digital and V top electrode devices are always analogue 
irrespective of the bottom electrode. FurthermOre, if 
an analogue device has its top V metal removed after 

the forming step and replaced with Cr, the device still 
behaves as a V device, indicating that the type of the 

device is determined during the forming operation. 
X-ray microanalysis studies of the devices  have 

been carried out, and the top electrode material has 
been found embedded in a filamentary region of the a 

Si. This suggests that the top metal becomes 

distributed in the filament, and may play a role in the 
mechanism of switching. However, it is difficult to 
determine if the metal incorporation is a cause or a 

consequence of switching these devices. 
The results reported above were for devices with Cr 

or V top contacts showing digital or analogue behaviour 
respectively. However, we have investigated a much 
larger range of top metal contacts. The values of SVs 

range from about O.IV to 2.OV, but at present there 

appears no obvious correlation between the properties 

of the metal and the value of AV5. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 
Analogue devices can be programmed by single 10t 

pulses of 1.5V to 3V, with a minimum requirement of 

I.5V providing an inbuilt noise immunity. A READ 
pulse of 0.5V in the input line enables the state of the 

device to be determined without changing the value of 
the programmed state. With the potential of large 

packing densities of these two terminal devices, they 
appear to be ideally suited to new parallel computing 

methods. 
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It has been demonstrated previously that metal-amorphous silicon-metal thin film structures exhibit mon-volatile 
polarity dependent memory switching after initial conditioning or 'forming', by means of a high applied potential. 
Under certain circumstances conduction in the formed device is associated with a highly conducting filament- The 
physical nature of the filament is. however, largely unknown. This paper describes the low temperature conductivity 
behaviour of such formed memory structures, and analyses this in terms of possible metal incorporation in the 

filamentary region. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Memory switching in a-Si was first reported by 

Owen et al. in p-n and p-n-i structures using metal 

contacts'. In a subsequent paper on such devices 2  it 

was shown that conduction in the low resistance ON 
state at room temperature was aociated with a highly 
conductive filament of modified material with a 

diameter of c0.51sm. These earls devices could be 

switched to an extremely resistive OFF state in which 

the current was found to scale with device  area More 

recent device configurations show a somewhat lower 
OFF resistance that is independent of area In this 

paper we shall report results from an investigation of 

the conduction mechanisms in the  device structure at 

temperatures down to 4.2K. This work  gives some 

insight into the composition and structure of  the 

filament, and jnditates that the filament contains metal 

from the electrodes. 

Z. SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
The samples used for this work were p-n-i structures 

with a total layer thickness of 0.31m and an active area 

of &x jO cm2 . The bottom contact was chromium 

and the top contact was either Cr, gold, iron or 

aluminium. Full details of the sample preparation and 
structure can be found in reference 2. Each device was 

'formed' by the application of a voltage pulse of 10-15 

volt amplitude for a period of between lOOns and Sp.s, 

0022-3093/89/$03.50 ® Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland) 

and was then switched between memory ON and OFF 
states for a number of cycles to confirm that an 
operational device was being measured. 

3. CONDUCTIVITY RESULTS 
The conductivity of samples in both ON and OFF 

states has been investigated as a function of 
temperature and bias. The measurements were made 

using phase sensitive detection of a small 1kHz s.c. 
signal (ClmV) superimposed on a d.c. bias. 

3.1. Cr, Au and Fe contacts 
The conductivity of the samples in both ON and 

OFF states at an applied bias of 1(X)mV was found to 

decrease as the temperature decreased in the range 
10K to 4K. The averaged temperature coefficient of 

resistance (TCR) over this temperature range was 

around 10 3 /K, the OFF states showing a tendency 
towards somewhat higher values. Measurements of the 

dynamic resistance, dVdI. at biases less than 1(X)mV 
for both ON and OFF states revealed, for all three 

contact materials, a resistance peak centred about zero 
volts. This is illustrated by the data in figure 1, which 
is for a sample with a Cr top contact in a low resistance 
state of 2k1'l as measured at room temperature. It can 

be seen that dV/dI increases as both the magnitude of 

the bias and the temperature are decreased. Devices in 
higher resistance states of a few hundred kfl showed 
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results of the same form, with resistance maxima 
similar to those seen in figure 1. The relative size of 

these peaks, as measured by the percentage increase in 
dV/dJ when moving from a bias of ± lOOmV to OV 

along the 42K isotherm, was found to vary from 
sample to sample, and ranged from a few percent to 

over 100%. 

3.2. Aluminium contacts 
Only the low resistance ON state at these samples 

was investigated which, with a typical value of a few 
hundred Ohms, was somewhat lower than those of 

samples with Cr, Au and Fe contact. Their resistance 
measured away from zero bias (± 2OmV) increased 

with decreasing temperature with a TCR of I0iK. 
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FIGURE 1 
dVfdl versus temperature and bias for a formed sample 
with Cr top contacts in a memory ON state, showing a 
resistance maximum. 

Conductance variations of this type have been shown to 

be characteristic of conduction in materials consisting 
of small metal particles embedded in a dielectric 
medium and in which carrier transport is 

predominantly by electron tunnelling between these 

particles 3 .  in such a system the creation of free 

carriers is an activated process this relates to the 
increase in the electrostatic potential of a particle when 

a free electron is added to it 3 . This activation energy 

can be provided entirely by thermal energy or, in the 
presence of an applied field, part or all of it can be 
provided by the the field itself. Thus the electrical 

conductance increases with increasing field and 
temperature in a fashion similar to that seen in figure 
1. II, as we suggest, this conduction mechanism is 

responsible for the data presented in figure 1 it appears 
to imply that the filament contains small metal islands 

embedded, presumably, in a matrix of amorphous 

silicon. 

FIGURE 2 
dVldl versus temperature and bias for a formed sample 
with Al top contacts in a memory ON state, showing a 
resistance minimum 

Close to zero bias these samples showed a decrease in 
dV/dI of a few percent at 421( as shown in figure 2 

which, in contrast to the Cr, Au and Fe top contact 
samples, indicates a resistance minimum at zero bias. 
This resistance minimum could be largely removed by 
the application of a transverse magnetic field of 0.2 
Tesla suggesting that this effect could be the result of a 

normal to superconducting transition in part of the 
filament. The variation in zero bias resistance with 
temperature for a similar sample is shown in figure 3. 
From the point at which this curve levels off it would 

appear that an upper limit for the critical temperature, 
Tc, of the superconducting material is 8 - 9K. This is 

in excess of the Tc  for aluminium (1.15K) and Cr and 

Si are not known to superconduct at this temperature. 

However, it has been shown that Al:Si alloys have a Tc 

as high as 8.3K when the Al content is around 
65%. For mixtures with either higher or lower 

concentrations of Al the Tc decreases - it may be 
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reasonable to suggest. therefore, that the broad 

transition from low to high resistance seen in figure 3 

reflects a range of A1;Si compositions. The indication 
from these observations of superconductivity is that Al 

from the top electrode has mixed with the a-Si. The 
fact that the resistance minimum amounts to no more 
than a few percent of the overall device resistance may 
indicate that this mixing is occurring only on a small 

scale. 
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FIGURE 3 
Zero bias resistance versus temperature showing the 
transition from a low resistance to a high resistance. 

& DISCUSSION 
The relatively high level of conductance of all four 

sample types (i.e. those with Al, Cr, Au or Fe top 

contacts) at 4.2K and the insensitivity of the device 
resistance to decreasing temperature suggests that the 
filament of modified material extends continuously 

between the top and bottom contacts i.e. conduction 
can not be taking place to any large degree through 

unmodified a-Si as this would show up as a much 
stronger temperature dependence of resistance. If we 
assume a uniform filament diameter of 0.5p.m and a 
device thickness of 1sm the resistivity of the filament 

material must lie between I0' and 5* jo 3  fLcm. 

This suggests the filament material is made either of 

heavily doped crystalline Si 5  (possibly from the p- and 

n- layers) or from a Si:metal mature 4. Although these 

experiments have not permitted us to say anything 

conclusive about the presence of crystallised Si, there  

are strong indications from the features in the zero bias 

resistance data that metal is present in the filament. In 

the case of samples with Al top contacts the mixing of 
the Al with the Si has been suggested by the possible 
presence of a superconducting Al Si mixture. In the 
samples with Cr, Fe and Au contacts the presence of 

metals has been inferred from the observation at 4.2K 
of resistance peaks at zero bias which are characteristic 
of a conduction mechanism involving tunnelling 
between isolated metal particles in a dielectric matrix. 
If metal is present in the filament it seems probable 
that its migration from the electrodes takes place 
during the forming process. The field strengths 

associated with forming are high 2 , possibly up to 
10 6  Vcm ', and large localised temperature increases 
are possible. Both of these effects could conspire to 

encourage the injection of metal in to the a-Si layer. 
The role of this injected metal in the switching 
mechanism is, at present. unclear. It is hoped, 
however, that further comparison of the low 
temperature conduction mechanisms in samples in ON 
and OFF states may reveal something of the changes 

occurring during switching. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper outlines recent results from work on non-volatile, analogue sitchinc 
effects in amorphous silicon devices. The implication for i he switching inccl,;inisni iii 
these results and also the technological applications of such analogue devices are 

discussed . Particular reference is made to their use as rc-prograninial'Ic. non-'oialiic 

weighting elements in neural network synapses. 

INTRODUCTION 

We have previously shown that amorphous silicon 	 and ncr:d- 
p-mctal junctions exhibit non-volatile, polarity (lCftfltlCfli iligilal ni&I aiialiitztic ntt-,ui'ii 

switching phenomena 11.21 after initial conditioning by means(if a nnxlcr:iit-lv liieI 

applied potential (Worming -). This pa1xr siininiari,cs sg 'mc new re'" Its on neil-' ,l:it Ic 

analogue switching effects in amorphous silicon octal- r - net ii tle ic 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The samples used for this work were amorphous silicon Cr.p.V thin film 

structures. The p layer was prepared by rf. glow ,  discharge decomposition of Sill 

containing 104  vppvn of &21-16. Films of 1000A thickness were deposited on Corning 

7039 glass substrates previously patterned with chromium bottom contacts. lite p 

amorphous silicon was  then patterned and an insulating layer was used to define an 

active device area of lO cml. The metal used for the top contact was vanadium. in 

accordance with our previous results 121. memory devices prepared in this way require an 
initial forming process. After forming the resistance of the unformed device is lowered 

from R-109 0 to R- 103 —I041  (i.e. the typical value of an ON state). This can be 
achieved by biasing the sample with a single voltage pulse (duration 300 nscc, magnitude 

—12V) with positi ve polarity applied to the top V contact. Details of the subsequent 

manory operation are described in [2j. The devices exhibit fast analogue switching at 

tn temperature i.e. they have a continuum of stable (non-volatile) states between 

Rrjq iO'fl and R0p - 106 (1. In this work we have studied the programmability of 

these analogue memory devices. 

ft! k'jI[,1 

An example of the programmability of the analog memory device is shown in 
Fig. 1. where the sample resistance is plotted as a function of the applied alternating 
WRITE and ERASE pulses (lOOnscc pulse duration each). It is important to 
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FIG. I Memory resistance as  a function of ERASE voltage. 

emphasize the polarity dependence of the analogue memory behaviour. In the case of 
the WRITE pulses. pItive polarity is applied to the Cr track (bottom contact) while 
ERASE pulses have opposite polarity- The sample was first switched to an ON state 

(RCN 
2z10(1) and then a series of alternating WRITE and ERASE pulses were 

applied. WRITE pulses were kept at a constant magnitude 013.4 V. but ERASE pulses 
were incremented by 0.05 V steps from 1.2 to3.4V alter each WRUt pulse. It can be 

seen from Fig. I. that the sample resistance changes in an analogue manner as the 

magnitude of the ERASE pulse increases i.e. the difference between R CM  and Rejp is a 

function of the magnitude at the ERASE pulses. A voltage range of AV (ERASE) 
1.6V resulted in a change in resistance from R-2x1&fl to R-6x10'fl. The shaded 
area in Fig. I. indicates the reproducibility of the analogue memory switching i.e. the 
scattering in the resistance during repeated experiments (data from 100 cycles arc 
included). Fig. 2. shows another case where the ERASE pulses WC1 e maintained at a 

constant value of V = 3.4 V but the WRITE paSs were incremented from 1.2 V to 

3.4 V in 0.05 V steps. The  value of the OFF state resistance remained constant at 

—6x1&fI (i.e. it changed back to this constant level from every ON state) while the ON 

state resistance decreased through a con ti nuum of Intermediate states. The shaded area 

in Fig. 2. again represents the reproducibility of the analogue switching for 100 complete 
Cycles. It is emphasized that the device will switch between any t

wo resistance states by 

selecting the correct polarity and magnitude of the WRITE and ERASE pulses. 

Fig. 3. shows another series of ERASE experiments where the resistance of the 
sample is plotted against the number of pulses applied. In this case the sample was 
switched to an Rc3e'3xI0'fl state and 70 single pulses (I.SV magnitude, loOnsec 
pulse length) with positive polarity to the V top contact (i.e. ERASE pulses) were 
applied (see curve a in fig. 3.). This caused little effect on the sample resistance as seen 
on curve a. This observation is in accordance with Fig. I. where the ISV ERASE pulse 
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FIG.2 Memory resistance as a Function of want voltage. 

magnitude will only slightly increase the sample resistance It is emphasized that 
in  this 

particular experiment no WRITE pulses were applied between the ERASE pukes. After 
the first series of pulses the sample resistance was switched back to 3x1& 

fl and another 

70 ERASE pulses of magnitude 1.92V were applied. The sample renstance increased to 
6.6x1& £1 after the first - was applied but remained constant within 20' as 7U 
pulses were applied with the same magnitude. Curves c-I in Fig. 3. tow similar ERASE 

experiments, where in each case the sample resistance was switched back to 3x1& 11 at 
the beginning of the set of measurements. The magnitude of the pulses was kept 
constant within each series of ERASE pulses but increased at the beginning of each cycle 
(i.e. at the beginning of each cant). The magnitudes of ERASE 

pulses  were I.S. 1.92. 

2.02. 2.40 2.56 and 3.52V for curves a-f respectively . It can be seen that the 5t5 

ERASE Pulse at 
 the beginning of each cycle causes a sudden change in the device 

resistance  but after this change , 	
the resistance  remains constant sally to better than 

20% i.e. 	gradual ERASE Is S.-served after the first — has set the resistance.  

Fig. 4. depict the resistance of the device after applying a number of pulses with 

either the WRITE or ERASE polarity. In this experiment the initial sample resistance 

was 1.2x10' (1 and a series of WRflt pulses were applied (denoted by A. B. C. D. E. 

F and C). The magnitude of the voltage  was kept constant for 20 pulses (i.e. within A. 

B. etc.) and then increased to the next voltage level. The magnitude of the voltage 
levels were 1.29. 1.84, 2.0. 2.29. 2.40. 2.45 and 2.55 for A. B. C. D. E. F. 0 pulses 
respectivelY. It can be seen that when the sample was in the I.2110

5  11 OFF state. 

cctTespofldlfl to an -intermediate -  state of the analogue memory (a seen in Fig. I or 
Fig 2.). the WRIlt voltage levels of l.292.29V (ranges A-D in Fig. S.) did not 
change the memory resistance even with up to 20 pulses applied in each ease. On the 
other hand, if V2.4V (range 6) was applied, the value of resistance changed From 
after the first pulse but remained • constant for another 
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FIG. 3 Memory resistance as a function of applied pulses. 

19 pulses. Range F shows a similar behaviour. Under the influence of V-2-45V 
WRITE pukes the device resistance changed from R - 7.6xlO'fl (as left in range E) to 
S 6.6x104 ft after the first pulse was applied and remained constant for another 19 
pikes. Range G also shows similar behaviour with the resistance changing from 
6.6x10'fl to 1.5x104 fl on applying the first puke. It is emphasized that no ERASE 
pulses are applied between any of the WRITE pulses during this experiment. 

Having reached a resistance of Ra  1.5xlO4 fl resistance (range 0). * series of 
ERASE pulses (pstht polarity to the V top contact) were applied (ranges H. I and 3). 
On applying a 2.42V ERASE pulse (range H), the resistance changed from 
S = l.SzlO'fl to R - 7.6110'fl i.e. an analogue ERASE oceanS after the first pulse 
was applied, and no further change cnured after the subsequent 19 pulses. Ranges I 
and 3 show a similar trend, namely analogue ERASE occured (i.e. the value of 
taistance changed in accordance with Figs I. and 2.) after the first pulseapplied and no 
further change was experienced after the subsequent 19 pulses of the same magnitude. 

Summarizing the result on the analogue switching, the device resistance appears to 
be uniquely determined by the magnitude and polarity of the applied voltage. 
Repeatedly applying pulses of the nine magnitude does not appear to have any 
cumulative effect during either ERASE or WRITE operations. This may imply that 
there is, in the switching part of the device, a distribution of 'actin centres' each with 
its own fixed voltage threshold and by applying a pulse of a particular voltage value we 
switch' only those centres with thresholds below or equal to this value This idea would 

concur with the observations of Figs. 1. and 2. 

We suggest that the Cr-p-V structures can be used as non-volatile and 
reprov'ammable memory elements in analogue neural networks. The basic operating 
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unit in a neural network has to perform some sort of wcightcd summation of at Icact two 

inputs i.e. 

	

11.iivi 	 (1) 

where V, is the "neural state -  cg the value of a voltage level or a pulse width, and T i;  is a 

synaptic weighting factor. The electronic implementation of this Function requires an 
element that will weight each of the input signals and then perform a summation. 

Praentday circuits are rather complicated involving numerous components and arc 
not particularly well suited to VLSI. For example one of the -simplest" circuits suggested 

by Murray et all L31 using pulse stream arithmetic techniques requires the use of 5 MOS 
transistors plus two capacitors for a single neuron element- Furthermore, the weighting 
function, T1., must be continually refreshed using D to A conversion of the weighting

values which in turn are held in a DRAM; this process calls on large amounts of 

circuitry and is time consuming 

A different and apparently much simpler approach to the problem of weighting the 
input signals would be to employ a nor-volatile electrically programmable analogue 
memory. The properties of the Cr-p-V analogue memory device reported described in 

this pa -  are potentially very well suited to this purfac. To appreciate how a 
programmable variable resistor might be used in a weighting element of a neural network 
consider Fig. S. Here, the output voltage is effectively weighted by the value of the 
variable resistor with the output signal linearly dependent on the value of R. By 
reprogramming the value of R the weighting for the output signal will be changed- For 
a two terminal device the"programming" signals  (VP) and the "READ' signals (VR) 

must necessarily appear along the same line and should therefore be separated to 
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FIG. $ Suggested application of analogue memory device in neural networks. 

avoid confusion. An important feature of a suitable variable resistance clement is that 
the READ pulses should not be confused as programming pubes by the device c. the 
clement must be able to pass read signals without changing its resastance state. Turning 
now to the Cr-2-V dcvica, it can be seen from our results that resistances in the range 

of 103 fl to  1fl can be attained using strings of programming pulses at —1.2V to 
—3.4 V. These resistance states are non-volatile. Furthermore a READ voltage 01 up to 
0.5 V does not appear to cause a change in the device resistance. 

In conclusion. the charactcriSticS of the Cr-p'-V device described here seem 10 

match very well thrice nccary for applications to neural networks. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present experimental results showing that the ON state of amorphous silicon 
memory structures exhibits ballistic electron transport associated with a quantised 
resistance, h/2iê, where i is the number of occupied one dimensional conducting 
channels (sub-bands) and the spin degeneracy is two (in the case when no magnetic field 
is applied). Conduction in the memory ON state is restricted to a narrow conducting 
channel through which the electrons can travel ballistically i.e. no collisions occur. As 
the applied voltage is increased, the width of the conducting channel is broadened. This 
results in additional conducting channels (sub-bands) passing through the Fermi energy 
and consequently the resistance drops by quantised values. In the presence of a magnetic 
field additional steps occur corresponding to the split levels at values of h(2(i+%)e 2 . A 
particular feature of this quantised resistance is that the effect can be observed at 
relatively high temperatures 4.2 K up to —190 K). 

INTRODUCTION 

We have previously shown 1-3  that amorphous silicon metal-p t  -n-i-metal and 
metal-pt -metal junctions exhibit non-volatile, polarity dependent digital and analogue 
memory switching phenomena after initial conditioning by means of a moderately high 
applied potential ("forming'). An essential feature of the forming process  is the creation 
of a filamentary region of highly conductive material. 

Recent studies 4-4  have also shown that the resistance of a short narrow channel in 
which one-dimensional conduction occurs should have a quantised value. This behaviour 
is associated with ballistic electron transport, where electrons have an elastic mean free 
path much greater than the channel length. The aim of the present work is to show that 
amorphous silicon memory structures exhibit quantised resistance, indicative of ballistic 
transport of electrons in a one-dimensional conduction channel. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The samples used for this work were amorphous silicon Cr-p t-V sandwich 
structures. The p amorphous silicon layers were prepared by r.f. glow giischarge 
decomposition of SiR4 containing io vppm of B3H6. Films of 1000 A thickness were 
deposited on Corning 7059 glass substrates with previously patterned chromium bottom 
contacts. The p amorphous silicon was then patterned and an insulating layer was used 
to define an active device area of i0cm 2. The metal used for the top contact was 
vanadium. The details of the subsequent memory operation are described in Ref 2. The 
devices exhibit fast analogue switching at room temperature i.e. they have a continuum 
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of stable states (between Rrjj  = 103  (1 and ROFF  = 106  (1) which are non-volatile and 
fully programmable by single 10 nsec voltage pulses. In the present work we have 
studied the low temperature conductivity behaviour of a range of analogue memory 

states. 

RESULTS 

Typical current-voltage characteristics of a formed memory ON state are shown in 

Fig. I. In  the voltage region from 0 to 0.36 V. the current around zero bias is of the 
order of - 10 A but increases to - 10 A at voltages approaching 0.36 V i.e. a strong 
non-linear behaviour is found. The observed large increase in the resistance around zero 
bias (see FIg.2.) is an consistent with tunnelling conduction between metallic particles 

embedded in an insulating matrix 7 . 
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FIG. 1. I-V curves at 4.2K with (B) 
and without (A) magnetic field 

(Curve B is displaced vertically for clarity.) 

FIG. 2. RN curve at 4.2K 
below the critical voltage Va  

At 0.36 V, a current jump occurs and the resistance of the sample is lowered to the 
order of a few kfl. After the first current jump at 0.36 V, further current steps can be 
observed at 0.47, 0.53 and 0.70 V (curve A in Fig-i.). At 0.36 V (henceforth called 

the critical voltage Va) there is a dramatic change in the behaviour of the sample. At 

voltages lower than Va, no discontinuities are observed but at voltages higher than Va , 

the resistance is lowered and the current increases in discrete steps. The current-voltage 
characteristics are symmetrical Le. the same behaviour is observed for the opposite 
polarity. Curve B in Fig. 1. depicts the current-voltage characteristics of the same sample 
under the influence of a 0.2 T magnetic field. The curve has been displaced by 50 ILA in 

the current scale for clarity. The direction of the magnetic field is 
300  with respect to 

the conducting channel (i.e. the filament). Additional steps can be observed at 0.34. 
0.42, 0.5 0.59 and 0.79 V together with the steps observed in the zero magnetic field 
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case (curve A). The effect of the magnetic field is reversible. i.e. if the magnetic field is 

removed the current-voltage characteristics revert to the zero magnetic field case. A 
number of I-V characteristics have becn obtained in which sharp and well defined steps 
can be observed at 4.2 K. The critical voltage V. at which the first current jump is 
observed and the magnitude of the first current jump are dependent on the resistance of 
the memory ON state investigated. Fig.3 shows the effect of increased memory ON 
state resistance on the observed current steps. The curves have been displaced by 1001sA 

on the current scale for clarity. The critical voltage and the magnitude of the first 

current jump increase with increasing resistance (i.e. Rc> R 8 > RA), but after the first 

jump the characteristics are rather similar suggesting a similar conduction mechanism at 
higher voltages. The first current jump would appeal to be associated with the formation 
of a highly conducting path within the structure whose characteristics are independent of 

the low bias behaviour (i.e. the different memory states). 
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FIG. 3. I-V curves of different memory 
ON states at 4.2K. R*<Rg<Rc 

(Curves displaced vertically for clarity) 

FIG. 4. I-V curves as a function 
of temperature 

Fig.4. shows the effect of temperature on the I.V curves. The curves have been 
shifted along the current axis for clarity, with 100 ILA magnitude indicated. The current 
steps decrease gradually in size with increasing temperature and the effect is no longer 
observable at —190 K. Fig.5. shows the resistance of a memory state (corresponding to 
curve A in Fig. I.) as a function of applied voltage. The first large step (at 0.36 V) is 
associated with the formation of a narrow, highly conducting channçl which significantly 
lowers the resistance of the sample. With further increase in the applied voltage, the 

resistance is lowered in steps, corresponding to quantised resistance values R h/lie 2  

where i is an integer. In the voltage range from 0.36 to 0.8 V. there are four steps 
(corresponding to the observed current rises in curve A. Fig.l.) with i being 2, 3, 4 and 
5. Higher voltages have not been applied to the sample because this could change the 
resistance of the particular memory state. If a magnetic field is now applied to the 
sample, further quantisation of resistance is observed at values R = 1/2(i + %)ê. This is 
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illustrated in Fig.6 (the data correspond to curve B in Fig.!.). It can be seen that extra 
steps in the resistance occur at i = 2.5. 3.5. 4.5 and 5.5. 

DISCUSSION 

The experimental data show that we have observed quantised resistance in the ON 
state of amorphous silicon Cr-p-V structures. A possible mechanism which might 
explain this behaviour is outlined below. The current-voltage characteristics (see Fig. 1 
and 2 ) suggest that the filament has a relatively large resistance around zero bias i.e. a 
barrier for the electron flow exists. The current-voltage characteristics from 0 to 0.36 V 
show a continuous, but strongly non-linear behaviour due to the creation of free carriers 
by the high electric field across the small tunnelling distance. 

Mn 

FIG. 5. Resistance versus voltage 	FIG. 6. Resistance versus voltage 

at 4.2K with no magnetic field 	 with a 0.2 T magnetic field 

• At the critical voltage Va  the tunnelling barrier 'breaks down" and much larger 
current flow can be observed. The barrier breakdown within the filament occurs locally 
i.e. over a very small area. So the first jump at V corresponds to the formation of a 
narrow conductive channel where the electrons "punch" through. Because of the short 
length of the conductive channel and the high field present, scattering phenomena are 
negligible. The large electron reservoir in the metal (— lO cm 3) should provide an 
adequate supply of electrons through the channel. The amorphous silicon memory 
device operates in the following way. As the voltage reaches the critical level V a, the 

one-dimensional conducting channel is established. A further increase in voltage in this 
regime results in an increase in the width of the conducting channel. The effect can be 
explained by assuming that the filament edge has a curved shape i.e. the tunnelling 
barrier will 'break down" at larger areas under the influence of higher voltages. The 
larger voltage applied will produce the same critical electric field at larger distances 
between the filament and the metal electrode, therefore the area of the one-dimensional 



channel increases. The criteria for ballistic conductivity is that the electron mean free 
path should be much longer than the one-dimensional channel length (L.J. The 
electrons are confined by the applied potential in the conducting channel. Its cross 
section is approximated by a rectangle (in a manner analagous to the electron in a box 
problem), whose dimensions L and L are comparable to an electron wavelength. The 

energy of electrons E in the lowest quantum level of the one-dimensional channel arc 

given by 

F 	k2

r1 	'2 	' 	21 

2m 	i'[tJ + 	ttlj 	
(1) 

The first term in (I) describes the kinetic energy of a ballistic electron in motion along 
the channel. The second term represents the quantum energy level which is uniquely 

determined by the dimensions 4 and L7. It is important to emphasize that the electron 

can accelerate freely along the channel, due to the collision free nature of the motion i.e. 
its momentum can increase continuously as the applied voltage increases. On the other 
hand the electron momentum is quantised in the direction across the channel (defined by 
L, and U. Therefore as the voltage increases, two opposite effects can be observed; one 
is characterised by the increase of the electron kinetic energy along the channel and the 
other is associated with the increase of the cross section of the conducting channel (i.e. 

with increase of 4 and U. According to (1) this latter effect will decrease the 

quantised energy levels until the nearest higher energy level (nearest sub-band) becomes 
lower in energy than the Fermi level and will be occupied by the more energetic" 
electrons. Consequently a new sub-band is created at higher voltage (i.e. at larger values 

of 4 and U) which in turn will lower the resistance in a quantised manner. This 

physical scenario was first suggested by Sharvin 8 as a possible method for studying Fermi 

surfaces of metals. According to the theoretical predictions 
6.9  the resistance a of one-

dimensional channel (in which the electrons punch through ballistically) should have a 

quantised value which can be given by: 

R=hfge2 =h12e2 	 (2) 

where R. is the sub-band resistance and g is the spin degeneracy (& = 2) in the non-
magnetic field case. However, the value of R = )VZê applies only to one sub-band. If 
a new sub-band is created at higher voltage (i.e by changing the cross section of the 

channel), the  total resistance becomes h'(2iê) (i= integer defining the number of sub-
bands) in the same manner as in the case of parallel resistors. This is possible because 
there is no scattering in the conducting sub-bands i.e. they do not interact with each 
other. Consequently the resistance drops in a quantised manner with i2, 3, 4 and 5 (as 
seen in Fig.5.). When a magnetic field is applied additional steps occur. This is due to 
the Zeeman splitting of electron energy levels i.e. lifting the spin degeneracy. Each sub-
band splits into two and therefore extra steps can be observed at R= h/2(i+ %)e 2  
resistance levels as seen in Fig.6. The plateaux of the individual quantum steps are not 
flat but they have a slope i.e. the resistance decreases at higher voltages between the 
individual plateaux. This is possibly due to the increase in mobility indicating that some 

scattering effects are present in the channel. 

The most important feature of the observed ballistic behaviour is that it can be 
observed up to —190 K i.e. much higher temperatures than previously observed. We 
suggest that this Sight be due to the very small size of the ballistic channel. The 

temperature dependence (see Fig.4.) suggests an energy separation of kT - SE 
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—1.6x 10-2  eV. This is the temperature where the differences between the quantised 

electron levels are smeared out. This indicates —40 A change in L. and L2  dimensions 
(as follows from (I)) between the subsequent steps which correspond to the energy 
separation of the observed quantum steps. Finally we emphasize that the effect has been 
observed in what is initially a metal-amorphous semiconductor structure. The "classical 
mobility" of the amorphous silicon is many orders of magnitude lower than is expected 
for ballistic behaviour. It is not known with any certainty what effect the Conning 
process has on the structure of the conducting channel but the observed behaviour 
suggests the importance of the dimension of the conduction channel rather than other 
material parameters. The significance of using amorphous silicon sandwich structures lies 
in the forming process i.e. the process which allows the fabrication of such small 

structures. 
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ABSTRACT 
We present experimental results showing that p amorphous silicon memory 

structures exhibit polanty.dependent analogue memory switching The effect is 

non-volatile and we propose that it is associated with changes in a tunnelling barrier 
within the structure. It is also observed that conduction in the memory ON state is 
restricted to a narrow conducting channel through which the electrons an. under 
certain COndItions, travel ballistically. As a consequenm quantized resistance levels 
associated with ballistic electron transport an observed under certain 
circumstances. In the prese of a magnetic field, additional steps in the quantized 
resistance levels occur- A particular feature of this quantized resistance is that the 
effect can be observed at relatively high temperatures (up to about 190K). 

§1. INTRODUCTION 
Results on metal-p -n-i--metal amorphous silicon devices have provided 

experimental evidence that such structures exhibit extremely fast non-volatile polarity-

dependent digital memory switching phenomena (l..s Comber et al. 1985) after initial 

conditioning by means of a moderately high applied potential (lormingi The most 
important result to emerge on formed devices is that in the ON state the currrent is 
carried by a highly conducting filament which is less than I jam in diameter. 
Filainentation has been demonstrated by experiments on the ON state resistance as a 

function of area (R0 , 
is independent of area). by thermal imaging techniques with liquid 

crystals and by direct observation with a scanning electron microscope combined with 
microanalysis. The latter indicated that the formation of the current filament may be 

associated with diffusion of the  top metal contact into the amorphous silicon resulting 

in a region of intermingled metal and silicon. More recent experimental results (Pose 

et 4 1989) have demonstrated a new metal-p-metal amorphous silicon device which, 
rather than exhibiting a two-state digital operation, has a continuum of stable states 
which are non-volatile and fully programmable by single ION voltage pulses. It has 

also been suggested that the new analogue memory devices an be used as non-volatile 

and reprogsammable memory elements in analogue neural networks (Hajlo. Rose, 

StieD, Le Comber and Owen 1990). 
In this paper we present a summary of the new results obtained on non-volatile 

analogue switching effects in amorphous silicon metal-p-tnetal devices and discuss 

the possible physical mechanisms responsible for the phenomena- 
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§2. EXnRINffWTAL 
The samples used for this work were amorphous silicon Cr-p-V thin-film 

structures. The p layer was prepared by ri. glow-discharge decomposition of Sill, 
containing lO'votp.p.m. of 8 2 H6  Films of 1000  thickness Were deposited on 

Corning glass substrates previously patterned with chromium bottom contacts. The 
p amorphous silicon was then patterned and an insulating layer was used to define an 

active device area of 10'cm 2 . The metal used for the top contact was normally 
vanadium. However, a number of different metals were also used and their influence on 

the memory operation will also be described. 
In accordance with our previous results (Le Comber et al. 1985), memory devices 

prepared in this way require an initial forming process. This means that the resistance 
of the as-deposited (unformed) device has to be lowered from itt 10' 0 to 
R  10'-lO'Q (i.e. the typical value of an ON state) The forming can be achieved by 
biasing the sample with a single voltage pulse (duration 300 as; magnitude about 12 V) 
with positive polarity applied to the top vanadium contact 

The formed samples were mounted in a 24-pin chip carrier and wire bonded. The 
carrier was then inserted into a standard socket in an Oxford Instruments cryostat in 
order to investigate the low-temperature characteristics. The  current-voltage 
characteristics were measured using an HP 41458 semiconductor parameter analyser. 

§3. Rrsutn 
The metal-p -metal memory structures exhibit a forming step which is different 

from the previously investigated metal-p -o4-metal structures (Le Comber a al. 

1984 The differences are demonstrated in figs. I and 2. In the case of metal-ps-n-i-
metal structures, the resistance suddenly drops from about 10 "11 (virgin state) to 

about 10' a alter the critical voltage (forming voltage I',) has been applied. No change 
in the virgin resistance occurs when the sample is biased with voltages less than 4 This 

type of forming is termed hard forming. In contrast with this, the resistance of the 
unformed metal-p -metal structures an be lowered gradually by applying voltage 
levels with progressively increasing magnitudes. In this case no sudden change in the 
current or voltage signal can be detected when the sample as biased witha voltage pulse, 

as seen in fig. 2. This process as called soft fonnirig. Figure 3 shows the device resistance 

as a function of the soft-forming voltage (pulse duration, 300 cs) On reaching a critical 

voltage (about 14V in fig 3) the device resistance suddenly drops from about 10' to 
about 10'-10' (1 This is the memory ON state of the device- Once the memory device 
had reached its first (non-volatile) ON state all subsequent switching operations were 
perfonmed with IG-lOOns pulses 1-5V in magnitude. 

An example of the analogue switching effect is shown in fig. 4, where the sample 
resistance is plotted as a function of applied alternating WRITE and ERASE pulses 
(lOOns pulse duration each). It is important to emphasS the polarity dependence of 
the analogue memory behaviour. In the case of the WRITE pulses, positive polarity is 
applied to the chromium (bottom contact) while ERASE pulses have opposite polarity. 

The sample was first switched to an ON state (R,,-2x 103  0) and then a series of 

alternating WRITE and ERASE pulses were applied. The WRITE pulses west kept at  

constant magnitude of 34 V but the ERASE pulses were incremented by 005 V steps 
from 1-2 to 34V after each WRITE pulse. It can be seen from fig 4 that the sample 
resistance changes in an analogue manna as the magnitude of the ERASE - 

increases, that is the difference between R,,, and is a function of the magnitude of 
the ERASE pulses. A voltage range AV(ERASE) of I-6V resulted in a change in 
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Fig. I 

'yr  
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TIME (ft.) 

Wavcfonns of a single Forming pulse applied to an amorphous silicon Cr-p' -n-i--Al structure 
showing tsasd fonning' V and I represent th e  voltage icon the device and the 
corresponding device current respectively. 

Fig 2 

20 

V(V) 

10 

TIME (a.) 
Wavdonns of single pulses of increasing magnitude applied to an amorphous silicon Cr-p • - v 

nnjctun showing 'soft forming'. V and I ,9nn.cnt the voltage noon the device and the 
corresponding device current respectively.  
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Fig 3 
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Resistance or an amorphous silicon Cr-p -v memory structure as a function of forming voltage- 

Fig. 4 
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Memory resistance as a function of ERASE voltage is a Cr-p-V structure. 

resistance from Rt2x IOQ to Rt6x iO'Cl The  shaded area in fig 4 indicates the 
reproducibility of the analogue memory switching by showing the scattering in the 
resistance during repeated experiments (data from loOcycles are included). Figure 5 
shows another case where the ERASE pulses were maintained at a constant value of 

V= 34V but the WRITE pulses were incremented from 12V to 3-4V in 005 V steps. 
The  value of the OFF state resistance remained constant at about 6 x 10' Q (it it 
changed back to this constant level from every ON state) whilst the ON state resistance 
decreased through a continuum of intermediate states over a similar a  to the ERASE 
operation. The shaded area in fig 5 again represents the reproducibility of the analogue 
switching for tOO complete cycles. It is emphasized that the device will switch between 
any two resistance states within the range from about I kfl to I MU by selecting the 
correct polarity and the magnitude of the WRITE and ERASE pulses. For all devices 
with a vandium top contact, the values o( Aft range from Ii to 20V for both the 
WRITE and the ERASE operations. 

We have repeated the above experiments on 	l-p..inetal devices with 
chromium as top metal and observed similar polarity-dependent changes in the 
memory state resistance. However, in the WRITE and ERASE experiments. 
intermediate states were found to exist only over a narrow LVOI about 02 Vu shown 
in fig 6. Therefore these devices are considered as 'digitar devices. It is important to 
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Fig. 5 
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Memory resistance as a function of WRITE voltage in a Cr-p-V structure. 
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Memory resistance as a function of WRITE and ERASE voltages in a Cr-p'-Cr structure- 

emphasize that both the analogue (seen in figs. 4 and 5) and the digital' (seen in fig 61 

memory switching effects are non-volatile. Devices set to ON or OFF states have been 
monitored over 2 years without any significant change in their resistance. Also. 

operation at temperatures up to 160°C shows little change in the threshold voltages or 
in the device stability. However, it is also found that devices with certain top metal 
contacts such as molybdenum and palladium show a volatile memory switching effect. 

This is illustrated in fig 7 where the signal through the device is continuously 

monitored at a low voltage level (at 05V) that is below th e  voltage level of the 

programming pulses. The current decays rapidly after the end of the programming 
pulse, that is the memory state is volatile The role of the top metal contact has been 

investigated by fabricating devices with a range of difkrent top metals but with 

otherwise identical physical parameters (i& about 1000 A thickness of the p layer, and 

a chromium bottom electrode)- Using the analogue switching voltage window LVas a 
guide, it is found that its value is signikantly dependent on the top metallization 

contact. This is illustrated in th e  table. It can also be seen that the definition or 

'inalogue'(b V? I V) or'digital' (0-5 V or less) memory switching is somewhat arbitrary, 

because there is no sharp boundary between the two types of operation, and they are 
almost certainly associated with the same underlying physical phenomena. However, 
in the cases of molybdenum and palladium top contacts, a new type of volatile 
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Volatile memory effect in a Cr-p -Mo structure. 

Metat top  metallization on the switching behaviour 

Metal 
àY 
(V) 

Switching 
characteStia 

AS >01 Digital. non-volatile 

Al >01 Digital. non-volatile 

Cr 0-2 Digital. non-volatile 

Mn t05 Digital. non-volatile 

Fe tOl Digital. non-volatile 

Ti - Unstable switching 
Au - No switching 
Cu - No switching 

W to Analogue. non-volatile 

V 1-8 Analogue. non-volatile 
Ni 20 Analogue, non-volatile 
Co 2-0 Analogue. non-volatile 

Mo 20 Analogue, volatile 
Pd 20 Analogue, volatile 

switching effect is observed and in the cases of titanium. gold and copper no 
reproducible switching effects can be observed. These results suggest that the top metal 

contact plays a crucial role in determining the type of memory switching phenomena 
observed in these devices In this paper we shaD concentrate on the p + memory devices 
with vanadium top contact because these show typical non-volatile analogue memory 

switching. 
The current-voltage characteristics of analogue memory resistance states have 

been systematically investigated at both room temperature and lower temperatures 

and the lollowing results obtained. It is found that all the room-temperature current-
voltage characteristics show a 'lineatpIuSPowtr-law' behaviour in the various 

analogue memory resistance states (seen in fig. 8). The 1-V curves can be described by' 

simple nonlinear relationship 

:=c1v+c2r, 	 (I) 
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Fig, S 

ION 114 

OFF 

Vos(V) 

Current-voltage characteristics of analogue memory gates plotted on a tog-log sale. The 
characteristics are symmetric about the origin. 

where C 1  and C 3  are constants and the exponent a increases with increasing tow-bias 
(linear region) resistance according to the relationship n- 4+8 log R. The observed 
power-Law behaviour could indicate the possibility of space-charge-limited conduction 
at higher biases, although investigation of the thickness dependence has shown this to 
be unlikely. In accordance with the pulsed analogue memory switching results, a 
continuous transition of states can be found between the low-bias ON (about 1 03 (1) 

and OFF (about to' (1) states. The terms ON and OFF seem to be somewhat arbitrary 
therefore, and are only used in this paper for practical reasons. If the curves in fig. 8 are 
extrapolated above IV, they meet in the region of about 34V, that S at typical 

programming levels (see figs. 4 and 5). It is also found that the exponent a does not 

depend on the thickness or the active device diameter but it is primarily determined by 

the tow-bias (linear  region) resistance of the analogue memory state This indicates that 
the nature of the electrical conduction is quite similar in all memory states. However, 
repeatedly switching the device into the same resistance state need not always result in 
an identical value of the exponent This appears to indicate that the same resistance 

state can be achieved through different conduction paths within the same device, This  is 

in accordance with the suggestion that the conduction path (filament) might have a 
structure similar to that of granular metals embedded in an insulating matrix and this 
structure may provide a variety of conduction paths (Giaver and Zetler 1964 

It is possible to extend the range of the I-Vchar*cteristia (up to the critical field 

where switching occurs) using very short single voltage pulses of varying polarities and 

pulse heights. Figure 9 shows 
the room-temperature  pulsed' current-voltage 

characteristics 
of the analogue Cr-p-V memory device. These characteristics ate 

obtained using 400ns pulses or progressively increasing magnitude and of both 
Polarities. The 400ns - length is long enough to observe a plateau in the - 
signal, that is RC effects are avoided- Positive polarity refers to (positive) voltages 
applied to the chromium bottom contact Starting from a 9.3 xlO5 Q OFF state 

(measured at 05  (fig. 9(a))). the onset of the strong nonlinear rise in the current 

occurs at about + 1-1 V. F igure 9(a) is reproducible (t it can be repeated many times 

without a  change  in the device Pto voltage 0Oh1t +l-7V.Further 
increase in the voltage height will result in a permanent decrease in the device resistance 
and consequently a change in fig. 9(4 The decrease in resistance is determined by the 

magnitude of the maximum voltage applied. 
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Fit 9 

pulsed' current-voltage characteristics of aCr-V analogue structure- 

Figure 9(b)represents a memory ON state (R=54x 10 3 flat05V) ol the device 

and is reproducible up to & voltage level of about 5 V if positive polarity is applied. 
Further increase in voltage might destroy the device. However, if a negative voltage 

is applied to the same ON state (fig 9(c). an ERASE process is observed at voltage 

levels of magnitude greater than about 17 V. On the other hand, if an OFF state 

(R=9 x 103  (1) is negatively biased fig. 9(d), no change in the OFF state resistance can 

be observed up to a voltage of about _5V. The apparent Polarity dependence suggests  
that the analogue memory switching is not determined simply by the magnitude of the 
applied power or energy. This is further supported by the comparison of individual 
switching transients with opposite polarity. Figure 10(a) shows the waveform of * 
single WRITE pulse from OFF (R=2xWill to ON (R34xl03 (1) and of an 

ERASE pulse from OFF (R = 2 x to 0) to a slightly higher OFF state (X 24 x io 
In the second case a large change in the memory state resistance does not occur 
although similar voltage and current levels are measured. The calculated total charge 
(flowing through the sample) is also rather similar Qw 85 x 10 "C for the WRITE 
and Q=72xlO"C for the ERASE pulse- The rather high level of ringing 
oscillations on these transients was caused by poorly matched cable impedances 

These measurements suggest that the memory state resistance is determined by a 
combination of applied voltage level and the appropriate polarity. On the other hand. 
the memory resistance not being determined uniquely by the applied power or energy 
suggests that the memory switching does not depend significantly on the internal 
temperature of the device. Figure 11(a) shows a switching transient of an ERASE 
pulseat 300 K where the device resistance is changed from R 

a 3 x Io C) to 

ROFF  = 6 x io a Figure 11(b) shows a similar ERASE transient at much lower 

temperature (42 K) where the device resistance has also changed from R -3 x 10 U 

to R<,,=6 x 10  a. It can be seen that, despite the large temperature difference (more 

than two orders of magnitude), 
the  current level and the threshold voltage (for 

achieving the same ERASE process 
&a  at room temperature) increase by a fader of less 

than two. It should also be emphasized that the device continues to operate even at 

liquid-helium temperature- The analogue switching effect is still observed at 42K 

without large changes in either the threshold voltage or the current level. This 
suggests that the electrical conduction and the memory phenomena ate possibly 
connected to a tctnperature.indePendeflt physical process which we propose may be 

associated with tunnelling 
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The  above suggestion is supported by recent results obtained during investigation 
otthe low-temperature conductivity of the analogue memory states (Hajto a al. 1990). 
Typical current-voltage characteristics of a lonned memory 014 state at 4-2 K are 
shown  in fig.  I I In the voltage region Erom 0 to 036 V. thecurrimt around zero bias is or 
the order of I0'A but increases to about IO'A at voltages approaching 036 V 1  that 
is a strong nonlinear behaviour is found. It is important to emphasize that the room-  
temperature current-voltage characteristics of the memory ON state are linear. The 
observed large increase in the resistance around zero bias (fig. 13) is consistent with 
tunnelling conduction between metallic particles embedded in an insulating matrix 
(Giaver and Zeller 1968) Further experiments] evidence for the tunnelling conduction 
coma from the temperature dependence of the device current Figure 14 shows the 

current at a fixed voltage (0-2V) plplotted aping plot Sin * V 
dependence of the current at a constant V which I in accordance with tunnelling 

coaductiot 
At 036 V,a current jump occurs and the resistance of the sample is lowered to the 

order Ma few kilohnu. Alter the first current jump at 036 V. further current steps can be 
observed at 047, 0-53 and O-70V (fig. 12(a)).At 0-36V (henceforth called the critical 
voltage Va) there is a dramatic change in the behaviour of the sample. At voltages lower 
than Vw  no discontinuities are observed but, at voltages higher than V, the resistance 
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is towered and the current increases in discrete steps. The current-voltage 
characteristics are symmetricaL that is the saint behaviour is observed for the opposite 

polarity. Figure 12(3) depicts th e  current-voltage characteristics of the same sample 

under the influence of a 0 ,2 T magnetic field. The curve has been displaced by 50 p in the 

current scale for clarity. The direction of the magnetic field is 30 °  with respect to  the 

conducting channel (i.e. the filament). Additional steps an be observed at 034,042, 0 ,5, 

059 and 079V together with the steps observed an the zero magnetic field case 

(fig 12(8)). The effect of the  magnetic field is reversible, that is, if the magnetic  field is 

remOved, the current-voltage characeristics revert to the zero-magnetic-field case. A 
number of I-1/more characteristics have been obtained in which sharp and well defined 

steps can be observed at 42K. 

The critical voltage V at which the  first current jump is observed and the 

magnitude of the first current jump are dependent on the resistance of the memory ON 
state investigated- Figure 15 shows the effect of changing the memory ON state 
resistance on the observed current steps The curves have been displaced by I pA on 

the current scale for clarity. The critical voltage and the magnitude of the first current 

jump increase with increasing resistanct(Le. R>R>RJ. but after the first jump the 

characteristics are rather similar, suggesting a similar conduction mechanism at higher 

voltages. The  first current jump appears to be associated with the formation of a highly 
conducting path within the structure whose characteristics are independent of the low-

bias behaviour (it the different memory states). On the other hand, the position of the 

current steps is dependent on the direction of the voltage sweep, that is some hysteresis 

is observed as illustrated in fig I& 
Further information an be obtained if the resistance of a memory state 

(correspOnding to fig 12(A)) is plotted as a function of applied voltage as Illustrated in 
fig 17. We propose that the first large current step (at 0 ,36 V) is associated with the 

formation of a narrow, highly conducting channel which significantly lowers the 
resistance of the sample. With further increase in the applied voltage, the resistance is 

lowered in steps. corresponding to quantized resistance values R 11/2ie2  where iis an 

integer. In the voltage range from 036 to 08 V. there are four steps (corresponding to 

the observed current rism in fig. j2()) with i being  3 , 4 aDd5. Higher volhave 

not been applied to the sample because this could change the resistance of the 
particular memory state. If a magnetic field is now applied to the sample, further 

quantization of resistance is observed at values ft - hI*i + W. This is illustrated in 

fig $ (the  data correspond tofig. l2 (ft lt can  be  seen that flhl  the resistance 

occur at is 
21, 33, 45 and 55. The effect Of temperature is illustrated in fig 19. The 

curves have been shifted along the current  axis for clarity. The observed current steps 

gradually decrease with increasing temperature until the effect is no longer observable 

at about 190 K. The results summarized in fip. 15-19 are indicative of ballistic electron 

transport (Hajto et it 1990). 

14. DOCUMN 

In analysing the main 
results of this work, two important facts should be 

emphasized. Firstly the observation of ballistic electron transport provides a vital due 
to the structure of the analogue memory element- Secondly, the programmability of the 
analogue memory provides information about the possible mechanism of 

 the 
 switcbiiig 

process itself. 
The starting point of our discussion is that the analogue memory effect in 

amorphous silicon metal_p*-met1l structures can only be observed if the sample is 
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subjected to an initial forming process. Th e  forming process is characterized not only 

by the breakdown of the highresistance state of the structure but, more importantly, 
also by presence of a positive feedback mechanism which provides a low-resistance ON 
state so that the breakdown is non-destructive and repetitive switching is possible. 
Furthermore, the experimental results suggest a strong influence of the choice of the top 

metal contacts (summarized in the table) on th e  type of memory switching observed (it. 

digital or analogue switching) and on the success of obtaining stable and reproducible 
switching These results are in good accordance with the previous  observation (Gage 

a at 19t9) that the first switching event (i.e. the forming) causes a local structural 
modification of the p' amorphous silicon layer, producing a highly conducting 
filament which does not revert to the original amorphous material when the device is 
switched OFF. Alter the forming process the p devices usually exhibit a lower OFF 
resistance than the unformed device in contrast with our original data for ps-a-i 

devices (Le Comber a at 1985)-The temperature dependence of the conductivity is also 

greatly reduced by the forming process. The area independence of L (Le Comber 
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ci at 1985) suggests localized electrical conduction after forming These results, together 
with the newly observed ballistic electron transport phenomena (set figs. 12-18k 
provide strong experimental evidence that the forming process creates a filamentary 
region consisting of a new material whose properties have changed significantly 
compared with those of the unformed original material. It is feasible that the high fields 
and current densities present during forming result in the development of high 
temperatures locally, which could lead to enhanced diffusion of metallic particles from 
the electrode into the thin amorphous film. Such a region would become the preferred 
current path caring the electron current in the ON state. The current-voltage 
characteristics in the ON state at room temperature (see fig 8) suggest that any material 
rearrangement within the filament occurs so as to destroy the rectifying properties of 

the original metal-P -  Schottky contact, and it should also be noted that this is the case 

even in a typical OFF state. 
Lowering the temperature of the memory device reveals further information about 

the possible structure. The low-temperature current-voltage characteristics (see figs- 12 
and 13) show that we have observed a zero-bias high-resistance anomaly and quantized 
resistance steps (associated with ballistic electron transport) in the ON state of 

amorphous silicon Cr-p-V structures. The phenomenon of ballistic transport is 
observed in the case when the mean free path A of the electrons is larger than the length 
of the conducting channel. The usual approach to the fabrication of devices based on 
ballistic conduction is to use a very high mobility material (usually high-purity Gaft 

where the mobility can reach values of the order of tO' an 2  Vt  s, leading to values 

of the electron mean free path of the order of I pm. The value of At I pm is certainly 

longer than the device dimensions which can be achieved by modern submicrometre 
technology The structure in which ballistic transport is most widely investigated is a 
GaAs-Al,G51 -.As heterojunction with a split-gate field-t transistor configuration, 
usually  less  than 05 lan in length. with a gap o(about 0 lins (Wba= et aL 1988,Van 

Wets ci al. 1988). As the voltage on the gate is made increasingly negative, the depletion 
region increases, narrowing the effective gap and hence the width of the conducting 
channel decreases. As a consequence, the (one-dimensional) channel width becomes 
comparable with the electron wavelength, that is becomes sufficiently small that 
quantization oceurs. On the other hand, the channel length is sufficiently short that 

electrons pass through ballistically (it without appreciable scattennfl Our structure 

is quite different and a possible mechanism which explains the ballistic transport in 

amorphous silicon strictures is outlined below. 
The current-voltage characteristics (see fig 13) suggest that the filament has 

relatively 1are resistance around zero bias, that is a barrier for the current flow exist 
The observed zero-bias anomaly is consistent with tunnelling conduction between 
metallic particles embedded in an insulating matrix (Giaver and Zeiler 1964 The 

current-voltage characteristics from 0 to 036 V show a continuous, but strongly non-

linear behaviour owing to the the high electric field across the small tunnelling distance. 
In such a system the injection of free carriers is an activated process related to the 

increase in the  electrostatic potential of Particle when a free electron is added to it. The 
activation energy can be provided entirely by thermal energy (hence the effect 

diminishes at higher temperatures) or, in the presence of an applied field, part or all  of it 

can be provided by the field itself. The experimental observation of an approximate T2  

dependence of the current at a constant voltage observation atlas than V,, (see fig 14)'s 
also in agreement with the  assumption that the electron transport is dominated by 

field-activated tunnelling processes in this region. 
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These results can be partially explained by assuming that the conducting filament is 

composed of two parts: small-sale inclusions of permanently changed material 

connected by conducting channels which are formed, broken. dimensionally changed. 

re-formed, etc, during switching Figure 20 illustrates an idealized model having a 

single permanent inclusion extending from the top contact, with a narrow channel 

connecting it to the bottom contact The evidence is (Le Comber a at 1985) that the 

overall diameter of the filament at the top contact is less than 01 pm. The length of the 

channel must be consistent with tunnelling. 
With increasing applied voltage, the tunnelling current increases exponentially. 

This implies that at the critical voltage V the tunnelling barrier effectively 'breaks 

down' and a very large current flow oceurs. This  is not a destructive effect as the process 

is completely reversible and no material changes ensue. Because of the curved shape of 

the metallic inclusion illustrated in fig. 20, the current flow is restricted to a very 

localized area. Thus the channel can be considered to be an electron waveguide with 

confinement being brought about by the combination of the applied field and the 

geometry of the metallic inclusion The observation of ballistic transport shown in figs. 

15-19 can only be explained by assuming that the carrier transit time across the 
channel must be less than a scattering time, that is çct. This leads to the condition 

4 
2 >

2  
__, 	 (2) 

where m is the effective mass, p is the mobility and d is the channel length. With 

atsoAand  Vit V~ = &4 V this leads to ju ;o too cml V -  I s -  1 . The question remains. 

however, of whether it is feasible to have such a mobility in the material of the 

conducting channel. Assuming that the channel length is about 50 A (t)pical tunnelling 

length), the potential gradient along the channel is about 0-36V/50A, that is E%7 

x 10' V cm'. The low-field value of mobility in amorphous silicon is about 

10cm 2  V -  I s_ i . but this might be increased by the presence of high local fields, when 

the more energetic carriers might have a larger mean free path because of the reduced 

scattering cross-section There is also a possibility that, because of the presence of the 
metal alloys could be formed, yielding still higher mobility values. In this connection it 

is worth noting that we have previously estimated a carrier mobility of 

100cm' V"s' in similar devices from magneto-resistance measurements (Le 

Comber a at 1985). Therefore. although there is considerable uncertainty regarding 

the structure of the channel and the mobility value there, it loots quite certain that it is 

ft 20 

4rL 
- 	 0-s 

Schematic description of the filament Showing  the  proposed metallic inclusion and the one- 
dimensional conducting dianne! 
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the small channel length which makes ballistic conduction possible at much lower 

values of mobilities than in the previous 'conventional' cases IWbaram ci al. 1988). It as 

important to emphasize. however, that in our case the electron mobility does not need 

to have the same very high value as in the case of GaAs—Al,0a 1  _,As heterostructures 

(Wharam ci al. 1988. In our case the one-dimensional conducting channel is 
established by the dramatic increase in the tunnelling current at voltage V. A further 
increase in voltage in the ballistic regime results in an increase in the cross-section of the 
conducting channel. This effect can be explained by assuming that the edge of the 
permanent inclusion has a curved shape as illustrated in fig. 20, that is the tunnelling 
barrier will break down at larger areas under the influence of higher voltages. The 
larger voltage applied will product the same critical electric field at larger distances 
between the inclusion and the metal electrode, therefore the area of the one-
dimensional channel increases. It should be noted that the voltage has an opposite 
effect on the cross-section of the conduction channel in the case of split-gate structures 
where the increased voltage level 'squeezes' the channel width. In our case the electrons 
are confined by the applied potential in the conducting channel whose cross-section 

increases with increased voltage levels. 
This cross-section can he approximated by a rectangle (in a manner analogous to 

the 'electron-in-a-box' problem). whose dimensions L, and L, are comparable with an 

electron wavelength (fig 20). The wavefunction V and the energy of the electrons in the 
lowest quantum level of the one-dimensional channel are given by 

V= L; if2  exp(ikic)g,LyAz), 	 (3) 

A [(,) , +(_1)2],   
f=kl+  	

(4), 
i;j

where g, and g,, are the normalized standing-wave functions of the forms 

2" 2 cos(ky/L,) and 2' cos(zz/L,,) 14gctively. L, is the length of the conducting 

channek I.., and L, are the cross-section  dimensions of the channel (fig. 20). The first 

term in cqn. (4) describes the kinetic energy of a ballistic electron in motion along the 

channel. The  second term represents the quantum energy level which is uniquely 

determined by the dimensions L, and L. It is important to emphasize that the electron 

can accelerate freely along the  channel, owing to the collision-free nature of the motion, 

that is its momentum can increase continuously as the applied voltage increases. On the 
other hand the electron momentum is quantized in the direction across the channel 

(defined by 14 and L,). Therefore, as the voltage increases, two opposite effects can he 
observed one is characterized by the increase in the electron kinetic energy along the 
channel and the other is associated with the increase in the cross-section  of the 

conducting channel (Le. with increase in L, and 14 According to eqa. (4) this latter 

effect will decrease the quantized energy levels until the nearest higher energy level 
(termed sub-band (Landauer 1985)) becomes tower in energy than the Fermi level and 
will be occupied by the 'more energetic' electrons Consequently a new sub-band is 

created at higher voltage is. at larger values of L., and L1 ) 
which in turn will lower the 

resistance in a quantized manner. This physical scenario was first suggested by Shanin 
(1965) as a possible method for studying the Fermi surfaces of metals It S thus a 

necessary consequence of the observation of quantized resistance values that the quasi-

Fermi level must be within the sub-bands. This we believe to be a direct result of the 

extremely high current density in the channel, estimated to be of the order of 10' A cm2. 
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According to the theoretical predictions (Landauer 1985. lmry 1986. Wharam et al. 

1988). the resistance of a onc-dimensional channel (in which the electrons punch 
through ballistically) should have a quantized value. This is because, in the absence of 
scattering, the change of electron kinetic energy is determined directly by the applied 
field across the one-dimensional channel- The current flow is given by 

!=neSv, (5) 

where a is half the number of camels per unit length within one particular electron 
energy level (sub-band) and Sc is the increase in the electron velocity acquired on transit 
through the one-dimensional channel- The number of carriers can be obtained by 

integrating the density of states in one dimension: 

' 	N(E)dEa 	
(m*Er)"' 	 (6) 

where £is the Fermi energy and CF is the Fermi velocity. It is assumed that the applied 

voltage is sufficiently small that the velocity acquired by the electrons during the transit 
in the channel is small compared with the Fermi velocity. In this case the increase in 

velocity is given by 

	

Sc=eV/mi',. 	 (7) 

Substituting eqns. (6) and (7) into eqn (5) yields 

 

for the current and 

h 	IN  

where R is the sub-band resistance and g. is the spin degeneracy ,a2) in the non-

magnetic field case. However,  the value of A = Aj2e2  applies to only one sub-band. If a 

new sub-band is created at a higher voltage fit. 
by changing the cross-section of the 

channel), the  total resistance becomes h/2& (I is an integer defining the number of sub 

bands below E,) in the same manner as in the case of parallel resistors. This is possible 

because there is no scattering in the conducting sub-bands, that is they do not interact 
with each other. Consequently the rrsistancc drops in a quantized manner with 1-2,3. 

4 and 5 (as seen in fig. 17). In the case of our results, the plateaux of the individual 
quantum steps are not flat but they have a finite slope, that is the resistance decreases at 
higher voltages between the individual plateaux. This could be caused by the presence 

of additional non-ballistic conduction mechanisms. The broken line in  fig. 17 indicates 

the resistance-vo ltage characteristics  expected from the idealised ballistic component 

We emphasize that the data presented in figs. 15-19 arc raw data, and no attempt has 
been made in the present work to distinguish between the various contributions to the 
conductivity. In the above model we have considered the effect of moving the sub. 
bands through the quasi-Fermi level by changing the dimensions of the channel. In 
principle, we believe it would be equally possible to explain the data with a model in 
which the sub-bands are fixed in energy and the quasi-Fermi level is varied by the 
changing concentration of injected charge in the channel as a function of applied 

voltage. - 
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When a magnetic field is applied, additional steps occur. This is probably due to the 
Zeeman splitting of electron energy levels, that is  biting of the spin degeneracy splits 

each level into two. Therefore extra steps will be observed at R = hii + )e2  resistance 

levels as seen in fig. 18. The magnitude of the et seen is rather surprising for a 
temperature o(4-2 K and a magnetic field of 02 t However, this could be explained by 

assuming an anomalously high value for g,. 
The most important feature of the observed ballistic behaviour is that it can be 

observed up to about 190 K namely, much higher temperatures than previously 
observed. We suggest that this might be due to the very small size of the ballistic 

channel 
The model suggested above describes the possible mechanism for the ballistic 

transport and provides important information about the structure of the filament but. 

sail stands, it does not explain the memory switching. The  most important difference 

between the two phenomena lies in the fact that ballistic transport is observed at 
applied voltage levels lower thai about IV, that is at voltage levels where no memory 
switching occurs. The observed quantized jumps in the device resistance are of the type 
associated with threshold switching if the voltage S lowered, the sample resistance 
reverts to the original low-bias case, that is there S no permanent change in the 

characteristics of the device. On the other band, memory switching 

occurs at voltage levels from about 1-5 V to about 4 V. resulting in a permanent change 

in the current-voltage characteristics of the device, that is a different resistance state 
of 

the memory. In order to explain the different and permanent resistance states a model 

for memory switching should embody one or more of the 
following  features:  

changes in the conductivity of the whole filament 
local changes in conductivity at a certain point(s) in the filament 

changes in the filament geometry. 
Model (a) would presumably require an average energy for switching of a similar 

order to that established for forming. but it has been found that ON.OFF-ON 

switching can be achieved using single pulse energies of about I0 0 J (see fig. 10). ID 

addition, if it is assumed that the filament is homogeneous. there S no obvious way 
of 

introducing a polarity dependence- However, if  there are inhomogeocities in the 

filament. it may be possible to inaease substantially the local energy density and field 
strength. Consider for example, the simple one-dimensional arrangement shown in 
fig. 21. The regions A consist of a highcondUcthitY material separated by regions of 

0wer.oductiflty material B. The observed  resistance of  the filament  will depend 

Fig, 21 
— — 

ti..r 
(b) 	(c) 

(a) possible one-dimensional 
arrangement of the conducting filament (b). (e). schematic energy 

diagrams for the tunnelling region- 
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upon the proportions of A and B and hence the relative contributions to the filament 

resistance of regions A and B. If R,c RA. the properties of the type A material will be 

observed and, JR * < Re, the properties of the type B material will beobserved. If the 

.gaps' between the highly conducting regions are small, then it is also necessary to 
consider the possibility of inter-island tunnelling. In order to establish such a model. a 
more detailed description of regions A and B must be included, for example, as follows. 

(I) A is metallic or a degenerately doped material whose contribution to the 

filament is fixed and c#f(V) where V is the applied voltage and a is the 

conductivity. 
(2) B is  a gap' between type A material which is sufficiently small to allow 

significant tunnelling to occur, consequently a s  is some function of the voltage. 

One possible explanation is that, in the ON state. Rs <RA  and the measured 

conduction properties of the filament are those corresponding to material A, that is 
Ohmic current-voltage charactenstics, and a small thermal activation. In the OFF 

state, R, < R e  and the conduction properties an governed by the behaviour of the 
tunnelling regions. For the purpose of the model the tunnelling region can be 
represented in a simplified way, as shown in fig. 21. The current density in such a 

simplified system is governed by the following factors: 

the applied bias V; 
the average tunnelling distance 4 
the average barrier height P and asymmetry M 
the density of states g(E) in the metallic regions; 

the occupation of g(E), that is the temperature dependence. 

The functional form J( V. T) of the current density I against voltage Vat different 

temperatures can be obtained under limiting conditions. 

Vat, and 8t.ccG, constant T. In this case the transmission probability 

P =c cap ( - 4,fh) may be treated as a constant for electrons near the Fermi 

energy Fv  and provided that g(E) variations near Eir are small, I will increase 

linearly with V as more empty states become accessible in metallic region A. 

Conduction is then approximately Ohmic and syvwnetrk (Giaver and Zeller 

1968) in good accordance with fig. 8. 
V< 0, and the temperature is varied. In this case, P is not very dependent on  
as usually kT 2z to eV. Thus only a few electrons an promoted thermally to 

levels where P is significantly larger than at E. The approximate form of the 

current density-voltage characteristic an be obtained as 

Av. T)aJ(V.0)(I+ 
3 x 10 'd2T2 • 	), 	( 10) 

with din Angstrom units, 0  in electronvolts and Tin kelvins (Giver and Zeller 

1964 The T' dependence oil at a constant Vbss been observed (e fig. 14) 

and the slope correlated with d=zSOA and tnleV. 

How might switching be achieved in terms of the tunnelling model? The low-bias 

isothermal resistance or region-B-like parts of the filament can be expressed as 

R=cexp(d'b t12 ), 	 (II) 
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where the constant c is determined by geometric factors and the transmission 

probability. This expression gives R directly in ohms if 4 iswAngström units and 'P is in 

elcctronvOlts (with c as a small correction factor). Taking 4= 50k and P= I eV. then 

R, =cexp(5O) and increasing 4 by sA gives R 2 =exp(55k that is R has increased by 

about a factor of 150. An equivalent increase in resistance is obtained by keeping 4 

constant and increasing • from I to 1'2eV. Therefore dimensional changes in the 
tunnel bather on an atomic scale, or small (20%) changes in barrier height, could 

account for the presence of switching. A change in the particle size and/or their spatial 

distribution as a result of localized hating or high field effects could explain the 
differences between high- and low-resistance states- The high switching speeds (about 
tons) and the insensitivity of switching to temperature suggest that large-scale 
structural changes are unlikely. The observation of the quantized jumps in resistance 
and especially the magnetic field dependence of the quantized resistance levels at values 

of R = h/Zi + 4fr2  provide an important experimental proof that the electron transport 

is ballistic in the formed Cr-p -v memory structures- The most important feature of 

the observed ballistic behaviour is that it can he observed up to about 190 V. namely 

much higher temperatures than previously observed (Wharam ci aL 1988) This 

temperature dependence (see fig. 19) suggests that the states responsible for the 
quantized resistance levels are separated in energy by SE 14 x 10 3 eV which is 

about kT, T being the temperature at which the differences between the quantized 
electron levels are smeared out This energy indicates a change of about 40A in the L, 

and L, dimensions (as follows from eqn- (4)) between 
the  subsequent steps which 

correspond to the energy separation of the observed quantum steps. Finally we 
emphasize that the effect has been observed in what is initially & metal-amorphous 
semiconductor structure. The 'classical mobility' of the amorphous silicon is many 
orders of magnitude lower than is expected for ballistic behaviour- It is not known with 

any  certainty what effect the forming Process has on the structure of the conducting 
channel but the observed behaviour suggests the importance of the very small 
dimensions of the conducting channel rather than other physical parameters- The 
significance of using amorphous silicon sandwich structures lies in the forming process 
which allows the fabrication of such small structures The strong influence of the metal 
contact on the observed memory switching behaviour indicates the importance of 
'alloying' during the forming process- It has been reported for example that solid-phase 
amorphization or - formation occurs in V-Si reactions induced by rapid thermal 
annealing (i.e. at conditions similar to forming) but do not osrin Co-Si and Cr-Si 
(Nathan 19*8). Therefore the presence of a very small tunnelling conduction path in 
amorphous silicon Cr-p--V structures might be due to a new type of solid-phase 
reaction (induced by forming) which creates a homogeneous (possibly amorphous) V- 

Si silicide. 

65 CoscLLsOt4 
The  experimental results presented in this paper show that Cr-pt--V amorphous 

silicon structures exhibit polarity-dependent analogue memory switching. The 
analogue resistance values are stable afler removing the programming voltages and up 
to temperatures of about 160°C that is the effect is non-volatile. The temperature 

dependence of the current-voltage chancteristia and of th e  memory switching 

transients suggest that the effect can be explained by either dimensional changes in a 
tunnelling barrier present in the structure on an atomic scale or small changes in barrier 

height 
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Perhaps the most important observation is that the conduction in the memory ON 
state is restricted to a narrow conducting channel through which the electrons can, 
under certain conditions, travel ballistically. As a consequence. quantized resistance 

levels at R=h:21e 1  values are observed where i is the number of occupied one-
dimensional conducting channels (sub-bands) and the spin degeneracy is two (in the 
case when no magnetic field is applied). As the applied voltage is increased, the cross-
section of the conducting channel in increased. This results in additional conducting 
channels 4sub-bands) passing through the Fermi energy and consequently the 

resistance drops by quantized values. 
In the presence of a magnetic field, additional steps our corresponding to the split 

levels at values of R = h/2(i + Fe2. The quantized resistance effect can be observed at 

relatively high temperatures (up to about 190 K), suggesting an energy separation of 

kT z SE 16 x 10 2 eV. This indicates achange of about 40A in thedimensions of the 
cross-section of the conducting channel between the subsequent steps of the quantized 

resistance. 
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Quantized Electron Transport in Amorphous-Silicon Memory Structures 
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Conduction in the ON state or amorphous-silicon memory devices is constrained to a narrow conduct-
ing filament. We present experimental evidence to show that the memory ON state is associated with 
quantized electron transport which is presumably related to quantum confinement effects in the small 
conducting filament. Current-voltage characteristics of typical ON states exhibit discrete steps which 
correspond to quantized resistance states and the steps split appropriately In 5 magnetic field. An espe-

cially notable Feature is that the quantization can be observed at relatively high temperatures (up to 

—190 K). 

PACS ,cmbea 73.40.5*. 72.50.Ng 

We have previously shown that amorphous-silicon 

metal-p t -n-i-metal and metal-p -metal junctions ex-
hibit nonvolatile, polarity-dependent digital and analog 
memory-switching phenomena after initial conditioning 
by means of a moderately high applied potential C'form-
ing")±' An essential feature of this forming process is 
the creation of a filamentary region of highly conducting 
material. In the ON state the current is carried primari-
ly through this region, which is much less than I gm in 
diameter. Experimental evidence for filamentation 
comes from studies of the ON-state resistance, which 
show RON to be independent of area, by thermal imaging 
with liquid crystals, and by direct observation with a 
scanning electron microscope combined with mi-
croanalysis. The latter technique indicated that the for-
mation of the current filament is associated with local 
diffusion of the top metal contact into the amorphous sil-
icon, resulting in a region of mixed or "alloyed" metal 
and silicon. More recent experimental work has resulted 
in a new metal-p-metal amorphous-silicon device 

which, rather than exhibiting two-state digital operation. 
has a continuum of stable conductance states which are 
nonvolatile and fully programmable by single 10-as volt-
age pulses' These new analog memory devices have ap-
plications  as nonvolatile, reprogrammable memory ele-
ments in analog neural networks. In this paper we 
present new results showing that the current-voltage 
characteristics of such structures at low temperatures ex-
hibit steplike features associated with quantized trans-

port. 
The samples used for this work were amorphous-

silicon Cr-p sandwich structures configured as 

shown in r- I. The 1000-A-thick 
pf amorphous-

silicon layer was prepared by ri-glow-discharge decom-
position of SiH5 containing 10' ppm by volume of Balls, 
with the contact area defined by a 10-pm--diam pore in  

an insulating layer. The top and bottom metal electrodes 
were prepared by vacuum evaporation. By applying 
300-as voltage pulses of progressively increasing magni-
tude, the resistance of the as-prepared device can be 
gradually lowered from 10' 0 to —lO-lO' A. After 
this initial forming step, all subsequent memory-
switching operations an be performed with 10-100-os 
pulses. 1.5-5 V in magnitude. Under these conditions 
the devices exhibit fast analog switching;' it, they show 
a continuum of nonvolatile states with resistances rang. 
ingfrom.RoNlO 3 OtoRonlO'0. In the III esent 
work we have studied the low-temperature conductivity 
behavior of the devices in a range of such analog 
memory states 

Typical current-voltage characteristies of a formed 
memory ON state measured at 4.2 K an shown in Fig. 
2. In the voltage region from OtoO.37V. the current iJi- 

S 

Clvon*Jln 

ltstte 	 i000A a-Si 

pore J44Ji tp 

'4 - - - - - 

FIG. I. Structure of the amorphous-sIlicon device. 
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FIG. 2. I-Vanes at 4.2 K with and without magnetic field. 

Curve B has been Jset by 50 pA on the current scale for clar-

ity. 

creases continuously in a non-Ohmic manner. At a criti-
cal voltage F', in this instance at 0.37 V. there is a dis-
tinct change in the behavior of the sample. A sudden 

current jump o=rs at this point and the resistance of 
the sample S lowered to the order of a few kit. After 
the  first current jump at 0.37 V. further current steps 
can be observed at 0.43,0.51,0.70. and 0.81 V (curve A 

in Fig. 2). The current-voltage  characteristics are 
symmetrical about the origin. 

Curve B in Fig. 2 depicts the current-voltage charac-
teristia of the same sample under the influence of $ 0.2-
I magnetic field. The curve has been displaced by 50 
pA on the current scale for clarity. The direction of the 
magnetic field I 3& with respect to the filament Fur-
ther steps can now be observed at 0.33. 0.41. 0.49, 0.60. 
and 038 V in addition to those observed in the nrc-

magnetic-field can (curve A). The effect of the magnet-

ic field is completely reversible. Similar I-V charactcris-

ties have been obtained for a range of samples with vary-  

mug initial resSance states. The critical voltage I' d, at 

which the first current jump occurs and the amplitude of 
this first current jump are dependent on the resistance of 
the memory ON state investigated. After the first jump. 
however, the characteristics for each sample investigated 

lie or a similar,  curve, suggesting $ similar conduction 

mechanism at voltages above V 
Figure 3 shows the effect of temperature on the cur-

rent-voltage characteristics of $ different sample from 
the one shown in Fig. 2. The curves have been shifted 
along the current axis for clarity. The magnitude of the 
current flen gradually decreases with increasing tem-

perature until the  effect is no longer observable at —190 

K. Fi4showsthedatafOrcurveAmflt 2 replot-
ted to show resistance as a function of applied voltage. 
The steps in the current arc clearly seen to be associated  

'(IT 
	 lisa 

241 

go: " 

sat 

431 

240 	480 	720 	960 
VobgS (m 

FIG. 3. I-V curves as a function of temperature. The curves 

have been offset on the current sale foe clarity. 

with a quantized resistance Rkrn 2 , where I is an in-

teger. In the voltage range from 0.3 to 0.8 V, there are 
five steps in the current in curve A. Fig 2, corresponding 

to values for I of 4 3, 4. S. and 6. Higher voltages have 
not been applied to the sample because these could 
change the resistance of the particular memory state. 
With a magnetic field applied to the same sample further 
quantization of resistance I observed at values R'hi 

2(1+ 
} W. Theoretical considerations predict that the 

steps should be flat, as shown by the dashed tines in Fig. 
4. That they arc not Rat S the present results is thought 

to he due to the pnaa of a parallel conduction path 

through the bulk of the amorphous  silicon around  the 

filament Figure 5 shows that a sample in a - resis-

tance state  exhibits reproducible behavior at low temper-
atures even after thermal cycling. Curves a and b show 

R 
-) 

1)2 

1/3 

1)4 

Us 
let 

0.3 	0.5 	0.7 	0.9 
Vouags (V) 

AG. 4. Resistance vs voltage at 4.2 K with no magnetic 
field. The dashed line indicates the behavior predicted by 

theory. 
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FIG. 5. Reproducibility of resistance characteristics before 
and alter thermal cycling. Curves an offset by 0.1 V on the 
voltage ale for clarity. 

the electrical characteristics of a sample at 4.2 K with a 
delay of several hours between measurements. Curves c 
and I show measurements on the same sample after tem-
perature cycling between room temperature and 4.2 K. 

Figure 6 shows the reproducibility at the observed 
quantized resistance jumps for four different samples 
(denoted by a, b, c, and I). (Curve a was obtained by 
replotting the current-voltage characteristics in fig. 3 at 
4.2 K.) These curves represent the largest deviation 
among the samples measured— the resistance-voltage 
curves of all of the other samples measured lay within 
these values. It is important to note that in this can 
there is no offset between the curves; Ic., they are direct-
ly replotted from the measured current-voltage charac-
teristics. The critical voltage V. and the voltage values 
at which the quantized resistance jumps occur art 
different for the different samples but the quantized 
jumps am always very close to the values of the quan-
tized resistance R .'k/21e'. The typical deviations am 
t2%at1fl ±2.5% at 1"3. t6%at14, ±4% at 
i5,and ±4%at16. The first jump, however, occurs 
from Rl5200 a to 482o  in curved, which is ap-
parently a 12% deviation from the quantized resistance 
value o(R429l a (at 1-3), Also, in the cast ofcurve 
d the resistance jumps first to R-4820 a at V. ~0-51 
V followed by another closely spaced jump (at V0.525 
V) to R-2550 a. which S very close to the quantized 
value of R2575 a (at 1'5). These relatively large 
discrepancies are always associated with thefts! current 
jump in the I-V characteristics at V, and hence with a 
change in the conduction mechanism. This first transi-
tion at V. might not be expected to occur therefore at a 
voltage corresponding to a change in quantized resis-
tance value. 

The experimental data presented above show that we 
have observed discrete steps in the I-V characteristics for 
the ON state of amorphous-silicon Cr-p + -v structures 
which are associated with a quantized resistance. The 

FIG. 6. Reproducibility of the resistance-voltage chaise-
teristia obtained on different samples 

current-voltage characteristics (see fig. 2) indicate that 
the filament has a relatively large resistance around zero 
bin Such an anomalously high zero-bias resistance in 
metal/amorpbous-sllicon/rnetal structures was recently 
shown to be consistent with the assumption that electron 
transport in the filament at low bias is dominated by tan-
Sling, between small metallic particles embe dded in a 
dielectric medium (presumably amorphous silicon). 3  We 
assume that the conducting filament is composed of two 
parts—small-scale inclusions of permanently changed 
material connected by conducting channels which an 
formed, broken, dimensionally changed, reformed, etc., 
during switching. The evidence S that the overall diam-
eter of the filament at the top  contact  S .c0.5 p1112.  The 
length of the channels must be consistent with tunneling. 
With increasing applied voltagt the tunneling current 
increases exponentially. This implies that at the critical 
voltage V, the tunneling barrier effectively -breaks 
down" and a much larger current Row ons. This S 
not a destructive effect as the jwa. S completely re-
versible and no material changes ensue. Assuming that 
the metallic inclusion has $ curved shape, the current 
Row would be restricted to a any localized am The 
observation of quantized resistance suggests that the 
channel an be considered to be an electron waveguide 
with confinement being brought about by the combina-
tion of the applied field and the geometry and constitu-
tion of the conducting filament 

There is a wide range of experimental and theoretical 
work on electrical transport through quantum point con-
tas. 5  Then are short and narrow constrictions in a 
two-dimensional electron gas, with a width of the order 
Of the Fermi wavelength Z,r. Because of the high mobili-
ty, elastic impurity scattering and inelastic scattering are 
negligible and therefore the mean tree path of the Sc-
trees is longer than the length of the conduction channel. 
In this case ballistic transport takes place and the resis-
tance of such quantum point contacts is quantized in 

1920 
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units of Iv/2?. The notion of a very small conducting 

filament in the amorphous silicon devices being made up 
of metallic inclusions has similarities to the idea of quan-
tum point contacts and it is possible, thcreforc, that the 
quantized resistance states described here are a result of 

the same sort of mechanism. The crucial question is 
whether ballistic transport is possible in the amorphous-
silicon device. Carrier mobilities in amorphous silicon 
are normally trap limited and are orders of magnitude 
lower than expected for ballistic behavior (e.g.. - IO 

cm 2 V -' sec ''). It is worth noting, however, that we 

have previously estimated a carrier mobility as high as 

tOO cm 2  V 'sec -' from magnetoresistance measure-

ments on devices similar to those used in the present ex-

periments and that mobility is certainly related to the 
conducting filament rather than the "bulk" amorphous 
silicon,' On the other hand, it is entirely unexpected 
that quantized resistance states associated with ballistic 
transport should be observed when, as in the present 

case, the applied voltage is greater than kT (or greater 

than the spacing between subbands)." At the moment, 
therefore, the issue is unresolved and it is not realistic to 
speculate further about mechanisms except to note that 
the observed quantized transport effects suggest the im-

portance of the dimensions of the conducting channel 
rather than material parameters- The significance of us- 

ing amorphous-silicon devices lies in the forming process 
which promotes the formation of very small features 

which then dominate conduction. 
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We prr.-ni eperimettal results chewing that metal/p'/metal amorphous silicon (A-Si H) memory structures 
exhibit room temperature 4uantised electron transport associated with 4uanti.ced resistance. The quantisat,on 

ot resigance is observed at values at R= h/2w. where i is an integer or a halt integer. 
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I. INTROOISCTION 

We have previously shown that a-Sill metal /p V 

metal structures exhibit non-volatile, polanty 

dependent analogue memory phenomena after initial 

conditioning by means ii a moderately high applied 

putenhal '. An essential teature of this 'tortnang 

prixess is the creation at a filamentary region at 

highly conducting material. The filament is associated 

with local diffusion of the lop metal contact into the 

a-51:)1. resulting in a repon of muted metal and 

silicon at unknown compusitwm. More recent 

eq'eriments have shown that, at low temperatures. 

the ON states ot such memories exhibit quantssed 

resistance values of Rsh/21e-. where h is Ilancks 

constant. e is the electron charge and i is an integer or 

half integer. We now present new npennwntal 

observations showing that such structures exhibit 

'isa :eIqwraIure quantised resistance, and will 

discuss possible physical mechanisms responsible toe 

this ptiencenena- 

2. RESISTS 

The  samples used for this work were a-Si:H Cr/ 

pVV sandwich stnaiures, the preparation and 

geometsy of which have been described elsewhere'. 

The structures have an initial low voltage resistance 

of -100 which is lowered to - IG'-101 Qby applying 

risec voltage pulses at increasing magnitude up to 

- 14 V. The positive polarity is applied to the 

vanadium top contact. After this forming step the 

devices exhibit last analogue switching at room 

temperature i.e. they show a continuum of non-

volatile states between R 10 3  11 and Re,. ICP a 
At low temperatures the ON states at these devices 

exhibit discrete steps in the cureu-voltage 

characteristics associated with quantisei resistance:, 

The effect is most readily observed at 4K and 

disappears gradually as the temperature of the 

sample is increased to - 190 K. 

Room temperature quantisatNon is observed 

generally, but not exclusively, alter further treatment 

of the sample. In this cresditioning step. a device in a 

iota ON state is nniified by applying a relatively 

slow voltage ramp (L) to 5 V. 1V Sec". 5OrnV steps) 

with the positive polarity applied to the top contact. 

Fig. I show, a typical I-V characteristic of a Cr/p'/V 

3 

C 
E 

0' 
0 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 

Voltage () 

FIG. I. Current venus voltage at 3m K taken during 
the conditioning step of a Cr/p'/V structure. 
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FIG. 2. 	Current versus  voltage at XXI K of a 

Conditioned Cr/p /V strictuft. 

device measured at rtvwn temperature during the 

conditioning step. The IN charactenstic is slightly 

non-ohmic and, at V a 4 V (the conditioning voltage. 

V4,), 
the  resistance increases suddenly. After 

conditioning, the characteristic has completely 

changed. with the current now increasing in sudden 

steps as the voltage is increased. 

Flg.2 shows a typical IN characteristic of a 

conditioned device measured at 3(X) K. c*4ained by 

using a I-I? Parameter Analyzer in voltage source 

mode with applied voltage steps ol 2mV. In the 

voltage region up to a critical voltage V, - (1.55 V. the 

current increases motwitonically in a non-ohmic 

manner- At 0.55 V. a small jump in current acurs. 

indicating a drop in resistance. After this first pump 

further small current steps are absent,J at 0.69. 0.80 

and 0.91. with a larger pump at 1.14 V. The current-

voltage characteristic is symmetrical. Fig. 3 shows the 

Table I. Characteristic values ot rrMlm temperature 

quantisation described in Figs. 2 and 3. 

V 

lvi 
R 

101 
R,/i 

101 
sR 

101 
IAR/R4  

NI 

0.55 4243 R/3s4LM)2 -59 -137 

0.69 3760 R/3.5s3687-31 -I'M 

0.80 3199 g/4-3226 -27 41.84 

0.91 2849 R/45-21468 -19 401*. 

1.14 1377 R/93cI35S +IS +136 

FIG, 3. Resistance venus voltage at 311) K tor the 

sample shown in Fig. 2. 

static resistance of the same sample as a function of 

applied voltage. The measured resistance changes at 

values of R,, R.4/i. where Rs h/2e2  a 1290b 0 and i 

is an integer or a half integer. In the voltage range 

from 055 to 1.14 V there are five siach steps, with i 

being 3. 3.5. 4. 4.5. and 9.5. The accuracy of th-

quantised resistance is defined as itS/&. where 6R 

is the deviation between the measured resistance R. 

and the predicted quantised resistance K/i. Table I 

summarizes the accuracy of the quantisahOri shown 

in Figs. 2 arid 3. The rated accuracy of the 

Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer is 0.1 S"A fur 

voltage and IL4c4 for curront measurements. It can be 

seen that SR is less than 2 04 Inc all of the quanhsed 

levels observed. The stabllity  and reproducibility 04 

the observed quantisaticm has been investigated in a 

number of samples and for a duration N 10 hours at 

room temperature. Typical accuracies obtained 

remained within IN Fig. 4 illustrates this 

reproducibility in the form of a histogram for a 

quantised resistance value, corresponding to R, 1/4. 

measured at room temperature. The Plot contains  180 

values collected wet a penal of three hours. The 

calculated mean value (using a Gaussian fit) is 

3.210' 0. which differs by 082'* from the 

quantised value of R/4 s 322e. 0. The standard 

deviation iso * 320. All devices which have been 

tormed and conditioned in this way show quantised 

behaviour similar to that in Figs- 2 and 3. Fig. 5 
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resistance value in a Cr/p' /V condititvwd structure. 

show' nprescntative normalized resistance-voltage 

,anes for tour different samples, as calculated from 

the measured I-V charactenstic'. Note that in 

dilteccni ciniples V and  the magnitude of the steps 

are dittc-rt-nt but the resistance values are always 

juaflt8td. 

The rv,istance values are expressed in tenrn of a 

reszstani.e function R,/R m  where P4 - 1%;.e a 

I 2b 0 as before arid R. is the resistance measured 

from the IN charactensflcs. It the measured 

resistay was quantised, this tunctiat would give 

integer or halt integer value'. In all ca,4 the Iwsi 

instability iwcurs at a value it close to I i.e. 

K,, a I?16 CL However, the range of the first 

re,asunce jump varies: from i - I I, S. from 11u2. 

from Its, 33, arid from Ito 3 in samples A.B.C. and 

0 respectively. Subsequent jumps are at" different-

in the  case at sample  A the second jump .xcurs from 

I a q,S In band smaller psinps can be seen at * a 7 and 

ti. In Mmple B the second jump occurs from i-2.5 to 

3, tolkiwed by a small lump at i - 33 and another 

rump nomilto4S. Ins  ample  C  the second ItaIxW 

un 

 

between I -4 arid S and in sample D the 

second jump occurs between i . 4 and 6. In all cases 

the acuracy of the quantised values remains within 

The  experiments described above melee to t-% ,  

,h,ractenstic% measured under voltage wurce 

conditions. Under current source conditions ti-a- 

FIG. c. Normalized rt"m temperature resistance 

versus voltage iv four ditterent samples. 

devices exhibit S-shaped IN characteristics. This type 

at characteristic is typical of ftlamentan' conduction. 

showing two  regimes separated by a relatively large 

region 04 current controlled negative ditferenflal 

resistance. The limits Ut the negative resistance 

region san In Fig.6 correspond accurately to 

uantised values of resistance. The discontinuity is 

equivalent to a Juiige in resistance from 

R. * 6.4710' 0 to Ri, a 4.271tY 0. corresponding to 

a change in quanttsatia, from PN/R_r  Ito 3. 

At present we have no tint e'tplanahc*i for these 

re-.ult'. Fx1'erinient' rw, other one and two-

dimensional systems show electrical properties that 

are associated with quant,sed resistance, but are only 

observed at very low temperatures. In a two-

dimensional electron gas' the quantum Hall effect is 

related to e/h and in a one-dimensional electron 

gas in the balkit,c regime resistance is quantised in 

ternn of  h/?é However. It is 1kW expected that 

quanhsed resistance state associated with ballistic 

transport should be observed when, as in the present 

case, the applied voltage is much greater than Itt - if. 

for example. all the applied voltage were 
 to appear 

across the critical curt of the structure, the equivalent 

'temperature* would be in e'cess of 1000 K. 

We have suggested previously 2 that the quantised 

phenomena might be related to electrical transport 

through a quantum point contact. Assuming that the 

inclusion of inedited material created during forming 
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l(mA) 

0.8 

01 

0.2 

0.0 
2.0 	22 	2.4 

Voltage V) 

Fig. 6 Room temperature I-V characteristics of a 

conditioned device under constant current conditions 

has a tapered shape, the resulting current flow could 

be restricted to a very localised area The device 

resistance could thus be determined by the contact 

area where the tip of the modified region and the 

lower metal electrode are in close proximity. At such 

distances the resistance might be associated with 

either a single or a small number of contact atoms'. It 

has been shown theoretically 6  that the resistance 

associated with a single contact atom reaches 

saturation with a minimum value given by R a h/2e 

provided that no elastic deformation occurs- This is 

the constriction resistance (S 12*' (1) associated 

with an ideal conduction channel It should be noted 

that this quantised resistance value is predicted 

assuming current flow through a single atomic orbital 

cclv. If more orbitals (conduction paths) are 

available, these would reduce the quantised 

resistance value. Recent expenmental results from 

Gimzewski and Molter 7 showed a resistance lump in 

a Scanning Tunnelling Microscope using an If  tip at a 

value R - 4x101  0. rather larger than that predicted 

theoretically. In this expenment the tunnelling 

current is recorded as a function of distance Az from 

the conducting surface- The jump occurs at the 

transition from the tunnelling to the onratom point 

contact regime in the STM. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Our measurements show that the resistance of 

conditioned a-Si:H sandwich -rructurr, an t'-

quanttseii under some tircumstarkes. The v,4tages at 

which ths occurs correspond Ii' t-ncrgit-s that art' 

greatly in excess of the thermal energY ItT 

Furthermore, the suantised resistance values refiettt'i 

in the I-V charactenstics di' not involve a?f possible 

integer or halt Integer values. Fur e'anipte in sample 

C of Fig. 4. the quantisahon integer changes 1mm j .4 

to 1-8, and in simple  the from *4 to a. For their 

reasons we believe that ejs-ting theories '' 

quantised resistance associated with ballr.tit 

transport are not applicable to i.zr structure. 

However, the result, obtained so fat di' not appear 

inctirnpatihle with current flow through atomic scale 

point contact,' 's.', and it is possible that this could 

explain the ronin temperature quantisation obsen'ed. 
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In this paper We present experimental data for Metal!a-Si:H!Metal structures which demonstrate that they can 

be programmed into a range of non-volatile resistance states between 1 kfl and 1 %4Q with nanosecond pulses 

of less than cv magnitude. A number of results are presented which show the importance of the top metal in 

the device operation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thin homogeneous layers of boron doped ( p ) a-

51:11 deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapour 

deposition (PECVD1 from silane and diborane 

mixtures at substrate surtace temperatures of 20°C, 

and sandwiched between two metal (M) electrodes. 

have been shown to exhibit fast electrically 

Programmable digital and analogue memory 

switching alter an initial forming process by means of 

a moderately high bias 
1• In a recent paper we 

demonstrated that the top metal plays an important 

role in determining the memory characteristics of the 

device 2.  In particular, the resulting switching 

behaviour is found to be essentially digital for some 

metals (e.g.. AS, Al. Cr. Mn. Fe) and analogue for 

others (e.g. W. V. Ni, Co). The forming process has 

been associated  with the creation cit a filamentary 

region of modified material. Imaging with 

thertmichromic liquid crystals and direct observation 

with an SEM has shown that the diameter of this 

filamentary region is less than 05 lArn and X-ray 

microanalysis has shown that the top metal diffuses 

into the p layer during the forming process . This 

paper reviews the basic characteristics of the 

analogue behaviour - its dependence on the metal 

contacts and on the test parameters such as pulse 

height and length. Particular attention is given to the 

initial forming process. the WRITE and ERASE 

parameters, and the resistance changes.  

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Memory Switching 

The M/p /M memory structures generally exhibit 

a forming step which is different from the previously 

investigated M/p-n-i/M structures 4  In the case of 

M/p-n-i/M structures, the resistance suddenly 

drops from -iO'° U (virgin state) to -lo 0, after the 

critical voltage (forming voltage V) has been 

applied. No change in the virgin resistance occurs 

when the sample is biased with voltages less than VF. 

This type of forming is termed hard Jnn.utig. In 

contrast. the resistance of the unformed M/p / M 

structures can be lowered gradually by applying 

voltage pulses of progressively increasing magnitude. 

In this case no sudden change of the current or 

voltage signal can be detected when the sample is 

Forming Vo'tage (V) 

FIG. 1 Resistance of an a-Si:H Cr/p 4  /V memory 

structure as a function of forming voltage 

22-309319It%3.50 0 1991 - Elsevier Sciencc Publishers SN. All rights reserved. 
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it Ii a V('l ti ge Nice. This process is called vim/f 

r)rii,iflC Fig I chow' the device resistance as a 

rcinown m the colt tilifli I fl volt.igi' 'puke J uraru .n 

=300 nsec). On reaching a critical voltage (-14 V in 

Fig 1) the device resistance suddenly drop from 

- 1&' C) to -104 -  10`0. the memory ON state of the 

device. Once the device has reached this first (non-

volatile) ON state all sutequent switching operations 

were performed with 10-100 ns pulses 1-fm Volts in 

magnitude. One striking feature of the devices after 

torming is the remarkably non-volatile nature of the 

memory resistance states"- For example, the 

measured ON (1.6 IcC)) and OFF (1.0 MC)) resistance 

states of a Cr/p-n-i/Cr device changed by less than 

;ç over a period of tour years. The more recently 

studied analogue states in Cr/p'/V devices appear to 

be equally stable although to date these have only 

been measured over a six month period. The devices 

are also stable with respect to temperature . Devices 

in the ON- or OFF- state retain their memory state at 

IFAIC For up to 120 hours, and subsequently still 

show switching at room temperature- With regard ti 

the actual switching operations themselves, these are 

known to occur at temperatures down to 4K and up 

to 430 K without large changes in the WRITE and 

ERASE voltages A further example ot the non-

volatile nature of these devices conic from radiation 

expennients'. A total of ISO devices were "posed to 

a flux of 038 rad/k,ur y.radiation for ten hours. 

There was no evidence S any resistance changes for 

this 5 Mrad dose, and the values of the WRITE and 

ERASE voltages were unchanged to within Y'h. 

CMOS ICs irradiated during the same experiment 

were completely inoperable. Also, about 30 

characterised devices were irradiated by a 

source simulating an outer space environment They 

received an integrated flux of 2.7x10' cm -2  fission 

particles, IxIMcm -2  neutrons and 3x10"cm' (X. 

pa rticles. The linear energy transfer for these 

particles is 43 MeV ing" cm' 2, amounting to 

2 MeV cm-1  for the a-Sill devices which were 

irradiated tor 17 hours- Again no resistance changes 

Were found, while a 4k CMOS RAM showed IF4X1 

ERASE  

ci) 

SI • 16 volt 

lag  

WRITE 
fl,'.ifl............................. ......... 

ia 
4 

Erase Voltage (V) 

nc;. 2 Memory resistance as a function oi ERASE 

voltage in a Cr/p IV structure 

errors. 	The extreme non-volatility makes any 

interpretation of the memory action in terms 'it 

charge storage mechanisms or changes in the density 

(It metastable detects extremely unlikely 

An example of the analogue switching effect is 

shown in Fig- 2. It is important to emphasize the 

polarity dependence •t the analogue meniorv 

behaviour. In the cast' ol the WRITE pulses, positive 

polarity is applied to the Cr bottom contact while 

ERASE pulses have opposite polarity. The sample 

was first switched to an ON state (R- = 2x10 U) and 

then a series tit alternating lOt) ris ERASE and WRITE 

pulses were applied- The WRITE pulses were kept at 

a constant magnitude of 3.4 V but the ERASE pulses 

were incremented by 50 mV steps from 1.2 to 3.4 V 

after each WRITE pulse. It can be stn from Fig- 2 

that the sample resistance changes in an analogue 

manner as the magnitude of the ERASE pulse 

increases. The sample resistance changes from 

R-2x iO C) to R-éxlO' C) over a voltage range of 

ày (ERASE) = 1.6V The shaded area in Fig. 2 

indicates the scatter in the resistance over UK) cycles. 

Fig. 3 shows another case where the ERASE pulses 

were maintained at a constant value of V = .4 V but 

the WRITE pulses were incremented from 1.2 V to 

3.4 V in 50 mV steps. The value of the OFF state 

resistance remained constant at -6x10 Li whilst the 

ON state resistance decreased through a continuum 

of intermediate states over a similar ,V to the ERASE 

I 
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10
€ERASE  

R(Q) 

10 

101  

WRITE 

10 
2 	 3 

Write Voltage (V) 

FIG. 3 Memory resistance as a function of WRITE 

voltage in a Cr/ph/VctrucTe 

operation The shaded area in Fig. 3 again represents 

the reproducibility of the analogue switching for 100 

complete cycles. The device will switch between any 

two resistance states within the range from about 

1 kG to I MCI by selecting the correct polarity and the 

magnitude of the WRITE and ERASE puLses. For all 

devices with a V top contact, the values of A V range 

from iSV to 2eV for both the WRITE and ERASE 

operations 

We have repeated the above experiments on MI 

p /M device" with Cr a' top metal and observed 

similar polarit y  dependent changes in the memory 

state resistance. However in the WRITE and ERASE 

experiments intermediate states were found to exist 

only over a narrow aN of about 11.2 V as shown in 

Fig. 4. Therefore these devices are considered as 

'digital' devices. It is important to emphasize that 

both the analogue (Figs. 2 & 3) and the 'digital' (Fig. 4) 

memory switching effects are non-volatile. New 

results also give more evidence fo r the importance of 

the top metal. If the top metal, i.e. the vanadium, is 

removed from an analogue device after forming and 

replaced with a metal known to give digital 

behaviour, e.g. chromium, then analogue switching is 

still olbserved. To exhibit the central role played h 

the top metal contact, we fabricated devices with l.Lc-

Si:H as the top contact. The IN characteristics of these 

are found to be similar to those of the M/a.SI:H/M 

devices, suggesting good contact is made. However, 

FERAS

E~ ._~ .* 

 

i .WtO.2V 

2 	 a 
Voltage (V) 

FIG. 4 Memory resistance as a function ol WRITE 

and ERASE voltages in a Cr/p'/Cr structure 

no forming is Observed for the Mc-SuH contact 

devices, even though currents far in excess of those 

normally sustained by a-Si:H are measured. This 

suggests that the filamentary breakdown is initiated 

at the reverse bias &hottkv banter top contact. 

presumably by a high-field enhanced migration of 

metal in the form of atoms or ions. However, if 

devices are integrated with c-Si FETs, with the FET 

source contact becoming the bottom contact (it the a-

Si:H device, then providing metal is used as the top 

contact switching is again observed, which 

demonstrates the insensitivity of the device to the 

type of bottom contact. 

The role of the top metal contact has also been 

investigated by fabricating devices with a range of 

different top metaLs but with otherwise identical 

physical parameters (i.e. -lIkE A layer Of p a-Si:H. 

Cr bottom e4ectrode). Using the analogue switching 

voltage window, 8V, as a guide it is found that its 

value is significantly dependent on the top metal. 

This is illustrated in Table I. It can be also seen that 

the definition of 'analogue' (AV ~ I V) or 'digital' 

( !S 0.5 V) memory switching is somewhat arbitrary, 

because there is no sharp boundary between the two 

types of operation. In the cases of Mc, and Pd top 

contacts, volatile switching is observed, whereas for 

Ti, Au and Cu no reproducible switching can be 

observed. These results show that the top metal 

contact plays a crucial role in determining the type of 

10€  

p 

to' 

10' 

l0 
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1(A) 

10 

1 0 6  

10 '  

10' 	10° 	10 
1 

Voltage (V) 

FIG. 5 Current-voltage characteristics of analogue 

memory states plotted on a log-log scale. 

memory switching phenomena observed. 

We have demonstrated that a-Si:H memory 

devices have great sensitivity to the top contact metal. 

but what of the a-Si:H layer itself'? Experiments have 

been carried out on a range of layers with different 

doping configurations from SiH 4fBH. ratios of 0 to 

Sxio4  vppm. each 1A thick with vanadium top 

contacts 7. A systematic decrease in the range of 

resistances over which soft forming occurs is found 

on decreasing the doping concentration. The voltage 

at which the device forms with a discontinuous 1ump 

to 3x103 f1, decreases to a minimum of 8V for 

ICP vppm, rising to 13 V for 104  vppm.  The analogue 

switching range AV is also affected by the dopant 

concentration, systematically decreasing from about 

2 V for 1 04 vppm to about I V for intrinsic silicon. 

In this paper we concentrate on the p memory 

devices with V top contacts because these show 

typical non-volatile, analogue memory switching. 

2.2. I-V Charcteristics 

The current-voltage characteristics of analogue 

memory resistance states have been investigated both 

at room temperature and at lower temperatures. It is 

generally found that the room temperature current-

voltage characteristics show a linear plus power law' 

behaviour in the various analogue memory resistance 

states (seen in Fig. 5). However, a study of the Cr! 

p'/V analogue memory device I-V characteristics at 

low temperatures has shown discontinuities in the 

-urreni in the lorm or discrete steps ". These occur at 

values of rc-sistante R = h / ie is-here i is an integer, 

i.e. the value of R is quantised. Our most reent 

results appear to indicate ruoni temperature 

quantisltion. and are discussed in ano4her paper 

presented at this conference ". 

The I-V curves normally obtained at room 

temperature can be described by a simple non-linear 

relationship I = C 1 V • C :Vn where C and C. are 

constants and the exçinent n increases with the low 

bias (linear region) resistance according to the 

relationship n = A + B logR In accordance with the 

pulsed analogue memory switching results, a 

continuous range of states can be found between the 

low bias ON (-lIP (1) and OFF (-)(!01 states. The 

terms ON and OFF are somewhat arbitrary therelore, 

and are used in this paper for practical reasons only. 

If the curves in Fig. S are extrapolated above I V, they 

meet in the region of -3-4 V i.e at typical 

programming levels (see figs. 2,3). It is also found 

that the exponent n does not depend on the device 

geometry but it is primarily determined by the low 

bias (linear region) resistance of the analogue 

memory state. This indicates that the nature of the 

electrical conduction is similar in all memory states. 

However, repeatedly switching the device into the 

same resistance state does not always result in an 

TABLE I. Effect of top metal on switching behaviour 

Metal 	,SV (V) Switching characteristic' 

Ag. Al 	>0.1 	digital, non-volatile 

Cr 	 0.2 	digital. non-volatile 

Mn, Fe 	-0.5 	digital. non-volatile 

Ti 	 - 	unstable switching 

Au. Cu 	- 	no switching 

w 	-1.0 	analogue, non-volatile 

V 	 1.8 	analogue, non-volatile 

Ni. Co 	2.0 	analogue, non-volatile 

Mo, N 	2.0 	analogue, volatile 
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identical value of the exponent This suggests that 

the same' resistance state can be achieved through 

different conduction paths within the same device, in 

accordance with the proposal that the conduction 

path (filament) might have a structure similar to that 

of granular metal embedded in 
an  insulating matrix'. 

2.3. The Switching Operation 
The switching operations can be analysed in terms 

of the power, energy and charge required to produce 

the corresponding resistance changes. To this end, the 

memory devices were first programmed into a 

consistent memory ON state ( = _%x1 then 

erased using voltage pulses tit a range or magnitude 

anti length Fig. 6 shows the change of resistance SR 

of Cr/p'/V memorY structures as a (unction of the 

charge passing through the device during the 

switching operation. Essentially the same functional 

dependence is obtained if AR is plotted against the 

energy involved in switching, as in Fig-7. It would 

appear that except for the lowest voltage investigated
,  

AR is approximately proportional to the charge or the 

switching energy. Furthermore AR does not seem to 

depend strongly on voltage in the range from 1.5 V to 

2.2 V. whilst going from 1.0 V to 1.5 V causes a rather 

dramatic change. Fig. Sshows AR vs. applied power 

for a number of devices. CompaflsCinot Figs. 6, 7 and 

S suggests a better correlation of AR with charge or 

energy than with power. 
The switching transients for the memory operation 

can be further investigated with emphasis on the 

polarity dependence. It is found that both WRITE 

and ERASE operations have a clearly defined polarity 

dependence, as shown earlier in Figs. 2 and 3. The 

compaStli of single switching transients at the same 

voltage levels but with opposite polarity reveals 

interesting features about the resistance changes. 

Comparing a single switching transient from 

= 2'tlO' 0 to = 3.SxlO-' 0 state using a 

WRITE pulse with a transient from R0 = 2xltt ft 

using an pulse of opposite polarity shows no change 

in the memory resistance in the latter case although 

similar voltage and current levels are applied. The 

calculated total charge flowing through the device 

during these transients is also very simiLar. 

Qw = 8.5xl0 1  C for WRITE and Q V  = 7.3x10' 1  C for 

the ether polarity. These measurements suggest that 

the memory switching is not simply controlled by the 

applied pOWCT or energy because thesi' quantities are 

independent of the polarity. 

2.4. Temperature Dependence 

The  temperature dependence of the device 

conductance has been investigated for a range of 

memory states. Cr/p'/CT devices were programmed 

to various resistance states, and the resistance 

measured as a function of temperature from 298 K to 

435 K. The  resistance follows the functional form 

R = Roexp(Eao/kT) where it is possible to identify a 

single activation energy E for each state. Values 
of 
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FIG. 8 Resistance change against applied power 

LA are plotted against the room temperature 

resistance for each state in Fig. 9. The activation 

energy increases continuously from a notional value 

of - kT to -0.1 eV. Similar values are also found for 

CrJp/V devices- This behaviour is consistent with 

conduction between metallic particles dispersed in an 

insulating matrix, with the current transport 

governed primarily by a vanable activation energy ". 

Such an interpretation would also be consistent with 

EDX data on M/p'/M films where, after removal of 

the top contact, a Peak corresponding to the top metal 

is found only in the filamentary region of the pore 

Similar results for metal incorporation are found for 

devices with Cr top contacts. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
M/p/M structures can be used as electricallly 

programmable non-volatile memory devices, with a 

range of voltage addressable intermediate resistance 

states. In this paper we have presented a range of 

results which clearly demonstrate the importance of 

the top metal in determining the detailed behaviour 

of such devices. Further work aimed at elucidating 

the precise role of the incorporated metal in the 

memory operation is in progress. 
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ABSTRACT 

Both Cr/p/V and Cr/p/Cr devices exhibit fast electrically programmable 
memory switching with a programmable voltage range. 4V 5 , which depends only 

on the choice of the top metal. 	Despite a difference in 4V 51  both types of 

device have very similar electrical properties, but show one major difference 
to room temperature I-V characteristics, where under certain conditions, 

discontinuities are observed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper (I] we reported that metal/p-a-Si:H/mctal (M/p/M) 
structures show a polarity dependent programmable analogue memory effect. A 
range of stable intermediate resistance states is found and the voltage 
range. 4V 5 , over which the device is programmable. is determined by the 

nature of the top metal contact. 	If the configuration is Cr/pIV. the 
voltage range for programming these addressable resistance states 4V 5  is -2V. 

If Crip/Cr devices are used, 4V 5  is found to be '.O.SV. 	The devices are 

first formed by a high field pulse and subsequent conduction is by a current 
filament (2]. with metal from the top contact dispersed in the filamentary 
region. In this paper we report new measurements on Cr/p 1%' and Cr/pt/Cr 
devices showing them to have many similarities and one major difference. 

Cr/p'/V devices, when programmed to an ON-state and measured at 
temperatures between 4K and 190K, exhibit I-V characteristics with a 
step-like structure in the curent which is associated with quantised 
resistance values of It - bl2ie • where i is an integer (b is Planck's 
constant and the e elementary electronic charge), suggesting quantum 
confinement for the electron flow (3). These jumps subsequently split to 
(i + 	values in the presence of a magnetic field. 	Further measurements on 

quantum transport in these devices have been made and we find that there may 
be evidence for quantised resistance even at room temperature, with the room 
temperature I-V characteristics showing structure similar to those measured 
at low temperature. These are tiplicitly associated with a current-
controlled negative-differential resistance (CCNDR). the type associated with 
filaments and threshold type switching. In contrast, Cr/p ICr devices do not 
exhibit these step-like characteristics. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The devices used in this work were CrIp/Cr or Cr/p/V structures. The 
a-Si:H for these was prepared from the gas phase by the R.F. glow discharge 
decomposition of SiX 4  with 10' vppm of 8 2H6  at 300C. to a thickness of 
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I000A. From these layers 10 pm 'pore' structures were prepared as described 
previously [3]. Devices were electrically formed by the application to the 
top contact of 300 as pulses whose magnitude was gradually increased up to 
12V. inducing a gradual change in resistance from the initial 10'0 to a iola 
ON-state. The formed samples were bonded into chip carriers. Devices are 
subsequently switched using 10 as or 100 as pulses. +ve to the bottom contact 
to WRITE, and -ye to the bottom contact to ERASE. 1-V measurements were 
taken using an HP 41453 semiconductor parameter analyser. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(i) 	Analogue Behaviour 

Both Cr/pICr and Cr/pA' devices operate as electrically programmable 
non-volatile memory devices, with a range of voltage addressable intermediate 
states, but of these two, only Cr/p s /V devices have a useful programmable 
range 4\' of -2V. As is previous experiments, a range of top metal contacts 

were tried giving values of 4V 5  of 0.5 - 2V, but there is no obvious cartel. 

ation between the properties of 'the metal and the subsequent programmable 
range. 	However, despite the difference in the programmable range d V5 . there 

are 	many 	similarities 	between 	the 	devices 	in 	switching 	and 	IN
characteristics, in their non-volatility and in the effects of temperature 
and the mechanism of switching must be largely the same in each case. 

Temperature dependence 

A number of Cr/pICr devices were programmed to various resistance 
states and the change in resistance with increasing temperature measured in 
the range from 298K to 435K. The results for a typical sample are shown in 
Fig. I. The states near the lO'D ON-state show little sensitivity to 
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Fig.l 	Log resistance state vs. l/T for different memory states 
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Fig.2 Activation energy vs. memory state resistance 

temperature, but become incrpsingly more activated as the resistance state 
is increased towards the 10 17 OFF-state. Each stable state follows the 

functional form 

R - R0  exp[ tjictJ 

where it is possible to identify a single activation energy'act for each 

state, and this value, plottedagainst the room temperature resistance for 
each state, is shown in Fig .2. It is found that the activation energy 
increases continuously from a notional activation energy s kT to the unformed 

device value. 
Similar results are also found for CrIp/V devices. 	This behaviour is 

consistent with conduction between metallic-like particles dispersed in an 

insulating matrix with 	
the current transport governed by a variable 

activation energy 11 	Such an interpretation would also be consistent with 
EDX data on M/p/M films where (in accordance with published data 12] for 
M/p'o-iTM devices) a peak corresponding to top metal material is found in 
the filamentary region of the pore, after removal of the top contact and 
nowhere else in the device. This is shown in Figs.3(a) and (b) for a 

CrIpIV device. 	
Similar results for metal incorporation are . found for 

devices with Cr top contacts. 

Fig.3(a) EDX data from filament, and (b) remote from filament 
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Fig. 4 Room temperature 1-V characteristic of a formed CrIpIV device 
under coostant current conditions 

(ii) Ouaatised Behaviour 

A study of the analogue device I-V characteristics in the temperature 
range from 4.2K to 190K has shown discontinuities or jumps in the current in 
the form of discretS steps. 	These jumps in current occur at values of 
resistance ft - hflie 	where i is an integer, i.e. the value of R is 
quantized. 	Furthermore, the values of ft take on Ci + 	values in the 

presence of a 0.2 Tesla magnetic field orientated, somewhat arbitrarily, 	at 
300  with respect to the current direction. 

These effects have been attributed to the breakdown of a tunnel barrier 
and subsequent transport in one dimensional (l-D) channels or subbands, where 
the transit time is small compared to the scattering time (5j. The subbands 
move through the Fermi level (or vice versa) in response to dimensional 
changes in the channel or by changes in the injected electron density induced 
by the applied voltage. 

In a number of recent experiments we have extended these measurements to 
higher teperatures. Ftg.4 shows a room temperature I-V characteristic of a 
formed Crlp!V device under forward bias and measured under conditions of 
constant cents. 	This Is a characteristic typical of filamentary conduction 
showing two regimes separated by a large region of current controlled 
negative 6ffcreatlal 	resistance. 	This 	Is 	a 	threshold 	switching 
cbamcterlstic typical of many different types of devices, for example, 
forward biased MISS type devices which operate by a 'punch through' or 
avalanche mechanIsm (6]. or chalcogealdo thin film devices which have a trap 
limited mobility In the OFF state, and an enhanced mobility in the ON state 
after field-induced carrier generation neutralizes the trapping centres (7). 
Some vanadium oxide thin film compounds also show this behaviour 1$). 
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Fig.5 Room temperature I-V. R-V characteristics 
under constant voltage conditions 

However, consider now the room temperature I-V and ft-V characteristic 
measured under constant voltage conditions and shown in Fig.5 for a device in 
a lOkD (at 0.5V) 	0W-state. In agreement with the low temperature 
observations, the device has a relatively large resistance at low bias. 	The 
barrier to current flow breaks down. in this ease at 0.242V. Increasing the 
applied voltage above this value leads to further structure in the I-V and 
ft-V plots. 	These occur at 0.311V, 0.454V, 0.$04V and 0.656V. 	After 

subtraction of a series resistance of 6.7 tO, the start or bottom of these 

jumps in the I-V characteristics has a value of resistance ft - b/2ie7  for 
i - 1, 2, 3 and 4, which would imply that the resistance may be quantised 
at room temperature! Observations of this behaviour can be consistently made 
with jumps in the IN characteristics corresponding to ft - h/lie to within 

1% in each case. 
Consider again the threshold-like instability of Fig.4. . The jump in 

current occurs at R - 6.47 kO to ft - 4.27 kU. This would correspond to a 

jump from i n  2 to i - 3. 
It should be noted that these effects are only observed for Cr/pfV 

devices and have never been seen in CrIp/Cr devices at any temperature. 
This again indicates the influence of the top contact metal on device 
operation. Both types of device show filamentary conduction ,  current 
transport which may be interpreted as being associated with tnnelling, and 
both show a range of analogue resistance states with similar properties. To 
find structure in low temperature I-V characteristics related to a quantised 
resistance in a film that is originally amorphous is somewhat surprising. 
However, to see such effects at room temperature is even more extraordinary. 
We cannot exclude the possibility that the effect is not quantisation an4 
that the close agreement between the ft values and those givenby ft - Win
are mere coincidence, and may for example be related to multiple filament 
formation However, In the devices measured to date, the values of ft obtained 

agree with the predicted quantised valuer usually within I or 2%. Also the 
room temperature I-V characteristics bear a remarkably close resemblance to 
those measured at low temperature where thj action of a magnetic field in 
producing steps corresponding to (i + is further evidence for 

quantisation. The effects described above may be associated with the small 
dimensions of the filament and intergraia distances but clearly the choice of 
metal for the top contact plays a significant role in determining the 
presence or otherwise of quantisation. It seems likely that the choice of V 
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for the top contact produces during forming a filament of significantl y  
smaller dimension than that obtained with a Cr top electrode device 
Although both subsequently show analogue memory switching, only the V 
filament is sufficiently small to exhibit one-dimensional quantised 

behaviour. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Further measurements on Cr/pIV and CrIpICr devices have been made and 

many similarities are found LB their switching characteristics, 	implying 

similar current transport processes. 	The major difference is that jumps JP 
the 1-V characteristics occur at resistance values corresponding to h/2iC, 
for the Cr/p'/V devices, even at room temperature, whereas no such behaviour 
has been seen for Crp/Cr devices. It is proposed that this is a 
consequence of the different sizes of the current filaments produced during 
the forming process. Further work is in progress to establish the exact 
nature of the I-V steps, and the role of the metal contact. 
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Switching in amorphous devices 

A. E. OWENt, P. G. LE COMBER**, I. HAJTOt, M. J. ROSE and 
A. J. SNELLt 

Electrical switching of a kind an be observed in a great variety of materials in 
many different forms and structures. Much the most reproducible switching is 
observed, however, in small and geometrically well-defined devices fabricated from 
thin films of certain amorphous semiconductors. This paper is cotrerned with such 
devices. Tlx general features of electrical switching are first reviewed, followed by a 
more detailed account of recent work in the authors' own laboratories on digital 
and analogue switching in hydrogenated amorphous silicon. 

1. Introduction 
Electronic switching in amorphous thin films can be divided into two general 

categories: 

threshold switching; in which continuous electrical power is required to 
maintain the highly conducting ON state; and 
memory switching; in which both ON and OFF states can be maintained 
without electrical power. 

It is common to describe the switching phenomena in terms of ON and OFF 
states, but as we will show in § 5.2, switching devices arc not always rigidly bistable 
in their operation, i.e. they are not always 'digital' devices. In some cases, a 
continuous range of intermediate states is observed between the ON and OFF states, 
giving an 'analogue' memory effect. 

The speed of switching transients varies from device to device and coven a range 
from <IOns to >1 ms. The actual switching is usually extremely fast (nano-
seconds), but is preceded near the threshold, by a delay time typically of the order of 
microseconds to milliseconds. 

2. The forming proce a precursor to memory switching 

Newly fabricated devices rarely show threshold or memory switching effects 
without an initial modification of their 'as-deposited' structure, a process which is 
usually called 'forming'. Forming is achieved by the application of suitable voltage 
pulses which are always higher in magnitude than the subsequent 'programming' 
pulses. This invariably produces an irreversible change in the characteristics of a 
device, often with a substantial decrease in the overall terminal resistance. 

The processes involved in forming depend on the nature and quality of the thin 
film, the geometrical structure of the device and, in some cases, the electrode 
material. The changes can be either structural, involving a movement of material 
from one part of the device to another, or they can be electronic, wherein a quasi- 
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permanent change in the occupancy of some electronic states takes place. The 
changes can occur throughout the bulk of the film or in a localized region. The most 

common localized effect is the formation of a filament of highly conducting material 
that extends completely or pan way through the device. Such permanent filament 
formation is a consequence of temporary filamentary breakdown, often observed in 

metal-insulator-metal and metal-semiconductor-metal sandwich structures under 

double injection conditions (Ridley 1963). Barnett and Milnes (1966). 
In the case of amorphous thin film structures, however, the development of the 

filament during the forming process is usually accompanied by an irreversible 
modification of the original structure. This means that the filament, or part of the 
filament, is permanently written in' to the original uniform amorphous structure. 
Permanent filament formation can occur via crystallization of an amorphous film 

(Ovshinsky and Fit.zsche 1973), stoichiometric changes (Manhart 1973), diffusion of 
the electrode material into the film (Gibbons and Beadle 1964), or ionization of deep 
traps (Simhony and Williams 1969). All of these changes usually refer to a localized 

modification of the structure in the area of the filament. Reports of bulk forming 
effects are much rarer, one example being bulk diffusion of electrode material into 

the film (Madams es al. 1974). 
The modification of the initial structure during the forming process is the most 

important factor determining the subsequent switching operation. This is because, in 
most cases, forming creates a new device' within the original structure, the 
characteristics of which determine the ensuing threshold or memory switching 
operation. For example, a permanent filament may have a cross-sectional area many 
times less than the original device area, but its effective conductance is often so much 

higher than that of the surrounding uniform material that it becomes the dominant 

conducting path. 
It is important to emphasize that in both threshold- and memory-type devices, 

the initial switching mechanism appears to be the same (Owen and Robertson 1973). 
It is initiated by field-dependent non-ohmic conductivity and a consequent insta-
bility. Whether what follows is threshold switching. memory switching or, in some 
cases, destructive electrical breakdown depends upon the properties of the material 

and on the presence or absence of suitable feedback in the system. 

3. The mechanism of threshold switching 

The detailed current-voltage characteristics of chalcogenide glass threshold 
switching devices have been widely investigated since the original publication by 
Ovshinsky (1968) and a general survey of the most significant results has been 

provided by Adler et al. (1978). The suggested physical models can be divided into 

two categories; the first assumes that the threshold switching is due to thermal 
processes (Warren 1973), and the second regards it as purely an electronic phenome-

non (Henisch ci al. 1970, Lucas 1971). The thermal, or more generally, a combined 
thermal and electrical mechanism, dependent only on the thermal and electrical bulk 

properties of the amorphous semiconducting material, is sufficient to explain most 

aspects of threshold switching. 
Several authors have proposed alternative non-thermal, electronic models for 

creating conditions of instability leading to switching. One of the most frequently 

used models is based on double injection with recombination in which, in the ON 
state, carriers are injected at both electrodes giving rise to a high density of carriers 
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in the valence and conduction bands. In this case the energy input is either stored in 

the dielectric as injected charge Q 1. j  or is lost through recombination. A qualitative 

explanation along the above lines was suggested first by Henisch ci al. (1971). 
Similar, more quantitative models have also been proposed by Lucas (1971) and 

Mott (1971). 
There is no doubt, in fact, that there are significant non-thermal (isothermal) 

electronic effects causing non-ohmic conduction in the pit-switching region of 

chalcogenide glass switches. A comparative study of their relative importance has 

been given by Owen and Robertson (1973) and Adler el al. (1978). The main point 

of discussion has been to what extent switching can be attributed to thermal or 
electronic processes and that depends on a variety of factors including, crucially, the 

film thickness. For example, Kolomiets ci al. (1969) have shown, experimentally, 

that in relatively thick films (>8 pm) of chalcogenide glasses. the breakdown field is 

proportional to the inverse of thickness and has a strong temperature dependence. 

Stocker et al. (1970) have developed a quantitative model for threshold switching 

based on a thermal consideration only (i.e. no field dependence of conductivity) and 

they show that the switching behaviour of such thick films, as observed by 

Kolorniets ci al., can be adequately described by the simplest thermal model 
involving ohmic conduction and Joule heating. In thinner chalcogenide films 

however (<8 tam) Kolomiets ci al. found that the breakdown field is independent of 

thickness and only weakly dependent on temperature. These features cannot be 
explained by simple thermal models and it is necessary to invoke electronic 
processes. Even so, it is likely that electrothermal models in which pre-breakdown 
non-ohmic conduction processes increase the rate at which energy is delivered to the 

device can still describe most aspects of threshold switching, at least semi-

quantitatively (Owen ci al. 1979). 

4. Mechanisms for memory switching 

For memory switching the active material must be capable of changing in some 
way (e.g. an overall or localized change in the electronic, atomic or microscopic 
structure) into a permanent conducting state, but one that can be reversed to the 
OFF state by a suitable current (energy) pulse. Obviously, the system must also be 

able to absorb the reversing pulse without destructive breakdown. The suggested 
models for memory switching can therefore be divided into two broad categories; 
electronic or structural. The former is based on the long term storage of charge (i.e. 
without any major structural modification) to account for the non-volatile nature of 

the switch. 
The  most commonly proposed charge storage sites are traps, either in the bulk or 

at an interface between two dissimilar materials. The necessary characteristics of 

such traps is that they have a release time comparable to the retention time of the 

memory which may range from a few hours to many years. 
On the other hand, memory switching in chalcogenide glass devices depends 

upon a structural rearrangement. During the initial forming pulses a filament of 
material crystallizes in the amorphous structure (Ovshinsky and Fritzsche 1973); this 
normally happens near the centre of the device where the highest temperatures are 

attained. This modified material has a higher conductivity than the bulk and 
therefore becomes the preferred current path during subsequent voltage pulses. In 
the erase operation (i.e. to switch from the ON to OFF state) large voltage pulses 
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with steep trailing edges are applied, melting the crystalline filament and causing it 
to solidify in an amorphous form. To write in again (i.e. to switch from the OFF to 
ON state) pulses with more gradual trailing edges are used, also melting the filament 

but allowing the material to solidify in a crystalline form. 

5. Electrical switching in amorphous silicon structures 

5.1. Background 
The earliest reports of switching in amorphous silicon (a-Si) were published in 

1970 by Feldman and Moorjani (1970) and Mootjani and Feldman (1970), contem-
poraneously with some of the early literature on switching in chalcogenide glasses. 
More detailed experiments on the same structures were reported later by Feldman 

and Charles (1974) and Charles and Feldman (1975). These authors studied vacuum 
evaporated films of a-Si in the range of 0'3-2-Oj.sm thick. fitted with titanium 

electrodes. As threshold devices, these a-Si structures had threshold voltages 1b  of 

5-1y. OFF state resistances in the range of I-30kfl. an  ON resistance of about 

100fl. and there was also some tentative indication of memory switching but that 

feature was not substantiated. 
The work of Feldman and his colleagues was the only investigation of switching 

in a-Si until the later studies of Dey and Fong (1979) and Dey (1980). These authors 

report results very similar to those of Feldman etal. (1970). They studied thin films 

of a-Si in the range 0.3-1-5 gm thick, deposited by electron-beam heating in a 

vacuum evaporator. Titanium contacts were again used, either in the form of 

evaporated films or as probes. Dey and Fong (1979) reported only threshold 
switching they did not mention any evidence for memory behaviour. In contrast to 

Feldman et al. however, Dey and Fong did observe forming effects; that is. the initial 

threshold voltage was relatively large but it decreased to a more or less constant 

value after a number of switching cycles. It should be noted that both Feldman and 
Charles (1974) and Dey and Fong used a-Si films deposited by vacuum evaporation. 

This probably accounts for the relatively low OFF state resistances which they both 
found (z bOO kO). It is now well established that vacuum-evaporated a-Si is a very 
different material from the hydrogenated form of a-Si obtained, for example, by 

glow-discharge deposition of silane (e.g. Spear and Le Comber 1976). 
Three papers concerned specifically with switching in hydrogenated amorphous 

silicon (a-Sill), by Gabriel and Adler (1982), den Boer (1982) and Owen et al. 

(1982), appeared almost concurrently early in 1982, each reporting very different 

effects observed in different amorphous silicon structures. Our own work (Le 

Comber et at 1984. Le Comber etal. 1985, Choi etal. 1987. Rose etal. 1989, Hajto-

et al. 2990). including recent results, is described in the following sections. 
Den Boer studied C-i-n" strucwres of a-Si:H prepared by the glow discharge 

decomposition of SiH 4  ('i' stands for near-intrinsic or undoped material). The 

C layers were 005 jan thick and prepared by adding 1% PH, to the SiH 4  gas flow; 

the i layer in different devices ranged in thickness from 25 to 5 urn. Den Boer found 
that the C-i-n" devices functioned as threshold switching devices with non-polar 
characteristics. For the first switching cycle the threshold voltage was in the range 

40-100V, but for all subsequent operations it was only 10-35V depending on the i 
layer thickness (as the i layer thickness increased the threshold voltage also 

increased). The OFF state resistance of the C-i-n" devices was about I Mn, and 

the ON state resistance was about I kit 
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Gabriel and Adler (1982) prepared their films by sputtering from a polycrystal-

line silicon target in an argon-hydrogen plasma. In all cases their devices were 
notionally homogeneous thin films of intrinsic a-Si: H with molybdenum contacts. 
The samples were fabricted under a wide range of deposition conditions in two 

sputtering systems, and although results from some of the devices were rendered 

rather doubtful because of contamination problems, in no case did Gabriel and 

Adler observe any evidence of reversible switching. 

5.2. Digital and analogue memory switching in a-Si.H devices 

Work in the authors' laboratories has concentrated on two basic structures 

utilizing a-Si:H: 

Cr-p-n-i-M; and simple 

Cr-p-M devices. 

In both cases the devices are fabricated in small arrays on Corning 7059 glass 
substrates in a 'pore' structure with the diameter of the pore varying from 10 Am 
to 250 gm in individual switches. The Cr bottom contact is immediately adjacent 
to the substrate and a variety of metals has been used for the top contact M. The 

total thickness of the a-SuM layer(s) is tOl gin. 
The Cr-p -n-i-M amorphous silicon devices exhibit extremely fast, non- 

volatile, polarity dependent digital memory switching phenomena (Le Comber et al. 

1985) after initial conditioning by means of a moderately high applied potential 
(forming'). The most important result to emerge on formed devices is that in the 
ON state the current is carried by a highly conducting filament which is less than 

I pm in diameter. Filamentation has been demonstrated by experiments on the ON 

state resistance as a function of area (R 0  is independent of area), by thermal 

imaging techniques with liquid crystals and by direct observation with a scanning 
electron microscope combined with microanalysis. The latter indicated that the 
formation of the current filament may be associated with diffusion of the top mçtal 
contact into the amorphous silicon resulting in a region of intermingled metal and 

silicon. 
The Cr-p -M memory devices exhibit a forming step which is quite different 

from the Cr-p-n-i-M structures (1_c Comber eral. 1985) and the differences are 

demonstrated in Figs I and 2. In the case of Cr-p t  -n-i-M structures, the resistance 

suddenly drops from 10 10  (1 (virgin state) to 2t 10 (1, after the critical voltage 

(forming voltage V) has been applied. No change in the virgin resistance occurs 

- when the sample is biased with voltages less than V. This type of forming is termed 

hard forming. By contrast, the resistance of the unformed Cr-p-M structures can 
be lowered gradually by applying voltage levels with progressively increasing 
magnitudes. In this case no sudden change of the current or voltage signal can be 
detected when the sample is biased with a voltage pulse, as seen in Fig. 2. This 

process is called soft forming. On reaching a critical voltage (t 14V) the device 

resistance suddenly drops from zz lO to 10'-10o. This is the memory ON state 
of the device. Once the memory device had reached its first (non-volatile) ON state 
all subsequent switching operations are performed with lO-lOOns pulses l-SV in 

magnitude. 
An example of the analogue switching effect for a device with a vandium (V) top 

contact is shown in Fig. 3, where the sample resistance is plotted as a function of 
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applied alternating WRITE and ERASE pulse (lOOns pulse duration each). It is 
important to emphasize the polarity dependence of the analogue memory behaviour. 
In the case of the WRITE pulses, positive polarity is applied to the Cr track (bottom 

contact) while ERASE pulses have opposite polarity. The sample was first switched 

to an ON state (R ON =?x lOfl) and then a series of alternating WRITE and 
ERASE pulses were applied. The WRITE pulses were kept at a constant magnitude 
of 3 4 V but the ERASE pulses were incremented by 005V steps from 1-2 to 34V 
after each WRITE pulse. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the sample resistance 
changes in an analogue manner as the magnitude of the ERASE pulse increases. A 

voltage range of a i' (ERASE) = I 6 V resulted in a change in resistance from 
R 2 x IO 0 to R 6 x 15 (1 The reverse operation can also be readily caned out, 
i.e. maintaining a constant ERASE voltage and increasing the voltage of WRITE 
pulses to write in an analogue fashion. Typical devices will switch between any two 
resistance states within the range from about I Id) to I MO by selecting the correct 
polarity and the magnitude of the WRITE and ERASE pulses. For all devices with a 

V top contact, the values of A V range from 15 V for both the WRITE and ERASE 

operations. 
The above experiments have been repeated on Cr-p-M devices with Cr as the 

top metal and similar polarity dependent changes in the memory state resistance 
were observed. However, in the WRITE and ERASE experiments intermediate 
states were found to exist only over a narrow AV of about 0-2V. Therefore, these 
devices are considered as 'digital' devices. It is important to emphasize that both the 
analogue and the 'digital' memory switching effects are non-volatile. Devices set to 
ON or OFF states have been monitored over two years without any significant 
change in their resistance. .&lso, operation at temperatures up to 160°C shows little 
change in the threshold voltages or in the device stability. However, it is also found 

that devices with certain top metal contacts such as Mo and Pd show a volatile 
memory switching effect; the current signal decays rapidly after the end of the 
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Figure I. Waveforms or a single forming pulse applied to an amorphous silicon 
Cr-p--n-i-A] structure showing 'hard forming'; V and! represent the voltage across 
the device and the corresponding device current respectively. 
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Figure 	Waveforms of single pulses of increasing magnitude applied to an amorphous 
silicon Cr-p -v structure showing soft forming'; V and I represent the voltage across 
the device and the corresponding device current. 

programming pulse. The role of the top metal contact has therefore been thoroughly 
investigated by fabricating devices with a range of different top metals but with 
otherwise identical physical parameters (i.e. —1000A  thickness of p layer, Cr 
bottom electrode) Using the analogue switching voltage window, AV, as a guide, it 

is found that its value is significantly dependent on the top metallization contact, as 

given in the Table. 
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Figure 3. Memory resistance as a function of ERASE voltage in a Cr-p*-V analogue 
memory switching device. The shading indicates the reproducibility of switching over 
100 complete WRITE/ERASE cycles. 
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Metal 	 AV(V) 	Switching characteristics 

Ag >0-I Digital. non-volatile 
Al >01 Digital. non-volatile 
Cr 0-2 Digital, non-volatile 
Mn —0-5 Digital, non-volatile 
Fe —0-5 Digital. non-volatile 

Ti - Unstable switching 
Au - No switching 
Cu - No switching 

W 1-0 Analogue, non-volatile 
V IS Analogue, non-volatile 
Ni 2-0 Analogue, non-volatile 
Co 20 Analogue, non-volatile 

Mo 20 Analogue, volatile 
Pd 2-0 Analogue, volatile 

Effect of top metallization on the switching behaviour. 

It can also be seen that the definition of 'analogue' (AV Z IV) or 'digital' 

(:~ 0-5 V) memory switching is somewhat arbitrary; there is no sharp boundary 
between the two types of operation and the are possibly associated with the same 
underlying physical phenomena. However, in the cases of Mo and Pd top contacts 
volatile switching occurs and in the cases of Ti, Au and Cu no reproducible 
switching effects can be observed. The top metal contact clearly plays a crucial role 
in determining the type of memory switching phenomena. 

Typical static current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for a formed p -n-i device, 

with Al as the top contact, are shown in Fig. 4. Again, notice the polarity 

I (A) 

161  

VThF 

/ 
V (Volt) -4 	-2 

2 	 4 

JI-1  62 
VThR 

Figure 4. Current-voltage characteristics of a Cr-p-n-i-Al digital memory switching 
device. 
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dependence; the top right-hand (forward) quadrant corresponds to positive polarity 

applied to the Cr bottom contact. In the forward direction the device switches from 
OFF to ON (i.e. the WRITE operation) at a d.c. threshold voltage of just over 4V. 

In Fig. 4 there are one or two intermediate states before the final ON-state is reached 
but the WRITE operation is essentially digital. To ERASE, a negative voltage of 

ISV must be applied to the Cr bottom contact and the device reverts to its OFF 

state. The ERASE operation in p -n-i devices has always been observed to be 

strictly digital. 
Under pulse conditions the WRITE and ERASE operations of both types of 

device (digital p t  -n-i, or analogue p) can be achieved with voltage pulses of 100 ns 

or less. 

5.3. Discussion 

The crucial feature of the amorphous silicon structures is that memory switching, 
either digital or analogue, can only be observed if the device is subjected to an initial 
forming process. The forming process is characterized, not only by the breakdown of 

the high resistance state of the structure but, more importantly, by the presence of a 
positive feedback mechanism which provides a low resistance ON state so that the 
breakdown is non-destructive and repetitive switching is possible. Furthermore, the 
experimental results suggest a strong influence of the choice of the top metal 

contacts (summarized in the Table) on the type of memory switching observed (i.e. 
digital or analogue switching) and on the success of obtaining stable and reproduc-

ible switching. These results are in good accordance with the previous observations 

(Gage et al. 1989) that the first switching event (i.e. the forming) causes a local 

structural modification of the p *  amorphous silicon layer. producing a highly 

conducting filament which does not revert to the original amorphous material when 
the device is switched OFF. After the forming process, the p t  devices usually exhibit 

a lower OFF resistance than the unformed device, in contrast to our original data 

for p-n-i devices (Le Comber et a!, 1985). The temperature dependence of the 

conductivity is also greatly reduced by the forming process. The area independence 

of RON (Le Comber et al. 19815) suggests localized electrical conduction after 
forming. These results provide strong experimental evidence that the forming 

process creates a filamentary region consisting of a new material whose properties 
have changed significantly compared with those of the unformed original material. It 
is feasible that the high fields and current densities present during forming result in 
high temperatures developing locally, which could lead to enhanced diffusion of 
metallic particles from the electrode into the thin amorphouse film. Such a region 
would become the preferred current path carrying the electron current in the ON 
state. The current-voltage characteristics in the ON-state at room temperature 
suggest that any material re-arrangement within the filament occurs so as to destroy 

the rectifying properties of the original metal-pt Schottky contact, and it should 

also be noted that this is the case even in a typical OFF state. 
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Quantization effects in meta1/aSi:H/metaJ devices 

J. HAJTOt. M. J. ROSE:. I. S. OSBORNE:, A. J. SNELLt, 

P. G. LE COMBER: and A. E. OWEN' 

We present experimental results showing that metal,p metal amorphous silicon 
(a-Suit) memory structures exhibit room temperature quantized electron transport 
associated with quantized resistance. The quantization of resistance is observed at 

values of P =h/21e2 . where 115 an integer or a half integer. 

1. ltnroduction 
We have previously shown that a-SiH metalp metal structures exhibit non-

volatile. polarity dependent analogue memory phenomena after initial conditioning 

bN means of a moderately high applied potential (Rose ci at. 1989). An essential 

feature of this 'forming' process is the creation of a filamentary region of highly 

conducting material. The filament is associated with local diffusion of the top metal 

contact into the a-Si i H, resulting in a region of mixed metal and silicon of unknown 

composition. More recent experiments (Hajto ci al. 1991) have shown thai at low 

temperatures. the on-states of such memories exhibit quantized resistance values of 

R = h21c2 , where h is Planck's constant, e is the electron charge and us an integer or 

a half integer. We now present new experimental observations showing that such 

structures exhibit room temperature quantized resistance, and will discuss possible 

physical mechanisms responsible for this phenomena. 

2. Results 
The samples used for this work were a-Si:H Cr/pfV sandwich structures, the 

preparation and geometry of which have been described elsewhere (Hajto ci al. 

1991). The structures have an initial low voltage resistance of - 10 9 fl which is 

lowered to 10 0 by applying 300 nsec voltage pulses of increasing magnitude up 

to -. 14%'. After this forming step the devices exhibit fast analogue switching at 

room temperature. At low temperatures the on-states of these devices exhibit 

discrete steps in thecurrent-voltage characteristics associated with quantized 

resistance (Hajto a al. 1991). The effect is most readily observed at 4K and 

disappears gradually as the temperature of the sample is increased to - 190 K. 
Room temperature quantization is observed generally, but not exclusively, after 

further treatment of the sample. In this 'conditioning' step, a device in a iofi on-

state is modified by applying a relatively slow voltage ramp (0 to 5 
V. I V sec - 

SO mV steps) with the positive polarity applied to the top contact. After conditioning 

the I - V characteristic has completley changed, with the current now increasing in 

sudden steps as the voltage is increased. The figure shows the static resistance of 
such a sample as a function of applied voltage. The measured resistance changes at 

toepartlnent of Electrical Engineering. University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH933L., 

U.K. Department of Applied Physics. and Electronic & Manufacturing Engineering. Univer- 

sity of Dundee. Dundee DDI 41*4, U.K. 
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values of R. = R q!i. where R 4  = hZ? = 12906 C) and i is an integer or a half integer. 

The acccuracy of the quantized resistance is defined as tAR Rq . where AR is the 

deviation between the mesured resistance R. and the predicted quantized resistance 

R  I AR is less than 2% for all of the quantized levels observed. The stability and 

reproducibility of the observed quantization has been investigated in a number of 
samples and for a duration of 10 hours at room temperature Typical accuracies 

obtained remained within ±2 0,'o. All devices which have been formed and condi-

tioned in this way show quantized behaviour, although in different samples 1 , , and 

the magnitude of the steps may vary. In all cases the first instability occurs at a value 

of R q R m  close to I i.e. R. = 12906 C). However, the range of the first resistance jump 

varies: from 1=1 to S. from Ito 2. from Ito 3-S. and from Ito 3. for example. In all 

cases the accuracy of the quantized values remains within ± 2%. 
At present we have no firm explanation for these results. Experiments on other 

one- and two-dimensional systems show electrical properties that are associated with 

quantized resistance, but are only observed at very low tempertures. In a one-

dimensional electron gas (Wharam et al. 1988) in the ballistic regime resistance is 

quantized in terms of h/2e 3 . However, it is not expected that quantized resistance 

states associated with ballistic transport should be observed when, as in the present 

case, the applied voltage is much greater than kr—if, for example, all the applied 

voltage were to appear across the critical part of the structure, the equivalent 

'temperature' would be in excess of 1000K. 

We have suggested previously (Hajto et al. 1991) that the quantized phenomena 

might be related to electrical transport through a quantum point contact. Assuming 

that the inclusion of modified material created during forming has a tapered shape, 
the resulting current flow could be restricted to a very localized area. The device 
resistance could thus be determined by the contact area where the 'tip' of the 
modified region and the lower metal electrode are in close proximity. At such 
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distances the resistance might be associated with either a single or a small number of 

contact atoms. It has been shown theoretically (Martin-Rodero et al. 1988) that the 

resistance associated with a single contact atom reaches saturation with a minimum 

value given by R = h/2e' 
provided that no elastic deformation occurs. This is the 

constriction' resistance (= 129060) associated with an ideal conduction channel. It 

should be noted that this quantized resistance value is predicted assuming current 

flow through a single atomic orbital only. If more orbitals (conduction paths) are 

available, these would reduce the quantized resistance value. 

3. Conclusio4fl 
Our measurements show that the resistance of conditioned a-Si: H sandwich 

structures can be quantized under some circumstances. The voltages a ,  which this 

occurs correspond to energies that are greatly in excess of the thermal energy kT. 

Furthermore the quantized resistance values reflected in the I-V characteristics do 

not involve all possible integer or half integer values. For these reasons we believe 

that existing theories of quantized resistance associated with ballistic transport are 

not applicable to our structure. However, the results obtained so far do not appear 
incompatible with current flow through atomic scale point contacts and it is possible 

that this could explain the room temperature quantization observed. 
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Chapter 14 

Electronic Switching in Amorphous-  
Semiconductor Thin Films 

I. Haf to, A. E. Owen, and A. I. Snell 
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P. G. LeComber and U. I. Rose 
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Engineering, University of Dundee, Scotland, U. K. 

The aim of this chapter is to summarize experimental and theoretical work on 
electrical instabilities such as electronic switching and memory phenomena in amor-
phous thin films and particularly in amorphous silicon thin-film structures. Section 
14.1 is a general survey of the field, comparing and contrasting experimental obser-
vations and theoretical models of switching in a variety of amorphous thin films, 
including a brief review of the early work on amorphous silicon. In Section 14.2 
recent work in the authors' own laboratories on digital and analog amorphous 
silicon switching devices is described and discussed in more detail. 

For the present purposes, electronic switches are two-terminal solid-state 
devices that can be changed from a nonconducting OFF state to a conducting ON 
state by an appropriate electric signal. Electronic switching is associated, explicitly 
or implicitly, with negative differential resistance (NDR). Two types of NDR exist: 

current-controlled NDR (CCNDR) (1] shown in Figure 14.1(a) and voltage-con-
trolled NDR (VCNDR) 121 shown in Figure 14.1(b). Conduction in CCNDR 
involves the creation of conducting filaments in which the current density differs 
from that of the surrounding material (3) or circuit-controlled oscillations 141. 
VCNDR is associated with stationary (21 or steady-travelling high-electric-field 

domains (5], or with sustained circuit-controlled oscillations (6]. Both CCNDR and 

VCNDR can give rise to a range of switching phenomena. 
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Figure 14.1 Schematic forms of (a) CCNDR and (b) VCNDR. 

14.1 GENERAL SWITCHING PHENOMENA IN 
AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS 

14.1.1 Threshold and Memory Switching 

Many examples of threshold and memory switching have been reported in initially 
homogeneous thin films of a variety of materials including simple oxides 171. tran-
sition-metal-oxides [81; elemental boron 191, metal-semiconductor-metal structures 
(101. and Langmuir-Blodgett films (111. Interest in amorphous semiconductor films 
was stimulated by the discovery of reversible switching in certain amorphous semi-
conductors 1121. From 1968 onward, interest concentrated primarily on a class of 
covalently bonded alloys of group IV, V. and VI elements called the chaicogenide 
glasses. These materials, with appropriate electrodes, exhibit a transition from a 
tow conductance (OFF) to a high conductance (ON) state under the influence of 
sufficiently high fields. 

To illustrate the switching characteristics that are often observed, we shall 
first describe some typical results for the chalcogenide glasses. A typical switching 
device consists of a thin film of chalcogenide glass (thickness approximately 0.1-
10 m) sandwiched between two electrodes of refractory metals. Conduction is 
ohmic up to fields of about 10 Vcm '. At higher fields, nonohmic processes become 
evident and the current rises exponentially with applied voltage. Switching occurs 
at fields of about 10' Vein -' and schematic current-voltage (I-fl characteristics are 
shown in Figure 14.2(a). Upon switching (at the threshold voltage V). the voltage 
across the device drops sharply along the load line until a holding voltage V,, of 
about IV is reached. Experimental results show that conduction in the ON state 
is filamentary in character [131. The device may be maintained in the ON state as 
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flpn 141 Schematic representation of (a) threshold switching and (b) memory switching. 

long as the current does not drop below a critical holding current 'H and if that is 

not maintained the device switches back to the low-conducting OFF state. The 

switching process is highly reproducible, reversible, and essentially independent of 

polarity. Devices of this kind are called threshold switches; they are nonpermanent, 

or volatile, and always revert to the OFF state in the absence of an appropriate 

bias. 
The schematic i-V characteristics for a different type of switching are shown 

in Figure 14.2(b). There is again a critical switching voltage for the OFF to ON 

transition, but both ON- and OFF-state characteristics extrapolate through the 

i-V origin. In these devices, if the high ON-state current is maintained for about 

a millisecond after the OFF to ON switching, the material along the current filament 

is modified and a high density of crystallites forms, creating a permanent bridge 

of high-conductivity material between the two electrodes 1141. After this modifi- 
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cation of the original structure has occurred, the device remains in the low-resistance 
ON state even after the electric field is removed. It is possible to return the device 
to its high-resistance OFF state by applying a sufficiently high, short, current pulse. 
This "erase" pulse melts the high conductivity material in the conducting channel. 
Subsequent rapid cooling of the melt restores the original amorphous phase. 
Devices of this kind are permanent (nonvolatile) and hence are known as mepnorv 
switches. The amorphous-to-crystalline transition outlined above is, of course, only 
one possible mechanism by which memory switching can be implemented. In gen-
eral, memory switching refers to any mechanism that results in the ON and OFF 
states persisting more or less indefinitely in the absence of any bias. 

To summarize, switching phenomena can be characterized into two main 

categories: 

Threshold switching, in which continuous electrical power is required to main-

tarn the highly conducting ON state; 
Memory switching. in which both ON and OFF states can be maintained 

without electrical power. 

It is common to describe switching phenomena in terms of ON and OFF 
states, but as we will show in Section 14.2.2, switching devices are not always rigidly 
bistable in their operation, that is, they are not always digital devices. In some 
cases, a continuous range of intermediate states is observed between the ON and 

OFF states, giving an analog memory effect. 
The speed of the switching transients varies from device to device and coven 

a range from <10 ns to >1 ms. The actual switching is extremely fast (nanoseconds) 
but is preceded by a delay time of the order of microseconds near the threshold. 
The delay time decreases exponentially with the overvoltage, that is, with the 
voltage above the threshold. Figure 14.3(a) shows a simple circuit that can be used 
to measure the voltage and current waveforms during a single switching pulse to 
obtain the speed of the switching transient, and Figure 14.3(b) shows schematic 

waveforms of the measured voltage Vs  and current 4 across the device during an 
OFF to ON transition (associated with either threshold switching or a memory 
"write-in" operation). There is a sudden rise in the voltage across the device at 
time i. but the current remains low (i.e., the sample is in its low-conducting OFF 

state) for a certain time termed the "delay time" (tDw), equivalent to t - t. At 

t there is a sudden rise in the current and at the same time a similarly fast decrease 
in the voltage associated with the OFF to ON transition (i.e., a sudden increase 
in the device conductivity). The duration of the ON to OFF transition (Ia - t) is 

called the "switching time," and it is usually much faster than the delay time tow. 

Figure 14.3(c) refers to the erase operation for a memory device. This situation 
obviously does not arise in a volatile threshold device. When the voltage pulse is 

applied at time t,, the current is high at first, as the sample is in its ON state. After 
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Figure 14.3 (a) Experiments] anangenent of the switching circuitry. (b) waveforms of WRrTt tran-
sient; and (c) waveforms of ERASE transient. 

a delay time 1DC,  the sample conductance decreases rapidly during the erase switch-

ing time (12 - t i ), and at the same time the voltage across the device increases. 
Most chalcogenide devices, whether threshold or memory, can sustain many 

hundreds of cycles of ON—.OFF--.ON transitions. The best threshold devices can 

switch up to 100  times before they fail. Good memory devices will operate for at 

least 106  WRITE-ERASE cycles before failure. 

14.11 Th. Forming Process: A Precursor to Threshold and Memory Switching 

Newly fabricated devices rarely show threshold or memory switching effects without 
an initial modification of their as-deposited structure, a .process usuaHy called 
forming. Forming is achieved by the application of suitable voltage pulses that are 
always higher in magnitude than the subsequent programming pulses. This invari-
ably produces an irreversible change in the electrical characteristics of a device, 
often with a substantial decrease in the overall terminal resistance. 

The processes involved in forming depend on the type and quality of the thin 
film, the geometrical structure of the device and in some cases the electrode mate-
rial. The changes can be either physicochemical, involving a redistribution of the 
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constituents, or they can be electronic, wherein a quasi-permanent change in the 
occupancy of some electronic states takes place. The changes can occur throughout 
the bulk of the film or in a localized region. The most common localized effect is 
the formation of a filament of highly conducting material that extends completely 

or a part of the way through the device. Such permanent filament formation is a 
consequence of temporary filamentary breakdown usually observed in metal-insu-

lator-metal and metal-semiconductor-metal sandwich structures under double' 

injection conditions 11 Barnett and Milnes have considered current and voltage 

instabilities in semiconductors and have shown that with current-controlled negative 
resistances, such as those expected in double-injection structures, energy consid-
erations imply the formation of a filament. The filament develops first at some 
device inhomogeneity. is stationary. and grows in size about the nucleation region 

as the current is increased. This filament should not be confused with the moving 
transverse wave of a voltage-controlled instability (Gunn effect), which was also 

considered by Barnett and Milnes. Rather earlier. Ridley [151 had also shown by 
general thermodynamic arguments that CCNDR implies the formation of current 

filaments, while field domains are involved in VCNDR. 
Filamentary conduction has been experimentally observed in a wide range of 

materials and sandwich structures. These include single crystal silicon [161, gallium 
arsenide [171. zinc telluride [18], compensated germanium (191, and polycrystalline 

silicon [201, all of which show 1-V characteristics associated with threshold switching 

of the kind shown in Figure 14.2(a). In these cases the filament collapses and 
disappears as the voltage is removed, and there is no permanent change in the 
device structure or in its electrical characteristics. 

In the case of amorphous thin-film structures, however, the development of 

the filament during the forming process is always accompanied by an irreversible 
modification of the original structure. This means that the filament—or part of the 
filament—is permanently written in" to the originally uniform amorphous struc-
ture (i.e., it will not disappear after the voltage is removed). Permanent filament 
formation can occur by crystallization of an amorphous film 1141. stoichiometric 
changes [211. diffusion of the electrode material into the film [ 71, or ionization of 

deep traps [221. All of these changes usually refer to a localized modification of 
the structure in the area of the filament. Reports of bulk forming effects are much 
rarer, one example being bulk diffusion of electrode material into the film [23]. 

The modification of the initial structure during the forming process is the 
most important factor determining the subsequent switching operation. This is 
because in most cases forming creates a new device within the originally deposited 
structure, whose characteristics determine the ensuing threshold-switching or mem-
ory-switching operation. For example, a permanent filament may have a cross-
sectional area many times less than the device area, but its effective conductance 

is often so much higher than that of the surrounding material that it becomes the 

dominant conducting path. 
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It is important to emphasize that in both the threshold7 and memory-type 
devices, the initial switching mechanism appears to be the same [24). It is often 
initiated by field-dependent nonohmic conductivity and consequent instability. 
Whether what follows is threshold switching, memory switching, or, in some cases, 
destructive electrical breakdown depends on the properties of the material and the 

presence or absence of suitable feedback in the system. 

14.1.3 The Mechanism of Threshold Switching 

The detailed I-V characteristics of chalcogenide-based threshold-switching devices 
have been widely investigated since the original publication by Ovshinsky in 1962 
1121, and a general survey of the most significant results has been provided by 
Adler. Henisch. and Mott 1251. The suggested physical models can be divided into 
two categories; the first assumes that threshold switching is due to thermal processes 
[26), and the second considers that it is associated purely with electronic phenomena 
127. 281. Thermal or, more generally, combined thermal and electrical mechanisms 
are sufficient to explain threshold switching. In the thermal models, the increase 
in conductivity under the influence of an electric field exceeding the switching 

threshold VA  is controlled only by Joule heating by a "thermal runaway." This is 
regarded as the principal driving force of the switching mechanism. The explanation 
of threshold switching in terms of thermal processes involves a feedback loop, 
illustrating how, in materials with a thermally activated conduction process, thermal 
runaway can occur and cause a sharp drop in the device resistance. The feedback 

loop is: 

high field -. increased current -. increased power dissipation 

greater conductivity 	- internal temperature rise 

The essential link is the sensitivity of the conductivity to temperature. Whether 
the final result is threshold switching or memory switching, the conditions leading 
to the electrical instability can usually be formally described by an energy-balance 

equation 1261: 

A(T. E, a) = 8(T. a) 	 (14.1) 

where A is the rate at which energy is gained from the field E at temperature T, 

and B is the rate at which it is absorbed or dissipated. The parameter a is introduced 
to denote any other relevant property of the current carriers depending on the 
particular experimental conditions. The variation of the two sides of this energy-

balance equation will be generally as shown in Figure 14.4, in which the abscissa 
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Flgwe 14.4 Schematic representation of solutions to energy-balance equatiom. 

represents some appropriate parameter such as temperature. energy f, or injected 

charge Q. 
The rate of gain of energy from the field will normally be given by 

A = c(T, E)e 	
(14.2) 

or some variant of this- The conductivity c$T, E) is generally a function of tem- 
perature and field. With a sufficiently large conductivity that is temperature-depen- 
dent, the material will heat up through Joule heating, and, if thermal processes 

are dominant, then 

I cloT (14.3) 

The characteristics of purely thermal threshold switching can be accurately pre-

dicted from the solution of (14.2) and (14.3) in a one-dimensional form with con-
ductivity expressed only as a function of temperature, that is, cr = o'(T). The 

general solution is show? in Figure 14.4; the abscissa in this case represents tem-

perature and the intersection of B and field E2 determines the point at which 
instability sets in. It should also be noted that even in the case when the isothermal 
conductivity is ohmic, the dynamic conductance will not be constant because of 
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Joule heating. The most detailed calculations of the thermal, one-dimensional 

model have been reported by Warren 1261 . The general conclusion, summarized 

more fully at the end of this section, is that such a simple model is not sufficient 

to explain switching in relatively thin films (e.g.. <8 Mm), although the evidence 
shows it is adequate to account for the switching characteristics of thicker films. 

Kroll and Owen et al. have provided the most detailed mathematical descrip-

tion of threshold switching phenomenon in amorphous semiconductors based on 
a combined thermal and electrical model (i.e., or = u(T, E)) [29. 301. In KrolI's 

calculation, the I-V characteristics were obtained from very general mathematical 
considerations concerning stability and bifurcation of solutions of the nonlinear 
equations for temperature and field, and he showed that switching occurs by the 
nucleation and growth of a hot spot approximately in the center of the device 
interior. The primary results of Kroll's analysis are shown in Figure 14.5. The 
model predicts the formation of the S-shaped CCNDR associated with high-current 
filaments (Figure 14.1(a)). The existence of a region of negative differential resis-

tance on the 1-V characteristics was determined by radially uniform solutions of 

the thermal balance equation. It was also shown that the dashed portions of seg- 
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ments (b) and (c) are locally unstable against temperature and field perturbations 
which keep the total current through the device constant, and that branches (a) 
and (d) are stable with respect to such perturbations. Switching is initiated at some 
point not too fir below turnaround (see point I in Figure 14.5) as the result of a 
macroscopic critical fluctuation. Once the switching is initiated, the device dis-
charges through the embryonic channel and switches along the load line to the 
stable vertical portion of branch (d). Here all the current flow is carried in a hot 
channel. The possibility of thermally induced negative differential conductivity was 
suggested and described in other publications [31, 321. Experimental evidence of 
high filamentary temperatures during threshold switching has also been report-

ed [33]. 
Several authors have put forward alternative nonthermal electrical models 

for creating conditions of instability leading to switching. One of the most frequently 
used electrical models is based on double injection with recombination in which, 
in the ON state, carriers are injected at both electrodes, giving rise to a high density 
of carriers in the valence and conduction bands. In this case the energy input is 
either stored in the dielectric as injected charge q.., or is lost through recombination. 
An energy-balance equation (14.1) could therefore be written as 

c(T, E)( = 	•, 4! - j.0. (14.4) 

where €. is the relative permittivity, D is a suitable geometrical factor, and j.. is 

the recombination current driven by some appropriate internal potential 0,. In 

this case the abscissa of Figure 14.4 would represent q..4. A qualitative explanation 

along the above lines was suggested first by Henisch [27]. Similar but more quan-
titative models have also been proposed by Lucas [28] and Mon [34]. The con-
ductive ON state is sustained by double injection, provided the applied voltage 
exceeds the mobility gap. It is assumed that the tails of localized states (typically 

present in amorphous semiconductors 1351) extend from the conduction and valence 

bands and overlap somewhere near the center of the energy gap (or mobility gap). 

This provides a completely compensated set of positively and negatively charged 
states above and below the Fermi level pinned at or near the center of the gap. 

These features are inherent in the Cohen-Früsche-Ovshirisky (CFO) model of the 

electronic band structure of chalcogenide glasses [36] and are further supported by 

more recent theoretical interpretations involving the concept of negative-U states 

1351. The injected electrons and holes will recombine with and neutralize the pos-
itively and negatively charged states, setting up a negative and a positive space 
charge adjacent to the cathode and anode, respectively. The regions of space charge 

will limit the current flow in the vicinity of the electrodes, and the field will be 
redistributed in a way that would be decreasing near the electrodes and increasing 
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in the center. As the applied voltage is increased, more charge is injected and the 

space-charge regions grow until eventually they meet and overlap. The physical 
situation then rapidly becomes unstable. When the space-charge clouds overlap 
they neutralize each other, causing the field in the interior to collapse and allowing 
the same or larger current to flow with a lower applied voltage, causing a negative 
resistance characteristic. The conductivity in the center increases and the field 
decreases, while the field near the electrodes increases. Electrons and holes are 
accelerated rapidly across the neutral region and, because of the increased field, 
injection of carriers at the electrodes increases- Both effects increase the rate at 
which space-charge overlap occurs (i.e., there is a positive feedback and hence an 
unstable situation). The stable state, corresponding to the ON state, is achieved 
when the space charge has spread right across the structure and the bands are 
practically flat. Schottky-type barriers are established at the electrodes, but because 
of the high density of traps and because they are thin (about I nm), electrons can 
easily tunnel through from the Fermi level of the metal into the conduction band 
of the chalcogenide glass and, similarly, holes from the anode tunnel into the 
valence band. Because the space charge has been neutralized and the traps are 
filled, the conductivity in the device is now high (i.e., the drift mobility is no longer 

limited by trapping). 
Homma 1371 published a systematic and detailed comparison between the 

threshold switching properties of a chalcogenide material (Te.0Asd3e,Si11) and a 
nonchalcogenide alloy (CdDGeI2As4 of nearly equal forbidden gap but higher 
conductivity. The results showed that two alloys of rather different resistivities have 
the same threshold voltage and also that symmetrical threshold voltages may be 
associated with highly asymmetric threshold currents. Furthermore, in both cases, 
the threshold current is light-sensitive (both materials are photoconductive) but 
the threshold voltage is not but remains practically unchanged by illumination 
despite a power increase by a factor of three or more. This indicates that a critical 
field is involved in the circumstances and determines the onset of switching. These 
results provide evidence against thermal interpretations and thereby support elec-

tronic models. Microwave noise and transient ON-characteristics (TONC) mea-

surements [381 also suggest that the Joule heat is not the main cause of the formation 
of the current filament. Also, relaxation processes and polarization effects [ 39 1 
observed at low temperatures show an effect on threshold switching opposite to 
that expected from the thermal theory. It is found that if, during double-pulse 
experiments, the first pulse is of insufficient height to cause switching, the mag-
nitude necessary for the second pulse to cause switching is lowered if the pulses 
are of the same polarity and increased if they are of opposite polarities. It appears 
that contact, injection, and trapping effects must play some role in explaining certain 
of the asymmetric effects described above. Therefore, although the electrothermal 
theory describes well the observed initial switching instabilities, it is also clear that 
contact, injection, and trapping effects must play some role in explaining certain 
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of the asymmetric electrode effects and polarization and relaxation phenomena 

described above. 
Many other conditions of electrical instability leading to switching have also 

been investigated. For intrinsic electronic breakdown in the single-electron approx-
imation, for example, the function A in (14.1) is of the form 1241 

A = 	= 
	 (14.5) 

where t, the mobility, and t the relaxation time, are functions of energy. The 
electron loses energy to the lattice through phonon interactions, and the value of 

B (14.1)  can be written as 

hw 
B = r(O(2N_ + 1) 

(14.6) 

where t is the mean time between collisions and is a function of energy, and N. 
is the average number of phonons of frequency w. Thus, in Figure 14.4, the abscissa 

represents energy J, and the field E2  again corresponds to the onset of instability. 
Electron-electron collisions may also lead to electrical instabilities [24]. With 

a high collision rate and a rate of energy exchange due to electron-phonon inter-
actions, the electron energy-distribution function is Maxwellian with a mean tem-

perature T. above the ambient temperature T. or the lattice temperature T. This 

means that the energy rate of change terms A and 8 (14.1) can be averaged to A 

and B, having a similar functional dependence so that the general picture of Figure 

14.4 remains valid at least up to energies f. at the maximum of curve B. This 
collective description has a strong analogy with thermal runaway, and the abscissa 
corresponds to the electron temperature T. In this case, therefore, it is the steady-
state electron temperature that rises until, at a critical value, no equilibrium is 

possible and instability sets in. Near C.., however, the electron-phonon energy 

transfer increases, implying an increase in the internal temperature of the material, 

with consequential thermal effects. 
Impact ionization and avalanche breakdown can also produce instabilities 

[22). lithe electron density is low, a high-energy electron may collide with an atom 
instead of another electron and thus ionize it, producing a hole and two low-energy 
electrons. The two electrons, in turn, will be accelerated to high energies and ionize 
more atoms; thus the process can cascade to cause an electron avalanche. 

Summarizing these results, there is no doubt that, besides thermal effects, 
there are significant electronic effects causing nonohmic conduction and CCNDR 
in the preswitching region of ehalcogenide glass switches. A comparative study of 
their relative importance has been given by Owen and Robertson [24) and Adler 
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[251. The main point of discussion has concerned the extent to which switching can 

be attributed to thermal or electronic processes. 
In either case (thermal or electronic), heating may be the initial process, but 

the critical field E, at which switching occurs may behave differently with different 

thicknesses of the films. For thin films (C —I jsm) conduction at breakdown is 

nonohmic. Therefore it is expected in this case that V will be independent of the 

film thickness and will decrease linearly with temperature [341. The nonohmic field-
dependent conductivity implies electronic processes such as double injection or 
avalanche breakdown, as discussed above. Furthermore, the constant value of the 
threshold voltage in the presence of illumination [371, the microwave noise and 
TONC measurements [381, and the polarization effects [391 also provide evidence 
for electrical mechanisms. Based on these experimental results, there are strong 

reasons for believing that in chalcogenide thin-film (d 1 Mm) threshold-switching 

devices ('Ovonic switches" 1121), thermal considerations do not play a signifi-

cant role. 
However, for thick films ( -e8 Mm) for which current at breakdown is ohmic, 

E, should be proportional to the inverse of the thickness and decrease exponentially 
with increasing temperature [341. Kolomiets [401 found a dependence on the thick-
ness showing that in thin films (s8 Mm), the breakdown field was independent of 
the thickness and depended only weakly on temperature, suggesting that the switch-
ing mechanism in thin films is not associated with simple thermal breakdown. On 

the other hand, in thick films (2: 8 ;Lm), the breakdown field is inversely propor-

tional to the thickness and shows strong temperature dependence, confirming the 
essentially thermal nature of the breakdown in thicker films. Stocker [41] described 
a quantitative model for threshold switching in semiconducting films a8 ILm thick 
based on thermal considerations only (i.e., no field dependence of conductivity) 
and has shown that the switching behavior of these thicker films can be described 

adequately by a simple thermal model. 
The most useful approach seems therefore to be to compare, wherever pos-

sible, the functional dependence of parameters such as the threshold voltage and 
delay time on, for example, temperature, field, and geometry with the predictions 
of the related models. With several possible mechanisms competing, the dominant 
process can change drastically as a function of such factors as temperature or the 

geometry of the specimen. 

14.1.4 Mechanisms for Memory Switching 

As described in the previous paragraph, the precursor to memory phenomena in 
thin (-1 Mm) film is the onset of nonlinear field-dependent conductivity leading 
to instabilities and threshold switching. For threshold switching, the material must 
be capable of carrying a much increased current, either uniformly or locally in a 
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filament, but reversing spontaneously to the original nonconducting OFF state when 
the holding voltage is removed. For memory switching. the dielectric material must 
be capable of changing into a permanent conducting state in some way—an overall 
or localized change in the atomic or microscopic structure for example—but one 

that can be reversed to the OFF state by a suitable current (energy) pulse. Obviously 
the system must also be able to absorb the reversing pulse without destructive 
breakdown. Alternatively, the memory-switching process may be based on charge 

storage (i.e., without a modification of the structure). 
Models for memory switching can therefore be divided into two broad cat-

egories: electronic or structural. The first of these is based on the long-term storage 
of charge, with no major structural modification, to account for the nonvolatile 
nature of the switch. The most commonly proposed charge storage sites are traps, 
either in the bulk or at an interface between two dissimilar materials. The necessary 
characteristic of such traps is that they have a release time comparable to the 
retention time of the memory, which may range from a few hours to many years. 
If the charge is stored in the amorphous thin-film sandwich structure, it can affect 

the conductance in a number of different ways. For example, when stored in the 
bulk or at interfaces, it can cause band bending, which in turn modifies the con-
ductance. Simmons and Verderber have used an electronic model to explain their 
observations of memory switching in thin silicon monoxide (SiO) films fitted with 

gold electrodes [2]. The I-V characteristics of their device (Figure 14.6) show a 

VCNDR, and the device could be switched between several memory states (A. B, 
C, D) that persisted for a few weeks. The forming process in these devices is due 
to gold ion injection into the bulk of the silicon monoxide film, the source of the 
ions being the positively biased gold electrode. The sample cannot be formed at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures but forms more readily at elevated temperatures, 
indicating that ion injection with subsequent ion migration is the origin of the 
forming process. The current-voltage characteristics and the weak temperature 
dependence of the conduction process suggest that the main factor determining 
the current flow in this system is tunneling- For a reasonable current flow in the 
system, adjacent ionic sites must be positioned within —30A of each other, which 
means that the injected ion density must be at least of the order of 10" cnr'. The 

authors concluded that in these devices the conduction and memory processes are 
electronic in nature and that the memory effect is due to charge trapping in the 
bulk of the silicon monoxide, which in turn modifies the conductance of the metal-

silicon monoxide barrier.- 
Hovel and Urgell have also suggested an electrical model to explain their 

observations of memory switching in epitaxial ZnSe films grown on crystalline Ge 
1421. In the OFF state the current flow through the device is limited mainly by the 
high-resistance ZnSe layer. In the ON state, the barrier at the ZnSeIGe interface 
has been narrowed by the ionization of traps at the interface from neutral to 
positive, thereby permitting easy tunneling through it- The same general type 
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of phenomenon has been observed in ZnSe-GaAs [43). GaP-Ge [43). AIN-Si ( 441. 
and SbSi-SnO: heterojunctiOns [45). 

Switching in chalcogenide glass memory devices is based on a rearrangement 
of the structure in the ON and OFF states, as seen in Figure 14.7. During initial 
forming pulses, a filament of material crystallizes in the amorphous structure 1141; 
this normally happens near the center of the device where the highest temperatures 
are attained. This modified material has a higher conductivity than the bulk and 
therefore becomes the preferred current path during subsequent voltage pulses. In 

the erase operation (i.e., switching from ON to OFF), large voltage pulses with 
steep trailing edges are applied. These melt the crystalline filament, causing it to 
solidify in an amorphous form. To write in again, switching from OFF to ON, 
pulses with more gradual trailing edges are used. These pulses also melt the filament 
but allow the material to solidify in a crystalline form. 

Manhart has also proposed a structural model to explain memory switching 
in silicon monoxide sandwich structures with silver electrodes [211. In these struc-
tures, a forming pulse was again used to reduce the device resistance from its initial 
value of —1017 to —3000. According to Manhart's model, the forming process 
gives rise to a temperature increase sufficient to induce silver from the electrodes 
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Figure 14.7 Memory-switching process in metal-chalcogenide-metal devices. 

to migrate into the silicon monoxide film to produce a metallic filament. This 
explains the subsequent linear I-V characteristics and positive temperature coef-
ficient in the ON state- Two different mechanisms were suggested for the switching. 
The first assumes that the erase pulse (by, trailing edge 1000 ns) melts the metal 
filament only at the narrowest point. The metal disperses into the silicon monoxide, 
breaking the link. To write in again and hence reconstruct the filament, a write 
pulse (6-8V, trailing edge >0.1 ms) encourages more metal from the electrodes 
to enter, that is, a long pulse is able to heat the boundaries sufficiently to cause 
new diffusion from the electrodes. The second model also suggests that the erase 
pulse melts the metal filament. After the removal of the pulse, rapid cooling leads 
to the formation of a high-resistance amorphous mixture of metal and silicon 
monoxide phases. To write in again, this material is melted again but then cooled 
more gradually. The difference in the freezing points of the metal and the silicon 
monoxide cause them to separate, thus restoring the filament. 

Memory switching in thermally grown microcrystalline NiO has been reported 
by Gibbons and Beadle [7). They too suggest that a metallic filament is formed in 
their structures, not by the diffusion of metal from the electrodes, but by the 
collection of nickel atoms at a structural defect in the oxide. This occurs during 
the forming stage of the device where a filament of material becomes sufficiently 
hot for this stoichiometric change to take place. The device can have an ON-state 
resistance of approximately 1000 and an OFF state resistance of 25 MO. In the 
ON state a nickel filament is formed, which connects the ohmic contacts. Once 
the device is switched ON, the device can be very rapidly switched OFF by essen-
tially burning out a small section of the conducting filament. Once the filament is 
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formed, only the section removed or reoxidized during the OFF state need be 

replaced. The main body of the filament, which remains more or less intact during 
the OFF-state transient, provides a large nickel reserve for this replacement. This 

will obviously limit the lifetime of the device. 

14.1.5 Electrical Switching in Amorphous-Silicon Structures 

The earliest reports of switching in amorphous silicon (a-Si) were published in 1970 
[13, 461 contemporaneously with some of the early literature on switching in chal-

cogenide glasses. More detailed experiments on the same structures were reported 
later [9. 471. These investigations studied vacuum-evaporated films of a-Si in the 
range 0.3-2.0 sm thick, fitted with titanium electrodes. Similar observations were 
made on evaporated films of germanium, boron, and boron plus carbon. As thresh-

old devices, these a-Si structures had threshold voltages V. of 5-1OV. OFF-state 

resistances in the range of 1-30 kn. and an ON resistance of about 1000. In common 

with the chalcogenide glasses, there was a delay time 1, before switching of 20-50 

As or more at room temperature, and the actual switching time was at least several 
microseconds. Feldman and Charles 19. 47] did not, however, report any initial 
forming process. unlike the situation in chalcogenide glass switches (Section 14.1.1). 
There was also some tentative indication of memory switching but this appar-
ently was not substantiated. They interpreted their results in terms of a simple 
and qualitative electrothermal model involving the formation of a conducting 

filament. 
The work of Feldman and his colleagues (13, 461. which originated in the 

early 1970s, seems to be the only investigation of switching in a-Si until the rather 
later studies of Dey and Fong [48, 49]. These authors reported results very similar 
to those of Feldman. They studied thin films of a-Si in the range 0.3-1.5 sm thick, 
deposited by electron-beam heating in a vacuum evaporator. Titanium contacts 
were again used, either in the form of evaporated films or as probes. Dey and 

Fong reported only threshold switching, with I.Vcharacteristics similar to those in 

Figure 14.3; they did not mention any evidence for memory behavior. In contrast 

to Feldman. however. Dey and Fong did observe forming effects, that is, the initial 

threshold voltage was relatively large but decreased to a more or less constant 
value after a number of switching cycles. In Dey and Fong's devices the threshold 
voltage varied systematically from about 6V for the thinner films (-0.3 Mm) to 
about 9V for the thicker films (-1.2 gm). The delay time before switching was in 

the range 2-60 M5,  varying in a systematic way with pulse height, pulse duration, 

and repetition rate, again in a manner very similar to threshold switching in chal-
cogenide glasses. Dey and Fong also interpreted their results in terms of a simple 
one-dimensional electrothermal model, although developed a little more quanti-
tatively than that by Feldman and Charles [9, 47). It should be noted that both 
teams (Feldman and Charles, and Dey and Fong) used a-Si films deposited by 
vacuum evaporation, which probably accounts for the relatively low OFF-state 
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resistances (-100 kfl) they both found. It is now well established that vacuum-
evaporated a-Si is a very different material from the hydrogenated form of a-Si 
obtained, for example, by glow-discharge deposition of silane 1501. 

Three papers, concerned specifically with switching in amorphous silicon, by 

Gabriel and Adler 1511, den Boer (52). and Owen 1531 appeared almost concurrently 
early in 1982. each reporting very different effects observed in different amorphous 
silicon structures. Our own work [54-58], including recent results, will be described 

in detail in the following sections. 
Den Boer studied n -i-n + structures of a-Si:H prepared by the glow discharge 

decomposition of Silt (i stands for near-intrinsic, or undoped. material). The n 4  

layers were 0.05 Am thick and were prepared by adding 1% PH 3  to the Sill4  gas 

flow; the i layer in different devices ranged in thickness from 2.5 to 5 atm. Den 

Boer found that the C -i-n + devices functioned as threshold switching devices with 

nonpolar characteristics similar to those in Figure 14.2(a). For the first switching 
cycle, the threshold voltage was in the range 40—I00V, but for all subsequent 

operations it was only 10-35V, depending on the i layer thickness. (As the i layer 

thickness increased, the threshold voltage also increased.) The OFF-state resistance 

of the n 4  -i-n devices was about I MD, and the ON-state resistance was about I ki]. 

There was an observable delay time before switching, ranging from a few micro-
seconds when the applied voltage was about 8V greater than V, to about a milli-. 

second for voltages within IV of VA . The C-i-sC switches could be cycled through 

at least 101  stable switching operations. Den Boer also compared structures with 

chromium or a combination of chromium and sp contacts (i.e., Cr-n -i-Cr and 

Cr-i-Cr). The Cr-n'-i-Cr contacts had rectifying characteristics, while the Cr-i-Cr 

contacts switched but were very unstable. 
Gabriel and Adler [51] prepared their films by sputtering from a polycrys-

talline silicon target in an argon-hydrogen plasma. In all cases their devices were 
notionally homogeneous thin films of intrinsic a-Si:H with molybdenum contacts. 
The samples were fabricated under a wide range of deposition conditions in two 
sputtering systems, and although results from some of the devices were rendered 
rather doubtful because of contamination problems, in no ease did Gabriel and 
Adler observe any evidence of reversible switching. They concluded that, in contrast 
to the chalcogenide glasses, amorphous silicon does not have the electronic and 

structural properties required for reversible switching. 

14.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS ON AMORPHOUS-SILICON 
SWITCHES 

14.2.1 Digital Switching in a-SkH p-n-I Devices 

We now turn to the work on electrical switching carried out in the authors' labo- 

ratories. Although a number of different a-Si:H multilayer structures have been 
investigated, all the earlier results discussed in the following refer to metal- 
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p -n-i-metal devices deposited in that sequence by the glow-discharge technique 

with gas-phase doping- In the early stages of the work, the a-Si:H layers were 
deposited onto a stainless-steel substrate. After completion of the a-Si:H deposi-
tion, a series of gold (Au). aluminum (Al), or nichrome (NiCr) dots, up to approx-
imately I mm in diameter, was evaporated onto the surface of the samples. The 
top contact was completed by a probe or by a thin wire attached to the metal dots 

with conducting silver paste. 
In order to facilitate the investigation of device properties on a more repro-

ducible basis, a "pore" device structure was designed, with device areas down to 
a few Am in diameter. A set of photomasks was produced that allowed modern 
photolithographic technique to be combined with the normal a-Sill deposition 
process. Figure 14.8(a) shows a cross section of one of the pore structures produced 
by photolithographic techniques, and Figure 14.8(b) represents a plan view of the 
same structure. The a-Si:H films were deposited on Corning glass substrates pre-
viously patterned with chromium bottom contacts- The a-Sill was prepared in a 
layer sequence ofp.n,i by the glow-discharge decomposition of silane using gas-

phase doping. The p-n-i films were then patterned, and an insulating layer was 

used to define an active device area of 10 cm'. The metal used for the top contact 
was normally chromium but a number of other metals were also used, and their 

influence on the memory operation was thoroughly investigated. 
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14.2. 1.1 Static Current-Voltage Characteristics 

Typical 1-V characteristics for a freshly prepared (unswitched) device are illustrated 

in Figure 14.9(a) in both the forward and reverse directions; the forward direction 

is defined so that the substrate (and hence the pt region) is positively biased. It 

must be emphasized here that these measurements were taken "by hand," point 
by point, in a manner that required a few seconds for each measurement. (The 
significance of this remark will become apparent in the next sections.) In the forward 
direction there is a region of ohmic behavior over a limited voltage range followed 
by an abrupt change to a markedly nonohmic region until, at the point indicated 
by the arrow, the device is unstable and it becomes impossible to ëontinue with 
point-by-point measurement. The change from ohmic to nonohmic behavior is more 
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Figure 143 (&) 1-v characteristics of unformed (unswitchcd) amorphous silicon device; (b) conductivity 
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clearly apparent in the 	
plot of Figure 

14.9(b). As the temperature increases, the onset of nonohmic behavior moves to 

tower voltages. In the reverse direction, corresponding to a negative potential 
applied to the p' side, there is an initial ohmic region that is symmetrical for 
positive and negative voltages. However, the change to nonohmic behavior is much 
more gradual in the reverse direction, leading to eventual breakdown of the device. 

As noted above, during point-by-point measurements under forward bias, 

the a-Si:H p -n -i device tends to become unstable when the applied bias is about 
24V at room temperature. At higher temperatures, the instability, indicated by the 
arrows in Figure 14.9(a), occurs at lower voltages. When we attempt to increase 
the voltage still further, the device switches into a low-resistance ON state. Typical 

I.V characteristics for both polarities in the ON state are shown in Figure 14.10. 

The I-V curve is ohmic; it extrapolates through the origin (i.e., the ON state is a 

permanent memory state); and it is slightly asymmetrical. Note that the current is 
now measured in milliamperes and the voltages across the device are small. On 
increasing the voltage in the forward direction, we find that the ON-state current 
continues to increase apparently indefinitely, subject only to any current-limiting 
resistor, and the device is eventually destroyed, presumably by Joule heating. In 

the reverse direction, however, another instability is observed, and at about - IV 

(typically) the device switches back into a high-resistance OFF state, as shown in 
Figure 14.11. The OFF-to-ON transition may now be repeated by biasing in the 
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FIgwt 14.10 1- V characteristics of memory ON states. 
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flpn 14.11 I-V characteristics of memory switching device for both polarities. 

forward direction, but on the second and all subsequent switching operations the 

forward threshold voltage V 1  occurs at a much lower voltage than the first oper-
ation (e.g.. at —5V compared with the 25V observed under the conditions of the 
measurements shown in Figure 14.9). The first OFF-to-ON transition, occurring 
at a relatively high voltage, seems unique and by analogy with the terminology in 
chalcogenide glasses, it is referred to as "forming." 

The formed p -n-i device may be cycled through ON and OFF states by a 
biasing in forward and reverse directions with critical points at V, and, in the 

reverse direction, V, as illustrated in Figure 14.11. It is important to emphasize 
that these devices exhibit not only nonvolatile but polarity-dependent memory 
switching. On occasions the device appears to go through a number of intermediate 
states during the OFF to ON transition, and this is indicated in the figure. In 
addition, there is often an observable and appreciable region of negative resistance 
in the reverse-biased OFF-state characteristics of the formed device. 

A number of other dc experiments have also been carried out on formed 
devices in an attempt to provide additional information, primarily about the nature 
of the ON state. Figure 14.12(a) compares the area dependence of the OFF- and 
ON-state resistances for samples of different area (i.e., different pore sizes with 

diameters from 5 to 300 gm) from a single p + -n-i deposition run 1541- These results 

were obtained on specimens that had previously been switched many times. Within 
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rpre 14.12 (a) Area dependence of ON and OFF state resistances; (b) temperature dependence of 

ON and OFF state conductances. 

the experimental scatter. ROFF clearly scales with the reciprocal of the area A, 

demonstrating that in the OFF state the current flows throughout the whole area 
of the specimen. In complete contrast, the values of the ON-state resistances RON 

for the same specimens show no area dependence at all. This result can be under-
stood only if the ON state has its origin in a highly conducting filament, less or 
equal to a few m in diameter, that extends through at least part of the specimen 

thickness. 
The temperature dependence of both the ON- and OFF-state conductance 

has also been measured over the temperature range from about 230K to 400K. 

Results for a typical p -n-i specimen are shown in Figure 14.12(b). The OFF-state 

conductance CO 3 varied slowly with temperature, increasing by less than a factor 
of three between 230K and 360K. The ON-state conductance was even less tem-
perature-dependent, increasing by only 10% over this temperature range. The 
insensitivity of these device parameters to temperature is also observed in other 
properties. For example, the magnitudes of the voltages required to switch the 
device ON and OFF, measured under pulsed conditions, both increase by only a 
factor of 2.5 as the temperature is decreased from 400K to 200K. Clearly, the 
general temperature insensitivity of the switching must also be a feature of any 

theoretical model. 



Transverse magnetoresistance ip/p measurements of the ON state of a num-

ber of specimens have also been carried out at room temperature up to magnetic 

fields of B = 0.5 T 1551. Within the experimental error. Jp/p was proportional to 

the square of the magnetic field strength B and was found to be positive. The 

values of 4p/p(11) ranged from 0.510 2.0 x 10 4T. Experiments on phosphorus-

doped a-Si: H after thermal crystallization also gave a positive magnetoresistance 

with the same Sp/p(B2) dependence. Unfortunately, no results have been reported; 

on homogeneous undoped glow-discharge a-Si films; it is therefore difficult to draw 
any definite conclusions about the amorphous or crystalline nature of the filament 
from the present results. However, it is probably correct to associate the 82  depen-

dence of the memory ON state with a longer mean free path than is normal in 
amorphous solids. By conventional crystalline theory 1581. the magnitude of the 

measured 6plp(82 ) would lead to an effective mobility —100 cm'V 'r' supporting 

of this suggestion. The importance of this measurement will be further discussed 
in Section 14.2.2.1 in connection with the very recent observation of electron 

quantization phenomena observed at low temperatures. 
Direct evidence for the existence of a filamentary ON state was obtained 

from thermal imaging (59). The a-Si:H p-n-i device was covered with a thin layer 

of thermochromic liquid crystal. By passing current through the device in the ON 
state, it is possible to observe the current path from the changes produced by Joule 
heating in the reflected color of the liquid crystal. The resulting features for 
20-Mm pore diameter structures were viewed through a high-powered optical micro-
scope. The change in the liquid-crystal appearance produced by the filament in the 
ON state could be seen clearly as a small circular "hot spot" approximately in the 
center of the pore. The visual observation of the current filament has also enabled 
us to establish that switching a device OFF and ON again produces the current 
filament in the same place and this implies that the switching processes are not 
destructive. In these experiments the specimens were covered by a thin layer of a 

liquid crystal. 4-cyano-4-alkylbiphenyl. which undergoes a nematic-liquid phase 
transition at 35.3°C. The phase boundary may be observed quite easily in cross-
polarized light, and the transition was found to be fast and without hysteresis. If 
the sample temperature is fixed using a thermostatically controlled stage, the dif-

ference in temperature between a region of local heating (at temperature Th) and 

the surrounding film (at 7',) may be determined. The results indicate that no observ-

able temperature rise occurred as a result of applying electrical power to the pore 
in either the unformed state just prior to forming or in the formed OFF state just 
prior to switching. However, as described above, in the ON state, local heating 
(which results from applying continuous power) could be clearly seen. The effect 
of changing the ruts power applied to a 50-Ism-diameter pore was studied using a 

continuous train of 300-ns pulses. The stage was maintained at 21°C; thus the phase 
boundary represented the locus of points (35.3° - 21° = 14.3°C) above the film 
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temperature. These isotherms were circular and in the particular case studied were 

symmetric about the center of the pore. 

A plot of the phase boundary diameter d, versus ntis power PRUS is shown in 

Figure 14.13(a). Although there is considerable scatter, it can be seen that the 

relationship between 4 and ?RMS is substantially linear for 4 > 2 Mm. Below this 

the accuracy of the measurements is limited by the resolution of the microscope 

used; the onset of observable effects occurs at PRMS = 2 mW. A linear dependence 

of d, on PR., is obtained as a solution of the heat conductivity equation for an 

idealized system of this kind, in which the source of local heating is assumed to be 

much smaller than 4. Thus these data indicate that the diameter of the ON-state 

filament d1  must be less than about. 2 Mm. 
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The steady-state thermal properties of the 20-Am pore structures with dif-
ferent top electrodes (Al, Cr. Ti) have also been studied, and the results are 
reprsented in Figure 14.13(b), where rms power is plotted versus the phase bound-
ary diameter for different local temperature increases. It is found that the gradients 

G. and intercepts 1%.. scale linearly with the local temperature rise 4T, with the 

constants of proportionality M and M, depending on the top electrode metal (and 
possibly its thickness, although this has yet to be established). Therefore, the 
following relationships can be used to characterize the steady state thermal prop-

erties: 

G = M0 4T 	 (14.7) 

= M,,4T 	 (14.8) 

and therefore 

P = MP,AT + MG4Td 	 (14.9) 

The values of MG and M, are summarized in Table 14.1. In the case of Al and Cr 
top electrodes, several different samples have been investigated, with the values 

obtained being similar to those in the table. 

Table 14.1 
Summary of Thermal Properties 

	

Top electrode 	MrAWin"K') 	M(mWt') 

Al 	 3 	 0.2 
Cr 	 6 	 0.02 
Ti 	- 	 7 	 OW? 

The physical significance of MG is that it represents the surface thermal con-
ductivity of the pore, and thus it is not surprising that the values obtained exper- 
imentally lie between the bulk values for glass (1 Wm - 'K - ') and metal (100 

Wm'K'). The significance of M, is less clear. In the ideal case of a point heat 
source located on one thermally insulated surface of an infinite plate, the other 

surface being isothermal, Mp. should be zero. Thus it may be that the nonzero 
values in some way reflect the extent of the heat source. If this is the case, it would 
appear that the filaments in pores with Cr and Ti top electrodes are smaller than 

in those with Al electrodes. 
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142.1.2 Current Instabilities in Unformed State 

Unusual current instability phenomena have been observed in a-Si:H p-n-i struc-

tures with Al top electrodes in which the I layer is either thin (bOA) or lightly 
n-doped (1-5 vppm) [561. The principal features associated with the current insta-

bility are shown in Figure 14.14. A voltage pulse V, greater than a minimum 

threshold V. (specified later) is applied so the p-layer is positively biased. A 
displacement current occurs, which decays to a steady current I,. Some time t after 

the voltage pulse is first applied, the current rises abruptly. After reaching a max-

imum value i,,,, the current decays. A second pulse may be applied at time t, after 
the first pulse. which may or may not give rise to a second instability, depending 

on the values of V and Sr. The dependence of the onset time 14 on pulse height V 

tr 

I 
IS 

td 	Tr : tf 	 time 

flg.'e 14.14 Current instability in metal-amorphous silicon structure. 

for three different temperatures is shown in Figure 14.15. The experimental data 

are summarized by the following empirical relation: 

14 = ta 
+ to exp[W 	 (14.10) 

- VJ] 

V0 	I 
where V0  - 0.6-0.8V, V, - 10-15V, 1., 10-100 ps, and t - 100 ns. We note 

that V. is temperature independent over the range studied, but some or all of the 

other parameters clearly show a temperature dependence. 
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The above relation applies only to the region where V is somewhat larger 

than V. The detailed relationship between : and Vat V - V. is difficult to establish; 
there is a tendency towards erratic behavior, but no current instabilities have yet 

been recorded with id  > 100 As. It appears that t4  either increases almost discon-

tinuously at V = V. or the effect simply does not occur under these conditions. 

As V is increased, several volts above V. 4,—. t, but further increase in V causes 

an irreversible change in the device characteristics, culminating in a permanent 
low-resistance (10 - 1011) state when the voltage pulse is removed. 

The observed minimum delay time t may correspond to the transit time of 
an injected pulse of holes through the n-region. Taking typical values of t 1j,, n-layer 

thickness, and maximum applied voltage (0.1 ps, 0.1-0.3 pm, and 10-20V, respec-
tively) and assuming that a large proportion of the applied bias under these con-

ditions appears across the n-layer, the hole-mobility values can be estimated to lie 

in the range 10 - ' to 10' cin2V 1s, which is not unreasonable. Measurements of 

the dependence of I.,., at constant r, on device areas over the range 10 -  '-10 - ' cm2  

have failed to reveal a direct proportionality; 1..... ranges over an order of magnitude 
in the various samples, but this seems to be primarily a random variation. As the 
smallest device examined in this study was about 10 gun in diameter, this suggests 
that the current during the instability is transported through a region of these 
dimensions or less. This is an important observation, as it has been established 
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(Figure 14.13(a)) that conduction in the memory-ON state is localized within a 
filament of l-Am diameter or less. Thus it seems that the localized conduction 
occurring during the current instability may signify the formation of an incipient 
filament and is therefore a precursor to the memory-forming process. Additional 
indirect evidence supporting this view is that the forming delay time versus applied 
voltage relationship can be described by an expression similar to that given in 

(14.10). 
Certain features associated with the current instability are found to occur in 

the analogous crystalline-silicon metal/i-n-p /metal (MISS) devices [10). In partic-

ular, the relationship between tj and V is similar. This suggests that the principles 

on which the theory of operation of the crystalline device is based may be applicable 
here. Although such theories differ somewhat in detail, the central concept is that 

sufficient holes, injected from the forward-biased p-n junction, accumulate to form 

an inversion region at the n-i interface. Buxo (591 demonstrated that the theoretical 

expression for the t,-versus-V relationship, based on the establishment of an inver-
sion layer, is in good agreement with experiment. However, the behavior of the 
amorphous device differs in two important aspects. First, the current decays after 
reaching a maximum value, even when the voltage is maintained. The crystalline 
MISS device remains in its high-conductivity state provided a "holding" voltage is 
present. Second, there exists a voltage-dependent recovery time t,, as described 
earlier and shown in Figure 14.14. This effect has no analog in the crystalline MISS 
device. The current decay may occur as a result of electron-hole recombination 

close to the n-i interface, which will increase the potential barrier to electrons 
tunneling from the metal into the conduction band in the n-layer. This negative 
feedback will decrease the tunneling contribution to the total current; however, 
once the initial conditions are reestablished, the current should again rise, and this 
is not observed experimentally on a time scale of Ms. The recovery effect may be 
the consequence of some longer-term structural change caused by recombination, 

or by Joule heating, as the local power density will be quite high. 

14.2.1.3 Forming 

The forming process does not occur instantaneously when a voltage step or pulse 

is applied to the device. Initially there is a delay time tD during which the device 

current remains essentially constant at the OFF-state value appropriate to the 
voltage across the device. Only after this delay does the current begin to increase, 

and it then rises almost instantaneously to its ON-state value. The forming delay 
time is an extremely sensitive function of the applied forming voltage V,, and 

typical data, obtained at three temperatures, are given in Figure 14.16. The forming 
delay time varies over nearly 10 orders of magnitude, from a few hundred seconds 

at low forming voltages to about 10 ns at high V.. In particular, at a temperature-

dependent critical forming voltage V,, there occurs a virtually discontinuous change 
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fle 14.16 Forming delay time venus voltage height. 

in to. The critical voltages V. indicated in Figure 14.16 are approximately the same 
as the voltages at the points of instability marked by the arrows in Figure 14.9(a); 

V. also corresponds to the forming voltage obtained in experiment with a curve 
tracer operated in ac mode at a frequency of 100 Hz. It can also be seen in Figure 

14.16 that above and below V. the delay time tends to a value that seems to be 
approximately independent of both voltage and temperature; for the particular 

results illustrated, r0  is in the range 101-103  s for V C V. and lies between 10 and 

100 ns for V> K. 
The results plotted in Figure 14.16 for V C V correspond, of course, to 

voltages less than the point of instability indicated in Figure 14.9(a). There does 
appear to be a lower limit to the forming voltage, however; and present results 
indicate that the limiting voltage coincides with the bias at which the I-V charac-

teristics change from their ohmic to nonohmic behavior (Figure 14.9(b)). Several 
experiments have shown that virgin devices fail to switch (form), even if held for 

many hours at a forward bias only slightly below the nonohmic region. In other 
words, forming occurs at any forward bias within the nonohinic region of the I-V 
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characteristics, but at voltages below the point of instability, DD is comparatively 
long. It must also be reemphasized that the device current remains constant at its 
preformed magnitude during the delay time, even when r is 100 s or more. 

Experiments have also been carried out to determine the effects of p'-n-i 
device geometry on the forming voltage V,. It was found that V, increases linearly 

with the thickness d. of the n-layer (541. The charge Q = 5/dr. which flows through 
or into the device during the forming delay time, has also been determined for V, 

> V. In this range the ratio (Qid.) is approximately independent of VF and d. for 
n-layer thicknesses between 0.2 and 0.8 Lm. This could mean that forming occurs 
when a critical volume charge has accumulated in the n-region. 

The current 1-V characteristics in the high-field preswitching region are plotted 

as logcr versus E" in Figure 14.17, showing that the logarithm of conductivity prior 
to forming is proportional to the square root of the applied electrical field. There 
are at least two conduction mechanisms that can give rise to nonohmic behavior 

of this kind: 

The Poole-Frenkel effect, in which the potential barrier for the thermal exci-
tation of trapped electrons into the conduction band is lowered by the applied 

external field; 
The Richardson-Schottky effect, which is associated with the lowering of the 
effective work function (or bather) for charge-carrier emission from a metal 
electrode when an electric field is applied. The lowering is due to combined 
effects of the field and the image force. 

Assuming that the conductivity is bulk limited, the high frequency dielectric 
constant obtained by fitting the experimental data to the Poole-Frenkel model is 
4.7, whereas a value of 12.7 is obtained using the Richardson-Schottky model. 
The dielectric constant for crystalline silicon is about 12, and this value does not 
change very much with frequency. The dielectric constant for amorphous silicon 
is probably similar. It is more likely therefore that the current flow in the high-
field preswitching region (Just prior to forming) is determined by the Richardson-
Schottky effect at the metal/Mayer contact. This conclusion is further supported 
by the observation that the forming voltages are different in devices with different 
metal electrodes but otherwise identical thicknesses, indicating the importance of 
the Schottky barrier in the structure. However, it should be kept in mind that the 

values of E in the above analysis presuppose a uniform field whose magnitude is 
proportional to applied bias. It was shown in Section 14.1.1 that, under certain 

circumstances, conduction in p*-n-i samples in the high-bias regime is spatially 
nonuniform, which suggests that the assumptions made concerning the field within 
the conducting region may become less valid as the bias is increased. The rapid 
rise in conductivity under these conditions, as shown in Figure 14.17, may corre-
spond to the onset of electron tunneling from the metal through the Mayer under 

a very high field. 
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14.2.1 4 Dynnamic Swttching Behavior 

The pnzcpai U features of the pulsed operation of formed a-Si:H p + -n-i devices have 

been t±bd by Owen (5 3 1 and LeCornber [541. A representative diagram from 

an o.ea--c tract of the OFF- ON (WRITE) and the ON — OFF (ERASE) 

transirjots  ama applying a voltage pulse is shown in Figure 14.18. The oscillations 
on these sxttS are caused by ringing effects in the rather poorly matched electrical 

setup. The  msiain points to note are: 

WIn b:bied with a pulse in the forward direction, the device switches from 
OFF tov ON (WRITE), provided the pulse height exceeds the static threshold 

ctgre VJ1v . as defined in Figure 14.11. 

flceS is a delay time in the WRITE operation (Figure 14.18(a)) which is a 
nng rjunctioo of the WRITE pulse magnitude as shown in Figure 14.19. 

-r c4elay times are significantly faster than the delay times reported for 
aiacogenide switches (see for example 112, 141). If the results in Figure 14.19 
are cMwressed in the form id  = t0  exp(-V/Ve) then to = 335 as and V0  = 

4W. SiSimilar results have been obtained for all the specimens investigated 

aboupgh the V. values ranged from about 0.5 to 13V. 
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Provided the pulse is long enough, the ON state is permanent and the pulse 
duration required for switching to a memory state increases as the pulse 

height decreases toward Vm1. In typical cases a permanent ON state is 

obtained with pulse durations of a few tens of nanoseconds and magnitude 

—5V in excess of V 1. 

Similarly, on biasing in the reverse direction with a pulse of height >Vm, the 

device switches from ON -. OFF (ERASE) and again there is a delay time 
of the order of nanoseconds in the response (Figure 14.18(b)). 
Both the OFF and ON states appear to be truly permanent. No detectable 
changes have been observed in devices stored at room temperature, either 

in the OFF or ON state, for a number of years. 

14.21 Analog Memory Effects in s-Si:R Metal-p'-Metal Structures 

More recent experimental results [57. 601 have demonstrated a new metal-p -metal 
amorphous silicon device which, rather than exhibiting a two-state digital operation, 
has a continuum of stable states that are nonvolatile and fully programmable by 
single 10-ns voltage pulses. It has also been suggested that the new analog memory 
devices can be used as nonvolatile and reprogrammable memory elements in analog 
neural networks [61]. In this section we present a summary of the new results 
obtained on nonvolatile analog switching effects in amorphous silicon metal-p -

metal devices and discuss the possible physical mechanisms responsible for the 
phenomena. The samples used for this work were amorphous silicon Cr-p-V thin-
film structures. The p -layer was prepared by RF glow-discharge decomposition 

of Silt containing 10' vppm of B 2H.. Films of 1000A thickness were deposited 
onto Coming glass substrates previously patterned with chromium bottom contacts. 
The p amorphous silicon was then patterned, and an insulating layer was used to 

define an active device area of 10 1cm2 . The metal used for the top contact was 

normally vanadium. However, a number of different metals were also used, and 
their influence on the memory operation will also be described. 

In accordance with our previous results [531, memory devices prepared in 
this way require an initial forming process. This means that the resistance of the 
as-deposited (unformed) device has to be lowered from R-10 1fl to R-101—I'D 

(i.e., the typical value of an ON state). The forming can be achieved by biasing 
the sample with a single voltage pulse (duration 300 as, magnitude —12V) with 
positive polarity applied to the top V contact. The metal-p-metal memory struc-
tures exhibit a forming step that is different from the previously investigated metal-
p-n-i-metal structures [551. The differences are demonstrated in Figure 14.20. In 

the case of metal-p-n-i-metal structures, the resistance suddenly drops from Ji 

—10'°11 (virgin state) to --10'12 after the critical voltage (forming voltage I',) has 
been applied. No change in the virgin resistance occurs when the sample is biased 
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Figure 14.10 (a) Wavcfonns of  single foaming pulse applied to amorphous silicon Cr-p -n-i A] structure 
showing hard forming: IN nvefonns of single pulses of increasing magnitude applied to 
amorphous silicon Cr-p -V stucture showing soft forming (V and I represent voltage 
across device and corresponding device current, respectively). 

with voltages less than VF. This type of forming is termed hard forming. In contrast 
to this, the resistance of the unformed metal-p'-metal structures can be lowered 
gradually by applying voltage levels with progressively increasing magnitudes. In 
this case no sudden change of the current or voltage signal can be detected when 
the sample is biased with a voltage pulse, as seen in Figure 14.20(b). This process 
is called soft forming. Figure 14.21 shows the device resistance as a function of the 
soft-forming voltage (pulse duration = 300 as). On reaching a critical voltage 
(-14V in Figure 14.21) the device resistance suddenly drops from -10fl to —10'-
1O1l. This is the memory-ON state of the device. Once the memory device had 
reached its first (nonvolatile) ON state, all subsequent switching operations were 
performed with 10-100-ns pulses of 1-5V. 

An example of the analog switching effect is shown in Figure 1412(a), where 
the sample resistance is plotted as a function of applied alternating WRITE and 
ERASE pulses (100 ns pulse duration each)- It is important to emphasize the 
polarity dependence of the analog memory behavior. In the case of the WRITE 
pulses, positive polarity is applied to the Cr track (bottom contact), whereas 
ERASE pulses have opposite polarity. The sample was first switched to an ON 
state (R 0  = 2 x 10'17) and then a series of alternating WRITE and ERASE 
pulses were applied. The WRITE pulses were kept at a constant magnitude of 3.4V 
but the ERASE pulses were incremented by 0.05V steps from 1.2 to 3.4V after 
each WRITE pulse. It can be seen from Figure 14.22(a) that the sample resistance 
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Flg.re 1411. Ressance of an amorphous silicon Cr-p-V memory structure as a function of forming 

changes in an analog manner as the magnitude of the ERASE pulse increases, that 

is, the difference between RON and R0,, is a function of the magnitude of the 

ERASE pulses. A voltage range of 4V (ERASE) = 1.6V resulted in a change in 

resistance from 9-2 x 10fl to 9-6 x 10'11. The shaded-area in Figure 14.22(a) 
indicates the reproducibility of the analogue memory switching, i.e., the scattering 
in the resistance during repeated experiments (data from 100 cycles are shown). 
Figure 14.22(b) shows another case where the ERASE pulses were maintained at 

a constant value of V a 3.4V, but the WRITE pulses were incremented from 1.2V 
to 3.4V in O.OSV steps. The value of the OFF-state resistance remained constant 
at —6 x 10'!] that is, it changed back to this constant level from every ON state, 
while the ON-state resistance decreased through a continuum of intermediate states 

over a similar 4V to the ERASE operation. The shaded area in Figure 14.22(b) 

again represents the reproducibilty of the analog switching for 100 complete cycles. 

It is emphasized that the device Will switch between any two resistance states within 

the range from about 1 kfl to 1 M/] by selecting the correct polarity and magnitude 
of the WRITE and ERASE pulses. For all devices with a vanadium top contact, 
the values of At' range from 1.5 to 2.OV for both the WRITE and ERASE oper- 

ations. 
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We have repeated the above experiments on metal-pmetal devices with Cr 
as top metal and observed similar polarity dependent changes in the memory state 
resistance. However, in the WRITE and ERASE experiments, intermediate states 
were found to exist over only a narrow AV of about 0.2V, as shown in Figure 
14.22(c). Therefore, these devices are considered as digital devices. It is important 
to emphasize that both the analog (Figures 14.22(a) and (b)) and digital (Figure 
14.22(c)) memory switching effects are nonvolatile. Devices set to ON or OFF 
states have been monitored for more than two years without any significant change 
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their resistance. Also, operation at temperatures up to 160t shows little change 

in the threshold voltages or device stability. However, it is also found that devices 
with certain top metal contacts, such as Mo and Pd, show a volatile memory-
switching effect. This is illustrated in Figure 14.23, where the current signal through 
the device is continuously monitored at a low voltage level (O.5V). which is below 
the voltage level of the programming pulses. The current signal decays rapidly after 
the end of the programming pulse, indicating that the memory state is volatile. 
The rote of the top metal contact, therefore, has been thoroughly investigated by 
fabricating devices with a range of different top metals but with otherwsie identical 
physical parameters (i.e.; -ICEOA thickness of p'-layer, Cr bottom electrode). 

With the analog switching voltage window 4V as a guide, its value is found sig-

nificantly dependent on the top metallization contact. This is illustrated in Table 

14.2. 

Vfl 	IOns WRITE pulse SOWS 

 

0.5 volt read level 

ions ERASE pulse 

50 	 100 	 150 

TIME (psec) 

Tipre 14.23 Volatile memory  effect in a Cr-p .Me structure. 

It can also be seen that the definition of analog (AV 2t 1V) or digital (!50.511) 

memory switching is somewhat arbitrary, because there is no sharp boundary 
between the two types of operation, that is, they are almost certainly associated 
with the same underlying physical phenomena. However, in the cases of Mo and 
Pd top contacts, a new type of volatile switching effect is observed and in the cases 
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Table 14.2 
Effect of Top Metallization on Switching Behavior 

Mew! SV(V) Switching Characteristics 

Ag, Al <0.! Digital. nonvolatile 

Cr 0.2 Digital. nonvolatile 

Mn, Fe —0.5 Digital. nonvolatile 

Ti - Unstable switching 

Au. Cu - No switching 

W —1.0 Analog, nonvolatile 

V 1.8 Analog, nonvolatile 

Ni, Co 2.0 Analog, nonvolatile 

Mo. Pd 2.0 Analog, volatile 

of Ti, Au, and Cu, no reproducible switching effects can be observed. These results 
suggest that the top metal contact plays a crucial rote in determining the type of 
memory-switching phenomena observed in these devices. Here we will concentrate 
on the p memory devices with vanadium top contact, because these show typical 
nonvolatile analog memory switching. 

The I-V characteristics of analog memory-resistance states were investigated 
systematically, both at room temperature and lower temperatures, and the follow-
ing results were obtained. It was found that all the room temperature current. 
voltage characteristics show a linear-plus-power-law behavior in the various analog 
memory resistance states as shown in Figure 14.24. The I-V curves can be described 
by a simple nonlinear relationship: 

I = civ + C2 V 	 (14.11) 

where C1  and C2  are constants and the exponent it increases with the low bias 
(linear region) resistance according to the relationship it = A + B logR. The 
observed power-law behavior could indicate the possibility of space-charge limited 
conduction at higher bias, although investigation of the thickness dependence has 
shown this to be unlikely. In accordance with the pulsed analog memory switching 
results, a continuous transition of states can be found between the ON (-10'!)) 
and OFF (-100) states. The terms ON and OFF seem to be somewhat arbitrary, 
therefore, and are used in this chapter only for practical reasons. If the curves in 
Figure 14.24 are extrapolated above 1V, they meet in the region of 3 to 4V (he., 
at typical programming levels—see Figures 14.22(a)-14.22(b)). It was also found 
that the exponent it does not depend on the thickness or the diameter of the active 
device but it is primarily determined by the low bias (or linear region) resistance 
of the analog memory state. This indicates that the nature of the electrical con-
duction is quite similar in all memory states. However, repeatedly switching the 
device into the same resistance state need not always result in an identical value 
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FIgure 14.24 I-V characteristics of analog memory states plotted on log-log scale; characteristics are 

symmetrical about origin. 

of the exponent. This appears to indicate that the "same" resistance state can be 
achieved thràugh different conduction paths within the same device. This is con-
sistent with the suggestion that the conduction path (the filament) might have an 
inhomogeneous structure consisting of a small-scale dispersion of metallic-like par-
ticles embedded in an insulating matrix; this structure may provide a variety of 

conduction paths. 
It is possible to extend the range of the I-V characteristics up to the critical 

field where switching occurs using very short, single voltage pulses of varying 
polarities and pulse heights. Figure 14.25 shows the room-temperature "pulsed" 
current-voltage characteristics of an analog V-p*Cr memory device. These char-
acteristics were obtained using 400-ns pulses of progressively increasing magnitude 
and of both polarities. The 400-ns pulse length is long enough to observe a plateau 
in the pulse signal (i.e.. RC effects are avoided). Positive polarity means that the 
Cr bottom contact is more positive than the top contact. Starting from a 9.5 x 10 
B OFF state (measured at 0.5 V. curve (a) in Figure 14.25), the onset of the strong 
nonlinear rise in the current occurs at about + 1.1V. Curve (a) is reproducible in 
that it can be repeated many times without a change in the device resistance, up 

to a voltage level of about + 1.7V. Further increase in the voltage height will result 
in a permanent decrease in the device resistance and, consequently, a change in 
the characteristics. The decrease of resistance is determined by the magnitude of 

the maximum voltage applied. 
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Filtom 14.2$ Pulsed I-V chaiactcristia o( Cr-p-V analog structure. 

Curve (b) represents a memory-ON state (R = 5.6 x 100 at 0.5V) of the 

device. Curve (b) is reproducible up to a voltage level of —5V if positive polarity 
is applied. Further increase in voltage might destroy the device. However, if a 
negative voltage is applied to the same ON state (curve (c)). an ERASE process 
is observed at voltage levels greater than about 1.7V. On the other hand, if an 
OFF state (R = 9 x 1Q1]) is negatively biased (curve (d)), no change in the OFF-
state resistance can be observed up to a voltage of about —5V. The apparent 
polarity dependence suggests that the analog memory switching is not determined 
simply by the magnitude of the applied power or energy. This is further supported 
by a comparison of individual switching transients with opposite polarity. Figure 

14.26 shows the waveforms of a single WRITE pulse (a) from OFF (R = 2 x 
IIY!)) to ON (R = 3.8 x 1012) and of an ERASE pulse (b) from OFF (K = 2 
x tD'fl) to a slightly higher OFF state (K = 2.4 x 1011). In the second case there 
is no change in the memory state resistance although similar voltage and current 
levels are applied. The calculated total charge flowing through the sample is also 

similar: Qw 
= 8.53 x lOtt for the WRITE and Qt = 7.24 x 10C for the 

ERASE pulse. 
These measurements suggest that the memory-state resistance is determined 

by a combination of applied voltage level and appropriate polarity. On the other 
hand, the fact that the memory resistance is not determined by the applied power 
or energy suggests that the memory switching does not depend significantly on the 
internal temperature of the device. Figure 14.27(a) shows a switching transient of 
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Figure 141 Waveforms of single-pulse memory switching: (a) OFF-.ON transient; (b) ON-'OFF 
transient .  
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Ftpn 14.27 Waveform  of single-pulse memory switching: (a) ERASE transient at K; (b) ERASE 

transient at 4.2K. 
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an ERASE pulse at 300K, where the device resistance is changed from RON = 

3 x 1&'J? to R0,, = 6 x 10512• Figure 14.27(b) shows a similar ERASE transient 

at much tower temperature (42K) where the device resistance has also changed 

from R0,., = 3 x 10Q to Rc,,f = 6 x 105fl. It can be seen that despite the large 

temperature difference, the current level and the threshold voltage required to 
achieve the same ERASE process as at room temperature increase by less than a 
factor of two. It should also be emphasized that the device continues to operate 
even at liquid helium temperatures. The analog switching effect is still observed 
at 4.2K without significant changes either in the threshold voltage or the current 

level. This suggests that the electrical conduction and memory phenomena are 
possibly connected to a temperature-independent physical process, which we pro-
pose may be associated with tunneling, for example, or with conduction through 
a channel of very small dimensions in which metallic-like inhomogeneities are 

distributed. 

14.2.2.1 Low-Temperature Quantization Effects in a-Si:H Structures 

The behavior proposed in the previous section is supported by recent results 
obtained during investigations of the low temperature conductivity of the analog 

memory states 1611, 1621. Typical 1-V characteristics of a formed memory-ON state 

at 4.2K are shown in Figure 14.28(a). In the voltage region from 0 to 0.36V, the 

current around zero bias is of the order of —10'A but increases to —10 6A at 

voltages approaching 0.3V (i.e., a strong nonlinear behavior is found). It is impor-

tant to emphasize that the room-temperature 1-V characteristics of the memory-
ON state are linear. The observed large increase in the resistance around zero bias 
is shown in the inset to Figure 14.28(a) and is consistent with tunneling conduction 
between metallic particles embedded in an insulating matrix 1631. Further exper-

imental evidence for tunneling conduction comes from the temperature dependence 
of the device current at low bias voltages. In this regime. V is smaller than the 

tunneling barrier 0 and the conduction is associated with field-assisted tunneling. 
The approximate form of the current density/voltage characteristics is 1631: 

	

3 x 10-'d2T1 	
(14.12) AV, T)= AV,  O)(1+ 	

/ 

where d is in Angstrom units, # is in electronvolts and T is in Kelvin. The exper-

imentally observed V dependence is consistent with d = 50A and 40 = 1 eV. 

At 0.36V, a current jump occurs and the resistance of the sample is lowered 
to the order of a few kfl. After the first current jump at 0.36V, further current 
steps can be observed at 0.47, 0.53. and 0.70V (curve A, Figure 14.28(a)). At 

0.36V (henceforth called the critical voltage V0) there is thus a dramatic change 
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Apr. 143$ (a) I.Vcharactcristia at 4.2K with (curve B) and without (curve A) magnetic field (curve 
B is displaced venially for clarity, with (inset) resistance-voltage characteristics at 4.2K 
showing zero bias anomaly); (b) I-V characteristics at 4.2K showing hysteresis observed 
on first increasing, then decreasing voltage. 

in the behavior of the sample. At voltages lower than Vt,, no discontinuities are 
observed but at voltages higher than V,, the resistance is lowered and the current 
increases in discrete steps. The current-voltage characteristics are symmetrical (i.e., 
the same behavior is observed for the opposite polarity. Curve B in Figure 14.28(a) 
depicts the i-V characteristics of the same sample under the influence of a 8 = 
0.2 T magnetic field. The curve has been displaced by 50 1LA in the current scale 
for clarity. The direction of the magnetic field is 30° with respect to the conducting 
channel (the filament). Additional steps can be observed at 0.34, 0.42, 0.5, 0.59, 
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and 0.79V together with the steps observed in the zero magnetic field case (curve 
A). The effect of the magnetic field is reversible, and if the field is removed the 

I-V characteristics revert to the zero magnetic field case. A number oft-V char-

acteristics have been obtained in which sharp and well-defined steps can be observed 
at 4.2K. However, it should be pointed out that the position of the observed steps 
is dependent on the direction of the voltage sweep (i.e., some hysteresis is observed 

as illustrated in Figure 14.28(b)). 
The critical voltage V i,, at which the first current jump is observed and the 

magnitude of the first current jump are dependent on the resistance of the memory-

ON-state investigated. Figure 14.29 shows the effect of changing the memory-ON-
state resistance on the observed resistance steps. Resistance (in kfl) is plotted on 
the right hand vertical axis; on the left, resistance is plotted in the dimensionless 

quantized units of (h12e). The critical voltage and the magnitude of the first jump 

increase with increasing resistance (Rd > L > Rb > Rj, but after the first jump 

the characteristics are rather similar, suggesting a similar conduction mechanism 
at higher voltages. The first jump appears to be associated with the formation of 
a highly conducting path within the structure whose characteristics are independent 
of the low-bias behavior (i.e., of the different memory states). Therefore, we 
propose that the first large current step (at 0.36V) is associated with the formation 
of a narrow, highly conducting channel that significantly lowers the resistance of 
the sample. With further increase in the applied voltage the resistance is lowered 
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in steps, corresponding to quantized resistance values R = htZ& where i is an 

integer. In the voltage range from 0.36 to 0.8V, there are four steps, with i being 

2. 3, 4, and 5. These correspond to the observed current rises in curve A. Figure 
14.28(a). Higher voltages have not been applied to the sample because this could 
change the resistance of the particular memory state. If a magnetic field is now 
applied to the sample, further quantization of resistance is observed at values K 

= h/2(i + 112)é. This is illustrated in Figure 14.30(b), in which the data correspond 
to curve B in Figure 14.28(a). It can be seen that extra steps in the resistance occur 
at  = 2.5, 3.5. 4.5, and 5.5. The effect of temperature is illustrated in Figure 14.31. 
The curves have been shifted along the current axis for clarity. The observed current 
steps gradually decrease with increasing temperature, finally disappearing at the 
remarkably high temperature of 190K. In our more recent work [641, using samples 
that have undergone a further conditioning step, similar quantization effects have 
been observed at temperatures up to 400K. 

Voltag. M 	 V_ ( 
Figure 14.30 (a) Resistance versus voltage at 4.2K with no magnetic field (dashed line indicates idealized 

contribution from ballistic transport diannel); (b) resistance venus voltage at 4.21K with 
0.2.T magnetic field. 

In analyzing the main results of this work, two important facts should be 
emphasized. First, the observation of quantized electron transport provides a vital 
clue to the structure of the analog memory element. Second, the programmability 
of the analog memory provides information about the possible mechanism of the 
switching process itself. The analog memory effect in amorphous silicon metal-ps- 
metal structures can only be observed if the sample is subjected to an initial forming 
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Apre 14.31 I-V characteristics at function of temperature (curves dpbced vertically for Clarity). 

process. The forming process is characterized not only by the breakdown of the 
high-resistance state of the structure but, more importantly, by the presence of a 
positive feedback mechanism that provides a low-resistance ON state so that the 
breakdown is nondestructive and repetitive switching is possible. Furthermore, the 
experimental results suggest a strong influence of the choice of the top metal 
contacts (summarized in Table 14.2) on the type of memory switching observed 
(digital or analog switching) and on the success of obtaining stable and reproducible 
switching. These results are in good accordance with the previous observations [651 
that the first switching event (forming) causes a local structural modification of the 
p amorphous silicon layer, producing a highly conducting filament that does not 
revert to the original amorphous material when the device is switched OFF. Alter 
the forming process, the p devices usually exhibit a lower OFF resistance than 
the unformed device resistance, in contrast to our original data for p-n-i devices 

1551. The temperature dependence of the conductivity is also greatly reduced by 

the forming process. The area independence of R0 (Figure 14.15) suggests local-

ized electrical conduction after forming. These results, together with the newly 
observed quantized electron transport phenomena (Figures 14.28-14.31), provide 
strong experimental evidence that the forming process creates a filamentary region 
consisting of a new material whose properties have changed significantly compared 
to those of the unformed original material. It is feasible that the high fields and 
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current densities present during forming result in high temperatures developing 
locally, which could lead to enhanced diffusion of metallic particles from the elec-
trode into the thin amorphous film. Such a region would become the preferred 

current path carrying the electron current in the ON state. The I-V characteristics 

in the ON state (Figure 14.10) suggest that any material rearrangement within the 
filament ocurs so as to destroy the rectifying properties of the original metal-p '  

Schottky contact at room temperature; it should also be noted that this is the case 

even in a typical OFF state. 
Lowering the temperature of the memory device reveals further information 

about the possible structure. The low-temperature I-V characteristics (Figure 

14.28(a)) show that we have observed a zero-bias anomaly and quantized resistance 

in the ON state of amorphous silicon Cr-p* -v structures. The phenomenon of 

quantized electron transport is usually observed in the case where the mean free 
path of the electron A is larger than the length of the conducting channel, resulting 
in ballistic conduction (66. 671. The usual approach to the fabrication of devices 
based on ballistic conduction is to use a very high mobility material (usually high-
purity GaAs). where the mobility can reach values in the order of —10' cm 2V 's 

leading to the values of electron mean free path: 

A - 	- e (3kT&)"2  - I pm 	 (14.13) 

where ,r is the momentum relaxation time, Y&  is the thermal velocity, Tis the lattice 

temperature, sn is the effective mass of the electron, q is the electronic charge 

and k is the Boltnnann's constant. For the above estimate, n — 0.068 m (m. is 

the free electron mass) has been used in the case of GaAs. The value of A - I gun 
is certainly longer than the device dimensions that can be achieved by modern 
subinicron technology- The structure in which ballistic transport is most widely 
investigated is a GaAs-AIGaA5 heterojunction with a split gate field-effect transistor 

(FET) configuration, usually less than 0.5 p.m in length. with a gap of about 0.7 
an (65. 661. As the voltage on the gate is made increasingly negative, the width 

of the conducting channel decreases and becomes sufficiently small that one-dimen-
sional quantization occurs as the channel width becomes comparable to the electron 
wavelength. This is sufficiently short that electrons may pass through the conducting 
channel without appreciable scattering. Our structure is quite different and one 
possible mechanism that would explain the quantized transport in amorphous silicon 

structures is outlined below. The observed i-V characteristics at low temperatures 

show two distinct regimes, as shown in Figures 14.28-14.31. Below the critical 

voltage V,.. the curves are nonlinear but there are no discontinuities; however, 

above V. sudden jumps in current are observed associated with quantized resis-
tance. These observations suggest that the current flow below and above V. is 
determined by different mechanisms. 
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The 1-V characteristics below Vt,. (see inset. Figure 14.28(a)) suggest that the 

filament has a relatively large resistance around zero bias (i.e., a barrier for electron 
now exists). The observed zero-bias anomaly is consistent with tunneling conduc-
tion between metallic particles embedded in an insulating matrix (631. Below Va the 

I-V characteristics show a continuous but strongly nonlinear behavior due to the 

creation of free carriers by the high electric field across the sinail tunneling distance. 
In such a system the creation of free carriers is an activated process related to the 
increase in the electrostatic potential of a particle when a free electron is added 
to it. The activation energy can be provided entirely by thermal energy, hence the 

effect diminishes at higher temperatures; 01, in the presence of an applied field, 

part or all of it can be provided by the field itself. Experimentally, a T2  dependence 

of the current at a constant voltage (less than V,7) is observed in good accordance 

with the assumption that the electron transport is dominated by field-activated 
tunneling processes in this region. Figure 14.32 illustrates an idealized model having 
a single permanent inclusion extending from the top contact, with a narrow channel 
connecting it to the bottom contact. The evidence 1551 is that the overall diameter 

at the top contact is less than 0.5 p.m. The length of the channel must be consistent 

with tunneling. With increasing applied voltage, the tunneling current increases 

exponentially. The sudden increase in current at V implies that the tunneling 

a-SW-i - -t:.__ channel 

2 

flpre 14.32 Schematic desctiption of filament showing proposed metallic indusion and ooe-dimen-

uional conducting channel. 
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barrier effectively breaks down. This is not a destructive effect, however, as the 
process is completely reversible and no material changes ensue. 

At present we have no firm explanation for the steps in the current above 

Vs,, which we have associated with quantized resistance. Experiments on other 
one- and two-dimensional systems show electrical properties that are associated 
with quantized resistance, but these are only observed at very low temperatures. 
For example. in a two-dimensional electron gas [66], the quantum Hall effect is 

related to and in a one-dimensional electron gas [67. 681 in the ballistic regime, 

resistance is quantized in terms of h126. However, it is not expected that quantized 

resistance states associated with ballistic transport should be observed when, as in 
the present case, the applied voltage is much greater than kT—if, for example, all 

the applied voltage were to appear across the critical part of the structure, the 
equivalent temperature would be in excess of 1000K. We have suggested elsewhere 
[64] that the quantized phenomena might be related to electrical transport through 
a quantum point contact. Assuming that the inclusion of modified material created 
during forming has a tapered shape (Figure 14.32), the resulting current flow could 
be restricted to a very localized area. The device resistance could thus be determined 
by the contact area where the tip of the modified region and the lower metal 
electrode are in close proximity. At such distances the resistance might be associated 
with either a single atom or a small number of contact atoms [69]. It has been 
shown theoretically [70] that the resistance associated with a single contact atom 

reaches saturation with a minimum value given by R = &2e, provided that no 

elastic deformation occurs. This is the constriction resistance (= 129060) associated 
with an ideal conduction channel. It should be noted that this quantized resistance 
value is predicted assuming current flow through a single atomic orbital only. If 
more orbitals (conduction paths) are involved, these would reduce the quantized 
resistance value in integer steps according to the number of paths involved. Exper-
imental results from a scanning tunneling microscope (STh) using an If tip showed 

a resistance jump to a value R - 4 x IOYI at close contact, rather larger than was 
predicted theoretically [71]. In this experiment the tunneling current is recorded 

as a function of distance D, from the conducting surface. The jump occurs at the 
transition from the tunneling to the one-atom point contact regime in the MM. 

Our measurements show that the resistance of conditioned a-Si:H sandwich 
structures can be quantized under some circumstances. The voltages at which this 
occurs correspond to energies that are greatly in excess of the thermal energy kT. 
Furthermore, the quantized resistance values reflected in the I-V characteristics do 

not involve all possible integer or half integer values. For these reasons we believe 
that existing theories of quantized resistance associated with ballistic transport are 
not applicable to our structure. However, the results obtained so far do not appear 
incompatible with current flow through atomic scale point contacts, and it is possible 
that this could explain the room temperature quantization observed. The most 
important feature of the observed quantized behavior is that it can be observed 
up to —400K, much higher than previously reported. 
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The model outlined above describes one possible mechanism for the quantized 
electron transport and provides important information about the structure of the 
filament, but as it stands it does not explain the memory switching. The most 
important difference between the two phenomena lies in the fact that the quantized 
electron transport observed in memory devices is seen at applied voltage levels 
lower than —1V. that is, at voltage levels where no memory switching would be 
expected to occur. The observed quantized jumps in the device resistance are 
threshold-switching type: if the voltage is lowered, the sample resistance reverts 
to the original low-bias case and there is no permanent change in the 1-V char-

acteristics of the device. On the other hand, memory switching occurs at voltage 

levels from —1.5 to --4V, resulting in a permanent change in the 1-V characteristics 

of the device (i.e., a different resistance state of the memory). 

14.2 .2.2 Models for Memory Switching 

Some of the possible mechanisms that might explain the memory-switching behavior 

are discussed below. 

Thermal Models 

The thermal models [26. 291 used to explain the behavior of the amorphous chal-
cogenide memories might appear to offer a basis for explaining the a-Si:H switching 
process. In the chalcogenide memories the ON state is associated with a filament 
of crystalline material that is formed after sufficient power has been applied to the 
layer to melt a small area of the material. Switching OFF is achieved by burning 
out this filament using a number of relatively short high-power pulses and allowing 
rapid quenching to reform the highly resistive amorphous phase. However, there 
are a number of important differences between the amorphous silicon and the 

chalcogenide memories: 
It has been established that the a-Si:H memories do not form or WRITE at 
constant power; in general, forming occurs at much lower energy (<10' J) 

than in the chalcogenides (10'-10 fl. 
The forming. WRITE, and ERASE operations for the a-Si:H memories are 

generally polarity dependent. 
No rise in the temperature of the a-Si:H specimens can be observed prior to 

switching. 
The a-Si:H WRITE and ERASE times are many orders of magnitude shorter 

than those for the chalcogenides (e.g., 10. 1  s for the WRITE operation 

compared with 10 - 's). 

It is thus unlikely that the crystalline/amorphous thermal model is applicable 

to a-Si:H memories. 	 - 
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Models Based on Trapped Space Charge 

In many respects the behavior of the a-Si:H layers appears to be closely related 
to that of crystalline-silicon MISS structures in that both show fast polarity-depen-
dent switching, both show current instabilities, and both have high conductance 
states associated with current filaments. However, the crystalline MISS structures 
are threshold switches that always revert to the OFF state when the power is 
removed, whereas the a-Si:H structures have the additional feature (and com-
plexity) of nonvolatile memory behavior. It is nonetheless possible that the initiation 
of memory switching in the amorphous silicon devices is closely related to the 
mechanism proposed to explain threshold switching in crystalline MISS structures. 
Essentially two models have been used to explain MISS behavior 1101. These are 

generally referred to as the "punch-through" and "avalanche" modes, and both 
mechanisms require that high fields be developed across space-charge barriers in 
the films. In addition, in both models the low-impedance (ON) state is produced 
by injected charge, causing inversion of the Si at the Si/insulator interface. It is 
tempting to suggest that the "permanent" memory of the a-Si:H layers may be 
produced by a similar mechanism in which the charge is trapped in deep gap states 
at the insulator semiconductor interface for which the probability of release is very 
small. However, the a-Si:H devices retain their ON-state memory conductance 
without any observable change for at least 1 year at room temperature and at least 

24 hours at 95°C. 
Using thermal release rates from deep midgap states of energy E. as a measure 

of the persistance of the trapped space charge, the average thermal release time 
(x exp[ - (E, - E,)/kTJ) indicates that the capture cross section of these centers 

would have to be less than 10 - " cm in order to agree with the experimental data. 
Although extremely small, such values would be consistent with Coulomb repulsive 
centers identified in crystalline materials. However, the problem is that recombi-
nation of the trapped charge distribution through tunneling or diffusion may well 
invalidate the above estimate by leading to a much faster decay of any trapped 
space charge distribution. All that can be said at present is that a model in which 
the observed memory is associated with a trapped space charge cannot be excluded, 
but in view of the remarkable nonvolatility of the memory states, it is unlikely to 
be the basis of anything more than a partial explanation. 

Hydrogen Motion in a-Si:H 

It is known that significant amounts of hydrogen are incorporated in the random 
network of the a-Si:H layer. The possibility exists, therefore, that memory switching 
may be associated with some atomic motion of hydrogen in the material. For 
instance, it has been reported that in n-type crystalline-silicon-Cr Schottky barrier 
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structures, hydrogen plays an important role in lowering the contact barrier (741. 
Also, the polarity dependence of the threshold voltages for the a-Si:H memories 
could be understood on the basis of field-assisted diffusion. 

Tunneling Method 

One possible explanation for the quantized electron transport and the zero-bias 
anomaly observed at lower temperatures is that tunneling processes are involved 
and hence must be taken into account when suggesting a model for memory switch-
ing. In order to explain the different and permanent resistance states, the model 
should embody the following features: 

Changes in the conductivity of the whole filament; 
Local changes in conductivity at a certain point(s) in the filament; 
Changes in the filament, geometry. 

Thermal models would presumably require an avenge energy for switching 
of an order similar to that established for forming, but is has been found that ON 
-. OFF -. ON switching can be achieved using single-pulse energies of —iO' °  .1 

(Figure 14.26). In addition, if it is assumed that the filament is homogeneous, there 
is no obvious way of introducing a polarity dependence. However, if there are 
inhomogeneities in the filament it may be possible to substantially increase the 
local energy density and field strength. Consider, for example, a simple one-dimen-
sional filament consisting of alternating regions of material A and B. The observed 
resistance of the filament will depend on the relative contributions to the filament 
resistance of A and B type material, that is, if R, C RA, the properties of the A 

type will be observed, and if R. C R5 , the properties of the type B material will 
be observed. If highly conducting regions are separated by small gaps, it is also 
necessary to consider the possibility of inter-island tunneling. In order to establish 

such a model, a more detailed description of regions A and B would have to be 

included, for example: 

Region A is metallic or a degenerately doped material whose conribution to 

the filament is fixed and nA # f(V) where V is the applied voltage and or is 

the conductivity. 
Region B is a gap between A-type material that can be sufficiently small to 
allow significant tunneling to occur; a is some function of the voltage. 

In the ON state, R1 C RA and the measured conduction properties of the 

filament are those corresponding to material A, namely, ohmic I-V characteristic 

and small thermal activation. In the OFF state, RA C R8  and the conduction 

properties are governed by the behavior of the tunneling regions. The current 
density in such a one-dimensional system is governed by (1) the applied bias V. 
(2) the barrier thickness 4, (3) the barrier average height 0 and asymmetry A'P, 
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(4) the density of states g(E) in the metallic regions. and (5) the occupation of 

g(E) (i.e., the temperature dependence). 
In this case, the functional form of the current density I versus voltage V at 

different temperatures I(V, T) can be obtained under two limiting conditions. 

First: 

V 'c G, and AG 'c 'D, constant T 

In this case the transmission probability P = c exp(—d4 0) may be treated as a 

constant for electrons new the Fermi energy E. Provided that g(E) variations 

near E, are small, I will increase linearly with V as more empty states become 
accessible in metallic region A (i.e., conduction is approximately ohmic and sym-

metric). This is consistent with the experimental data shown in Figure 14.12. Second: 

V C 'P, and the temperature is varied 

In this case P is essentially independent of T because usually kT - 10eV. Thus 

only a few electrons are promoted thermally to levels where P is significantly larger 

than at EF. The approximate form of thermal i-v characteristics in this regime is 

as given in Equation (14.12). 
How might switching be achieved in terms of the tunneling model? The low-

bias isothermal resistance of region 8-like parts of the filament is determined by 
geometric factors (included in constant c) and the transmission probability. There- 

fore one obtains: 

I = cvexp(—d'r) 	 (14.14) 

or 

R = c exp(d'V") 
..' 	 (14 15) 

The exponent is almost numerically correct if d is in A and 4' is in eV. Taking 

d = SOA and G - leV, then R cexp(5O) and increasing dbY5A gives Rz = 

exp(55) (i.e., R has increased by about a factor of 150). An equivalent increase 
in resistance isobtained by keeping d constant and increasing 0 1mm 1eVto 1.2eV. 
Changes in the tunnel barrier width on an atomic scale, or sinaI) (20%) changes 
in barrier height, could therefore account for the presence of switching. It Is not 
dear, however, how these could occur in a manner that would explain the systematic 
dependence of device resistance on the magnitude and polarity of the switching 
voltages as shown, for example, by the data in Figures 14.22(a) and 1422(b). ;  

Finally we should note that in this model the cross section of the conducting 
channel is considered to be constant. The possibility exists that memory switching 



might be associated with some permanent change to the cross section of the con-
ducting channel (i.e., the high currents involved might cause small-scale material 

rearrangements). 
In summary, we can say that, based on the available experimental evidence, 

it is possible that memory switching in the amorphous silicon metal-p*-metal struc-
tures might be associated with a tunneling barrier within a permanent filament 
produced by the forming process. A change in the particle size or spatial distribution 
as a result of localized heating or high-field effects could explain the differences 
between high- and low-resistance states. However, the high switching speeds (-10 
ns) and the insensitivity of switching to temperature suggest that large-scale struc-
tural changes are unlikely. It is possible though, that a structure might arise with 
small variations at a 'weak link" in the filament that could product the observed 
changes in a short time. As tunneling is a quantum mechanical effect, the nano-
second time scale for the switching is feasible. 

Finally we emphasize that the effect has been observed in what is initially a 
metal-amorphous semiconductor structure. It is not known with any certainty what 
effect the forming process has on the structure of the conducting channel, but the 
observed quantized behavior suggests the importance of the very small dimensions 
of the conducting channel rather than other physical parameters. The significance 
of using amorphous silicon sandwich structures lies in the forming process, that is, 
in the process that allows the fabrication of such small structures. The strong 
influence of the metal contact on the observed memory switching behavior indicates 
the importance of alloying during the forming process. It has been reported, for 
example, that solid-phase amorphization or glass formation occurs in V-Si reactions 
induced by rapid thermal annealing (i.e., at conditions similar to forming) but does 
not occur in Co-Si and Cr-Si 1751. Therefore, the presence of a very small tunneling 
conduction path in amorphous silicon V-p + -Cr structures might be due to a new 
type of solid-phase reaction, induced by forming, that creates a homogeneous 
(possibly amorphous) V-Si silicide. 

14.3 CONCLUSION 

Research into electronic twitching in amorphous semiconductor thin films has a 
long history, with several distinct stages involved. Early work was concentrated on 
chalcogenide thin-film devices in which the basic switching took place between 
highly conducting ON and highly resistive OFF states (that is, an essentially digital 
mode of operation was involved). Memory switching in chalcogenide glasses is 
based on a crystalline/amorphous ,  phase transition, whereas threshold switching in 
these glasses can be described by purely electronic mechanisms for films Si pin 
thick or by electrothermal considerations for film thickness from I to 10 pm. 

More recent observations on amorphous silicon thin-film structures, have 
shown that, in contrast to chalcogenide thin films, these devices can exhibit an 
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analog behavior under certain conditions. This analog switching mechanism appears 
to be associated with interatomic processes such as tunneling, and, as a conse-

quence, is significantly faster than switching in chalcogenide glasses. 
Finally, our most recent results have demonstrated that in certain a-Si memory 

structures, quantized electron transport phenomena occur. These results are most 
surprising considering the magnitude of the effect and the high temperatures 
involved and appear to be a consequence of the extremely small (atomic scale) 

dimensions of the structures involved. - 
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SYMBOLS 

Symbol Description 

B Magnetic field strength 
d Layer thickness 
d. n-layer thickness 
di  Phase boundary diameter of phase transition 
e Electronic charge 
£ Electric field (Vcnr') 

Critical field for switching 
Fermi energy 
Energy 

j. Recombination current density 
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Symbol Description 

I Current density 
k Boltzmann's constant 
g(E) Density of states (DOS) 

GOFF OFF-state conductance 

G. Gradient of phase boundary diameter 

'H Critical holding current 

I. Steady current 
1. Maximum current 
mo Electron-effective mass 

 Free electron mass 
 Average number of phonons of frequency & 

PRMS RMS power 

P Transmission probability 
P. Intercept of phase boundary diameter 

qiw  Injected charge 

Q Charge 

ROFF OFF-state resistance 

RON ON-state resistance 

14 Switching delay time 

low WRITE delay time 

'DE ERASE delay time 

T Temperature 

Td Electron temperature 

V. Critical forming voltage 

V, Critical voltage 

VF Forming voltage 

VH Holding voltage 

Vm Threshold voltage 

VTW Forward bias threshold voltage 
Reverse bias threshold voltage 

4p/p(B) Transverse magnetoresistance 

AV Voltage window for analogue memory programming 

a Conductivity 
A Electron mean free path 

Mobility 
ir Tunneling barrier height 

Relaxation time 

TO Forming delay time 
Mean time between electron-lattice collisions 

W Frequency 

D Resistance 
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ACRONYMS 

CCNDR Current-controlled NDR 

CFO Cohen-Fritsche-Ovshiflsky 

FET Field-effect transistor 

I-V Current-voltage 

MISS Metal/i-n-p /metal 

NDR Negative differential resistance 

TONC Transient ON characteristics 

VCNDR Voltage-controlled NDR 
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ASPECTS OF NON-VOLATILITY IN a.Si:H MEMORY DEVICES. 
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Dept. Applied Physics and Electronic & Manufacturing Engineering. University of 
Dundee, Dundee, DDI 4HN, Scodand, U.K. 
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ABSTRACr. 

a-Si:Hp-n-idevices, after aonce only forming process, switch between rwodistinct states, 
both of which are memory states, and are electrically programmable with pulses in the 
nanosecond range with at least a! million cycle endurance. They are known to be non-volatile 
memory states which persist for long periods. This papa examines the nature of this 
non-volatility by looking at the effects of time, temperature, bias and radiation. It is found that 
these digital memory stares persist with no change in state for at least four years under zero bias, 
and that they can withstand high temperatures both under bias and at zero bin This and a 
resistance to radiation and a space environment shows that a mechanism of charge storage is 
unlikely and that they may have applications in hostile environments. The mason for such 
stability is unclear, but may be associated with the incorporation and distribution of metal in 
the filamentary region. 

L 	,fIT51 

Aftera once only 'forming' operation. amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) p'-n-i memories become 
fast, polarity dependent two terminal devices that operate by filamentary conduction [I), the 
current being confined to a small region of the device of a diameter less than 03pzn. Single 
layer devices of p a-SiH also operate in this way, and with particular metallisation can operate 
as analogue devices [2,3). A high field pulse of 300 ns duration results in the ON state of -3kQ, 
This state and the OFF stare of -IMO arc retained under zero bias conditions for long periods. 
The persistance of this retained memory state under different conditions should help elucidate 
the conduction mechanism in the a-SiR memories. Many conventional memory devices operate 
by means of charge storage, and at first sight it is tempting to suggest that this may also be the 
case in the present devices. Furthermore, because of the metastable nature of a-Sdl, intrinsic 
defects may also play some r&e. A number of tests have been carried out to 'wess' the devices 
in various ways to see if either of these mechanisms may apply. The results hwtin& that the 
devices operate under extremes of conditions without loss of pafotmance and that neither 
trapped charge or known intrinsic defects can account for the memory storage. 

The a-Skit samples were of either a p-n-i or a p" configuration and were sandwiched 
between two metal electrodes. The a-Si:H was deposited by the R.F. glow discharge 
decomposition of SIR4  onto pee-patterned chromium (Cr) elecuodes on CorninglO59 glass. The 
p single layers were deposited hun a lO vppm B,R mixture in SiR.1  to a thickness of 0. 1pm 
and fabricated as described in previous work (2) into pore uctures with at defined area 
generally of 10' mm' although for some experiments different size areas were also used. The 
experimental methods used for each stressing test are described in the text under that heading. 
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A number of Mjp-n-i/M 2  devices alter forming were switched and checked for good 
memory action, and left in different memory states under zero bias conditions. Devices had 
either chromium (Cr) or aluminium (Al) top metal (M 2 ) contacts and were bonded using 
conducting silver paste. The resistance states were periodically monitored by connecting then, 
into circuit and setting the appropriate READ conditions (O.5V), This READ level is 
sub-threshold and does not perturb the memory state. To check that the devices still operate 
alter an elapsed time, a number of devices on the saute substrate were selected for memory 
switching tests (threshold values and conductance ratio). Fig. I shows the resistance of an Ot 
and OFF state device over a four year period. These are twodifferent devices from one substrate 
where the resistance values were measured at 0.5 V and recorded. The results are typical of all 
thosedevices monitored overa periodof fouryears. There is little deviation from the programmed 
ON- and OFF-states after four years under zero bias conditions. This long retention time makes 
these devices attractive for a number of applications. 
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Fig.1 Persistance of memory ON and OFF states. 

The characteristics of the a-Si:H devices are dependent largely on the top metal contact. 
The ON state resistance is independent of device area for all metals and silicon configurations 
used. However, the OFF state is markedly different for different top metals iSt This is 
summarised in Fig. 2 for a number of formed and unformed devices of various areas. Only for 
early devices with Al as the top contact does the OFF state resistance scale inversely with device 
area, switching back wits unformed value of resistance, indicating that conduction takes place 
throughout the bulk of the device, and that conduction here is no longer confined to a filamentary 
region. Devices that have Cr or vanadium (V) as the top contact, switch to an area independent 
OFF state of about 1MO, su;gesting that all memory action takes place within the filament. 
Both types of device (p and p -n-i)have a range of intermediate resistance states that are voltage 
addressable [2]. 

3.2 Effects of Temperature. 

For devices where memory storage is by charge trapping, the effects of temperature can 
be quite significant and provide information on the nature of the trapping centres. Also it is 

known 141 that in a-Si:H, biasing and annealing effects can alter the distribution of electronic 
states leading to changes in conductivity, the values being frozen in by rapid cooling. These 
defect states are annealed out at characteristic temperatures of 150 °C for n-type and 95'C for 
p-type a-Si:H. If changes in these density of states are responsible for memory action in the 
a-Si:H devices, then the ON and OFF states of these devices should be sensitive to changes in 

temperature. 	 - 
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Fig.2 Unformed, OFF and ON state resistance 

as a function of area. 

In addition to this, emission time experiments using DLTS [5] have been used used to 
study current induced metastable defect annealing and creation in a-Si±l. The charge on the 
metastable defect (MSD) is determined by the injected charge, and the MSD and MSD have 
a bather to creation of >1 eV. The activation energy for annealing the hole tap defect is up to 
1.8 eV, making this an attractive candidate for memory action. These MSDs have been associated 
with dangling bond formation (as e.g. D,D°). If the memory action is associated with defects 
of this type, then holding devices at lóOt under applied bias should show a thermal release 

time of tens of minutes. 

Experiments have been carried out to examine the effects of temperature on the  memory 
devices under different biasing conditions. A number of memory devices (both p-n-i and p) 
were bonded and mounted in a vacuum holder and connected to a computerised monitoring 
system. A temperature controller was used to set the desired temperature and an electrometer 
was used to measure the current through the device for various sub-threshold bias conditions of 
±0.5 V and ±1 V. The devices were heated using a slow temperature ramp to a temperature of 
180°Cand held at that temperature for 8 hours. TheON state resistance was found tobe practically 
temperature independent from room temperature to 180 °C, and after 8 hours at 180 °C no change 
in resistance was observed. Devices in the ON state have retained their memory state for up to 

120 hours at 180 °C with no significant change in the ON state resistance. If the devices are then 
switched there is no obvious degradation in memory performance. The OFF state also shows 
little change in resistance value when heated under bias for similar temperatures and times. 

Dynamically, with the devices being switched between a clearly defined ON and OFF 
nit whilst being monitored on an oscilloscope, it is found that they operate up to & temperature 

of 165°C. where the switching threshold values collapse and the device locks into an ON state. 
This ON state is maintained on cooling down to room temperature. More significantly, the 
devices switch down to a temperature of 4K with only a relatively slight increase in switching 

thresholds (ca factor of 2). 

3.3 Effects of Radiation 

Conventional memory states can be explained by the presence or absence of charge, and 
exposure to photons or charged particles can have an adverse effect on device operation. In this 
work experiments were carried out on a-SiJ{ memory devices and conventional CMOS 
structures under  gamma-radiation conditions, particle bombardment and radiation resembling 



that of outer space. At AERE Harwell a I j.xCurie Californium 
252  source emitting 3.6 x 101  

a-particles per sec, to' fission fragment particles per sec and 4 x iO neutrons per sec simulate 
a space environment, and this was used in testing the a-Si:F1 devices. 

A numberof characterised a.Si:H devices were irradiated by the 252Cf source for 17 hours 
receiving an integrated flux of2.7 x 10 5/cm 2  fission particles. 106/cm 2  of neutrons and 3 x l0'/cm 
of a -particles. The linear energy transfer (energy dissipated per cm path length) for these 
particles is 43MeV/(mg cm)'. In the a-Si:H devices, this amounts to 2MeV/cm. Fig. 3 shows 
the effectof this bombardment on the ON state resistance ratio R, 0,. that is the resistance 
after and the resistance before irradiation, for 32 devices. Although there is some scatter, no 
significant changes in R. were observed. 
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Fig.3 Effect of Space Environment Simulation 

Conditions on Ron. 

The effect of this radiation on the OFF state I-V characteristics was tested for some 20 
devices. Only random changes within a few percent were detected. 

Experiments carried out on 4k CMOS RAM devices showed that typically the number of 
changed states (single event upsets) was 150 out of 4096 in 100 minutes using the same source. 
The a-Si:!-! devices were irradiated for 17 hours, and under these conditions one would expect 
the 4k CMOS RAM to show 1500 single event upsets. This gives a cross section for upsets of 
10 2  cm2  for the CMOS device, and sets an upper limit of 5 x 10'cm 2  for the a-Slit devices. 

Devices were also exposed to gamma-radiation. A total of 180 p*-n-i devices were exposed 
to a flux of 0.508 Mradfhour for 10 hours. Fig. 4 shows the ratio showing no 
evidence of single event upsets for a 5MRad dose. All 50 devices in the OFF state also remained 
unchanged. The values of the OFF to ON threshold. V,,, .  and the ON to OFF threshold 

were unchanged to within ±7% and ±6% respectively. The 5Mrad dose was sufficient 
to discolour the glass substrate, and the CMOS It irradiated during the same experiment was 
found to be completely inoperable. These results suggest that the a-Si:!-! memories may have 
applications in areas where radiation adversely affects existing devices. 
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Fig.4 Effect of 5Mrad Radiation on Ron. 

3.4 SEM and EDX analysis. 

The resistance of the a-Sill p'-n-i devices to temperature stressing and radiation suggests 
a novel mechanism of memory storage and suggests some material change in the a-Sill. We 
have previously published EDX data on Cr-ps-V devices [6] and they showed that some material 
from the  top contact had diffused into the filamentary region. To determine the features of the 
filamentary region of the p+-n-i devices, these X-ray micro-analysis probes were again used. A 
JEOL is M-1330 SEM with a LINK Scientific 5508 detector and DAPPLE spectrum acquisition 
system was used to obtain the energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis (EDX) spectra. An electron 
probe of <200A was used to analyse the filamentary region and to determine whether electrode 
material could diffuse into this region during forming. The devices used had titanium (Ti) bottom 
electrodes and Or top electrodes to separate electrode detection. The devices were switched and 
subsequently had the  top Cs' electrode removed by conventional etching techniques before 
analysis. 

Compositional analysis of the altered region reveals a Cr X-ray Kpeak at 5.414keV in 
the spectrum, suggesting that Cr from the top electrode has diffused into the filamentary region 
during the forming pulse. Such a region is likely to become the pafered current - (reflected 
in the area independence of the resistance mentioned above). This has been compared to a region 
outwith the  filamentary region where no - correlating with Cr V. is detected. That this mixed 
phase silicon/metal filament is the prefered current - in the conduction of these devices is 
also suggested by work done at low temperatures [7] where an anomalous resistance at zero 
bias is found, consistent with tunneling transport between isolated metal particles. 

f analogue devices also operate by filamentary conduction and form area independent 
ON and OFF states. Metal is found to be incorporated into the filament heat also [7]. SIMS 
analysis of these have been undertaken and are reported elsewhere at this conference [8). 

M~* ,74 11 ! 

The memory states of a-Sill devices are remarkably non-volatile. The reason for this 
smbility is not clear. but is likely to be connected with the incorporation of metal into the 
filamentary region. The possibility of the stable states being caused by some charge trapping 
mechanism is remote in the light of the thermal release and nicliu.tion experiments above. This 
would cast doubt on the defects intrinsic to a-Sill playing a role. However, the silicon does 
play some role in subsequent forming and memory behaviour as reported at this conference [9]. 
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Abstract 

The amorphous silicon memory device shows promise as an analogue weight 
element in neural networks. The device resistance can be programmed to within 5% of 
any specific value between ikfl and IMO using IOns to lps voltage pulses in the  range 1-
5V. In this paper we describe the physical structure of the element and its electrical 
characteristics. Finally, a simple example is discussed of a small neural network 
implementing the EXOR function using amorphous silicon memory element as a 
resistive array of weights and external op-amps as the current summing nodes. 

I Introduction 

The development of large array size neural networks is hampered by the lack of a 
device technology which can be used to implement large arrays of programmable 
analogue synaptic weights in & cost effective manner. Recent approaches have used 
charge storage on the gate of a MOSPET to displace the threshold[1J. In this paper an 
alternative technology is described which uses the unique properties of a non-volatile, 
programmable amorphous silicon (a-SiJi) memoryf2,31 (resistor) as synaptic element 
in a resistive array. It is shown that a single a-Si:H device an be used to provide a 

synapse resistor with values between lO\) and 106 0 with a programming accuracy of 

+ /-5  The typical active area of the resistor is indicated as being less than 2m a 2&m. 
The a-Si:H technology is fully compatible with conventional silicon device processes 
which are required for the formation of the neurons (operational amplifiers) in the 
network 
In this paper we discuss the physical structure of the a-Si:H memory device and its 
associated electrical characteristic. An example is given of a network, namely a 2 input 
XOR, which has been built. Finally, architectures for implementing large arrays are 
briefly discussed. 

The amorphous silicon device discussed in this paper was developed by Dundee 
University and Edinburgh University and is detailed in References 12,31 The device 
consists of a thin (typically ioOnm) layer of p-type a.Si:H. deposited by PECVD of 

Mat. A.,. Soc. Synip. Proc. Vol. 251. 01192 MatidaIs R.nnch Scckty 
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silane and diborane mixtures, which is sandwiched between two metal contacting 

electrodes (top electrode - vanadium or chromium and bottom electrode - chromium). 

For the top electrode, the contact to the a-Si:H is made via a small pore (typical 

diameter lOsm) cut into a photoresist overlayer. After device fabrication, the structure 

has a resistance of - 10 0. A pulse ( up to 12V for - 300nsec) is then used to form the 

memory device. It is thought that the forming pulse produces local heating which results 

in diffusion of the top metal electrode into the a-Si:H layer. A schematic representation 

of this process is given in Figures Is and lb. 

A) UntDrmod d.vIc. 
	 a) Form•d d•vlc• 

T., S.L.I IV.astI.) leti ...... I (C .c,aIus) 

Ii! 
$vb,Irt• M.dIlI.d s.t.IIIO 

Figure Ia. Schematic cross-section of Figure lb. Schematic cross-section of 

unformed device, 	 formed device. 

Evidence for this effect has been obtained from EDX data and from Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) surface images of the pore region. As an example of the 

latter, Figure 2a shows a surface image of an unformed a.Si:H device after removal of 

the top electrode where no significant amounts of the top metal can be seen in the pore 

region. In contrast. Figure 2b, which illustrates an equivalent image from * formed 

device, shows a metallic like inclusion with an apparent diameter of 2pm. However if 

the broadening caused by the SIMS ion beam is taken into account, the true diameter 

of the inclusion may be as low as O.2pm. This figure is in agreement with other 

experimental measurements of the filament diameter given in referencc[2.3). 

Experiments have shown that it is possible to produce working devices with a pore size 

of 2pm 
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The  electrical properties of the device are controlled predominantly by the 

choice of the top electrode metal(31. If vanadium is used for the top electrode and 

chromium for the bottom electrode, the resultant formed device has a resistance which 

can be programmed between an on-state value of —3kf) and an OFF-state value of 

- iohfl  using programming voltages of between c/-IV and +/-4V with a pulse length 

of typically 10-lOOnsec. 

For example, Figure 3 shows that  

the resistance of a device initially in 	R(0 
a low resistance state can be 	 IC 

u.n .91 

increased in a controllable fashion 	
108 

using an incrementally increasing 

negative goiflg pulse (conventionally 	10 6 -  

termed an ERASE pulse) to the 

bottom device electrode[3]. In this 	10 4  
example a voltage range of 13V 
gave the full resistance change (see 	10 2 	I  2 	. v 
figure 3 ). Resistance an be  Figure 3. Erase pulse programming 
programmed in the opposite sense 
(Ic decreasing resistance ) by applying a positive going pulse to the bottom contact 

conventionally termed a WRflt pulse). As for the ERASE pulse, the final resistance 

state of the device is defined by the magnitude of the voltage pulse. Thus, the a-Sd{ 

memory device may be made to switch between any two resistance states by selecting 

the appropriate values of WRITE and ERASE pulses. The accuracy with which a given 

resistance value can be achieved is discussed in Section 5. Finally, as can be seen from 

figure 3, the resistance of the programmed device is unaltered by voltages of up to iSV 

for pulse widths of 10-10ns. 

3 Pulse width procarnmin 

In the previous section, it was shown that the resistance of the device was 

dependent on the amplitude of a pulse of given width. An alternative programming 

method is to keep the pulse amplitude constant and alter the pulse width. Figure 4 

shows the results of such an experiment. Initially, the device was set in the off state and 

a series of pulses of amplitude 25%' were applied with the pulse width increasing from 

Ions to ls. The log-log plot shows the resistance decreased linearly indicating the 

resistance depends on a low power of the pulse width. By contrast, the resistance shows 

a near exponential dependence when programmed using pulse amplitude, (figure 3). 

When the experiment was repeated with pulses of amplitude ISV (see figure 4 ) a 

similar effect was seen but the characteristic is displaced to shorter pulse widths. Similar 

effects are obtained for erase cycles, as figure 5 shows. As a result, it may be expected 

that improved accuracy of programming may be achieved using pulse width rather than 

amplitude programming. 
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In order to study the accuracy with which the resistance of formed discrete devices may 

be set, the following procedure for programming the devices has been adopted: 
a target resistance value (R,.) is chosen together with a required accuracy. 

the initial resistance value of the device is measured (RM) 

if RM
is greater than It1. & WRITE sequence is initiated and if R M  is less than RD 

an ERASE sequence is used (see Section 2 for definitions of WRITE and ERASE 

procedures). 
in the WRITE use, the programming pulse of 100 nsec is applied in the voltage 

range between OV and 9S9V. The same procedure is used in the ERASE case, except 

that the polarity of the voltage pulse is reversed. 

the value of RM  is measured and tested against R T  and either Step c) or Step d) is 

repeated as required with the necessary increment in the programming voltage. 
As an example of this process, a target value of lOkO with a required accuracy of 

+ /-5% and a programming voltage step of 0.05V have been chosen. 
Figure 6 shows the resistance-voltage (R-V) characteristic obtained using this approach 

for a device with an initial resistance value of 232x10¼. The final resistance value 

obtained was 9.6x1& 0 which is within the required accuracy. In contrast, Figure 7 

shows a similar programming sequence in which the resistance RM jumped to 63090, 

missing the required target value. As a result, an ERASE sequence was initiated. It can 
be seen that the device reached its target resistance at an ERASE voltage of 1.96V. 
Similar behaviour has been demonstrated for devices where the initial resistance was 

below the target value, This procedure has been studied in a large number of samples 
and it has been shown that a programming accuracy of 5% can be achieved in more 

than 95% of devices, 
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Figure 6. Resistance as a function of 	 Figure 7. Resistance as a function of 

voltage amplitude, 	 voltage amplitude. 

It may be concluded that in the case of the present discrete devices, it is possible 

to readily achieve a programming accuracy of+/-5%. Indeed, it is expected that the 
degree of accuracy available may be improved by further optimisation of the device 
fabrication, the device forming process and the control of the voltage pulses used to 
programme the a-Si:H memory. A similar procedure may be used with the pulse width 

programming described earlier. 

In order to provide a simple test for the a-Si:H memory devices, a two input 

exclusive-OR circuit has been constructed using a 5x4 a-Si:H synapse array and 
commercial operational amplifiers. The circuit diagram for the exclusive-OR, including 
the target resistance values, is given in Figure & The required accuracy for the resistors 
in the array in order to maintain the logic function of the circuit was determined using 

fixed metal oxide resistors and circuit simulation- It was found that an accuracy of 
typically +/-30% was needed. As an be seen from the previous section. this figure is 
well within that available for the a-Si:H devices. Figure 9 shows the input and output 
voltage traces obtained from the exclusive-OR circuit using the a.Si:H devices. It an be 
seen that the correct logic function has been obtained The voltage used in the circuit 
was set at 03V to avoid affecting the resistance values of the a-Si:H memories. The 
speed of operation of the demonstration circuit was limited to - 1MHz by the slew rate 
of the current summing amplifiers. Thus, this circuit an not be used to estimate the 
potential speed performance of a-SkH based neural networks However, it has been 
shown that the device may be programmed using 10 nsec pulses (see Section 2). It is 

likely that the final speed of a neural network using a-Si:H memories will be limited by 
the performance of the on chip operational amplifiers and a typical cycle time would be 

a few microseconds. 
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Figure & XOR circuit. 
	 Figure 9. XOR input/output 

To incorporate the a-Si:H device in an array it is necessary to incorporate an 
access transistor to provide satisfactory isolation. The transistor must able to supply 
enough current to form the device (8mA) and withstand the forming voltage (UV). 
With the resistance range currently available, power considerations limit the resistive 
array size to approximately 20,00 synapses. Other neural network architectures [5] 
employing the non volatile a-Si:H device are also under consideration. 

6 Conclusions 

It has been shown that analogue synaptic weights may be produced using a single 
non-volatile a-Si:H memory device. The resulting synapse resistance can be set between 

100 and 1060  with atypical accuracy of +/-5%. This technology is fully compatible 
with conventional silicon technology. 

A limitation of the present approach is the requirement to 'down-load' the 
synaptic resistance values. Future work will include the study of both resistive arrays 
and pulse stream implementations using a-Si:H devices aimed at providing 'on-chip' 
learning. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we report the role of the a-Sill on the electrical behaviour of Metal/ a-S1H 

/ Metal memory devices. We have investigated layers deposited at 250 °C by the glow discharge 
method with various doping concenntions, from undoped up to 1(' vppm of either diborax 
or phosphine in silane. We have found that the a-Si:H layer affects the initial forming process 
and the subsequent OFF state resistance. The hydrogen contents of the films have been measured 
and are found to correlate, for the p-type samples. with the forming voltage. 

l,lnIroduCtIoll 
The structure of the devices used in this study is similar to those reported previously [1]. 

andis shown schematically in Figure I. The a.SiH layer, deposited bY plasma hems 
vapour deposition of silane, is sandwiched between two metal contacts, the bottom being 
chromium and the tOQ contact being vanadium. In the earlier devices the a-Sill layer was doped 
by the addition of 10' vppm of diborane in the Silt.. A put 10 microns in diameter is patterned 
in a layer of insulating photoresist giving a pore area -flY' cm' although it is believed that the 
actual active device area is much less than this, with a diameter <05pm. After an initial forming 

10  process, whereby the device resistance is reduced from the as-fabricated 10' ohms down 
several kohms by the application of a voltage pulse of 300m; in duration and around 12V in 
magnitude, the device exhibits non-volatile, polarity dependent. electrically programmable 
analogue or digital memory switching [2]. That is, the devices may be programmed over a 
continuum of resistance states with the application of the appropriate programming poises. A 
recent publication [2] reported on the role of the top metal on the switching behaviour of the 
devices. It was found that the switching behaviour was essentially digital for some meals leg. 
Cr, Ag. Al ) and analogue for others (eg. V. Ni, Co). We define an analogue device as one in 
which the range of programming voltages i s > l.OV and adigital device as one in which the 

range of programming voltages < l.OV. Th e  forming process is thought to be associated with 
the creation of a highly conducting filament [3] and it is through this modified region that the 
current is primarily carried and to which the switching behaviour is most likely atTIibUS. X-ray 
microanalysis. including EDX and SIMS, indicate that the top metal is incorporated into S 
a-Si.H layer during the forming process (3.4]. 

During the course of this work it became evident that the precise role of the a-Sill layer 
was unclear. This paper reports on the results obtained on devices when the doping of the a-Sill 
layer was varied Irvin undoped up to 10' vppm of either diborane or phosphine in the silane 
used to prepare the films. We have investigated the effect of the a-Sill layer on: (I) the forming 
process by measuring the forming voltage. V,. as a function of the doping concentatiocz (ii) 
the subsequent switching states by measuring 

the  range of programmable resistance values. 
Mog R and (iii) the voltage range. AV, over which the device maybe programmed ass function 
of the doping concentration. It should be emphasised here that all the samples reported hat 
have undergone identical processing procedure& Also, since V F  is known to be dependent on 
the thickness of the a-Si:H layer, all samples were prepared with notionally the same thickness, 
namely 960A with a standard deviation of SOA. The hydrogen content of the samples was 
measured by thermal evolution. 
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2.Raults 
The results reported here are the avenge values taken from a selection of 2 or 3 substrates 

from a single deposition and with some 40 or so devices tested on each substrate. Each point in 
the following  figures therefore represents the average of some 100 or so measurements. In 
addition, the measurements have been repeated for several sets of samples prepared in another 
deposition with the samedeposiUOn and fabrication parameters thti 
We first look at the effect of the a-Si:H layer on the forming voltage of the devices. The 
subsequent section deals with the effect on the switching parameters and finally we report on 
the results from the hydrogen content measurements. 

2.1.Fermiria 
The forming process consists of applying successively incremented pulses of 300 ns 

duration across the device, with positive polarity to the  top V electrode, and measuring the 
resistance at 0.5V, at which the resistance is stable, after each pulse has been applied. At a critical 
voltage, called the fanning voltage, the device resistance decreases to a few kohms and the 
device may then be switched with significantly lower programming voltages. It was previously 
reported [2 that for p-type samples doped with 10' vppm of diborane in silane, the device 
exhibited 'soft forming' with the resistance initially being reduced gradually over several orders 
of magnitude prior to the dramatic decrease to around a kohm for it subsequent increase in the 
fanning voltage. In the present study most samples have only shown the hard forming behaviour, 
with only the heavier doped samples, prepared from 10' and 10' vppin of diborane and phosphine 
in silanc, showing soft-forming over about one order of magnitude. The dependence of the 
forming voltage on the dopant concentration is shown in Figure 2. For the n-type devices the 
forming voltage decreases monotonically from 14.9V for the undoped samples down tolO.4V 
for the heaviest doped 10' vppm devices. If we now consider the p-type devices we can see that 
the forming voltage decreases to 8.3V for 10' vppm devices and then increases as the doping 
concentration is increased to 10'vppm. We would like to ernphasizs that each of the points in 
Figure 2 is an average of some 100 or so measurements with the awr bars representing the 
standard deviation in the measurements. 



2.2.Swilchina 

It was observed that the polarity dependence of the switching remained the same for both 
the n- and p-type samples, i.e. it was found that positive polarity applied to the top erased the 
device whilst negative polarity to the top electrode wrote to the device, irrespective of the a-Si:H 

doping. 
The range of programmable resistance states over which the devices may be programmed 

is shown in Figure 3. Here we see the logarithm of the ratio of the OFF to ON state resistance, 
the ON state being in each case equal to to U. The range of accessible resistance states is a 
maximum for the undoped samples which can be programmed over the range from 10'0 up to 
10' U. The programmable resistance ranges for both the diborane and phosphine doped samples 
decrease monotonically. For the heaviest doped samples the accessible range extends over two 
orders of magnitude corresponding to an OFF state of iO' U. In view of the very different 
conductivities of n- and p-type films produced from the same concentration of PH, and 82116, 
the agreement of the data for both n- and p-type samples in Figure 3 i very surprising. 

The effect of the a-Si:H Layer on the range of programming voltages, AV, as define in 
reference 1 21 is shown in Figure 4. For the n-type devices. AV decreases only by  sinail amount 
as the phosphine concentration varies from the undoped up to io vppm devices. In contrast the 
range of programming voltages increases from I .OV for the undoped films up to 2.OV for the 
samples doped with lO vppm of diborane. The standard deviation of the measurements across 
several substrates from a single deposition in the values shown in this figure are about 0.1 V for 

each doping level. 
The actual values of the threshold voltages at which the device begins to turn ON or OFF 

did not show any systematic dependence on the a-Si:H parameters and indeed could vary, in 
the worst case, from device to device across a given substrate by as much as 2V. 
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23.Hvdrofefl content 

The amount of hydrogen incorporated into the layer was measured on samples deposited 
in the same run using thermal evolution. The results are shown in Figure 5. 11 we consider first 
the n-type samples we see that the atomic hydrogen concentration C,, remains constant at about 
5.0% over the entire range of doping concentration. In contrast the concentration of hydrogen 
for the p-type samples depend strongly on the doping concentration, increasing up to a maximum 
of 17.3% for the 10' vppm samples and then decreasing dramatically to 5.4 a% as the doping 
level is further increased to 10' vppm of diborane. This trend in the atomic hydrogen content 
with the doping level for both then- and p-type films has been observed for three other sets of 
samples prepared with identical deposition parameters. This maximum in the hydrogen content 
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at 10' vppm of 8211. in SiB4  coincides with the minimum in the forming voltage at this doping 
level and suggests that there may be a correlation between the forming voltage and the hydrogen 
content. 
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If we now plot the results for the forming voltage as a function of the hydrogen content, 
as shown in Figure 6, we can see that for the p-type samples the forming voltage decreases as 
the amount of hydrogen incorporated into the films increases. The n-type samples, however, do 
not display such a dependency as C4  is constant whereas the forming voltage decreases as the 
amount of dopant is increaset 

3.Disc'nsioo 
The results presented in this paper indicate that the properties of the a-Sill films do play 

arnie in determining the behaviourof metaVa-Silthnetal memory devices. In general, increasing 
the dopant concentration decreases the forming voltage for both n- and p-type samples and 
decreases the OFF state resistance, whereas the ON state resistance is essentially independent 
of the doping level. The voltage range that can be used to programme the devices deceases only 
slowly with increasing PH3  but increases by a factor of 2 in going horn undoped to IO vppm 
of 82H. Although there is no correlation between VF and Ce  in the n-type films, there is an 
interesting correlation between these parameters in the p-type films. 

Our earlier work (2) has shown the importance of the top metal in determining the memory 
characteristics. If, as we believe, the memory behaviour is a direct consequence of the formation 
of a composite metai/a-SkH filament, brought about by diffusion of the top metal into the a-Sill 
during the  forming process, then our new results would indicate that doping, and possibly 
variations in the hydrogen content, influence both the ease with which the metal diffuses and 
possibly the way in which it is distributed. 

It is now well established (10] that doping increases the defect density in a-SLIt It is also 
very likely that the increase in the defect density with increasing doping could enhance the 
diffusion of the top metal into the a-Sill layer and thereby Iowa VF However, the results 
presented in this papa do not always vary monotonically with doping and it is therefore likely 
that this is  not a complete answer. We have alsoconsidered the possibility that the behaviour 
of the forming voltage with doping could be explained by the variation of the metal/a-Sill 
barrier height.However, the fact that VF  does not vary monotonically with doping for the p-type 
films would, at least at first sight, appear to make this unlikely as the sole mechanism. 
Nevertheless, further work is required before we can definitely exclude this possibility. 

The correlation of VF with CH  shown in Figure 6 for the p-type samples suggests that 
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hydrogen may also play a role. This result is consistent with the recently published work [5) 
which reported that hydrogen induces detrapping of transition metals, such as Pd or Cu, in the 
amorphous silicon layer causing the metal to move further in regions where hydrogen was 
present. It is fairly well established that the charge state of hydrogen in p-type c-Si:!-! is positive 
[6,71 and recent work [8,9) suggests that hydrogen has a negative charged state in n-type c-Si:!-!. 
In keeping with this idea and taking the analogy over to the amorphous case, it might be expected 
that in going from p-type to n-type devices and assuming that hydrogen may play a role in the 
switching mechanism, the polarity dependence should change for either case. This however is 
not what we observe, but it should be remembered that the structure of the device is no longer 
likely to be just a-Si:H once it has been formed and the filament is probably a complex mixture 
of all the constituent parts used in producing these devices. 

4,Concluson 

From the results presented here it is clear that the a-Si:H does play a role in the switching 
behaviour of the devices, suggesting that it may be possible to fabricate devices with customised 
switching characteristics necessary for particular applications. The results also suggest that the 
detailed properties of the amorphous silicon layer play a role determining during forming 
precisely how the top metal is incorporated into the filamentary region. Further work, particularly 
with samples deposited at lower deposition temperature, with compensated samples and with 
sputtered films, is in progress aimed at providing further information on the roles played by 
defects, dopants and hydrogen in the memory operation. 
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